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Emergency Action Level Changes

REFERENCE: (a) Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, Revision 5, "Methodology for
Development of Emergency Action Levels," dated February 2008
(ADAMS Accession No. ML080450149)

(b) NUMARC/NESP-007, Revision 2, "Methodology for Development of
Emergency Action Levels", dated January 1992
(ADAMS Accession No. ML041120174)

R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant requests Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approval for
the adoption of revised Emergency Action Levels (EALs) for use at the R.E. Ginna Nuclear
Power Plant in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, Section IV(B)(1). The revised
EALs are based on Reference (a). Current R.E. Ginna EALs are based primarily on reference
(b).

NRC approval is requested by December 31, 2012, with the EAL changes being implemented
within one year after approval. The implementation of the revised EALs will be based on site
activities allowing for emergency responder training and familiarization as part of the
implementation. Site activities that must be coordinated with implementation of the revised EALs
include scheduled refueling outages, initial licensing examinations and annual examinations of
licensed operators.

The proposed EAL schemes were developed using the generic development guidance from NEI
99-01, Revision 5 with di",rerences and deviations based upon design criteria applicable to the
site as well as licensee preferences for terminology, format, and other licensee desired
modifications to the generic EAL scheme provided in NEI 99-01 Revision 5. The instrumentation
used to determine EAL entry criteria was evaluated for appropriateness, ranges of indication,
and set points as part of the upgrade project. i)v f_-
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Attachment (1) provides the EAL Technical Bases (strike out version) with Attachment (2)
providing the EAL Technical Bases (clean version). The Technical Bases document provides
an explanation and rationale for each EAL. Attachment (3) provides the EAL Comparison
Matrix, providing a line-by-line comparison of the EALs contained in NEI 99-01, Revision 5 to
the proposed R.E. Ginna EALs. Attachment (4) contains the Radiation Monitor Supporting
Calculations. Attachment (5) contains the EAL Wallchart.

Should you have questions regarding this matter, please contact Mr. Thomas Harding at
(585) 771-5219 or Thomas.HardingJr@cengllc.com.

v ry truiy yours

Joseph E. Pacher

STATE OF NEW YORK:
TO WIT:

COUNTY OF WAYNE:

I, Joseph E. Pacher, being duly sworn, state that I am Vice President, R.E. Ginna Nuclear
Power Plant, LLC (Ginna LLC), and that I am duly authorized to execute and file this request on
behalf of Ginna LLC. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements contained in this
document are true and correct. To the extent that these statements are not based on my
personal knowledge, they are based upon information provided by other Ginna LLC employees
and/or consultants. Such information has been reviewed in accordance with company practice
and I believe it to be reliable.

Subscribed and sworn before me, a Notary Public in id for the State of New York and County

of ___________,this 4I14tdayof >LfL(_kLV" ,2011.

WITNESS my Hand and Notarial Seal:

My Commission Expires:

/0ý ;ý) 1/Y4

Notary Public .-

SHARON L. MILLER - "
N0tary Public, State ot New York
Registration No. 01MI6017755 ,
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D.V. Pickett, NRC
Resident Inspector, NRC (Ginna)
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1.0 PURPOSE

This document provides an explanation and rationale for each Emergency Action Level

(EAL) included in the EAL Upgrade Project for the R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant

(Ginna). It should be used to facilitate review of the Ginna EALs and provide historical

documentation for future reference. Decision-makers responsible for implementation of

EPIP-1-0 "Ginna Station Event Evaluation and Classification" and the Emergency Action

Level Matrix may use this document as a technical reference in support of EAL

interpretation. This information may assist the Emergency Director in making

classifications, particularly those involving judgment or multiple events. The basis

information may also be useful in training, for explaining event classifications to off-site

officials, and for facilitating regulatory review and approval of the classification scheme.

The expectation is that emergency classifications are to be made as soon as conditions

are present and recognizable for the classification, but within 15 minutes in all cases of

conditions present. Use of this document for assistance is not intended to delay the

emergency classification.

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Background

EALs are the plant-specific indications, conditions or instrument readings that are utilized

to classify emergency conditions defined in the Ginna Emergency Plan.

In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007 "Methodology for Development of

Emergency Action Levels" as an alternative to NUREG-0654 EAL guidance.

NEI 99-01 (NUMARC/NESP-007) Revision 4 was subsequently issued for industry

implementation. Enhancements over earlier revisions included:

Consolidating the system malfunction initiating conditions and example emergency

action levels which address conditions that may be postulated to occur during plant

shutdown conditions.
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* Initiating conditions and example emergency action levels that fully address• . ,;; _ .... -.

conditions that may be postulated to occur at permanently Defueled Stations and

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSIs). . - -. ,.. - . 1. . -

* Simplifying the fission product barrier EAL threshold for a Site Area Emergency.

Subsequently, Revision 5 of NEI 99-01 has been issued which incorporates resolutions to.

numerous implementation issues including the NRC EAL FAQs. Using NEI 99-01 Revision

5 Final, February 2008 (ADAMS Accession Number ML08045.0149), Ginna conducted an

EAL implementation upgrade project that produced the EALs discussed herein.

2.2 Fission Product Barriers

Many of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission product barrier based.

That is, the conditions that define the EALs are based upon loss or potential loss of one or

more of the three fission product barders. "Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the relative

damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the barrier no longer assures

containment of radioactive materials; "Potential Loss" implies an increased probability of

barrier loss and decreased certainty of maintaining the barrier.

The primary fission product barriers are:.. . ,-- .- 4 .

A. Fuel Clad (FC): The Fuel Clad barrier bonisists of the zircalldy or stainless, steel fuel ".
bundle tubes that contain the fuel pellets....... .. . . ..

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS. Barrier includes the RCS primary side.
and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and
other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the containment building
and connections up to and including the outermost containment isolation valves... ,,.%

This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions
outside the containment building, up, toand including the, outermost secondary side . . . .

isolation valve.
.1 . e- C . . , ' - .. -HUM "- .. - , - -. ...

9 ', Pm~rnanrev ("l2Q ifir>~ainn Rm m -n .LiQ inn Prn~rli~tr4 R'rri,•r rtnr,•rI*nfii~ .." •t. .'' "....

The following criteria are the bases for event classification related to fission productbarrier ..... , '•.

loss or potential loss: . . . '. . . .. , . .. .. . . . ,

Unusual Event.,•: . . " " '":' . , . .. .. ', -,..
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Any loss or any potential loss of Containment ...

Alert: .

Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS " '

Site Area Emergency: : "

Loss or potential loss of any two barriers .

General Emergency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third barrier

2.4 EAL Relationship to EOPs and Critical Safety Function Status

Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions

defined in the Ginna Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) network. While the

symptoms that drive operator actions specified in the EOPs are not-indicative of all

possible conditions which warrant emergency classification, they define the symptoms,

independent of initiating events which indicate reactor plant safety and/or fission product

barrier integrity are threatened. When these symptoms are clearly representative of one of

the NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Initiating Conditions, they have been utilized as an EAL. This permits

rapid classification of emergency situations based on plant conditions without the need for

additional evaluation or event diagnosis. Although some of the EALs presented here are

based on conditions defined in the EOPs, classification of emergencies using theseEALs

is not dependent upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs can be utilized independently or

in conjunction with the EOPs. ,

2.5 Symptom-Based vs. Event-Based Approach

To the extent possible, the EALs are 'symptom-based. That is, the action' level threshold'is

defined by values of key plant operating parameters that identify emergency or potential

emergency conditions. This approach is appropriate because it allows the full. scope of .

variations in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. However, a purely . .

symptom-based approach is not sufficient to address all events for which emergency

classification is appropriate. Particular events to which no predetermined symptoms can be
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ascribed have also been utilized as EALs since they may be indicativeof potentially more.

serious conditions not yet fully realized.

2.6 EAL Organization

The Ginna EAL scheme includes the following features: . . :<. . .' -

* Division of the EAL set into three broad groups:

o EALs applicable under all plant operating modes -•This group would be

reviewed by the EAL-user any time emergency classifica'tion is considered.

o EALs applicable only under hot operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Hot Standby,

Startup, or Power Operation mode.

o EALs applicable only under cold operating modes 7 This, gro0upwould only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Cold Shutdown' Refuel or

Defueled mode. ..

The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of hot condition EALs when the plant is

in a cold condition and avoid review of cold condition EALs when the plant is in a, - . .

hot condition. This approach significantly minimizes the total number of EALs that

must be reviewed by the EAL-user for a given plant condition, reduces EAL-user.........

reading burden and, thereby, speeds identification of the EAL that applies to the

emergency. , .,

Within each of the above three groups, assignment of EALS to,.-

categories/subcategories - category and subcategory titles are selected to

represent conditions that are operationally significant to the EAL-user.

Subcategories are used as necessary to further divide the EALs of a category into

logical sets of possible emergency classification thresholds. The Ginna EAL

categories/subcategories and their relationship to NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Recognition

Categories are listed below.
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EAL Groups, Categories and Subcategories

EAL Group/Category EAL Subcategory

Any Operating Mode:

R - Abnormal Rad Release I Rad Effluent

H - Hazards and Other Conditions
Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions . ,.: . .
2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

3 - CR/CAS/SAS Rad

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena
• 2 - Fire or ExPlosion

3 - Hazardous Gas
4 4-Security .

5 - Control Room Evacuation
6- Judgment...

NoneE - ISFSI

Hot Conditions:

S - System Malfunction

F - Fission Product Barrier Degrada

1 - Loss of AC Power
'2-LossofDCPower .. ...

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure ..... ,.

4 - Inability t6 Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditi6ns
5 - Instrumentation
6 - Communications
7 - Fuel Clad Degradation . * .
8 - RCS Leakage

ation" None. ... ...... . ... * . . ~i

Cold Conditions: .

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System 1 - Loss of AC Power
Malfunction .2 - Loss of DC Power

3 - RCS Level
4 - RCS Temperature
5 - Communications
6 - Inadvertent Criticality ... ,:. .. ...

"°" i ... ' .' ..2
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The primary tool for determining theemergency classification level is .the.EAL . ..

Classification Matrix. The user of the EAL Classification Matrix may (but is not required to) .....

consult the EAL Technical Bases Document in order to.obtain additional information- ... ...... .,

concerning the EALs under classification consideration. The user should, consult Sections .

2.7 & 2.8, and Attachments 1 & 2 of this document for such information.

2.7 Technical Bases Information

EAL technical bases are provided in Attachment"I for each EAL according to EAL group "

(Any, Hot, Cold), EAL category (R, E, C, H, S and F) and EAL subcategory. A summary

explanation of each category and subcategory is given at the beginning of the technical

bases discussions of the EALs included in the category. For each EAL, the following

information is provided: . ., ..... . .

Category Letter & Title .. ... . .. .... ..... '

Subcategory Number & Title . . ... .

Initiatinq Condition (IC)

Site-specific description of the generic IC given in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5.

EAL Identifier (enclosed in rectancqje) '. l" e ""

Each EAL is assigned a unique identifier to ;upport accurate communication of the .: '...

emergency classification to onsite and offsite personnel. Four characters define each........ 1,.

EAL identifier:

1. First character (letter): Corresponds to the EAL category as described above (R,

E, C, H, S or F)

2. Second character (letter): The emergency classification (G, S, Ao'r U) " '.

G = General Emergency
• "- . : " . ,. ." ." . .

S = Site Area Emergency " "

A = Alert ,..

U = Unusual Event .. ...... , l... . ....... . .

3. Third character (number): Subc6tegory number within the given category:' -'<• .'"."

Subcategories are sequentially numbered beginning with the number one (1). If
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a category does not have a subcategory, this character is assigned the number

one(l).

4. Fourth character (number): The numerical sequence of the EAL Within the EAL

subcategory. If the subcategory has only one EAL, it is given the numlier one
(1). . . : "

Classification (enclosed in rectan-qle):

Unusual Event (U), Alert (A), Site Area Emergency (P) or General Emergency (G)

EAL (enclosed in rectangle) ... . ...

Wording of the EAL as it appears in the EAL Classification Matrix ... . . .' .... .

Mode Applicability . -,' .. .. .

One or more of the following plant operating conditions comprise the mode to which

each EAL is applicable: 1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot

Standby, 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled, or All. (See Section 2.8 for , ..

operating mode definitions)

Basis:

A Generic basis section provides a description of the rationale for the EAL as provided

in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5. This is followed by a Plant-Specific basis section that provides

Ginna-relevant information concerning the EAL. If the EAL wording contains a defined

term, the definition of the term is included at the end of the plant-specific basis

discussion.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

Site-specific source documentation from which the EAL is derived

2.8 Operating Mode Applicability (Based on Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1)

1 Power Operation

Reactor shutdown margin is less than Technical Specification minimum required " ..

(Keef 0.99) and greater than 5% rated thermal power (excluding decay heat). . . . . ..... .
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2 Startup , • , .-, .....

Reactor shutdown margin is less than. Technical Specification minimum required . . . .

(Kefr >_ 0.99) and less than or equal to 5% rated thermal power (excluding decay' ........ ."

3 Hot Shutdown '

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required. .-. -.

(Keff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) greater than or equal to 3500F.

4 Hot Standby

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification. minimum required.

(kef < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than 3500F and greate r than 200F . ..F

(all reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned).......; . ...

5 Cold Shutdown -. ., . .. .. ........ .

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required:. . -. .

(Kef < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than or equal, to 200°F (all reactor-,, . .. ...

vessel head closure bolts fullytensioned). '. ,- :..:. : , . . ..

6 R efue l-. . " . . :. ' : , .:- .: ". . , :. .'. . •.. .

One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned. ." " . . in.., . ..

D Defueled

All reactor fuel removed from reactor pressure.vessel (full core off load during - . , ....

refueling or extended outage)..., ,............ . :. .. ..... ,,

The plant operating mode that exists at the time that the event occurs (prior to any' - '

protective system or operator action,bbing initiated in. resp6nse to the cbndition)should be ................ :..

compared to the mode applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant operating mode'

is reached before the emergency classification is made, the declaration shall be based on '

the mode that existed at the time the event occurred.'

2.9 Validation of Indications, Reports and Conditions '
• •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . .. . . ,.'. '.. ... " :"'•.:.. .'" ... '.•"..,"......!" .'';, ••.;." •. . .'

All EALs and Fission Product Barrier thresholds assume valid indications. All emergency "

classifications shall be based upon valid indications, reports or conditions. An indication '
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report, or condition is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an instrument

channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by direct

observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability;,the

condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is the

need for timely assessment.

2.10 Planned vs. Unplanned Events

Planned evolutions involve preplanning to address the limitations imposed by the

condition, the performance of required surveillance testing, and the implementation of

specific controls prior to knowingly entering the condition in'accordance with the specific

requirements of the site's Technical Specifications. Activities,-planned or unplanned, which

cause the site to operate beyond what is allowed by the site's Technical Specifications

may result in an EAL threshold being met or exceeded. Planned evolutions to test,

manipulate, repair or perform maintenance or modifications to systems and equipment that

result in an EAL value being met or exceeded are not subject to classification and ..... -.....

activation requirements as long as the evolution proceeds as planned and is within the

operational limitations imposed by the specific operating license. However, these

conditions may be subject to the reporting requirements of.10.CFR 50.72. ...

2.11 Classifying Transient Events

For some events, the condition may be corrected before a declaration'has been made.

The key consideration in this situation is to determine whether or not further plant damage

occurred while the corrective actions were being taken, In some situations, this can be

readily determined in other situations, further analyses may be necessary (e.g., coolant

radiochemistry following an ATWS event, plant structural examination following an

earthquake, etc.). Classify the event as indicated and terminate. the emergency once

assessment shows that there were no consequences from the event and other termination

criteria are met.

Existing guidance for classifying transient events addresses the period of time of event

recognition and classification (15 minutes). However, in cases when EAL declaration

criteria may be met momentarily during the normal expected response of the plant,
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declaration requirements should not be considered to be met when the conditions are a

part of the designed plant response, or result from appropriate Operator actions.

There may be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded an EAL was not recognized . -

at the time of occurrence but is identified well after the condition has-occurred. (e.g., as a

result of routine log or record review), and the condition no longer exists. In these cases,'

an emergency should not be declared. Reporting requirements of 10 .CFR 50.72 aire .•. '. ,"

applicable and the guidance of NUREG-1 022; Eveht Reporting Guidelihes,'10 CFR 50.72,:. .

and 50.73, should be applied.

2.12 Multiple Simultaneous Events and Imminent EAL Thr'esholds " ' "

When multiple simultaneous events occur, the emergency classification level is based on ..

the highest EAL reached. For example, two Alerts remain in the. Alert category. Or, an Alert

and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area Emergency. Further guidance is provided in RIS

2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications During Quickly

Changing Events.

Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency Director

(ED) must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that exceeding

the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in the judgment of the ED, an imminent situation is at

hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. While this

is particularly prudent at the higher emergency classes (the early classification may permit

more effective implementation of protective measures), it is nonetheless applicable to all

emergency classes.

2.13 Emergency Classification Level Downgrading

Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the consideration of what to do when

the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing. A combination approach involving

recovery from General Emergencies and some Site Area Emergencies and termination

from Unusual Events, Alerts, and certain Site Area Emergencies causing no long term

plant damage appears to be the best choice. Downgrading to lower emergency

classification levels adds notifications but may have merit under certain circumstances.
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3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 Developmental . . . .

3.1.1 NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Final, Methodology for:Development'of Emergency;
Action Levels, February 2008, ADAMS Accession Number ML080450149*

3.1.2 NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18, Supplement 2, Use of
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, Methodology for Development of
Emergency Action Levels .Revision 4, Dated January 2003 (December 12,.
2005)

3.1.3 RIS 2007-02 Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications
During Quickly Changing Events, February, 2,2007. . ..

3.2 Implementing

3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3

EPIP-1-0, Ginna Station Event Evaluation'and Classification

EAL Comparison Matrix .. .

EAL Matrix - . 1ý I a . .

3.3 Commitments

None
.1

. I , . . .':1 ..

q ,

".., . • !7. .-. :. *. ; * ..j . . .t .j .• ' ,
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4.0 DEFINITIONS (ref. 3.1.1 except as noted)

Affecting Safe Shutdown :.

Event in progress has adversely affected functions that are necessary to bring the plant to
and maintain it in the applicable hot or cold shutdown condition. Plant condition
applicability is determined by Technical Specification LCOs ineffect.

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the... ........
plant to be placed in hot shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable,.but cold shutdown is, . ."

not. This event is not "affecting safe shutdown."

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in cold shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, bbt'cold shutdown is-'.-- `-:
not. This event is "affecting safe shutdown."

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the p otential for causingqsiqnificant damage to the~plant"
(refer to the Security Plan for a m0oredetailed'definiti6n). ' -

B om b .. ,, ... ,., . •. . . . .,. . ,.

Refers to an explosive device suspected'of having sufficient forbe to damage plant ..

systems or structures. I . . .• " , . .... - . .

Civil Disturbance

A group of people violently protesting station operations or activities at the site.

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substrances and the environment-!. .

Containment Closure

The site-specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure containment (prmay"; c . '.
cecondary for BWR) and its associated structures, systems, and components as a ..... ...... .

functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions. As applied.to - ...... .

Ginna, Containment Closure is the action or'condition that ensures Containment and itsi .............
associated systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in 0-2.311A. provide a.
functional barrier to fission product release.

Explosion: .-. ' . '." ".. -" . " " . ,, ,.• . - .

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of pressunzed/energized
equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially damage permanent
structures, systems, or components. .-. ý: , , .. . .... • ', • •,

Extortion .

An attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force.

.1
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Faulted

In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being completely
depressurized. . ,,

Fire.•
Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts
or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Hostage

A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met by the.
station.

Hostile Action

An act toward a-NP-PGinna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This includes
attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or other devices
used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included.
Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious .. . .
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the44P-NGinna. Non-terrorism-based EALs
should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between
individuals in the owner controlled area).

• " . ; ; " j t .L , , . ' .' ' . " ." •- '".. " * ;.'.. .

Hostile Force

One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or by stealth.
and deception, equipped with suitable weapons' capable of killing, maiming; or causing
destruction.

Imminent ... ,

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional acti6ns are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event orconditioniwill occur. Where
imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

Intrusion

The act of entering without authorization. Discovery of a bomb in a specified area is
indication of intrusion into that area by a hostile force.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) - . . '" ,.. .. "7" , . i

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel :
and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.
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Normal Plant Operations

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry into
abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.

Owner Controlled Area

The site-specific facilities and property outside the the security Protected Area fence.

Projectile

An object directed toward a Nuclear Power Plant that could cause concernfor its . ,.
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety. -

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the security
Protected Area fence.. ... -...

RCS Intact

The RCS should be considered intact when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal
condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams).

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude sufficient
to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

Sabotage " . ' , • .. - ..

Deliberate damage, mis-alignment, or n is-operationof plant equipment with the intent to *,

render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with or damaged due to.
malicious mischief may not meet the definition of sabotage until this determination is made
by security supervision.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 1 OCFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:..,

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary; . . : "

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor'and maintain it in a safe shutdown cohdition: "

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Security Condition

Any security event as listed in the approved security-contingency plan that constitutes a , ,
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential degradation
to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a hostile action.
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'^ •vnpnnd . .,t or more of the following: (l ,autmat t•whu n r-e a•-i .l.l
gr~eatcr than 25% thcRmal reactor power, (2) electrical load rejcctien ýgrpeater ha 25 fll * ý..
electrica! load, (3) reactorF trip, 44) s-;fPyijccio acivtin o §) heml owl

osilain gct4rtn - -. . .. . .- - - --onet~~ -

Site Boundary
The Site Boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.
Strike Action
Work stoppage within the Protected Area by a body of workers to enforce comp'liance with

Idemands made on {eite spaG4Gle)Gnna. The strike action must threaten to- interrupt Normal .

Plant Operations.
Unisolable*. .,.

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Main Control Board.
Unplanned
A parameter changqe or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown, that is
not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.A
paramneter change or an event that is not the result of an intended evolution and requires
coF~rretive Or mitigative actions.
Valid
An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an
instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by
direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicaitor's operability,
the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is
the need for timely assessment. ..

Visible Damage
Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not be
included.
Vital Area

ITypieelly aAny site speGifiG areas, normally within the Ginna Protected Area, that con tains
equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure, destwuction, or release of which
could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation.
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5.0 GINNA-TO-NEI 99-01 EAL CROSS-REFERENCE

This cross-reference is provided to facilitate association and location of a Ginna EAL .

within the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL identification scheme. Further inform~ation regarding.the .

development of the Ginna EALs based on the NEI guidance can be found in the EAL

Comparison Matrix. -

GINNA NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

RUI.1 AU1 1,2

RU1.2 AU1 !3

RU2.1 AU2 1

RU2.2 AU2 '2

RAI.1 AA1 11

RA1.2 AA1 :3

RA2.1 AA2 ,2

RA2.2 AA2 1

RA3.1 AA3 1

RSI.1 AS1 1

RS1.2 AS1 2

RS1.3 AS1 4

RGI.1 AGI I

RG1.2 AGI 2

RG1.3 AG1 4

EUI.1 E-HU1 1

CU1.1 CU3 1

4 i•
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GINNA NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

CU2.1 -. CU7.

CU3.1 CU1 1

CU3.2 CU2 1

CU3.3 CU2 .2

CU4.1 CU4 1

CU4.2 CU4 2

CU5.1 CU6 1,2

CU6.1 CU8 '2.

CAl.1 CA3 I ..

CA3.1 CA1 1,2

CA4.1 CA4 1,2

CS3.1 CS1 1

CS3.2 CS1 2

CS3.3 CS1 3

CG3.1 CG1 1

FUI.1 FUI 1

FA1.1 FAI .1

FSI.1 FS1 1

FGI.1 FG1 1

HUI.1 HU1 1.

HU1.2 HU1 2

HU1.3 HU1 3

HU1.4 HU1 4

. T• I &, ,

, f,• ,.,'

* ~.-
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GINNA NEI 99-01'
EAL IC Example

EAL

HU1.5 HU1 5

HU2.1 HU2 11

HU2.2 HU2 2

HU3.1 HU3 1

HU3.2 HU3 '2

HU4.1 HU4 1,2,3

HU6.1 HU5 1

HA1.1 HA1 1

HA1.2 HA1 .2

HA1.3 HA1 !3

HA1.4 HA1 4

HA1.5 HA1 :6

HA1.6 HA1 5

HA2.1 HA2 1

HA3.1 HA3 .1

HA4.1 HA4 1,2

HA5.1 HA5 1

HA6.1 HA6 1

HS4.1 HS4 1

HS5.1 HS2 1

HS6.1 HS3 1

HG4.1 HG1 1

HG4.2 HG1 2

EPAD-XX
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GINNA NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

HG6.1 HG2 1

SUI.1 SUl 1

SU3.1 SU8 2

SU4.1 SU2 .1

SU5.1 SU3 !1

SU6.1 SU6 1,2:

SU7.1 SU4 *2

SU7.2 SU4 1

SU8.1 SU5 1,2

SA1.1 SA5 1

SA3.1 SA2 1

SA5.1 SA4 1

SS1.1 sS1 1

SS2.1 SS3 1

SS3.1 SS2 1

SS5.1 SS6 1

SG1.1 SG1 1

SG3.1 SG2 1

tl ..
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6.0, ATTACHMENTS

6.1 Attachment 1, Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

6.2 Attachment 2, Fission Product Barrier Loss / Potential Loss Matrix and Basis
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ATTACHMENT I

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL
TECHNICAL BASES
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Catelory R - Abnormal Rad Release I Rad Effluent.................: .. '

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to : -, ..

any plant condition, hotor'cold.)',ý' . . .'

Many EALs are based on actual or potential degradation of fission product barriers

because of the elevated potential for offsite radioactivity release; Degradation of fission.

product barriers though is not always apparent via non-radiological symptoms. Therefore,

direct indication of elevated radiological effluents, or area radiation levels are .appropriated .

symptoms for emergency classification. ., ... ' .

At lower levels, abnormal radioactivity releases may be indicative of a failure.of .. , -.

containment systems or precursors to more significant releases. At higher release rates,,

offsite radiological conditions may result which require offsite protective actions. Elevated ..................-

area radiation levels in plant may also be iridicative of the failure of containment systems

or preclude access to plant vital equipment necessary to ensure plantsafety.

Events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Offsite Rad Conditions . :

Direct indication of effluent radiation monitoring systemsprovides a rapid assessment

mechanism to determine releases in excess of classifiable limits. Projected offsite

doses, actual offsite field measurements or measured release rates via sampling,. -.

indicate doses or dose rates above classifiable limits.

2. Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events .

Sustained general area radiation levels in' excess of those indicating loss of control of

radioactive materials or those levels which may preclude access to vital plant areas

also warrant emergency classification.. .

3. CR/CAS Rad .. "

Sustained general area radiation levels which may preclude access to areas requiring

continuous occupancy also warrant emergency classification.
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions . . . .. .

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

.

RUI.A Unusual Event . .

ANY gaseous or liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE" for _60 min (Note 2).

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds . .

Monitor I GE I SAE I Alert ] .UE
Gaseous '°

CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A .N/A N/A 7.4E+6 cpm w/1 fan
(R-12) ' ": 5.1E+6cpmnw/2fans
CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.BE+2 pC/cc 1.8E+1 pC/cc 1.8E+O pC/cc , N/A
(R-12A- 7/9)
Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 cpm

(R-14) .. ;.

Plant Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 2.1E+1 pc/cc 2.1E+O pC/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A
(R-14A -719)
Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm
(R-15)
Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range
(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 pC/cc 5.7E+0 pC/cc N/A
Main Steam Line
(R-31/R-32)

1 ARV 5.OE+3 mR/hr 5.0E+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mR/hr 8.OE+O mR/hr
1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+0 mR/hr
2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.IE+2 mR/hr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A

3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+O mR/hr N/A
4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+O mR/hr N/A

Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A WA 3.6E+5 cpm

(R-18) with no isolation
SFP HX Effluent -"

(R-20A) N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+4 cpm

(R-20B) N/A W • N/A: NIA • 5.2E+3cpim •
Turbine Bldg Fir Drains

(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.0E+4 cpm
Hi Cond Waste with no isolation

(R-22) N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm
with no isolation

... o ; < I"
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency D'reGtar-Coordinator should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the.
applicable time.

I This W,-EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [ Thc .. n.... are 4...at. d . f.., thoff site
Dose Galeuiatien Manu.a! (ODGM), and f49FP~a~nt6 that ha9140 not imploRnanted G9nc.rrIc Afttc 80 01,
in the Ra.io.•lgiea' .. f.. . .nt Techniea. Sp...at.... ,...RETS). ,The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Somce sites may find it adv'antageous to addrocc ga~eeu6 and Iiguid roioasec with separate

The 2x RES--ODCM limit multiples are specified in Al'JI anRd ,AA, only to distinguish between non-
emergency conditions, and from cach other. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-
site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of
safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.1

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous
release path. " . " . "

This EAL is also intended for sites that have'established effluent monitoring 6o rion-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.
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[The GOGC4 ostablhos a mothodology for doteRnining fflu.ent radiation mon/tr. ;.tpoints.
Tho ODC. s..pecfs do.fault source torm. and, for gaseous releases, proscribos the uso ofpNre
dotermined annual avorngo motoerology in th mo..st lmiting downwind soctor for showi.-ng
cornp;iane with thoe e ,gulato,- Gcmm;itm•onts Th-i 3 should boF1 dotermin us -ing th-.
methadelegy.]

This EAL addressee radioactivity releases, that for whatever reacon, sauce effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed tho threshold identified- in theiCQ established by the radioactivity
disc-harge normot. ThiA value may he a;;ssocitaed with a; planneLd ba;tch release.;, or a ontinuo~s

rn -i -;yr cao, tho value is5 ho t
complince wth the RETS. Index/n

iblishod by th~e ODCM to) warn oQf a relea9Se
g the EA1 to thb ODCM stpoeints in this ma
setpeint established by a specific disoharge

teqener insuc th
". ner :nurt. ha

nevekp

EAL #3
....... . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

This EAL addressee uncontrolled relearses that are detected by sample analyses, Paklicularl

en unmo.nitoed pathways, e.g., spills. of radi•• ti• e liquids iRto stRm draines, heat exehanget
leakage in river water systems., e ...

EALs #4 and #5

The 0..10 m .R/hr valuin EAL #4, and the cite specific value for A. L #6,06 based on a release

rate noGt eXceeding 500 mr~em per year.

[As provided in the •D •M / RETS, prorated eve- 5766 ho• sý, mult.ipiod by two, and roundod.

(50. -:8766 2 % .14 4). -,. •

EAL #1 and #2 directly correlate with the IC sine ann-ual average meteorology is required to
be used in chewing compliane with the ODCM and is u-sed in calculating the alarm setpoints.

EAL #andery #5 are a function of atl meteoroo.. gy, which will likely be different frmt the limitiRg
annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a numerical inconsistency.

-The underlying b-asis1 o-fthis- E--AL1 invelves the d-egradation n the level of safety of the olant

i mplied by the uncontrolled release. Exceeding EAL #4 or #6 i an ind-icatiomn of an uncontrolled

Plant-Specific

Monitor indications are derived from release limits determined by the ODCM'methodology

and specified offsite dose criteria (ref. 1). These values are summarized in Reference 2.
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A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path,

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.. . .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna Effluent Monitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs)
3. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / IRad Effluent .

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions " ' - .

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RU1.2 Unusual Event

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 2 x P-9 limits for ? 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

tf'ferer Fe'!PpPeaEH*.'! Fry a Geara::aa iqas er [Re raafefeyeaa: WHUeaRf :u,'E.IL&.

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This IC-EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [Thoes Gentro/s ar: /'oated in the Off site
Deao Caloulatien Manu'a! (ODCM), and for- plant6 that harp not implornontod GenReie Letter- 89 014,

.i the gadIo.gi.al Ef.....nt T...ni.al Spo....ation. (RETS... The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Some .. t.. may A.nd it advataqeeu .to add. ... qaseas and liquid ,loaso ",th 6.o.a.ate
EALP]

The R-T-S-2x P-9 (ODCM) limit multiples are specified in AUI an",d .AM, only to distinguish between
non-emergency conditionc, and from zazh athzr. While these multiples obviously correspond to an
off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level
of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.
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[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x P-9 (ODCM)
for 30 minutes does not meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

EAL #1

-This EAL addresseS radioacti':ity rolcecss, that for whatcvcr reason, cause effluent radiation
m onitor r. .dings to e.c.. . . .h .t r s l .. .. .. ;cd ineho'" C. . .... .'." th ,""

Thr, EAL is Wntended for sites that have established effluent moitoring ennon routine release
pathways fOr Which a discharge permnt would not nor.ally. b, fprear.. .. .*

. ,,.. :. '..:. .

• ' ' • "; .]' o; " ' ¢. :',

['e .nit.r..etp
The GOG44 .pecfio, default .e.... tr and" for gan .....oea.es, prec6ribes the use of pcr

. ^"p ..an.e with the reguate.y , .mmitment. .. Th .r, F=4 Rh•...d b., th
-- ;- '.... I -- z -7 -- r -

MeFROCROtOW-1

• .. :'•.....- ' ' '..,'.; .i;
This EAL addresses radioactivitY releases, that for wAhatever rason, cause etruent racilaation
moioFeadings to excseed thetehodinifei heI tabihdyth radiedtit

discharge perFmi. This value mnay be associated with a planned batch release, or A continuou
Feleae path.

[in ihr caSe, the value is established by4) On .ODCM to an -4 fo arelease that is not i Or' 0 '< s

GORVAORGe tH tHe ME-:+-a. fnttUXff-IG We C,'it= EG tH - -69 FQ FFOR# :~Jar:g :~:rj~. U

theP -F= 141 neve~rbe fess6 Mhan the setaeint estabhsheri 19v -a SOPePtWG kdrseh~rq

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly on
unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage
in river water systems, etc.

EALs #A and #5

The 0. 10 mR/hr value in PAL #4, and the site cpersifie value for IEAL #5,is based on a releaco

rate not emceeding 500 mr~em per year.

[,As provided- in the- OD-CM-4/ RE=TS, prorated ever 8766 hourS, mulitiplied by two, and ro9unded.
(500--8 766,, 2 -0.144). ]

E AL #1 and #2 directly crar~elate with the IC since annual average mneteorology is requircd to
-b use..d in chewing .ompliane • with the OD'M ;;Ad is used in ea!elaing the alaArm setpoints.

EI•ALc4 #1an45 are A fun.tion ef acl meteorology, which will likely be diferent from the limiting
annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a numeFrial inonsistcy.
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The undcrlying basis of this E&AL ine'-l'-cs the degradatic' in the Ievel of sbfty ofho plant
implied by the uncon~trolled relcoco. Exeseeding-EA4= #4 A-rl5in ini6to afn' uncntrlled>

.. .. , . . . . . , ..! , -.. • . ., - ,,. . . . ,. , ....-...., ..

Plant-Specific ,_. . ......... .. ..........

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) release limits are specified in Technical

Procedure P-9 (ref. 1).

Releases in excess of two times the site ODCM (ref. 2) instantaneous limits that continue

for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled situation and hence, a potential

degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose (which is very low in the

Unusual Event emergency class) is not the primary concern here; it is the degradation in

plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated within 60 minutes.

Therefore, it is not intended that the release be averaged over 60 minutes. For example, a

release of 4 times the ODCM limit for 30 minutes does not exceed this initiating condition.

Further, the ED should not wait until 60 minutes has elapsed, but should declare the event

as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 60 minutes.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
3. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RAI.1 Alert *: , •;. ,*. *..., ,

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-i column."Alert" for 2:1 5r min:(Note 2) .

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable tim'e has elapsed, but should declare' the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 EffluentMonitor Classification Thresholds
Monitor I GE SAE Alert " UE

Gaseous '

CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A NIA 7.4E+6 cpm w/ I fan

(R-12) " . ; '. 5.1 E+6 opm w/2 fans
CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 tC/cc 1.8E+1 ljC/cc . .. 1.8E+0 iC/dc , N/A

(R-12A - 719)
Plant Vent Noble Gas NWA N/A NIA 8.0E+5 cpm

(R-14)

Plant Vent Noble Gas HIl Range 2.1E+1 pC/cc 2. 1E+O ijC/cc 2.1E- pC/cc N/A

(R-14A - 7/9)
Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A NWA 6.3E+5 cpm

(R-1 5)
Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range

(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 ijC/cc 5.7E+O pdCco N/A
Main Steam une

(R-31/R-32)
1 ARV 5.OE+3 mR/hr 5.0E+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mR/hr 8.OE+0 mR/hr

1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+O mnR/hr
2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.1E+2 mR/hr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A

3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+O mR/hr NWA

4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+0 mR/hr NWA

Uauid
Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A WA NWA 3.6E+5 cpm

(R-18) with no isolation

SFP HX Effluent

(R-20A) N/A WA NWA 4.0E+4 cpm

(R-20B) N/A NWA NWA 5.2E+3 cpm
Turbine Bldg Fir Drains

(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.0E+4 cpm
Hi Cond Waste with no isolation

(R-22) NWA N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm

with no isolation

........... ..... "..... :.". . .. ,"" .= '
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

[R for- to Appondix A for- a dot ailod bea.sis .of the radIolgieal offk.'cnt 1C/EAL&.]

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This 4G-_Aaddresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds.regulatory commitmenits foran extended period
of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established toprevent:unintentional'
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [Those ..nt ..l sare locatodin Aho ,, f 6;4

D ose .................... i . . .... and .... . .W at,- that.. hav .. .. . .. ... r--~ n e ........ I. .. .. .. . . .. . . .8in the ......o.g....ent Te.hni.a. &poi...ation.. RE.TS).] The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Some 6ite6 may find it advantageo-s to add.ess gasoou. and liquid rl•asos "'th soparato
E,4s.J

-The RETS multiple6 are value of 1% (10 mrem) of the EPA PAG threshold (in lieu of 200 times
the ODCM release rate limit) is specified in AUl and ,A, eG4-y-to.dicti.guish between neo n
.... g..cY . o.dition. provide a realistic escalation path between the Unusual Event and Site Area
Emer-gency classifications for gaseous releases, and from each other. While these-multiple6these
thresholds obviously correspond to anr off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these
events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, Rot the mnagnitude of the accoeiated
dose 9F dose rate-.

- oT enisur a roalitiG near- linear- escalation path, avalue should be solocted roughly half waY
betw' eon tho AUI &1va-e and thoe -alue.cac-ulated for AS! 1'a!"e. Thoe val"g I.hi'l b4 bhsod on
radiation monitor- readings to oxcood 200 timeos the To~hnical Spei~ficte ion lit and roloeasos arc
not torminated witin 15 m~inutos. ThP 09CMA Ptablihsamtoooyfrdtriigofun
radiation monitor sotpoints. The 09CGM spocditio do faul PoUrc terms and, for- gaseous roloasos,
proscribos the use of pro dotorminod annual avorago moetooology in the moest limiting down win
soctor- for Gho Wing compfianco with the rogulaoycmimns This; 1=74 can bg dotorminod
using this nmothodolegy if appopriato.]

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600x ODCM for
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.
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EAI4. .#.

-This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-r6utine release'
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.. ... .. . ...

Plant-Specific -....... ' ' " .

The values shown correspond to a dose of 10 mrem in one hour at the site boundary.

Monitor indications are calculated (ref. 2) based on annual average X/Q dispersion factors

from the ODCM (ref. .21) and a source term representative of accident conditions: For the

main steam line monitors (R-31/32). the variability of results based upon the numlber-of

ARVs and/or Main Steam Safety Valves'precludes the use ofany single [default value for,

these monitors. For these cases, adiustmerits are made for expected flow rates.,

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna Effluent Monitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs)
3. NEI 99-01 AA1W.....,....,. .... ... .,.

•. . , .. • . . . .- , '
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions,,

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the enviroihment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.2 Alert

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases. indicate concentrations or
release rates > 200 x P-9 limits for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable timb. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability: • -. :, .

All . .

Basis:

Generic

[Re fer to Append6x A for. aa -d taid b o6f tho 'rA@ ogiGa 6"l469M69"-nt !.EALs] ,...

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This 4W-EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant
as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period
of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. [Theoe contro's are !cated in the Off site
Doso Gac-'ato Manu.a! (GOD M), and for plants that have not implorngnted Genoei blttoir 8.9 -01.,
in the Ra4de•gicral ..e.'ont Tochnical pGc•ifiati•n6 (RETS).) The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features
and/or controls.

[Sorno sites may find it advantageeus to address gaseeovs and livid;releage& With 6oparate

The R-TS-200x ODCM limitmultiples are specified in .UI and A A. only to distinguish between
non-emergency conditions, andd from each ether. While these multiples obviously correspond to an
off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level
of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.
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-Fe enSUne
between theA

dia 4emn.ano- n~

geserG~bes the

using t~ 4Meh

a realistic near- linoar oscamlat fien path, a value should boe selectedroughly half way
UI valIue and the valuo calculated for ASI value. The va/ga wi/ be bha-sad enF
tar readings to exceed 200 timeos the Techniic SpecificGation lmit a.nd reF1oaos ar
within 15 minutos. The 09CM astablishos a mothedology for determining offluont

for- ..tpo.ts. The ,,,,M specifies default source .. tens and, for- gaseous releases,
616e ofpro deter.mined anaavrgmeeolyinthe mot0limiting downwid.

incopinewth he regulaton)' commitments. This E41 can be datrm~inee
½odology if appropriate.]

[Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600x ODCM for :' .. ;
5 minutes does not meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit~was not prepared, ora a
release that exceeds the conditions (e4., rninimdm"dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.> ., .. . ..

, ,..9 .:. ".:.;. !>

E ^I •4 . , " ". ."" it., .*. . • "-; ;

SThis EA d for sit that h m o

pa Ways F W v o om orgo porm WOU HB -mm y = pýparw . .- :I. . .. 1: [ .. . .. ,, ,

-This- E.AL a-dd~eresse radioactivity r86eloe, that for vwhatev-er reasb&, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed thez threshold identified in theICetbihdyteraocivy
dissharge permit This value mnay be ass0oiated with a planned batch release, or a continuous,
Feea~eepath.

t jn either- case, the value is established by the 019CM4 to wagrn of a release that is not in;
compliance with the PETS. indexing the E,41 to). The_ Q019CM StbeitO s in this tne nuo h/
the SAL WWI never-be less than the setpeint established by a spec~ifi discharge permit.]

* . . . .' I.

V-"

-This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly
on unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger
leakage. in river water systems, etc.

EAs.4 #4 an

The_ 10.0 mRh value in EAL #4 , and the site specific value for EAL #5,is based en a release
rate nlot exceeding 500 mr;em per year.

[As provided in the 019CM, / ETS, pror-ated- ever 8-766 hours, multiplied by 200, and roundod.
(500:•897-66 0 N200 -1 A.I4)].

EAL *I and #2 directly correlate w.ith the IC since annual average m.eteerelogyis requiredito
be used in showing compliance with the ODCM nRd is used in cac!ulating the alarm cetpoints.
rF-As 0.1 and #5 are5 • a u •n MsOn o ,f atl m.eteo rology, which will likely be different fro. mA thelimtin
annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a numerical inconsistency.
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The underlying b-asi of this E.AL invelves the degradation in the !eye! of Safety Of the plant implied
by the uncontrollePd_ rolePAcoP. Ex)(eoding EAL #4 orF #6 i6 an indiecatio-n o~f RAn unconroll49ed release.

Plant-Soecific

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) release limits are specified in Technical

Procedure P-9 (ref. 1).

Releases in excess of two hundred times thesite ODCM (ref. 2) instantaneous limits that

continue for 15 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled situation and hence, a

potential significant degradation in the level of safety: The final integrated dose"(which Is'

very low in the Alert emergency class) is not the primary concern here; it is the degradation

in plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated within 15 minutes.

Therefore, it is not intended that the release be averaged over 15 minutes. For example, a

release of 400 times the ODCM limit for 7.5 minutes does not exceed this initiating

condition. Further, the ED should not wait until 15 minutes has elapsed, but should declare

the event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 15

minutes.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
3. NEI 99-01 AA1

...................... . ;.. :...","'""", "
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RSI.1 Site Area Emergency . -

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "SAE" for > 15 min. (Note 1)

" Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results
" If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose

assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RS1.2)

~1
Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classificatlon Thresholds
Monitor GE [ SAE Alert UE

Gaseous
CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A NIA N/A 7.4E+6 cpmw/ 1 fan
(R-12) 5.1E+6 cpm w/2 fans
CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 pC/cc 1.8E+1 pc/cc 1.8E+0 pC/oc N/A
(R-12A - 7/9)
Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.0E+5 cpm
(R-14)
Plant Vent Noble Gas HI Range 2.1E+1 pc/cc 2.1E+O pc/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A
(R-14A - 7/9)
Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm
(R-15) .,

Air Ejector Noble Gas HI Range
(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 pc/cc 5.7E+0 pC/cc N/A
Main Steam Une
(R-311R-32)

1 ARV 5.OE+3 mR/hr 5.0E+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mR/hr 8.OE+0 mR/hr
1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr . 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+0 mR/hr
2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.1E+2 mR/hr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A
3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+0 mR/hr N/A
4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+0 mR/hr N/A

UJquid
Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 cpm
(R-18) with no isolation
SFP HX Effluent
(R-2OA) N/A N/A N/A 4.0E+4 cpm
(R-20B) N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 cpm
Turbine Bldg Fir Drains
(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.0E+4 cpm
Hi Cond Waste with no isolation
(R-22) N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm

with no Isolation
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic I. - ,". .o t . .
.a~ of." tho, radolo%. a : ffl.' nt . .. " "E.:: '.'.

[Pc for to An4 nndiw A forea d4t4ai;d

This IG-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of thismagnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

-[Whi. these f.. r. s a. add boot...pro..deapprpnat .i... ..and
addresses events which may not be able to be cla-ssifiod on Meo basis of phant statq6,alone. It is
imrpo-ant to note th-t foF the mo ........... nts the roloaso may bo ..n.n. 4G.4," the 0o . ay..
ho largo -'c~insa-ssoigatd With thog 9soWFdo toead/r~teeroogy.]

[The • E PA Gs areo .. p.. in term of thi s•ng of he fcýt, •, Vet (E.DE a
th49 ;ommittod o9ffQctiVQ 6196 .•...Val,•n (CEDE), or as the thyroFaid rom mitted- do.o . qivalen .
(CDE). For the p-rpos of those ... EA., the doso q.antit .total .o .rfo4ti9e dose . -.-a.ntT ,
a6 doefined in 10 CFR 20-, is, used in !iov of ".. .Sung of EDE and CED .ToEARGgdnc
provides for- tho use advut thyroid dose Gon Vors_1ion. factor~s. HoWeývo, someo etats havo docided to
cGa!-'ato child thyroid CDE. Utilty !I/EALs need to be consistent with thoso of the states invoilvod
in the facilty' omorgoncy) planning zone.]

Reh TEDE doso is set at 40% of , .-o P RG, whilo the 500 r~nror thyroid GdE wa;;
ostahlished in considoW6_ratio of the 1:5 ratio of the E.P4RA RG for- TEDE and thyroid CDE;]

The site specific monitor list in EAL #! -shI= o Table R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential
release pathways. .,

[The manitor-roadfing EA41s should ho dotormined using a dose asso~smrnnt m .eto that4 ba r-,
calv-!at=s from the dose valcue s6poiefed in the !C. Sinco doses are genera!!y not monitored in
roal tinge, it is 6uggested that a roloa3so dwration ofonoe hovir ho asveadtat the E-A1= ho
hased on a 6ite specific boundapl (or- beyond) doso of 100 ... m whole hbdy or 50•0 mrbm thyroid
in one hour-, whichovor is ~oro limitng (as .as. doeno foir EALs #12 anq #4) if individual sito
ana4ysos indicate a Ion ger or- sheo4er duwration fo9r the poriod in whic-h WAo svFhstanta porio1ofte
activity is, roloasod, the longer- duration_ should ho used.]

[The meteorology usod should be the same as tho.o ;se , d for dt A d 4 monito;
reading EALs..The sao sorco tom (nblo gases, pa ,Fiulata sgo) may also ho us.
as long as it maintains a roaAisti andl near Minar- oscalatiion hot woon the E4as for- the fou;
classifications. if propor- essalations do not result fromg the uso of the 6amcb sourco torM, if the
calcL:Iated vaiuos are unroalistically high, or if Gorrolatin bhotwooQn tOR Va9100s and doso;
asesosnmnt values doo. not xist, then considor using an aciddnt so.... toM for • A^S and, A.
eaýGltens.
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Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology,
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments.are available when.the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

-Plant-Specific

The values shown correspond to a dose of 100 mrem in one hour at the site boundary.

Monitor indications are calculated (ref. 2) based on annual average X/Q dispersion factors

from the ODCM (ref. 21_) and a source term representative of accident conditions.-For the

main steam line monitors (R-31/32), the variability of results based upon the number of

ARVs and/or Main Steam Safety Valves precludes the use of any single default value for

these monitors. For these cases, adjustments are made for expected flow rates.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s): .

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna Effluent Monitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs) ": '
3. NEI 99-01 AS1

- I
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RS1.2 Site Area Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
I -. -

I'

Z'E.~Lc]

.1 .

½.* . - *'

- trafr te A'ppendf* .'4 fer -a oara::o basis or the rno:O~ogica: efflunt

This W-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public. : . ,

[WrlA these fai•;,ro -are addroccod by oto Icth hi I providoc' ppr ote di
a alone. it. .

a -F4re-1;_ e e eqH1 -nv 1a 91r be able to he G16g-s-Fae PM mAh baaci a pian( 6rat.
Hgmporant to Pete that for- the moe;; sovoro acoidonta the roloaco may be unmonitorod or thoren may
be lWag an•"•c"" laer h •t a i . . .h the coarco tcrm .d' ........ . ....

- [The EfA4 tAG' are ox•procnd in tongc of th 6ur of the effoctiva doco equivalent (EDE) on.
the cowmittod offoctvo dose equhalnt (CEDE), or ac the thyroid committd doco equivalen
(GDE). For- the purpese of theco !C/EALc, the dose qu'antity totai effoctivo doco equivalent (TEDE),
a 6 do.finod•in. in 10 FR 20, is used in I .u of" ... aHm f EQ aF ;gnd CE-D& . .The EPA PA- G g'idaneo
previdoc for the use adult thyro-id dooe eoin vorion factors. Hbivore, como statoc have docidod t
calcalato child thyroid GOE. Utilty 4C/EA41= Peed to bo cocotWith WARP of the states invokeod
in the faG&"ty eomorgoncy planning zono.]

[The TEDE doco i6 6ot at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 rnromf thyro9id CDE wac
octablichod in concidoration of tho 1:5 ratio of tho EPA PAG for TEDE andl thyroid CDC=.]

The site rpocific moni~to~r lect inEAL #1 cheiuid includoe effluent moenitoe% On all ~otential rclease
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[ The monitor eyadig ELe sh e ' ld bte . thrnino ed using a dtso asse 1m9nt m U t hd Aa f t htt
SaicUlateS fm thO dose values epnsifis d o i the 1G. Sinoo dhers are gonitoray not rea nito Ed in
Feel imo, it is sUggostod that aa s eans duma inricatnf thna her bo assfniod, and that nte o'F'r he
base Qd on aQ Sifto 6p9Gcif bo undaryl (4- beoynd) dos o-- f 10 0 Fn ra-rN wholo body or- 500 mnren thyo
in one hour, whighevor is morimicationg (as was r d.n for Etisr #2 and #er. if implemduanti
anakl1sea indicato a Ion gor or- 6hoto r di;ra ft;on for tho pp~ieq in w~hich tho .sbstanti! peltioi of h
activiy ig roloaS9d, the Ion gor diuration should ho used.]

[Theo edtureolgy used should bf the eraom as toe uo sed fasdsetRmenting a4ul a etnd-A ortolog
read~pg E-41=. The -same sourco torm (noble gases, pagiculato, andl halo gens) mgay also boe~
as long as it maintains a roalistic and near linoaregosaltion between the EA46 fr the four -

alassifieations if propor ns.alatifns do not rteset dfosm the Use ofsthen same saua e wen, ifthe
aclatoifid valuos ade uneg.nisticatay high, ori cerlasiction betveo) the vadose and dose

asseseemont values d ie6 net oxat, then cLnsidor using an accidont sourc torm for AS! and.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should'call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

• ;.,,: .;

. . •..
.. .,..• ...

Plant-Specific ... - - . .. . .

The 100 mRem TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG; while the 500. mRemthyroid

CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and

thyroid CDE.

Dose assessment may be performed by either manual or computer based methods (ref. 1,

2, 3).
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Definitions: .....

Site Boundary :"

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile'radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-18 Control Room Dose Assessment
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections -,Personal Computer Method
3. EPIP-2-4 Emergency Dose. Projections - Manual Method
4. NEI 99-01 AS1 , .

I .
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release-of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

RS1.3 Site Area Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 100 mRem/hr expected to
continue for >_ 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 500 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation at
or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

[Refetr- to Appen&:x A for- a data/laed ba-sis of the Fadioleg/oal effluent 1Q.EA4Ls. 1

This 4•-EAL_ addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

[rhilo thoes fe;il ..re.. are a...ddress.d by other- 46, this 1G pr.vid;s appropate dvoasi.ty an
addmosaoa pronte which may not be able to be Pslassifioed- on. the basia of plant status along. it/
irnpo~tant to noto- that for the mor -_or accidontaýe the roloase m~ay be uRnrnnitorod or themo may
be large rnao.eaintios_ associkatod with tho souFG9 toen and/r- moetooology.]

[The EPA PAG6 arc e~pre66ed in torm* of ANho ar;Um -of the effoctive doac ogrivalont (EDE-) and
the ommittod offoctivo do-so oýIvalont (CEDE), or- as the thyroid .ommittod 696e equivalont
(-DEt. Peil the prpes .of these !Q/EA1La-, tt o dose quantity tota offotive doso equivalent (TEDE--,as de fnod in 10 CFR 20, is usod in (49w of". Rum of E=DE and CEFDE. "The c'04 Ggrdac
pro vido for- the rap aduft thyroid doaq conewrsion fa-tora. However-, somge atatoar h;;ve deoideto;
calorlato Ghild thyroeid CDE. 0tilit !C/EALs need to -heosstn with tho-se of tho astatoae involvo-d
in the facilit'a ornorgoncy planning zone.]

[ Thoe TEDE1 dose6 & is _Roat a9 t140 % of the EPA 94AG, %hi4o tho9 5 00 mrnro thyrid GD was 4
estabfish in. Gon61defraqtionP of tho a1:-5 ratio of tho EA WRAGR for TEDEF a nd th4Yroeid CDE.1
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The citc cpeciftc monitor 14ct in EAL #1 chould include effluent mnRitorc en all petontiol ral ece
patways.

[The monitor reading EAL4 she'-d be determined u6ing a dose a6ssesment manthod that back
cacvulate6 fromq the deso values 6pocified in the 1G. SiRco desos are general 'not ..o. it~drd
real tirn, it i6 svggestod that a Felease duration of onge hour- be asv.m1od , an ta tho F=A1 be
basd o.n. a- sit spcifi. be.nda ,' (or b...nd, do•,se -of 1•0•00 m....Qm whole body or 500 .... m th...;
in one hoir, wh~iahovor ks mrPe limitng (as wasg done fo~r EALs #2 an 4) f n ivda site
analysos indicate a longer- or- 6ho_4o9r de-iration for- the period in hhtesbtailpoinfth
activit is roloasod, the longer- diiration ghowid be usod.]

iTho moeteorolegy used should be the Sameo as thoso gsogd for dotermn44ingA U :;and A 41 monito;
roading E,4s. Tho SQ~ sano sovrGc tWm (noble gasos, padiGHlatoS, and halogens) May a16o be tsoo
as long as it ma~intapins a roalistic- and near Uinar- escalation botwoonp thog E 1 1 for tho fol I

clasifcaion. f proper- escaiations do not rosult fromg the use of the same sourco torng, if tho
calcul;Atd valuos are unroalisticaly high, or-if cRerolatio botwoonR the values and deso
a~ssssment values &oes not oxist, then considor- using an eGcident seurco term for ASI1 and 4GI1

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

Real time field surveys and sample analysis is performed by offsite field monitoring teams

per EPIP-2-12 "Offsite Surveys" (ref. 1) and assessed for radiological dose consequences

per EPIP-2-5" Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method" (ref. 2).
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Definitions:

Site Boundary

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-12 Offsite Surveys
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method
3. NEI 99-01 AS1
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RGI.1 General Emergency

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "GE" for a 15 min. (Note' 1):

* Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results

* If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RG1.2)

* . - .. ;2. ~*.1*~*.

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds
Monitor GE S SAE ] Alert [ UE

Gaseous
CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 7.4E+G cpm w/ 1 fan
(R-12) 5.1 E+6 cpm w/ 2 tans
CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 pC/c 1.8E+1 pC/cc 1.8E+0 pC/cc N/A
(R-12A - 7/9)
Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 cpm
(R-14)
Plant Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 2.1E+1 pC/oc 2.1E+0 pC/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A
(R-14A - 7/9)
Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm
(R-15)
Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range . .. ' . ' . "

(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/oc 5.7E+1 pC/cc 5.7E+0 pC/cc N/A
Main Steam Une
(R-31/R-32)

1 ARV 5.0E+3 mR/hr 5.0E+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mRihr 8.0E+0 mR/hr
1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr 2.3E+2 mRlhr 2.3E+l mR/hr 3.7E+0 mR/hr
2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.1E+2 mR/hr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A
3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+0 mR/hr N/A
4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mRihr 5.7E+0 mR/hr N/A

Uaufd
Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 cpm
(R-18) with no Isolation
SFP HX Effluent

(R-20A) N/A N/A * N/A 4.0E+4 cpm
(R-20B) N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 cpm
Turbine Bldg Fir Drains
(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.0E+4 cpm
Hi Cond Waste with no isolation
(R-22) N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm

with no isolation

.... ....
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

- ,RefeF4e t,,
°... °

e~44GI~A~]oonignax .4 for a rlita:oid basis ot the ra14feolirOa!
.5

This 4G-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage. ' . . ..

[Wh~e these faiffifos airo addrossed by other- !Gs, this !C pro vidos approprkate divorsity aR~
addrosse6 e vents which may not bo able to -he rclAsifiod,_ an the basis of plant statU6 alone. it
impo.tant to note that for the moro sovoro Mcohts tho raepaso may be "-nM, itored or thOere may
be largo unco.~ainties associatod6_ .4th the 66ovrco-9 torFmadorntooog'

[Thoe EA. PA . ar. expressed in teoný" of the sum. .of the ,ffotive doso o..;ivalent (EDE ad
the commnittod -offoctfive donSo equgvalent (CEDE), or- as the thyroid committod 0ose equivalent.
(GDE). Fr the p..p.s. of these • •-/ýEs, the daso q-antity total offecti Gfd6o. oe-uiva-!nt (TEDE),
a6 dofinod in 10 CFR 20, i6 used in Ui01 o f Fu. .Im af WDE and CEDE..." Th L9PA4 PA G guidanc
pro vdos for the use adult thyroid dose con v~rSiOn fct~om. H evr ootatos hava Oecided to
calovlato Ghild thyroid CDE. Utility ,ALS Rd to be .sistont ith. these ofthoe stateF; An oelved
in the faciliies omor~goncy planning zinc.]

[The TED& dose is sot at the EPA PAG, whilo the 5000 rnArn thyroid .CDE was ostablished in
.onsidoration of the 1.4 ratio of the Ei9A PAG ýfr TEDE and thyroid CDE.]

EAL #1

The_ý -4e-speG4J-monitor list in EAL #- sh'-'Table R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential
release pathways.

[The monitor reading EA1=s showid be determndvigaosassmntmhdtatbk
Galovlatos from ~ thgoovacssoifiod in the 1C. Sinco doses arc gonorall not monitorod in
roal time, it is 6uggoso thtaraso duratien of ono hour- be assumodG,ý and that the EALs be
based on a 6ita spoifi boundary (or.b.yend. d d....of 1000 .n mm whole body. or,5000 M"eRo
thyxeid in ono hour-, whichevor-is moo limiting 6as wa6 dono for- EA Ls #2 and #4). if inWdaivda site
analyses indieate a Ion gor or she~ter- duration. for the period in 'Which the usata poeiin ofth
activity i4 r•o6eos• the longer duration should be used.!

[Tho metacree1gy used should bh thR same as thoe u. s d Afor de t•;ining A U and A. I monitor
r.ading EALs. The samo s.ur.. term (noble gases, pa•#"•uato., and hal .g.o .may also be .
as long as it mainta.ins a rFeoalistic and near linear c latieton between the EALs for the f,'6-
classi..cati.ns. if proeper scGalatiens 6do nt resUIt fom thf' 4 P of th, _..am... s-ur. tr., i tho
ca/culated valuos arc unrealistica!!y high, ar if .. rrolationq between the .aluc. and doso
alcusamont vnlue. does not e*it, thn n acdn sourco torm for A S and AG 1
Gaeuatieps]
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Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The values shown correspond to a dose of 1000 mrem in one hour at the site boundary.

Monitor indications are calculated (ref. 2) based on annual average X/Q dispersion factors

from the ODCM (ref. 2-1) and a source term representative of accident conditions. For the

main steam line monitors (R-31/32), the variability of results based upon the number of

ARVs and/or Main Steam Safety Valves precludes the use of any single default value for

these monitors. For these cases. adiustments are made for expected flow rates.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s): , ..

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (_DCM).,
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna EffluentMonitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs)" "
3. NEI 99-01 AG1

:., L -'.
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Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:
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R - Abnormal Rad Release I Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RGI.2 General Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 1,000 mRem TEDE or
5,000 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

,-*. . . •

.. . . . .. , ; . • ,. . , .

A
[R .Axr- to A'ppeneV* A' fer a Gootaife bassis of the raogeleoiea: Pomont I;'Q474.1

This 4G-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve.fuel damage..

[Wh44i/o the.. f"'hroc ".' ad" do."d by other 19s, this iC poidc appropriato di•""ity an .
addresses ev•nts whih ma.y not be ab.. to boe lai•f•od on the bacic of plant dtatu t alone. it
irnpoeant to noto 0hat for thoe Mor feproaidnt the roloacoe may) bo Hnmen4nitod or thoroe may
be large 'nooaintic6 acscciatod -With tho covmdu.6 torm gnrd/or rotoorolegy.]

[The E•RA 94G are xFprocsscd in tor... of the ... of the offoetivo dose og-ivalont (E-PE and•
the Geommi~n4ttd oAffotivo dose equivalent (CEDE), or- as the thyroid eommittod doso ogqivalont
(CDEn. For tho p,,rpe.. of these iCEAsc, the doco quantity totWal off;tivo d... equivalont (TEDE),
ae dofinod in 10 CFR 2 0, ie useod in lie H' of"... .cv owF -f E-DE and d CEDE..."Thoe E-4PA AG guiidanoo
prog videos for tho e us adu!t thyeoid doo- on-ver io n facto P-rG. Howeover, SErno9 StatWo6 havorn do-Gidedn- to
c~afebulato r-hild thyroqid CDE. Utilit IdEA4s neood to boeocctn with thoco of the 64tatoc6 inwvolyco~
in- MRo fac Gilitio omRgo~gncy Planning Zono. 1

[The TEýE= dooe i-s sot at the EPA AG9, whilo the 5000 Imrorn thyroid CDE wa6 octablchod in
consideration of the 1:5 ratio of tho EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid cDE.]

E=AL #!

The site cpcignz m-.nit. r . i in EAL #1 ch1OUd 'nclude effluent mneitorc oR ail petontial release
pathways.
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[T-he moniter- Feading EA1s should be determined using a dose j~esesmnt ethod96 that ba&i.
calculates framg the dose values 6pecified in the /G. -Sinnc do-ses arc generallynot monitored in
Feal time, it i6 suggested that a rahoase duration of one hour he assurnod, and that the R41~ 4
based on a site specific beundaFy' (or- beyond) doese of 400 0. nrrng whole body or- 500Q mrem .
thyroid in one hour-, whichever- is mgorn limiting (as ivas done for EF4 1as #2 and #1%. If individual sit
ea4alye& indicate a longer- or shorter dratin qfo the peioed.inq hicýh thc substantial pO ln ef the,
activit is roleasedL, the longer- duration shoulkdbeud.

[T-he meteoroqlogy used should be the 6arno as the-so used- fo-rdetermining Aul and AA 1 mROnite;
reading EALs. The same source term (noble gases, particulatos, and halogens) may also be used

Glagsifications. if proper egcalatidP6 do net res-ult frolm the Use of the same source term, if the

assesaMent values9 dosne it then censider UsinQ an acient616 946691G6 sorc trm -fer S1 and--

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific -

The 1000 mRem TEDE dose is set at 100% of the EPA PAG, while the 5000 mRem .

thyroid CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE

and thyroid CDE.

Dose assessment may be performed by either manual or computer based methods (ref. 1,

2, 3).
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Definitions:

Site Boundary

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-18 Control Room Dose Assessment
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method -

3. EPIP-2-4 Emergency Dose Projections - Manual Method
4. NEI 99-01 AG1 t!::."•. . :., . ...................... .;_..........'...:.;,.!. •

- . . . L.''

-...- .- .. .-- I
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RG1.3 General Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 1,000 mRem/hr expected to
continue for > 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 5,000 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation
at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
. o

109e 10ta ADD eRGcnd* Al fer a adotelfdbar1 Osso etflo radooeooasa.' ewoell~ft ,1.

This IC-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary
that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

[14444e these Wfaisrs arc addrseed by ether- !Gs, this iG provides appropriate dýFivriy an
addrFeoesc events whish may net be able to be elaccifiod on the basis of plant statue alene. it i
important to no-t that fo-r the nor; ....... nt the ; ras may bo uRm.nit.....d or thoro ,may
be large unceOraintiec associated KWih tMe oerco Wcm and/or- Roteerology.]

[The E-PA RAGs aro ox(prossod in torms of the svrn of the effoctvo dose ogvivalent (EDE) and
the Gemmittod offeetivo des cgqivalent (GE-DE), er- as the thyrid Gemmittd dese egviAýcn~
(GDE). For the purposo of these iGIEA41c, Me des@ gvantity total offoctive dccc equvitalent (TEDE),
a6 definod in 10 .FR 20, 20 "sod in ,fe" of "...-'m, of EDE and CEDE.Th .... e =4 PAG guidenc
provid96 for the voe adult thyroid dccc con vrsion factors. Howovor-, some 6tatoc havoe docidod to
ealelato child thyoid CDE. Utilty iC/EALs need to bo c...ist.nt with t•hof the stat.s invo"d
in the failtics ornrgo~ncy planning zono. ]

[ The T-EDE dose is sot at the EPA RA4G, whilo the 5000 rnrcrn Mthyrid CDE wsotabihdi
consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the E4;4 RAG for- TEDE and thrid CDE.]
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-The site speeifisc MeaitrF list in FeAL1 *1 Pzhauld inld fetMOnitorc en all potential reebase
pathway&.

[The mepi..; .oading EAL, should be dotoRmined using a do' assossrm.nnt method that back
cac'-lates Arom the do-so al-ues pGcifiod in the 1C. Since doses ae gcnora!!y not monitored in
rof tirno, it is suggested that a.rooas. d•,ratin of o; o hour be .as.. .nd, and that the E,41, bo
based en a it4e • pc•y i bonda be ty (or , by•n) dese of loop rnerm wholn body or- 5000 mnom
tiyreoid in esn houre, whichovrr is more lmiting (a6 was does for FA1 #2 and ra). if inEviduaL site
anale esutfote assessments ma indicate an oh r uan for thMe p ciad in hicth the subntantiae pion of t
actin y iS teteaha t, the longer fuiation should be used.]

[Thero etdrelogy usod should be the same as thofse U asesdfordetermining A and 44a meeoitol
roading E frtos. The raeso sou se term oble gaseos, passGulatess , and halogens) may also bte us
as long as it maintains a rainstic and natr linear escalation betvelo) the do se s for the foeult
classificatinc. If proper esealations6 do pot resulIt from the use of the sam ew sore term, if the9
calculated value -a Sre unrealist~ically high, or- if corroltio.4n betAWee (-n theg val4e 9fIAnRQd dgee
asse~ssmnt values does not exist, then consider- using a~n accident seuxso term for 4A91 and 4Q1
GaýGuatieos]

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specifi

Real time field surveys and sample analysis are performed by offsite field monitoring

teams per EPIP-2-12 "Offsite Surveys" (ref. 1) and assessed for radiological dose

consequences per EPIP-2-5 " Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method"

(ref. 2).

Definitions:

Site Boundary

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-12 Offsite Surveys
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method
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3. NEI 99-01 AGI

................................... .,... ......

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ..• . ..... ..
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & SpentFuel Events

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.1 Unusual Event

Unplanned water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway as indicated by inability to
restore and maintain level > SFP low water level alarm setpoint (Note 3)

AND
Area radiation monitor reading rise on EITHER: . ..... ,. - "

R-2 Containment

OR

R-5 Spent Fuel Pool

Note 3: If loss of water level in the refueling pathway occurs while in Mode 5, 6 or D, consider classification under
EALs CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
; . . ",.,

I This IW-EAL addresses increased radiation leve.ls as a result of water level decreases above. ,
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted,'or may result in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over radioactive
material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

.,.. . . . ... ; ... ::•-.:- 1 .

.. ,..

[S:ta saccific ind'catia.'is may mchidc instr~rnantatinn such an watar lovo! and ln"nl ama
.ra.di..t.o .mon.Wtoe, and p....nnn. (e. g., rofuo.ng Gr.w) rp... . if available, vid..... " r;oera3.. ma. y
allo.Fwrrnoto- eobsoeation. Depending on availablo lnoyl instrirottonph mcaain hohl.... ... ... .... ... .... .. . . .... •,... ...... ... . .. . . ...... .. ... .- t tq , .......... n thro~hol
may need to be bacsd en indications of water makeup rato or decraco.. in. w;ato-tr storago tank

.in light of R.actor CaWit SoaI fa-iyr Ansidonfq t two diffornPWRQ nd-qS6 of water- in the
,po,, '--c: .'-,w-': # Fan.•.r ana at a 91 ,44, op, i-,t ""veoage 9o :nes. tps of y vont: s v.I i

throsheld #4 is appophato givt n thoir•potential for inroaesed dcses to Panttstaff. . . . . . ,

The refueling pathway is a site speecie. combination of cavities, tubes, canalsand pools. While'a
radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to adrop in the water level, itmight not
be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered. .
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[For- example, a rfvoinAg bridge ARM roadin ma Incroaco de to planned evolutioncsvc aS
head i ft, or even a fuel a,...bly.. n d nt anip.lat.e, ... st. As, a monito G coldin
fact b9 proGprl~y roSponding to a known9 event involving transfor- or rol4catin of a seurch, starod
o-r noA--;r fthon N f pl pool or-F &opoen din g to9 a plannod evolutai PWUon s PUcrh -Q -R Fmc qvol o0f thoeF raGtO F hea d..
GoenerAll inc-oasodiradiation imonitor- indications will .nood to cornbin6d with ý.ohb ndctog0
personnel repot) of Wateor oss.]

[Application of this E4ALq 4regis unwdo~rtAndn of th Fc aadiological condgitins proont 4in
the vicinity, of the moenitor, infor~mation Nfoticep Ao. 00 08, "KR 85 Hazards from Docayod Fuel"
sho"ld ho considered in establishing r•a6iation. neniter EALs.] j ..].

For refueling events where the water level drops below the 4P-VReactor Vessel flange
classification would be via EAL CU3. 1. CU3.2 or CU3.32-. This event escalates to an Alert per EAL
AA2-RA2.1 if irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered. For events involving irradiated
fuel in the reactor vessel, escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Table for events in
operating modes 1-4.

R-AI 4,/ 2

T-hi6 EAL addressicossi plant radiatioovl tht)cpcenet alo. o9ý f contro~l Af
radipactive material resulting in a potontial degradation in the level Of safcty of the plant.

This EAL oxorludes radiation level incrFea-ses tha@t result fromn planned actiVitieS eUch a6 usa ot
radiographic 6wsourcs and- moaveimient of riocieatomaterials. A specifiG lismt o-f A-RP-sr is not
required as it would restrict the applicability of the Threshold. The intent is R toitfy lo66 ot
ncontrol1 of radio-active material inay monitored area-.

Plant-Sr~ecific

The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer *canal comprise the refueling
pathway.

The SFP is equipped with a level switch (LC-661) that actuates a low level alarm at 20 in.
from the top of the SFP (ref. 1). The minimum level per Technical Specifications is 23 feet
above the fuel seated in the SFP (ref. 2).

The definition of"'... cannot be restored and maintained above..." allows the operator to

visually observe the low water level condition, if possible, and to attempt water level
restoration instructions as long as water level remains above the top of irradiated fuel.

When the fuel transfer canal is directly connected to the Spent Fuel Pool and refueling

cavity, there could exist the possibility of uncovering irradiated fuel in the fuel transfer.
canal. Therefore, this EAL is applicable to conditions in which irradiated fuel is being,
transferred to and from the reactor vessel and SFP.
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Technical Specifications requires that refueling cavity water level be maintained 23 ft

above irradiated fuel seated in the reactor vessel when moving fuel (ref. 3). . . . " .. •

Area radiation monitors R-2 and R-5 are located in theiproximity of where spent fuel may . " .

be located and have been selected to be indicative of a decrease in radiation shielding.due .

to decreasing refueling pathway water level (ref. 4). While a radiation monitor could detect

a rise in dose due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a reliable indication, in and of

itself, of whether or not the fuel is uncovered. For example, the reading on an area

radiation monitor located on the refueling bridge may rise due to planned evolutions such

as head lift, or even a fuel assembly being raised in the manipulator mast. Elevated

radiation monitor indications will need to be combined with another indicator (or personnel

report) of water loss.

This event escalates to an Alert if irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. AR-K-29 SFP HI TEMP 115 OF HI-LO LEVEL 20" 12"
2. Technical Specifications Section 3.7:.11 Spent.Fuel Pool (SFP), Water Level
3. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Cavity Water Level
4. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System' . " "
5. NEI 99-01 AU2 . - .. " . "

" ".'• ";" . . . . . . . . .. . . . ...-. '.. , ." .,.. . .' "

•..-" .. ,†† †.†,,.† †,† †.†† † † † † † † †:., . ..
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Category: R - Radioactivity Release / Area Radiation

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.2 Unusual Event . . ." ' ". ."

Unplanned area radiation reading increases by a factor of 1,000 over normal levels
': ' " J . . " " . . ," . • . . .;' ", . .• . .

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This 4r-EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings. Therse radiation 'Oss----------- - - ý_ Of GO R#91 eveF FadmeaG&O-e
FmatpriM ;wd rA_*rLQRAAf a AAfAAf1;;j 9PMF;49;;tj(;A jR 4RP IWAN Af R;W&W Qf- iRA AIRRt

isite apeewie; mGawns n4ay
Fadiatien Meni
_Q19. Q-te ebsepd;a6en. i9epen
Fnay need to be based on ind-io-af

4*461de W64rumentatien 6uGh 1091441 9P .-4 IeGai aie6
'(e.g., f;qfuefing emw) FepeFt& if avaWable, Wdee eameFa6

g on ava#able keveif An-FArungenfation, the deGlaFa6en Y*e
in-R. _q efiya.for Fýýte or- deprease.in. ýatef 6tqFage !qA

9h
!.-

lev&/A .... . . 7 .; , . . . t . .. " ý, , ý '; I -

[ýn 4ght Of ReaGter- GaWh, seal hauu.re_ Wr__idAnt_9 at WQ 1440FOW P144RR Qqd 1069; Of 1444for in W9

Spent Fuel P44--ue! Transfer Gana! at a 9A49 9*P#G# GGVeFage Of these types of evo-W-P vi-9
Ah-ro-Sh. eld- # .4 ks appF;qpFiate given theiF potential for WrFa q rod do es tq plant Staffq

The Fefupli 9 pathway is a site 6peGiAG GGrAbOARtiAR ef navitler., tubes, Ganal6 aRd peels. While
a FadwatmeR FneRmteF raeuld deteGt an dese Fate due to a dFop OR the wateF level, "t Fnigh-f
Ret -be a reliable iRdiGateen of whethAF n.r n.nt the fupl Or Reve.red.

[Fer- exampla, a FefueAng b4dge ARM Fead m due to planned 6-wrGh ass

head 4 or- eýcep a k4ei assen44y4 m ust. Aýse, a MOnitOF GOWd ýq
ýqkqaafinq of 6014FG@, 6tE)Fed

faet be pr-oper4e Fespon&qg to &I'Ant i a 4P

ar.near the AWN pool or Fespending to a p0pned- eveh-din- _P sur__h -a-r. Fe.mr-w-W -of the rear-,W-F he-a-d.

GeneAa#jý-, inrreased FadOt4e.p M.e.n.ito-F wX .%qAd_ fr-) with (OF

peF69nne! Fepeit) of water- less.)

[AppiiGagen ef this EAL requiFes undeFstaoding of the aGtual Faefiele&ai Gen&iens present in

the viGinky of the n9enker, infef4naWn NetiGe Ale. 90 09 XR 95 Hazards Agn; DeGayed Fuep

6heWd be Gonsideped in e6tablishing mdOtien FReP40F EALs. )j

" it , , ,- . . .
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For refuelfing events whero the water level drops below the RPV flange classifieation-woUld be
yin QU2 Thic ean ealtct an Aleit per A\ ifirPiae fuel outside the reaster wersel is
uncoavered. Fo r cvents involving irradiatod fuel in the reactor voesel, ~eSalatienwoldb vi~a thea
Fiosion Produ-ct Barrier Table for events in operating modes 1 4,.

F:AI -/2

This EAL addresses increases in plant radiation levels that represent a loss of control of
radioactive material resulting in apotential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result from planned activities such as use of
radiographic sources and movement of radioactive waste materials. A specific list of ARMs is not
required as it would restrict the applicability of the threshold. The intent is to identify loss of control
of radioactive material in any monitored area.

Plant-Specific

Assessment of this EAL may be made with survey readings using portable instruments as

well as installed radiation monitors. - . ... ,

Definitions:

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 AU2
• :. ". "•"i." •.:

. . . .~ .



Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

RA2.1 Alert

Alarm on ANY of the following radiation monitors due to damage to irradiated fuel or loss
of water level:

. R-12 Containment Vent Noble Gas

. R-14 Plant Vent Noble Gas

. R-2 Containment

. R-5 Spent Fuel Pool

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This I,-EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings, and may be a
precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events represent a loss of control
over radioactive material and represent an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

[Thoso avent6 oscalato from.AU112 in that fibol activity ha6 been roeleasegd, or- i6 anticipated dueo to
fuol hoatup. Th s IC .pp,.;s to .... ful' "e..O..ng water o,,'rage oand m; not ;intOndd to addro...
spent ful'o which is liconsod for dp stora ge.

EAL #!

[Site Spocifi indicationS May inc/vdo ntvotainsc a6 Water- 19Vol and iocal aroa
radiation monitors, and porsonnol (o~g., ;;ofvo/ng 9row) ropods. if aval/ablo, W&do camoras may
a//w ..... te obsoeration. Deoeepndg on available ;• io. instr....ntation, the ....Rti thrsho
.may neod to be bSAed On indications of water ..4-,nakp rate or docrease in water storage tank
leve•q

[in light of Roactor- cavity So-al fai/vwro- 4Pncidonts-F at two- dif4FOrnt PWAR-R and loss of waWor inthe
Soont F'ol itF/ Tr--nsfor Canal ata WR.4R owaf/init oeveraoo of these tvnes of eventsva
throchold #I is aiororiatpo Piv'on their Pctont.al for ,;ncroasod dosow to p/ant RtaQ.
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EAL #2 :- ., .- •." .... :

This EAL addresses radiation monitor indications of fuel uncovery and/or fuel damage. C.

Increased ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release from the fuel,
confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the ventilation monitor due to
water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be
considered.

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it
might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

[For ex.mopl, a refueling brdge ARM rFeding may inereaso due to planned ovowutions such as
hoed if, or- oven a fuel estmbly being raited in the m anipulator mast. Al]o, a monitor Gould in
falt be ptopofy tempending to a knaown eveon invfpopng trante fou orrebaedin of a RS1c, RtS1.2
or- near the fuel pool or respondig to a plannod ovoutWion s-uch as removal of the reaetor-hood.
GeneRa1., in.reased Radiatio R .moniSor indiations 441f ne.d to combinedWith anothor indicator (eF
personnel roped) of water-ls.

[A4pplication of this EAL requims understanding of the actual radiologial conditinS presont in
the vicinity of the nmonitor, nomto Netico No9. 90 08, 'WR 85 Haizards, from Docayed Fuol"
-sh o-Uld- b-e r-onsidoRred in establishing rAd6iotin monitor- EAls.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RS1.1. RS1.2,
RS1.3. RG1.1. RG1.2 or RGl.3AS--eMAGI.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located such as the

refueling cavity, reactor vessel, or spent fuel pool.

The bases for the area radiation alarms include a spent fuel handling accident and are,

therefore, appropriate for this EAL. Elevated readings on ventilation monitors may also be

indication of a radioactivity release from the fuel, confirming that damage has occurred

(ref. 1). However, elevated background at the monitor due to water level lowering may

mask elevated ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be considered. However,

while radiation monitors may detect a rise in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it

might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered. For example, the

monitor could in fact be properly responding to a known event involving transfer or

relocation of a source stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution

such as removal of the reactor head. Interpretation of these EAL thresholds requires some

understanding of the actual radiological conditions present in the vicinity of the monitors.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. NEI 99-01 AA2

.............. .... ..
.. t.

..

..

S 2 9 .2.. .

,, , . ,. . } -

•. . , . "..•," • -:

.. . I. .



Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:
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R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

EAL:

RA2.2 Alert .

A water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway that will result in irradiated fuel becoming
uncovered

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

. . . . . . . ... .; ' L .' •. . •'• . _ : " ' .' .,'" ,•L,.'.' .', • .•

This IC. ad.dr.es.... incr.a.e. in radia.ion 40S r Meehin p.ant.building., a.nd ... b. - a pr..ur..
to a radioactivity rolcsce to the en-.vironment. T___ events represents a loss of control over
radioactive material and represents an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

[These events esealate kom AU2 ,"n th,
fuel heatup. Thic IC applies to spent fW R
&pent fW! which is licensed qfo dry 6tqrqga

^
a. f h A..N , .-. , eric anticipated due to

Pet ARNtbndb4d to b4iddressq '-

I.

dufffn'a, waterC Govft, t anuf• itU::

[Site &pecifi indiatienc mnay inl4 htum.tte uh a3s water 16 vol 5nd kgIcd;;a;49
.r~ad_3iation mpeniter-6, and personnel (e.g., re9fueling rwrp~I avalable, ,.e aersmay

alo rmteesc.ate.Depending on avial e~ ntuet~in'the delraio tFesh
m~ay need to be based on indications o~fivater mnakeup Fate or decrease in waer Storg a

[ ti f9 id at t dff4

Spent Fuel Pit'Fue! Tran for- CGanal at a BWAR,' e*plicit GeVfa~
ffen t

O.Ocftthcse't"'

... . . .:. . .. . ...

Rd o of waPter in the

.ee . , .64ýiuF,'-CranuC' ,"T :4 aCCFC ',iiC C:"Cri rnC'r CCo:C7ua: rur :r oa~au oasss to

Thi; FAL Addrecccc radiation m nitr ndcaioeof fucl un qavery and'f~ue diama"

I n .r.ea.ed ventilation . mon. +."adin.c may.be indicatieono. ea radmeoetivty .elea.. feom the
CORn.",•mlng tnat aamage nac oc9'-rrei. inerasei• ae"go'-• at tnme vent.lateon mnlitor due to
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YwattOr Woval dcc-rc Fas m:ay mask incre ase d- ve~nti lateo 9Re)haust airbornae actiity and needsc tn- -be-
cEn)6deerd.

hA^ia a radhaftin moni.tor could detest n i..c... in d o.e mate due to a drop in th wat.. leVo.,
migtne e elae of whothoroernot the fuel 0sic9e~d

[For oxmanplo, a rofu-olng bridg, ARM roading may incroaso due to planned .. ,.utins . uch as
head lift, or eovn a fuol aLssmbly boing raised in the manipulator mast. A/6o, a monitor.. ,uld..
fact bo proporly rospond~ig to a known event involving tran for- or- rolocatien of a soroeordi
or near th e f-,a pool or responding to a plann.d evolution Ruch F; r;e o,-A of tho roctor he gd.
GeneF98 , increased radiation monitor indictioS 14411 need to coMbinod Kith another indictr 9F(a;
porsonnel repop) of water l•ss.]

[Applicatien of this EA4L requirese wu'ndorst9an ding Of the actual radiological conditins proson i
the vicinity of the monitor Information Notico No. 90 05, 'KR 55 hazards from .Ocayed Fuel"
should lbe ~on~sidorFod10 in sta-b-ishing radiation monitor- EA41=.1

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RAS1.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3 eGr-RAGI.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

Plant-Specific

The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal comprise the refueling

pathway.

There is no indirect indication that water level in the spent fuel pool or refueling cavity has

dropped to the level of the fuel other than visual observation. Since there is no level

indicating system in the fuel transfer canal, visual observation of loss of water level would

also be required. If available, video cameras may allow remote observation. Depending on

available level indication, the declared threshold may need to be based on indications of

makeup rate or lowering in Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT) level (ref. 1).

The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment requires a minimum water

level of 23 ft above the reactor vessel flange and the top of spent fuel in the SFP. During

refueling activities, this maintains sufficient water level in the refueling cavity, fuel transfer

canal and SFP. Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine fission product activity in the

water in the event of a fuel handling accident (ref. 2, 3).

Allowing level to decrease could result in spent fuel being uncovered, reducing spent fuel

decay heat removal and creating an extremely hazardous radiation environment.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
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1. ER-SFP.1 Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling.... :....... ..........
2. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Cavity Water Level
3. Technical Specifications Section 3.7.11 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level
4. NEI 99-01 AA2 ... " "

. .. ,.:' ,.

~~~~~~~~~~. . . . ... . ., . . . . ,' .. .•,. ,, '.;. ,,,. ,. , •,, .,. •. , ;

'.. . . . . . . . . J........... .
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Category:

Subcategorv:

Initiating Condition: Rise in radiation levels within the facility that impedes operation of
systems required to maintain plant safety functions

EAL:

RA3.1 Alert

Dose rates > 15 mRem/hr in EITHER of the following areas requiring continuous
occupancy to maintain plant safety functions:

Control Room (R-1)
OR

CAS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

I This •C-EAL addresses increased radiation levels that: impact continued operation in areas
requiring continuous occupancy to maintain safe operation or to perform a safe shutdown.

The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a concern of this 4GEAL. The
Emergency Director must consider the source or cause of the increased radiation levels and
determine if any other 4G-EAL may be involved.

[At rnvltiplo unit sites, the EALs eould rosv.'t in doclaration -of aPn AloqtW one unit due to a
radioaGtiity FoloaSe or- radiation 6hino Fesulting from a major- accidont at the othor unit. This is
eppropriato if the incroFco impairs oporatione at the opreating unit.]

[This !C is not meant to apply to inoreases in the containment dome radiatien monitors as those
ao ev:nts which ae addrossed in the fission pmd'-t barrior tLb/o.]

[The ,,olv Of 15.m.. hr i• d•,e/id f;ro the GDGC 9 value of 5 rem in 30 days with adjustuont
for- expoctod eGcvpapey timeos. Alt hough eoctionp Wl.D-. 3 ofNR0737-, "Clarification of TM!
Action Rlan Requirornonts' provdos that tho 15 rPIhr- valuo can be avoragoed over- tho 30 day&,
the "o/uo is usod hero withe't avoroging, as a 30 day duration imp/eo ain evont potentia/y/" moro
sign~ifiant than an Aleil.]

Areas requiring continuous occupancy include the Ceontrol Rfoom and as appropriate to the site,
any other control stations that are staffed continuously, such as the security alarm stations CAS
and SAS. F7ypically these ar.a. .. the Control Roo .P. and the Contr ,A.larm Station (GAS)

Plant-Specific
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The Control Room and Central Alarm Station (CAS) must be continuously occupied in all ,.-,

plant operating modes at Ginna. ....

Area radiation monitor (ARM) R-1 detects radiation levels in the vicinity of the main Control

Room. This ARM alarms at 2 mR/hr giving personnel sufficient warning of changing levels

(ref. 1). There is no area radiation monitoring system at Ginna for the CAS. Abnormal

radiation levels may be initially detected by routine radiological surveys.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s): i..

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. NEI 99-01 AA3
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Category E - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

EAL Group: Not Applicable (the EAL in this category is

applicable independent of plant operating

mode)

An independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) is a complex that is designed and

constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials

associated with spent fuel storage. A significant amount of the.radioactive material .

contained within a cask/canister must escape its packaging and enter the biosphere for

there to be a significant environmental effect resulting from an accident involving the dry

storage of spent nuclear fuel. Formal offsite planning is not required because the

postulated worst-case accident involving an ISFSI has insignificant consequences to the

public health and safety.

A Notification of Unusual Event is declared on the basis of. the occu'rrence of an event of

sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask confinement boundary is' amaged or violated.

This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask/canister confinement

boundary loss leading to the degradation of the fuel during storage or posing an

operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage.

A hostile security event that leads to a potential loss in the level of safety of the ISFSI is a

classifiable event under Security category EAL HA4.1.

Minor surface damage that does not affect storage cask/canister boundary is excluded

from the scope of these EALs.
'• .. :, • ." •, i. . : .. . . !. . . .*.:: , • . *.
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Category: E - ISFSI

Subcategory: Not Applicable

Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary

EAL:

.. - -Formattedi Space Before: '0 pt, After: 0 pt,
[ Tab stops: Not at 1.75"

EUI.1 Unusual Event

Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary
... .. ,

Mode Applicability: . . . . .

Not applicable . ,

Basis:

Generic

An NOUE in this 4G-EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or violated. This includes
classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask confinement boundary loss leading to the
degradation of the fuel during storage or posing an operational safety problem with respect to its
removal from storage.

., V• . , . . . . ; , . . ! ' : • ,

FThe rF•.uts of the iSFS! Satfty .)n 4%4is Rep9t(SR) per NUREG 4536 or- SAR;;roFone.ed in the
cas!() Ccrtificato of CG.._mptiance and tho rolhgad NRC Safety .,aatin .... , dentify natur:!
phenomena ev-ent-i an Hciet conditins that covld petentialy 9ffet the GONFINEMEfI
9OUN0DARY. This E,4L addresses a dropped cask, a tipped ever- ask, EX2LOSION,
PRO)JECT4LE damage, FIRE% damage or- natHral phepnomena affeting a cask. (eg., seismic oon,..... e "^ te.).]

..., t .

Plant-Specific

The Ginna ISFSI utilizes the NUHOMS dry spent fuel storage system.

This EAL addresses any condition which indicates a loss of a cask confinement boundary

and thus a potential degradation in the level of safety of the ISFSI. The cask confinement

boundary is considered the Dry Shielded Canister (DSC).

Definitions:

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the
environment.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

.- ,. 1;,. ''
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A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear
fuel and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): .

1. R. E. Ginna ISFSI USAR
-2. NEI 99-01 E-HU1

.... -[ Formatted: Bases Reference Text, Space
.: Before: 0 pt, After: 0 pt, Line spacing: single,
I Don't keep lines together

• ~......... .. "..'.........-.. .............. .... . ... .........,.'•, ,....... ..... '..... ." , '. *.L. "

. . . . . . . , .
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Category C - Cold Shutdown I Refueling System Malfunction

EAL Group: Cold Conditions (RCS temperature < 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more cold operating modes.

Category C EALs are directly associated with cold shutdown or refueling system safety

functions. Given the variability of plant configurations (e.g., systems out-of-service for

maintenance, containment open, reduced AC power redundancy, time since shutdown)

during these periods, the consequences of any given initiating event can vary greatly. For

example, a loss of decay heat removal capability that occurs at the end of an extended

outage has less significance than a similar loss occurring during the first week after

shutdown. Compounding these events is the likelihood that instrumentation necessary for

assessment may also be inoperable. The cold shutdown and refueling system malfunction

EALs are based on performance capability to the extent possible with consideration given

to RCS integrity, containment closure, and fuel clad integrity for the applicable operating

modes (5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled).

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 480V safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.
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3. RCS Level

Reactor Vessel or RCS water elevel is'directly 'related to thstat6' iof adeqiuate core
cooling and, therefore, fuel clad integrity. RCS levels associated with Category C EALs

are listed in Table C-5.

.,.-<~. -~2

4. RCS Temperature

Uncontrolled or inadvertent temperature orrpressure increases are indicativeof, a ..

potential loss of safety functions.

5. Communications .. *

Certain events that degrade plant .operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant. emergency classification2. , . ,

6. Inadvertent Criticality

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well as being

indicative of losses of reactivity control. ............ ... . ."..'.............. •..

• . . . .. .. . .... .-. .,... ...

........ *,..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. '. '.:.. .

• ,.. .. .
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C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

I - Loss of AC Power

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: AC power capabilityto 480V safeguards buses reduced to a single
power source for _15 min. such that ANY additional singie failure
would result in a complete loss of all 480V saifeguards buspower

EAL:

CUI.1 Unusual Event

AC power capability to 480V safeguards buses reduced to-a single power source,.
Table C-1, for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

Any additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 480V
safeguards bus power

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

EDG 1A (Safeguard train A, Buses 14 & 18)
C . EDG 1B (Safeguard train B, Buses 16 & 17)
0

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A
- Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

O 0 Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfeed
(if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The condition indicated by this 4r-EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a station bla-ckutcomplete loss of
480V safeguards bus AC power. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a
concurrent failure of al-but-one emergency generator to supply power to its emergency bus. The
subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to an Alert in accordance
with EAL CA1.13.
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Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to. exclude transient ormomentary losses of power,

[At mu&ti unit station&, the EAs should al.w re.dit for- epeati•n of installed dosign feoturo., such
as cross ties or- swing diosol pro vded that abnormal or ornorgeney oporating procod-wrosadrs
th eir usi o.014 Howvr-, thoese s tatin m"a P8 s .. onsidor the impact of this eeonditio-n on ether sharod
saAft; fU'ntions in dovoloping the sito spocific EAL.]

[Plants that have a preccduralizod capabil"t" to' cres tio.AC 0 'k'brfrm an off4 s6it" 6"r spply ,"
9 companion u may take odit fo er f.h rod Ra;n,, t powar soeurco in tho associatod EAL for this.

Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 1.8, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., charging pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18

provide power to the four service water pumps and are specifically included in Table C-1

because service water pump operation is necessary for decay heat removal while in cold

conditions.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses (ref. 1):

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T)

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 13A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

* Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take to align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and an Unusual Event must

be declared.
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There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the cold modes:

* EDG 1A

* EDG 1B

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If multiple sources fail to be capable of supplying one or more safety-related buses within

15 minutes, an Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the

single remaining power source escalates the event to an Alert under EAL CA1.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System
2. NEI 99-01 CU3
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: I - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 480V safeguards
buses for_15mi. . .. '.'.:.: ..mi

CA1.1 Alert

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table C-I, to 480V safeguards buses
for_2 15 min. (Note 4) . .

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded,;or will likely exceed; the applicable time.'

Table C-1 AC Power Sources 1
* EDG IA(Safeguardtrain A, Buses14 & 18)

C 0 EDG lB (Safeguard-train B, Buses 16 & 17)0

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

= Station Auxiliary Transformer I 2B

O * Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfeed
(if currently established),

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D- Defueled'
Basis: " •" " "? " ''

Generic

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including RHR,
ECCS, Containment Heat Removal, Spent Fuei.Heat.Removal and the.Ultimate Heat Sink.

The event can be classified as an Alert when in cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode
because of the significantly reduced decay heat and lower temperature and pressure, increasing
the time to restore one of the emergency busses, relative to that specified for the Site Area
Emergency EAL.

Escalating to Site Area Emergency, if appropriateis by' EALs in Cateaorv RA.b,,nrm44l Rad Ley's/c. ,.
Radiological Effluent I.. .

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
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[Thc companien 1G i6 SS1*.

Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., charging pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18

provide power to the four service water pumps and are specifically included in Table C-1

because service water pump operation is necessary for decay heat removal while in cold

conditions.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses in the cold modes(ref. 1):

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T)

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 1 3A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

* Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take to align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and Alert must be declared.

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the cold modes:

" EDG 1A

* EDG 11B

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If all sources fail to be capable of supplying all safety-related buses within 15 minutes, an

Alert is declared under this EAL. " -.. "
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Ginna Basis Reference(s): . . . ,. .:i .

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System
2. NEI 99-01 CA3

Hio
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

2 - Loss of DC Power

Loss of required DC power for > 15 min.

CU2.1 Unusual Event

< 108 VDC on required 125 VDC buses for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

I The purpose of this 4G-EALand its aseociatod EALs is to recognize a loss of DC power
compromising the ability to monitor and control the removal of decay heat during Cold Shutdown or
Refueling operations.

S; n's i.' s :nro.•n•o f a@ ar:f-paara-' :n as mucn as En opeF-rong ,o:w 71.,y Ref nRav
.... ssa.. indication and ontrol1 of equipment needed to .... pod to the ioss.4

[P4ants wig, rooutino.y perform m/tentnae n ,oon a Train ,eo•atd basis during autdeKw' p..•,r4
Theo req-rod bossos are the mrn/mom allowod by Teohnical Speeifleatiens for the mode eo
OperatiOn.] it iG in1tondod that the los6 Of the operating (operable) train is to be conside~red. If this
lors recults in the inability to mitncodshu- tdown, the escalation to an Ale~ will be per GA4.

[(Si/t spo..f)l buso veotage shoold b • bimod on the rn/n/mor bus voltage ncoessay for tho
ope,•at•. of safoty Freated equipment. This veltago value should incorporate a margin of at least .5
mginotes of opo~ration -boforop Meo o9noot of winb///tv to oporoto these load&. This voltage i6 usoagy
near the rninimum rvoltag selected w"en bato" sizing is p-' fFrmed. TWpisal,, the -a!'- for the
on.tre bagtte" set ýs app....matol. 105 , . FoPr a; 60 coP9 st4ng of battos thoe G9 votage is
typ/caly 1.75 Volts per- el!. Feor a 58 string battor" set the r•n/n/mor voltageo i6 t"p; " 1 .81 Volt
per efl.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Plant-Specific

The 125 VDC vital system is divided into two independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus and one inverter. Each

inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit
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control panels, and inverters is supplied by the station batteries and/or the battery

chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and~can recharge a discharged battery while,

at the same time supplying the steady state power requirements of the system.

A separate TSC Battery system is designed with an intertie to each of the two main (A and

B) distribution panels for use during maintenance and abnormal conditions.

The safety-related station batteries have been sized to carry their expected shutdown

loads following a plant trip and, lossof offsite power or following a station blackout without

battery terminal voltage falling below 108.6 volts-for a-period of 4 hours.(ref..-1).

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary

power losses.

The loss of the TSC Battery does not constitute an entry condition for this EAL.

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of DC power

EAL SS2.1.
........ ...........'"....... . .... .. •..

Ginna Basis Reference(s): .. .

1. UFSAR Section 8.3.2 Direct Current Power. Systems
2. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log . ,... .

3. NEI 99-01 CU7

........... '... ..................

* * I*,* -.. -..
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction -.

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage

EAL:

CU3.1 Unusual Event

RCS leakage results in the inability to maintain or restore RCS level within the target band.
established by procedure for _ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the, event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time-

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown .*, ,

Basis:

Generic

This I,-EAL_ is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The
inability to maintain or restore level is indicative of loss of RCS inventory.

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this 4,EAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this JWC-EAL if the relief
valve cannot be isolated.

Prolonged loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA2.1 or EAL GA4CA3.1.

[The diffeoronco bot.4%9n GC161 and Q(42 doas With the RCS con1ditionRS tha9t &46st botWoon Gol
ShW69dow and rofuolfinq Modos. in Mh9 rF;Soing Modo tM9 RrCS is6 not intact and R)2V to Vol and
invento) aro a ,monitorod by d/fforont moeans. In cold sh'tdofdwn the RCS r i!R norma!!y be hntct an
standard RCS inventony and lovo rnonitering moeans are avýailabe.]

Plant-Specific

This EAL is applicable if RCS level cannot be restored and maintained within the

prescribed target band specified by procedure.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

2. AP-RCS.1, Reactor Coolant Leak
3. NEI 99-01 CUI
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C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System MalfunctionCategory:

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.2 Unusual Event

Unplanned RCS level drop below EITHER of the following for ý! 15 min. (Note 4):
Reactor Vessel flange (84 in. on loop level indicators) (when the level band is
established above the flange)

OR
RCS level target band established by procedure (when the level band is established
below the flange)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This 4,-EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange are
carefully planned and procedurally controlled. An unplanned event that results in water level
decreasing below the RPIV-Reactor Vessel flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the
given evolution (if the planned RCS water level is already below the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange),
warrants declaration of a NQUE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the
core covered.

The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that level can be
restored within this time frame using one or more of the redundant means of refill that should be
available. If level cannot be restored in this time frame then it may indicate a more serious
condition exists.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA2.1 or EAL GA4CA3.1.

[TMe diffrnG-, betw.een l C n14 and G&2 d•,ls wt0 the R. S cndtns that exist betwooco•en

6h.,tdown and r.fu.. ing modes. In ,old .hutd.wn the RCS will norm!a!y be intact and 6tandard
RCS invontey and l evel mndnitn an rvaiabl, . in the rofurng odt the R.S is not
itact and fRPV' 'oa n vio'amntrdby difforent means]
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EAL #1 .

This EAL involves a decrease in RCS level below the top of the RPV-Reactor Vessel flange that
continues for 15 minutes due to an unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to decreases in
flooded reactor cavity level, which is addressed by EAL RU2.1AU2 EALI, until such time as the'
level decreases to the level of the vessel flange.

I .. .
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[For BWR-6] ifRPV level Gontinues to. deGreas9 and roPache the.Low Low. EiCs oqtuatio ,;............_....

[For PWR8] If RPV level continues to decrease and reaches the Boftcm ID of the RCS Lop t-,n'
escealation; to CAl would be appropriate.

"t'L..;- r"PI ................. .;;-- •6•.•........... 4... ................ ......... I

iniatio and RCS lewel indisation May not be available. Redundant mneanseof RPY level
indicatior will normally be 'Istalled (i•nluding the ability to monitor level visually) to ossUre that the

ability tc .enitc. level will net be interrupted. However, if all level indi.eti.n were to be lest during a
lss of RCS inventor; event, the operatos wou l. d need to dete^.^. n; that RPV inventory less waW

occuriqn by "ccc,',ng SuLMP an ta'. lvel WViangc,. allFAp anR ta7. level inercaes must hc
evaluated agaist other potential dUrtee of leakage , ueh as cooling water soures inside the
contain-ment to ensure they; are indieative of RCS leakage.

cy'classifieatiGn level w-uld'bh via either CAl or C..... ...t7s~acaiaeo 10 Fnc M'.icr 8mergen:

Plant-Specific

The Reactor Vessel flange level (uncorrected) is at 84 in. (252' 6" ele.) on Loop A & B

Level Indicators (LIT-432A and B) (ref. 1, 2).

This EAL involves a lowering in RCS level below the top of the Reactor Vessel flange, or

the inability to maintain water level above the intended level when level is being

intentionally maintained below the flange, that continues for fifteen minutes due to an

unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to drops in flooded refueling pool level

(covered by lowering spent fuel pool water level in EAL RU2.1) until such time as the level

lowers to the level of the vessel flange. If level continues to lower and reaches the bottom

of the RCS Hot Leg reference level (0 in. indicated), escalation to the Alert level under EAL

CA3.1 would be appropriate. If the level lowering is accompanied by RCS heatup,

escalation to the Alert level under EAL CA4.1 may also be appropriate.

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed

(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will
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not be interrupted. Reactor Vessel water level is normally monitored in Refuel mode using

the following instruments (ref. 3,5,6):

* Loop A Level Indicator LIT-432A

* Loop B Level Indicator LIT-432B

* Loop B Sightglass

* Cavity Water Level

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

.+ '.•

°-•
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Ginna Basis Reference(s): . . ..

1. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions
2. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but > 64"
3. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant Systerm "
4. NEI 99-01 CU2
5. 0-15.1 Administrative Requirement Checklist for Entry to Mode 6 and Refueling

Conditions
6. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log .

-... % • .' : ,...'°' . : . .. "d .i .. ' -

. . . . . . . . . ..-.... . .,-.

• -.. . r •2 . .
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.3 Unusual Event

RCS level cannot be monitored with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by an
unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This IC-EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation
of the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the R-PV-Reactor Vessel flange are
carefully planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level
decreasing below the Reactor VesselRPV flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the
given evolution (if the planned RCS water level is already below the Reactor VesselRp-V flange),
warrants declaration of a NQUE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the
core covered.

Thne allowanec of 16 minRutes was Gnocen laecause ItS iseaSonabgle to assume trat level coab
.,, . ,, . .. ..

rostorea witi istm re enonorore or thp rpdun-d;ant MeAncr Afrctill ath; Aflould he
mavolble. if level eannot be reStOrcd in this time framfe then it may indicate a mrce~ scrious

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA3 1 or EAL CA4. 1.
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[The difference bot'w'ccn CU1 and CU2 deals With the RCS condtins th;t oxist bt÷ .. .d
Shrt.down ..... d .r fL, ing mod.S. In Qold0 •shr,,• t... h. wl•,, i.-all.b.. .intact ,and stndrd '
RCS inventop, and lov"!4 meonito.... oa availa... .. .. In th 9r;f"ein md the RCS. is not"
intact and RPV lov'el and inventoe, are monitored by different means].

This EAL involves a deerease in RCS level belew the top of the RPV flange that 6antinues for
15 mninutee due to an UNPLA.NNEDl event. T-hie- E.AL1 noRAt applicable to deGreaces in flooded
reactor caVity leVel, Which i6 addroescd by AU2 EALI, until euch time as the leve~l deer .ea~e6.e~ the
level of the vessel flangc.

[For 9R4s] if R IV levl c•nt.iue. to decrea.e and rache.., the Low '.. .... cs Actuation
Sotpoi.t then ecalation to CAl would be .pprmp rt. .

[ForF PW4~s] if RPV level cotiue todocrease and- -reachec the Boa -I f the RCS Loop the
escalatiOn to CAI woulId be ;eeroeriate.

This EAL addresses conditions in the Refuel mode when normal means bf core temperature
indication and RCS level indication may not be available. Redundant means of RPV-RCS level
indication will normally be installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure-that the
ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a
loss of RCS inventory event, the operators would need to determine that R-V-RCS inventory loss
was occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Sump and tank level increases must be
evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Escalatien to the Alert emergency lacifieatin level ", would bh via either CAI or CA4.

Plant-Specific

In this EAL, all level indication would be unavailable and, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss

must be detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building Sump or RCDT level changes

(ref. 1, 2). Sump and tank level increases must be-evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources ijnside the bontainment toensure they

are indicative of RCS leakage.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Design Criteria
2. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
3. NEI 99-01 CU2

At
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory

EAL:

CA3.1 Alert

Loss of inventory as indicated by RCS water level < 0 in.

OR
RCS level cannot be monitored for _> 15 min. with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by
an unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage
(Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary. Building Sump Tank

" Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

t ,.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic . : . , ".

These-This EAL-s serves as aprecursors to a loss of ability to adequately col1 thd fuel. The
magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may
not be capable of preventing further RPV-RCS level decrease and potential core .uncovery. This
condition will result in a minimum emergency classification level of an Alert".'

EAL #I

[The 914R Low Low EGGS Actyotion Setpeint'Lo vol 2 was chosen beeaHco it is a stondaro
sctpoint at -hoih ... n. avoilblo •inctio scytorms o"trngtieo!!y stt". The Pl4RF^ Bottom 10 ofh
RCS Loop Setpoint Woo chocon 13ocovco at this le vol Femoto RCS level L~ioin o~~nmyho1 n
le.. of ... tion to decoy h•ot ... n.v.. systems has o..... . The ... 6rn..o. f the R.S Loop
Setpeint she,,d be the loeol oq,,l to the bottom of the RPV loop ponetrftion (not the low po0t -of
the leep)]
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The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would be indicative of a
failure of the RCS barrier.

r-AI . .".

. . . . . . .. .= .. : -!.. . . "" . •. 7 " ,. ; •. :i . ,.

[In the Gol0st164mdo nom~al RCSielav!and RPV lylintunain ytmswl
us"a!/y be avai!abl!. kn the ,ofuanig ,ode, n,,,,an ,,mans of ,PV !a'! indiation may not be
a.a.ablo. Redhndant m;oango•f . .. I/ 9 l...! indi;ati;n will "c--al!y be installed (inel-diRg the ab4lity t
menit.r lava! visuay to a ,,,,a that the abiity, to monitor nevt! wi be not ha ..,,p..;..,,. .. .. .ey d. "e -. " "

all oya inicaion wrn- to -he lest dvring a loss of RCS invento~y event, the operatarg wovldd nAo.,
t0o dQ-AtrM~ina that RPV inVentoy loSs wag Gccvrring by ebserp'ng sump and tank laval chan gas.'
Sump and tank lv!iraocMyst4 be ev-albatod against ether potential soe'rcos of leakage syh .

as coaling water- sourcac inside tho eotaina~nt to ensumr they are indicative of PCS2 loaka go.-]

-[The 15 inynte duration for thg lass of loyqwI i r~dicati was'9'Q- cRho4sF b 1 rav1S - i t is fhF-f of t~ha
r..1 SUtR a;. Emerg.ncy &A1 d.rati.n.. .Signifi.ant f,.l dam•,•g is ntot.. xpoctod to cc !v!r untif th.
cra kqhas booni Hncaverad for- greater than 1 hour par- the analysi roforoncad in th9 CQ 1, basis.
Th.ro.fre this EAL moats the . d..finition fo.,r an "A.j-"'.. . . . . .

If R-PV-RCS level continues to lower then escalation to 'Site Area Emergency will' be via EAL
CS-23.1, EAL CS3.2 or EAL CS3.3. ".. ..

: .. ..• . .• •.. .. . . . . . 7

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Plant-Specific .

When RCS water level lowers to 0 in. (uncorrected) on loop level indicators, the bottom of

the RCS hot leg level instrument tap is uncovered (ref. 1, 2). This level can be monitored

by:

" Loop A Level Indicator LIT-432A

" Loop B Level Indicator LIT-432B

* Loop B Sightglass

This EAL serves as a precursor to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The

magnitude of this loss of water indicates makeup systems have not been effective and

may not be capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel level lowering and

potential core uncovery. The bottom of the hot leg is the, level equal to the bottom of the.

Reactor Vessel loop penetration, not the low point of the loop. This level was chosen

because remote RCS level indication may be lost and loss of suction to decay heat

removal systems has occurred. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching

this setpoint implies a failure of the RCS barrier.

In Cold Shutdown, the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of

inventory or heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refuel mode.

Entry into Cold Shutdown mode may be attained within hours of operating at power or

hours after refueling is completed. Entry into the Refuel mode may not occur for many

hours after the reactor has been shutdown. Thus, the heatup and the threat to damaging

the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in the Refuel mode with irradiated fuel in

the Reactor Vessel. Note that the heatup threat could be lower for Cold Shutdown

conditions if the entry into Cold Shutdown was following a refueling.

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed
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(Cavity level monitoring with the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability, to.

monitor level will not be interrupted (ref. 7,8).

In the second condition of this EAl,"ail level indication would'be unavailable and, 'the"

Reactor Vessel inventory loss must be detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building

Sump or RCDT level changes (ref. 1, 2, 3, 5). Sump and tank level increases must be

evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside

the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

The 15-minute interval for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the

Site Area Emergency EAL duration. The interval allows this EAL to be an effective

precursor to the Site Area Emergency EAL CS3.1. Therefore this EAL meets the definition

for an Alert emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): .....

1. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions
2. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but > 64"
3. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
4. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Monitoring Reactor Coolant Leakage ,.
5. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage ThroughReactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
6. NEI 99-01 CA1
7. 0-15.1 Administrative Requirement Checklist for Entry to Mode 6 and Refueling

Conditions
8. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log

- Il , . • j

J

a U ..

-a.. .~". C .- .~ .'~,
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction.......

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.1 Site Area Emergency.

RCS level cannot be monitored with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by ANY of the
following for _> 30 min. (Note 4): ,

0 Containment radiation R-29 or R-30 > 1.OE+02 R/hr

0 Erratic Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation indication

* Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump /tank attributable to RCS leakage

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment SumpA A

* Containment Sump B ... . . . . -. ,

9 Auxiliary Building Sump Tank -

0 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this 4GEAL, continued decrease in RCSRP--V level is indicative of
a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary
leakage, or continued boiling in the RPVRCS. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is
warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG23. 1, RG1.1, RG1.2 or R!-e--AG1.3.

EAt'L #1

the R42V !Aap Penst~atan (Rot the !aw paint af TAe IAap). PWR"E u.nabh to 'rmeasure thi6 IA vol she~
Ghaasa the &Vrs ebaa.pahl point below the battarn 1_0 of the loop as the EA4L value. if a water Iavaý
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instrumeont i6 not va:A
be used to ~IteR~hni

#able such that the -PWR E41L volue Gannet be
if tho Ith h! o bQ mot.

;" . .r "• "i . ., t .. "L. 3 sh .u

[Sinco BVVRs have RCS ponetrationa below the EAL voluo, continuod loyaldoeosoag m~ay b&
indi.ativ. of p""ssur" b.undar), leakag].•. ....e.

.... .. : • .

-[In the cold shutdown moede, normal RCS lovol and wIV '.'51 inbtFEM4ntnatibnsstm wpil
Vsuagy be avoiloblo. in tho refuoling m~ode, neA~~qfPto:.PF mon-of RP"ý ' levlidicotien'rnoy net bo
avoilablo. Rdnatmosof QQY to vol indication iwll UculS aitac (nldigth bliyt
moeniter- ••-vl viually) to assur. that t tt.H
all lo4yal indW~icao wer to be0lot du4rig a loss Of RCR inVatO aotToortr ol need
to dotor..nine that RPV in'v-nta.y !66 was occ-rring by obso"' ng su-np and tank level . han ge.
Sump and tank leovelI WnroosasR mu st be evaluated against ather petenitai 6eurcasaf leakage such.
as cooling water-sauxoes insido the ~ontoinmoent to onsuro tha a a id catvc oQf RGS hqW

The 30-minute duration allows sufficient time for actions tobe performed to recover inventory
control equipment.

" • " . . .:.. =..,. '.; ,• ,. . .

As water level in the RPV-Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The
dose rate due to this core shine should result in site specific monitor indi6ationr and possiblei alarm.-

This1 _SA _ s~hould 90ixoiol si-moto a3 9it0 specifi do.so rata setoeint indicative -of ar-,re
unc•vo, levol at T.AFý. For B '.; that do na, h-va inst.nd rad.iatin mont .. •b..

indicatin coe novr, alternate site spegG bigclbvo indicotians o aa~cvrbol bue.

[Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically when
the core is uncovered and that this should be used as atool for making such deternninations.]

Plant-Specific..... .." " .

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication may be unavailable but

alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual observation) to

assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of level,

monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may, be.detected

by the following indirect methods: . " . . . .

• As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core, will ,rise.....

Containment radiation is indicated on Rý-29 and R-30.. The dose rate'due to this, core'

shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation monitor indication and

possible alarm. Assuming total draindown of the upper cavity, line-of-sight dose

rates from a fully exposed upper internal package would be approximately 300 R/hr.

.7
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The containment radiation monitors high alarm is set at 1.OE+02 R/hr (ref 1). The

1.OE+02 R/hr setpoint has been selected to be operationally significant and above

that expected under normal plant conditions while in the Refuel mode.

" Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation N-31 and N-32 can be used as a tool for

making such determinations (ref 2). Figure C-1 shows the response of the source

range monitor during the first few hours of the TMI-2 accident. The instrument

reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the accident. At this time, the

reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was adequately cooled as

indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the increasing signal was the

result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the reactor core and vessel

downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase mixture provides to the.,,.

source range monitor.

* If water level indication is unavailable, Reactor Vessel inventory loss must be

detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building Sump or RCDT level changes

(ref. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other

potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the containment

to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): . .. . ....

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. P-6 Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints Nuclear Instrumentation System
3. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions "
4. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but > 64"
5. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
6. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Monitoring Reactor Coolant Leakage ,.". .- ! ;. I .... ..

7. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
8. NEI 99-01 CS1

~1...., .. ..
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Figure C-I: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement-.....,",

During the First Six Hours of the Accident
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C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunctior- .

3- RCS Level .

Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

CG3.1 General Emergency

RCS level cannot be monitored with core uncovery indicated by ANY of the following for
2! 30 min. (Note 4):

" Containment radiation R-29 or R-30 > 1.0E+02 R/hr

* Erratic Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation indication

" Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

AND

Any Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

" Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

" Containment closure not established

" Hydrogen concentration in Containment > 4%

* Unplanned rise in Containment pressure

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel
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Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RP-V-RCS level to above the top of
active fuel with containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV-RCS level cannot be
restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RP-VRCS level. With the
Containment breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to
the environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to bexreleased to
the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE .is declared on the:
occurrence of the loss or imminent loss of function of all three barriers.

[ These &4sc arc based on GoncoM6 rAicod by Genoric Letter- 88 17T, Less of Deray Heaf
Rornaval, SECY 01 283, Evaluation of Shutdew~n ndLwPwaRiklscNUREG 1444,

Shtonands LoW PaWe G peatioan at Comimorcia! Neleaar-PawarF 'Plant6 i~n th-a A- tad S-tatac,
anst, N9

..... A ....
U IU~,Uwa!:octar!ncvsry ia~an to.icoc ~~tdwnManagarnant.]

A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel
clad barrier. Examples include:

[BWR6] inRitial v:erse! level, shutdewn heat. rcmo:a~l cystem design

fPWRaj-mid-loop, reduced level/flange' level, headin place, cavity flooded, RCS venting strategy;
decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam generator U-tube draining -. 1. .....

Analysis indicates that core damage may-occur within an hour following. continued core uncovery
therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If Containment Closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit
then escalation to General Emergenc would not occur. .. .. • , .

Lt, ffe anRuaewn Gen&Rgn6cncyplanB y~a: r 4iw vig oo Tar FroF acraashicnhen "_Q_:4- .Ain4_W Q21 IRE
TO::aw~n a /ees of heat reorava: or- #46b invanror1' FwnGonS.I

[in the early sta ges Of a cara UncaVefx 9VOnt, it is onfiftaly that hydragen buildup due to a carpe
unco.'a-y Gavld rocvlt in an ox(placiva rnimtvr of diccolvad gasses in Contaminaent. However-,
Containant-1 rnnite~ng and/or cr- igco.lb poiforinad t6 voýy thic' 6ý.6mption and a
Ganerai Ernqe.gney dada rod if it i6; daer.wnond that an exp/ociva4 rixtre Pwist.J

[For SW4Q& the use af cacandar-Y ontaina~nt radiation menitarc heuldpro vda idicatin af.-
;$7A

etmaý e a ýieG aG ont. The site P-peefffu
raiafaren reniner- va;uoc 6navlan cocacao an tho 5--. mainax m lsign wgata R beaeic' fcoccot.Ac
valuso aro easily rocagnizabla and have an cincrgeonc basi6.1•~~...... .. "......".':.-".. -".-'.........'." '. . . . L '"i ;./

Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential. sources of leakage such
as cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.
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[in the cold 6hutdown moedo, normal RCS level -and R.P1.4loyal instrurnontation 6yteston ~
usual. y be a"a.. bl. . in the rof-'o.ng med•, n.o..a m....a. of o o . n. anmay not b. .
ava.'lablo. oddatMeans of RPV le; vol)- i-nd -icat-ionq wi -W usually b1-o installod (inoluding the ab&6,t to
moenitor- Ic vo visually to assure that the abilt tomoitor level wvi41 not bo intorruptod.1Howovor, "i "
-ll 'eve-1 Andication wo-Re to be lost during a --- f C invontor, event, the oporators would flood
to detarmine that RPV invonto."' loss Was o•G-.Pg b)y obser"•ig su.mnp and tank !evo! Ghpygs. '
Sump and tank!lovoc increasos mi'st ho Pva/uatod against other potontial sources of l/a!ago sch
as coolfing water- 6ourcos insido the coe-nt-ainmoent to ensuro thoy'aro indicative of RCS loaka go.]

As water level in the RP-VRCS lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose rate
due to this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.

_ [This EAL should Gonso.uati;'ly ostimato a site specific dcsc rFate stpoint i•dicativeo f c...
uncovey (.4o., Aev'c at TO QF). For BWRs that do not havo installed rad.ation monPtors capablo of
indicGating coro UPGovef)ý alternate site spocific 1 vol indicatio~ens of coro Unco~veo shoUld be Usdq.]

[Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically when
the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such determinations.]

Plant-Specific

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication may be unavailable but

alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual observation) to

assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of level

monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be detected

by the following indirect methods:

" As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will rise.

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30. The dose rate due to this core

shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation monitor indication and

possible alarm. Assuming total draindown of the upper cavity, line-of-sight dose

rates from a fully exposed upper internal package would be approximately 300 R/hr.

The containment radiation monitors high alarm is set at 1.OE+02 R/hr (ref 1). The

1.OE+02 R/hr setpoint has been selected to be operationally significant and above

that expected under normal plant conditions while in the Refuel mode.

* Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation N-31 and N-32 can be used as a tool for

making such determinations (ref 2). Figure C-1 shows the response of the source
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range monitor during the first few hours, of-the TM 1-2 accident. The. instrument - . .' . , ; :,t

reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the accident. At this time, the-

reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was adequately cooled as

indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the increasing signal was the

result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the reactor core and vessel

downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase mixture provides to the• - " .' " ,

source range monitor. "

If water level indication is unavailable, Reactor Vessel inventory loss' mustb'e '"

detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building Sump or RCDT level changes . , .*• ..

(ref. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other:

potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the containment

to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage., . .

Three indications are associated with Containment challenges:

?.. . ,.-...

* Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in O-2.3.1A."Containment

Closure Capability Within Two Hours During RCS Reduced Inventory. Operation", >..

provide a functional barrier to fission product release (refs8). Containment closure is

initiated by the Shift Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the. risk of a'.

fission product release as a result of. a loss.of decay heat removal: Containment.... . ..

closure requires that, upon a loss of decay heatrermoval, any open penetration

must be closed or capable of being closed prior to RCS bulk boiling..

* In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due

to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in

Containment. However, Containment monitoring (CH-EPIP-CVH2) and/or sampling

should be performed to verify this assumption. A combustible mixture can be

formed when hydrogen gas concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater

than 4.1% (rounded to 4%) by volume (ref. 9).
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Unplanned Containment pressure increases are not expected during Cold' ..- ,

Shutdown or Refuel mode. The threshold is indicative of conditions challenging

containment closure. Al.

Definitions:

Containment Closure ,

The site-specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. .As applied to Ginna, Containment.
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in O-2.3.1A, provide a functional ' ,"
barrier to fission product release.
Unplanned ..

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to'a transient'.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. P-6 Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints Nuclear Instrumehtation'System . -•

3. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions ...... . ',. ...... ,
4. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but.> 64"
5. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
6. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Monitoring Reactoir Coolant Leakage e. .
7. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
8. O-2.3.1A Containment Closure Capability Within Two Hours During.RCS Reduced. ..

Inventory Operation
9. SACRG-1 Severe Accident Control Room Guideline Initial'Response ... .... . .
10. NEI 99-01 CG1 ; . . . ... .
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Figure C-1: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement . 'I,

During the First Six Hours of the Accident " .,,;•r,;• .... .• •",:.• ' - .

Cl,

(sap~map oi) puo~aS jed §junooj
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C - Cold Shutdown /.Refueling System Malfunction

4- RCS Temperature %;.... - .. • .. ..

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.1 Unusual Event

Unplanned event results in RCS temperature > 200OF

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This W,-EAL is be-a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove
decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced
cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the
RCS usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory of water is available to
keep the core covered.

[Entry into c^ld •shtdeWn . ondit.. May be attained with.in heur6 . f .perating at power. Epty
;int the rof-,Uoing mode procedura!;y may not Gccur for typi/caly 100 ho ur (site sp;i... ) OFr Ion g9:
aftor thV t9 r ha6 b shutdown. Thus th(e htht e aup threatt an'!d tho ,r fo for tho h thFeat to na maging
t~ehie ft!lad may be lower- for- events that Occur in the Rofuoit9Ang moedo with irradiatod fuel in the
RPV (note that the heatup throat could bo low- or for obld shiltdown condition ifth eentry into od
shutdown wa6 folloinýg a rF;9oling). in add~itin, tho eperaters should be able to moenitor- RCS
tompraturo and RPV loyal so that oscaiation to the alc.1 level via G;A or CA 1 Wil occur-i

During refueling the level in the RPV-RCS will normally be maintained above the RPV-Reactor
Vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the RPV-Reactor Vessel
flange are carefully planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at
reduced inventory may result in more rapid increases in RCSIRP-V temperatures depending on the
time since shutdown.

[Unik, the Go• d ahutdown modo,] nNormal means of core temperature indication and RCS level
indication may not be available in the Refuel mode. Redundant means of RPV-RCS level indication
are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability.to monitor level will not be interrupted.
Hcwcvor if all level and tcmperaturc indication w... t. be lot in either thc •cld shutdown o.
rofu'-ing mocis, EAL 2 would rc'ult in declaration of a NO'E Of both temperaturc and l-evl
Sindication Gannet be restorad Within 15 minutes froml the laes 9f both Meanseof indication.
Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL CA4.14 based on
exceeding its temperature duration or pressure criteria.
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Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000 F) (ref.: 1). These include..

(ref. 2):

* The average of T0409A (THOT) and T0410B (TcOLD) for forced circulation with A

RCP pump running . .

" The average T041 OB (TcoLD) AND either T041 OA OR incore thermocouples for THOT

for forced circulation with B RCP pump running

e T0630 Residual Heat Removal Pump Discharge Header T.• ._ • • '-, ,, '.. . .

9 Incore Temperatures

Definitions:

Unplanned J.

A parameter change or an event, the reasons.for which may be known or unknown,...........
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant responseto a transient.. . .. .**

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. 0-2.2 Plant Shutdown from Hot Shutdown to Cold Conditions
3. NEI 99-01 CU4

I. .

.. ., . .

• ~~~~~~..... ...... ; .... '.. '. . ... ...... . ... '. _ .. ,

' ... . . .. • ; ' • , . " ; . . • i . .
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decayheat removal capability , . .

EAL:

CU4.2 Unusual Event

Loss of all RCS temperature and RCS level indication for _15 min. (Note 4) •

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon :as it is

determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel ,

Basis:

Generic

This 4C-EALis be-a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove
decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced
cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the
RCS usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory ofwater is available tO
keep the core covered.

[Entr, Ante cold Shtd... conditionS may be attained within ho";s of oporating a! p.w.r.. Enty
into the Fghif'oing moedo procodw-ally may nOt ocowr- for- typicaly 100 hobws (site 6pocific) or- 10.7 go;
aftor the r-eactor ha boon hutd'own. Thm-s tho het'-p throat and thorofors the threat to damaging

the fU91 Glad m~ay bo lower- for- events that occy;fr in the ro-fvaling .od ..t I .. adiatod fuol in tho
RPV (note that the hoatup throat cOUld be lower foFr cold- 9141d1MVP conditiong if tho ntr ncl

shutownwasfollowing a Fefuolinq. In addition, the9 oporators should bo ablo to monitor RS
torngeoatur-o and .RP11 lovo so that oscalation to the alod I vol via GA4 or- CQ41 M#l occur-i

During refueling the level in the RPV-RCS will normally be maintained above the RPV-Reactor
Vessel flange. Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the RP-V-Reactor Vessel
flange are carefully planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at
reduced inventory may result in more rapid increases in RCSIRP-V temperatures depending on the
time since shutdown.

[Unfike the cold shutdown m,.do,] nNormal means of core temperature indication and RCS level
indication may not be available in the Refuel mode. Redundant means of R-V-RCS level indication
are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted.
However, if all level and temperature indication were to be lost in either the cold shutdown or
Refuel modes, F-AL-Ithis EAL would result in declaration of a NOUE if both temperature and level
indication cannot be restored within 15 minutes from the loss of both means of indication.
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I Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EALCCA4. 14.based on..

exceeding its temperature criteria.

Plant-Specific

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed

(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will

not be interrupted. Reactor Vessel water level is normally monitored in Refuel mode using

the following instruments (ref. 1,5,6):

* Loop A Level Indicator LIT-432A

* Loop B Level Indicator LIT-432B

* Loop B Sightglass

• Cavity Water Level

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000F) (ref. 2). These include

(ref. 3):

* The average of T0409A (THOT) and T041 OB (TcoLD) for forced circulation with A

RCP pump running

" The average of T041 OB (TcOLO) AND either T041 OA OR incore thermocouples for

THOT for forced circulation with B RCP pump running

* T0630 Residual Heat Removal Pump Discharge Header

* Incore Temperatures

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
2. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
3. 0-2.2 Plant Shutdown from Hot Shutdown to Cold Conditions
4. NEI 99-01 CU4
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5. 0-15.1 Administrative Requirement Checklist for Entry to Mode 6 and Refueling
Conditions

6. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log

•* ,* ,,*., .
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain plant in cold shutdown

EAL:

CA4.1 Alert

An unplanned event results in EITHER: .

RCS temperature > 200OF for > Table C-4 duration'

OR

RCS pressure increase > 10 psi due to an unplanned loss of decay heat.removal
capability (this condition is not applicable in solid plant conditions)

Table C-4 RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds

RCS Status Contai.nment , Duration"
- Closure Status,

Intact AND not
reduced inventory N/A .60 min.t

Not intact OR 'Established '20 min:*
reduced inventory Not established 0 min.

. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... ., . .I, ...

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... •.:.• - -•' :

If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time
frame and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not
applicable.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic... ..

F-r-4. ItThe RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table addresses"complete loss of funbtions - ...
required for core cooling for greater than 60 minutes during refueling. and cold shutdown modes .* ...
when RCS integrity is established. [RS ,,t6,rtyshn ifhod b" ,-ndmd't^' ,,q6 ,hon t, .. I * l . .. .I l . R "
R.S pro. •.. bound r .#.6m , nd o h ,, p t .# 1944 , ..,... 9. , .6',.
.... z. seals .r nezzi. drn. . . T t9tvo f . . . . ............ S.. ........... ..... on IT
i..nrnoterio givon that to RC, ,o ;prov.idng a high proes-ro bam•s• to f;ion prodvuet ro toth ..... ÷
enrment.]-The 60 minute time frame should allow sufficient time to restore cooling without there
being a substantial degradation in plant safety.

The RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table also addresses the complete loss of functions required
for core cooling for greater than 20 minutes during refueliog and cold shutdown modes when
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Containment Closure is established but RCS integrity is not established or RCS inventory is ,
reduced fe g., n" rnd loop ....atin in ]. b•uc ........... bove, R.. -ntegny should be
assymrd to be in pla.e when the .9CS .r.ssur. bound ... iýsn it 4s normal ondiion for tho AoP
shutdown .medo of operation 69g., no f...zo soi. -or n.ozz.. do•s.... The allowed 20 minute time
frame was included to allow operator action to restore the heat removal function, if possible. [The

Docoy Hoat Rornova!" idsusd ao thiR hasis) .9nd jS b3OU9iood to bo QPnsor,'atiVe give9n tha
I .........

-J Ifew prosswr-e 6enfainrnonr arnor- re r~ss~en prooucr Foioaso is e6Fa9H6noo.!

Finally, complete loss of functions required for core cooling during refuelm§ and cold shutdown
modes when neither Containment Closure nor RCS integrity are established is addressed. [-RG.
4 ntegrity is in placo whcn the RCS pressuro boundary is in its normnal condition for the Aoldý

shutdown mode of operatien (e.g., ne freeze seals or nozzle dams). No delay time is allowed
because the evaporated reactor coolant that may be. released into the Containment during this... .
heatup condition could also be directly released to the environment.1 ..

The note (*) indicates that this EAL is not applicable if actions are successful in restoring an RCS
heat removal system to operation and RCS temperature is being reduced within the specified time.

frame. -...

,-, AL 2, tThe 10 psig pressure increase addresses situations where; due to high lecay heat
loads, the time provided to restore temperature controlT should be less than 60 minutes. The RCS
pressure setpoint was chosen sheuld be 10 psi obecause it isF the lwestfpressurethat' the site can
read on installed Control Board instrumentation that is equal to.or greater than 10 psig...,.

Escalation to Site Area Emergency would be via EAL CS3.1 should boiling result in significant R.V
Reactor Vessel level loss leading to core uncovery. -

[For PWRs, this 1C and its asseciatd EALs ar& basod on soc,,ns raisod by Generic Letter
88 17-, "Loss of Docoy Neat Remo vol. " A number- of phonornona' sucih as prOscuiz4ation, vc.1oxing,
stoorn generator 9 tube draining, R•S ivol dW.Fo..... when eporatkng at a mid'e'op . .nditqon,;
decy hoJ t r.a!4 syst dsn, and lvol inst•un•ont.tin• problems can load to .onditions
whero deay hoot remore! ois lost and core "noov'oy can occur. NRC analysos shew that there acr
seq-enecs that can cause core uncovo' in 15 to 20 rainh-teS and seov-ro core damage within an
hour- after- decay hoot reorovol isws.

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an Alert. The
same is true of a momentary unplanned excursion above the Technical Specification cold
shutdown temperature limit when the heat removal function is available.

The Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead tothe conclusion that
exceeding the EAL is imminent. If, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, an imminent
situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded.

Plant-Specific

• •.- • .t • , ,. . .: "
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Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect:

to the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000F) (ref. 1). These

include (ref. 2):

* The average of T0409A (THOT) and T041 OB (TcOLD) for forced circulation with A

RCP pump running . . .

" The average of T041 OB (TcOLD) AND either T641 0A OR incore thermrocouples for

THOT for forced circulation with B RCP pump:running .

* T0630 Residual Heat Removal Pump Discharge Header

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in 0-2.3,1A "Containment Closure...

Capability Within Two Hours During RCS Reduced Inventory Operation" (ref. 3), provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift

Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as"

a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS boiling.

Reduced Inventory (administrative) is defined as RCS level less than 64 in. on the RCS

Loop indicators (ref. 4).

The pressure rise of greater than 10 psig',irplies an RCS temperature in excess'of the

Technical Specification cold shutdown limit (2000F) for which this EAL would otherwise

permit up to sixty minutes to restore RCS cooling before declaration of an Alert (RCS ..

intact). This EAL therefore covers situations in which it is determined that, due to high

decay heat loads, the time provided to reestablish temperature control should be less than

sixty minutes (as indicated by significant RCS re-pressurization).

Pressure indicator PI-420 Rx Cint Loop Lo Rng Press is capable of measuring pressure

changes of 10 psig- (ef. . This represents the visual resolution of the device, with the

smallest scale increment of 10 psicq (Basis: Walkdown). Escalation to a Site Area
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Emergency would be under EAL CS2.1 should boiling result ini significant Reactor Vessel.

level loss leading to core uncovery. - . .

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site-specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to Ginna, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its, associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in O-2.3.1A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release. ,

RCS Intact

The RCS should be considered intact when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal
condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e:g., no freeze seals or nozzle
dams). . . . " .

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): ".....

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. 0-2.2 Plant Shutdown from Hot Shutdown to Cold Conditions
3. O-2.3.1A Containment Closure Capability Within Two Hours During RCS Reduced

Inventory Operation
4. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor.Coolant. System
5. GPI PRESS 420 Calfibration of Reactor ColnqSce PreSSure Channel 420 Rack

inStFrUm•ntafin " .......... .......

6,5. NEI 99-01 CA4 . • ... ... .... ... . .. .

. I
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction- .. .

5 - Communications ...... .. .... . ,

Initiating C;ondition: Loss of all onsite or ofrsite communications capabilities

EAL:

CU5,t Unusual Event

Loss of all Table C-5 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table C-5 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications

Table C-5 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite
(internal) • -.(iextemal)..

Commercial phone system X X

Direct Dial POTS Lines (Blue Phones) X X

Plant Page Party system X

Radios/Walkie Talkies X

FTS 2001 telephone system (ENS, HPN) X

Control Room Hard Wired Satellite Phone X

Control Room Emergency Cell Phone X

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this 4,-EAL-nd ite acccAtld EAL; is to recognize a loss of communications
capability that either defeats the plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for
plant operations or the ability to communicate issues with off-site authorities. The loss of off-site
communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive than the condition
addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.
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The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant issues. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from radio transmissions, individuals being sent'
to off-site locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communications possible.

[,3t9 sPeWG Iif 6is fo AGOn-4 GOMM UPrrnisation6 i966 nwst 9RnOmp ass th 09s 16-of allm moans of
routine .O.M..nioatiORS (e g., sGmm.cMial tolophonPs, sound p.Wo..d phen s).t.R.., page pa.ty
.... tong and radi•o 6 / ;4'99 • ta!l4iS9).

99to ptecif"ic lSt for Off .ite GOMMUnicatiOng loss rnUst enGGMpasd the loss1t ofhl mons; of.
Gommupications with -off site authontifie Thi houl 4e&~sto N omrca oohools,
teleponoEv trnmsin.and dad16_atod ahono 64vstons. 1

Plant-Specific ....

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table C-2 (ref. 1, 2).

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SU6.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. A-56 Communication Systems at Ginna Station
2. ER-COMM.1 Loss of Communications
3. NEI 99-01 CU6

.;i .
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 6 - Inadvertent Criticality

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

CU6.1 Unusual Event

An unplanned sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

'I

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This 4G-EAL addresses criticality events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refuel modes r/N4UJREG
1449, Shutdo, and ... .. . Wor- . p..cr.atin at Poowrori! ,atar- O6or.........n.t. Unitod
Satea)--_such as fuel mis-loading events and inadvertent dilution events. This 4G-EAL indicates a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a NOUE classification.

[Thi6 condition cA be idontifid ucing period monitrt3,ta.,-p rotc monitor. Thc torm
".'ctanod" ic "-cd in ordor to 3al."w oxc'-scn of oxpocted cho, tWrm pcsitivo pcreodcsta-tup ratoc
from planned fuc! bune'o or- contro rod movomcnqetc dw.ng coro afteration for PWRs and BR144
Theao 6.hod toFRmpocitive poriedc.'ctaftp Fates arc tho roovt -of the Wnroraso in neutron pepu.latio
d'-e to s:bPritca , m-!t,!icMaticn.]

Escalation would be by Emergency Director jJudgment.

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication. Short-term positive startup rates can also be due to welding

activities.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 CU8
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Category H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety.........

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to . .....

any plant condition, hot or cold-) . -

Hazards are non-plant system-related events that can directly or indirectly affect plant

operation, reactor plant safety or personnel safety. ' " .

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Natural or Destructive Phenomena -.. .. . . .

Natural events include hurricanes;,earthquakeslor tornadoes that have potential to

cause plant structure or equipment damage of sufficient magnitude to threaten

personnel or plant safety. Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to

plant facilities include aircraft crashes, missile impacts, etc.

2. Fire or Explosion

Fires can pose significant hazards to personnel and reactor safety. Appropriate for

classification are fires within the site Protected Area or which may affect operability of

equipment needed for safe shutdown

3. Hazardous Gas

Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to plant facilities and include

toxic, asphyxiant, corrosive or flammable gas leaks.

4. Security

Unauthorized entry attempts into the Protected Area, bomb threats, sabotage attempts,

and actual security compromises threatening loss of physical control of the plant.

5. Control Room Evacuation

Events that are indicative of loss of Control Room habitability. If the Control Room must

be evacuated, additional support for monitoring and controlling plant functions is

necessary through the emergency response facilities.
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6. Judqment

The EALs defined in other categories specify the predetermined symptoms or events..

that are indicative of emergency or potential emergency conditions and thus warrant

classification. While these EALs have been developed to address the full spectrum of

possible emergency conditions which may warrant classification and subsequent

implementation of the Emergency Plan, a provision for classification of emergencies

based on operator/management experience and judgment is still necessary. The EALs

of this category provide the Emergency Director the latitude to classify emergency .

conditions consistent with the established classification criteria based upon Emergency,

Director judgment. . . .

-•~~~~~~~~~~. . . . ... • ... . ••. • .... '. ,'.. ;•:•... "..

' . . . . . . ... . . . . ..... . .-. . .. ,. .

• i q . L ,. . " " L,.
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H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.1 Unusual Event

Seismic event identified by ANY two of the following:

* Red LED event indicator on Kinemetrics ETNA Digital Recorder indicates seismic
event detected

" Earthquake felt onsite

" National Earthquake Information Center (Note 6)

Note 6: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8400. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following Ginna coordinates: 430 16.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

There-E-ALs-a~eis EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

E-AL-#-I

Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect ability of safety
functions to operate.

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of sufficient intensity such that: (a) the
vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on
a consensus of control room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants with operable seismic
instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated.

[For meat plnts W.th s•i;G;m ; i.st..UR4 ;tatian, the saismi; .. t. a Sea . .t at an . r....a.iti; a
about 0. 04g. This E-41 should be developed on site spacifi basis. The method of detactien can he
ba;3sed an in-4rdinaentation, valiated by a roliabla seuFca, or-eperater-assessmcnet.]

The National Earthquake Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area of the plant.
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This E^AL is based on a tornado striking (teu.hing down) or high winds W'ithin the PROTECTED
AREA.

[Tho high wind va..o should ho basod on sito sposifo F-SAR dosign basis a, long asit is within tho
rango of the instr-montation av-ailablo for wind spoold.]

Escalatieon f this cemcrgccy classification Icvcl, if appropriate, would bc bated en VISIBLE
DAMAGE, or by othcr in plant conditione, via HAl-..
C!A I4fM'

I i -

•1 • • A l

nT, L:, L aorct.sct. me ene.t oT int•eral 'oooing c'ausc sy cvcntts aus om ,,ponen ra'.ur' ,
eqiuipmfent Ftmialianmcnt. or outagie activity nmithaot-.

[Tho site spos~ifi aroas insludo thoso aroas that contain systems roguirod fo~r sa-.fo shuitdon4Q of the
plant, wh4ich aro not dsosignd to ho pafaly or- fully submorgod. Tho pn's IPEE may proid
insight into aroas - to ho onensido rod whon devlpn thsEt.e.

Escalation of this em.ergency classificatio levsl, if appropriate, would bc based VISIBLE DAMAGE
via MAI, or by other plant conditions.

EiAL-#4

This EAL addrssesmai turbine rotating component failures Of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damago to the t-rbine casing or to the teals of the turbne ge•nFrator. Gencrator seaa
damage observed after gcnerator purge d•.ý.. no, eet the intent of this EAL because it did not
impact nr9mal operation of the plant.

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen ooaling) to the plant envronsA. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build uip are
appropriately classified via HU2 and HU3.

This EAL is coensiste-nt wifth the dcfinition of a NOUE while maintaining the anticipatory nature-
desired aRd .regn.izing the risk to non saFr. t9 Rafety related equipment.-.

Eiscalatien Of this emnergency elastification level, if apptdpri~te, woeuld be td HAl ao ndmg~
done by PROJECTILES generated by the flilure or by the radi;ologie'l 'releases f. r a Bq W or in

conjunction with a steam genetor tFube ruptu fore! P . "tce aer events would be
slattified by the radiological CGs or Fission Product Barrier CsG. A.

This EAL address-qPF;es therF smite specifi phenomca~ c ash Rriae, flood, orF seiche) that can
also be Drpecu reore Af mors sezrious- ovonte.s

I j
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[84e6 sucbjeet to 6ovoro woathor as do finod i the NUMARC stto bakv.Tiitvosaý
hp.n.1 bde anP 6A - b a s o ln aGtiva tion o0f tho F-) _1;- .'a th er- mitigation precodu Fe (e g,
proca~itinary 6hUtdG14ns, dios! tosting, Staff Gaf! Guts; &tG.).]

Plant-Specific..... .............

A strong motion accelerograph is installed in.the subbasement of the intermediate building

at elevation 237 ft (ref. 1).

Ginna seismic instrumentationmactuates upon sensing any ground motion greater than

0.01g. Registration of a tremor > 0.01g is indicated by a red light on the event indicator at

the bottom of the accelerograph case (ref. 2, 3,A4)....

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of Ginna. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1

and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of R. E.

Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following Ginna coordinates: 430

16.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longit:ude'(ref. 5)": "

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.7.4 Seismic Instrumentation
2. ER-SC.4 Earthquake Emergency Plan
3. CPI-ACCELEROGRAPH-51 Functional Check of Kinemetrics Strong Motion

Accelerograph
4. VTD-K3356-4104 Kinematics, ETNA Strong Motion Accelerograph Schematics
5. USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location and Description
6. NEI 99-01 HUI

3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.2 Unusual Event

Tornado striking within Protected Area boundary

OR

Sustained high winds > 75 mph

Mode Applicability: . .. . . .. : .. •.
A ll ,, . . . .. . . ..

Basis: ~~~~~~~~. . . . . .•.,. .'•".'.'....• . ."..'•.. .;...'.... .. "

Generic

These-This EAL-ar-e is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of .sufficient. , ...
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

i I .
..ama.e ma.;y be .used to same vorons wt nsite, but GnOUIo Ro

functions t operate.
affct bilty f safety.

As defined in the E101 --ponsored Guidelines fo-r Nuclcar. Plant Response to an Ea~thguake, dated
October 1989, a "felt ea~hquake" is: An earthqgu;kp Af 6ufcin inestGuch thati (a)..the
vAbratory' ground moetion is felt at the nuGlear plant site and recognized as an ea~tgua~ke baedn.
a Gonsensus Of Gonrol1 room eporators on duty at the time, and (b) fo&lnt=ihT!rbc osi
instrumentation, the seismicG switches of the plant arc aetiv'ated.

[For- most plante Ki!h seismie instr-rnontation, the aoismic switches arc set at an acceleation or
abeu.t 0. 04g. This &AL shovld be developed en site specific basis. The mnethod of deteetion can be
t-;Besd- o-n. ilnst1frumentation, validated by a reliable sovrce, or- operator- assessmgent.

The Noinl eakhquake Center can confirmn if an ea~thguake has occurr~ed in the area of the pl&ant.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds within the Protected Area.

no Tlhe hi wqncf va;e sheui i~e be asea on aite spec~rG FSA desi~n beas6 a6 long as it i6 withnýn th

I Fange Of the

ae-4ie nstrrvfeptatonp av:ao -o - - -spooci. 1
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Escalation of this emergency classificationlevel, if appropriate, would be. based on visible damage,
or by other in plant conditions, via EAL HA1.2.

Thit EAL addrestcc the efect of internal. flooding cau.ed by event cuch at component failurec,
equipment misalignmcnt, Or out aA.

[The alto specific a;reas;- inclUd those aroac that contain cstomrs roguirod for cfeshutdow of tho9
plant, wvhich arc not d.signod t bo pa.ialy, or fully aubmorgod. The plant's tR,9E May prvid
insight •int areas... to bhe consido;rd whenAR d'.401dpihg this SAL] ].

6Ecalation of this emergency clacsifcation level, if appFoepiate, would be based VISIBLE DAMAGE
via HAI, or by other plant conRditiane.

T-hic EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of ufficient m~agnitude to caute,
obeervable damage te the turbine eating or to the tseals; of the tutinc gencrotor. Generator coal
damagc obcer'ed afteFr generatr purge dozs not meet the intont of thie EAL because it did not
impact normnal operation of the plant.

Of major concen its the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gatet-
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant en-viA.rons. Actal; FIRES and flammFable gas build up arc
appropriately elascified via HUJ2 and H3

T-hic EAL is consF.icten-t with the- rdefinitio-n of a NOUE w.hile mfiaintaining the anticipator; nature
detird and .eeog.izing the isk to no.n safety related equipmet..

Escalation of thit emnergency claseification level, if appropriate, woul'd beA to HAl bated en damnag
done by PROJC rTILE,,S generated by the failure Or by the radiological releates for a BWR, or in
eonjunetion with a steam generator tube Fupture, for a PWR. These latter events wo.ld be
claceified by the radiolGgical ICc or Fissctn Pro-duct Barrier ICc.

This EALI addresses other site specific phenomena (such at hurricane, flood, or ceiche) that can
also be pfrecurcorseof mol-re sseriouc events.

[Sitec subject to cc-rev-- we'satheir as defined in the AfUMA4RC- station blackout intiativec ahou/
include an SA4L basFed oen activ~ation of the sievere wseather- mitigation procedures (e.g.,

precutinar shtdowns, diesel teasting, staff call outs, etc.).]

Plant-Specific

All Class 1 structures are designed for a wind velocity of 75 mph assuming FSAR "severe

environmental loading" conditions (ref. 1).
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Wind speed can be measured up to 100 mph on the 250' and 150' wind speed recorder 'A'

(ref. 2). Sustained winds are the five-minute average wind speed.

The Protected Area Boundary is depicted in Drawing 33013-2722 (ref. 3)

Definitions:

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.3.2.1.4 Wind and Tornado Loadings - Input Load Criteria
2. CPI-MET-250 Calibration of Ginna Station Meteorological Wind Speed and Wind

Direction Translator Cards
3. Drawing 33013-2722 Residential AC Power Distribution Circuit - Site Layout
4. ER-SC.1 Adverse Weather Plan
5. NEI 99-01 HUI
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.3 Unusual Event

Internal flooding that has the potential to affect ANY safety-related structure, system, or
component required by Technical Specifications for the current operating mode in ANY
Table H-i area

Table H-I Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building
" Auxiliary Building
" Control Building .
* Intermediate Building
* Emergency Diesel Building(s)
* SAFW Building
* Screenhouse
* Cable Tunnel ......

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

I -These-Tis EALe-ae is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

EAL-#44

Damage may be .auc.d to come p.rtine• of the cite, but chould not affect ability of safety
fun4ctinc to operate.

,Acq defined in the EPRI spcsercd G'-Adcincs for Nu'clear Plant Response to an E3a.thquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt earthquake'i An earthquake Of cufflicnt ntenity cuch that: (a) the
"ibrato'e• .. ound. motin; is; felt at the nuclear plant cite and recognized a. an ea.thquake based on
A .....e... Of GoRn•trl r..om .peratc en duty at the time, and (b) for plants with epcrable seismic
inctrumentatien, the ceemicFi GMithec of the plant are activated.
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[For- fnst plants with seismqic instr-rnontotio, the 6eismic svWithes ame sot at an iaccoloration or
abeut 0. 01g. Thi6 EAL should be devolopod on site -pcfcbss he Method of dototion ean be
basod- -on linstrvmentation, výafidatod by a re"ibl soroo poater asrnaneft.].

The N-ationRal rEarthquake Ccntcr Gan GEonfirm i an car thquake has occeurred in the amea of the plant.

, , , . ,
Thorc PALIc based on a tornaao ctRlK R9 ktOUclIfg down) 9F nhgh WIfla witnn m the PR LU I L
AREA.

long as it is within th.[The
Fange

high w4nd vaiue' anouw be based on site speeme~ ý-=.'v-4 osGn _ a~s
of the inetn..runqetat~ion ava:~abo for- wind seed.l

fccaiatlaneR ot thisc cmorgency claccitication level, ft approprlate, wouldl 13e 9aeac on VISIBLE
DAMAGE, 9F by 9ther in plant conditnc, via ,Al;

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,;.
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps.

I:The site s. .c;ifi a reas includo these a..as that ontain sytens roquimrd for safe shutdewn of tI
oie whih a.. not d.sir•ned to be patal or- fl " ubme,• ed. The plant's /PEE ..a.. pro ;vd .....

in~ig~hf into
. . ,.,. ..

areos to be cons:OorooG woon devoe"o3n tn~s 94t.1, v

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based visible damage via
EAL HA. 3, or by other plant conditions.
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EAbL#4

Thic EAL addc•c•R... ain turbinc rotating .ompen..t faiu'roc Of Sufficient ,mgnitudc to cWu. "
obserwable damage to the t'rbin% cacing or to the 6cals of the tu-rbine goinratr. Gcncrator ccal
damage obcer':cd aftcr genorator purge does not mocet the intent o~f this EAL beeauce "t did not
impa.t norm.al operation of the plant.

Of major coincern i the potcntial for c.akagc of zwmbc-'tile'fiad'('.bri'tin bils)'and ias6.." .

(hydrogen celin.g) te the plant cpnvrnc,. A^tual FIRES and .... ablc gac build up arc
appropriately claci-39fiedG- Yia HU-12 and-H3

Thic EAL is cncintont With thc definition of a NOU'E 'Wh"il maintaining the Anticipatory naturc
d..ir.d.and roc.gn..ing the risk to non safety related equipment.

Eccala'ition of thic emergency clAccification level, of appropriate, would be to HA I baccn damage
done by PROJECTILES gcncratcd by the failre or by the radiological rclcccc for a BWR, or in
conjuncGtion; with a steami gcnerator tube rupture, forF a PWR. Thesc latter events would be
classified by the radiological !C or FRscoin Product Barrier ICc.

Th. .EAL addrcccc. .the. site .pers.fi., ph.n.mena (.u.h as hur.. .ano, flood, or sciehc) that • Ra

alee be PrecuFercor of moerc ccriouc events.

[SiteS S~bjeet t99 1eveeWeaher es defined in the AUIA44RC r*;tien b/eckef t in tibties sheuld

prece.vtienar,' ehvtdewnc, disei testing, staff cea# eats, etc.).]
,•4-,

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures, Circulating, Component Cooling or Service Water line ruptures,

equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, and outage activity mishaps.

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster

than installed equipment is capable of its removal, resulting in a rise of water level within

the room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are

being taken to isolate the water source.

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in a Safe Shutdown Area being

subjected to forces beyond design limits and thus damage may be assumed to have

occurred to plant safety systems. Safe Shutdown Areas are areas that house equipment

the operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is
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maintained in cold shutdown. Safe Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the

equipment of concern (ref. 1, 2).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HU1

C..,

'I.
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.4 Unusual Event
Turbine failure resulting in casing penetration or damage to turbine or generator seals

Mode Applicability:
All :........ .. ....... .......- .- . .. ,.... ,.....

Basis: ' ' ' ' " " " "" ''

Generic

These EALs are categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event .of sufficient magnitude to
be of concern to plant operators.

EA--#4

Damnage mnay be Gaucod to
functions to eperate.

-eeme -0eF1P~
-, •. - "" . .' . -. "• - '.. '. . . " . :.". :"":":

s of the .t•', but , h•uld not afect abilit of caft, .

linac for hiuclcar PlAnt Rcp4ot nErhquake, datod
ewrthquiake of cui-ffic-ient intencity 6uch that: (a) the

As defined in the EPRI sponcored G'Jidc
Octobor 1989, a "felt carthquake" ic: An
Vibratery ground moetion is felt at the nuelear plant site and Fregnlzed as an earthquake based on
a cnnccOf GOntro room eperatOrn on duty at the time, and (b) for Plants With operable coeimic
inqtru MPntAt*ote eei cic of the plant are actiwatcd-.

[For, ,ost p•ants witMh oo instr-uon tation, thoe ocio swtohco arc 6ot at an ao;,...atie.n -of
abeut 0. 04g. Thio,;17 ELf Shebud be dvc.'ped en. site 6peGii -baosio. The Method of detoctien Gan be
bWased an ...tr.i'ncntatien, v;eidotod by a ro,;abl•c s-'rec, or operator assesrment.]

The NainlEarthquake GenteFrcan confirm if an earthquake has occrr.Fed in the arca of the plant-

Thic E=AL ic Acd on A torado Striking (touching down) Or high Winds within the PROTECTED
AREA.

[The high wind vaiue 6oul~d be based 9h~ ýito &pccifi AAR~de~ign 6aS/0 a6ln o ti iti h
ran go of the instr~rnontatien available for-wind spo 3d.]. ... .

!' ".

.... ala!.. .or t . mc..en. . . . .laeSIt ..at.on level. f, ae opr, ate, would• Ioc based on-VlS.. L. : I ' -
v .

DAMAGE, eF by etheF 0n iqlant Genew HA4--.
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This EAL addrcFPcs the effoct of intcrnal flooding causcd by e'-4ntc uch ;c componcnt'foiluros,
cupntmisalignment, 9F outage activity mnishape.-s.

[The sito spocifi areas inelude thooce areas thqt Gonti ytm ou'dfrcf htono h
plant, which are not designod to be partally or fuly su'bmorgod. The plantýs !PEEE may pro;':do
insight into areas to be . .wndorad "vhon dovo lping this E,.4=]

EsCCalatoR of this em.rg.n.y clas.ifi.ati.n le..l, if appropriate, would be bascd VISIBLE DAMAGE

via MAI, or by othcr plant sonditie%,.

EAL44

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damage to the turbine casing or to the seals of the turbine generator. Generator seal
damage observed after generator purge does not meet the intent of this EAL because it did not
impact normal operation of the plant.

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via EAL HU2.1 and EAL HU3. 1.

This EAL is consistent with the definition of a_-NQUE while maintaining the anticipatory nature
desired and recognizing the risk to non-safety related equipment.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to EAL HA1.4 based on
damage done by PROJECTILES generated by the failure or by the radiological rFlccscs for a
aWR-er-in conjunction with a steam generator tube rupture, fr a P.WR. These latter events would
be classified by the Categqory R-ae alý,s] or Fission Product . .rriorCateaorv F
4QEALs.

This EAL addracccc othcr site cpocifis phcnemena (such as hurricane, flood, or coiche) that ean
alse be precursors of moro Gcriouc cvcnt6.

[S&lo 6ubjoct to severe woath-orF a~s dosfinodiin thog NUAf4R- 4tation blackoeut initiatives ghould
includ- an EAL basod on activation of the so•vre weather -mitigation prceedu'rs (e. g.,
procautionary sýhutdowns, diesol tooting, staff call out&, otc.).]

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected
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projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment. . -.-. -

Failure of turbine or generator seals'may be-indicated by a loss-of seal oil preSsure br loss

of condenser vacuum (ref. 1).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. ER-SC.8 Turbine Blade Failure and Missile Emergency Plan ...
2. NEI 99-01 HU1

-I,,

................ ... ... ,.... ,*. ,'" * .""
*1~. .,
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or. destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.5 Unusual Event

Deer Creek flooding over entrance road bridge hand rail
OR

Lake level > 252 ft
OR

Screen House Suction Bay water level < 17 ft or < 15.5 ft by manual level measurement

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These-This EALs-ae is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

Damage may be c--awsed- to sso me 13GRIGAS Ot tHe 6ite, IRA 6 01-1- A.9- -A-- ty 9 Ga y
function to operate.

Ac defined in the EPRI sponsrePd- Gu-idelines, fAW Nuclea1rF Plant Re6ponse to an Ea~thguake, dte
October 1089, a "felt eaothguake" is: An ea~thgua-kAe Of suWfficient intensity Guch that: (a) the
vibrato~y ground motion is felt at the nuGlear plant site and recOgnized as an ea~thquake basedo
a ncPnsensu i Of conrol1 room operators On duty at the time, and (b) for plants With operablc seismi

instrumentation, the seiGmic switches of the plant are activated.

[For- most plants with seismic instrFrnontation, the sesmcswitches are set at an aGceleraten otf
about 0.01g. This, S-4L 64ho-uld be developed on site specific bais. The methed of dfetection Gan be
based en instrwmnntatien, validated by a Feliable 6eurce, oF operator assessm~ent..]

The National Eapthquake Center c-an eon-nfip~ if an ea~thquake has occurred- in the area of the pklant.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high wminds w.ithin the PROTEC-TED
AREA
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[ Tho h/oh wind value should ho hosod on R/ta
L .... ... • ........ ..... ....... .. speedif, FSARtdeign bas/ as long ae it is Mthn tho

6speed.1rango of tho instwm•ontatlio a.ý;ailae fo• r ý.,n

Esealatien of thic emergency sia"
DAMAGE, or by other in plant cci

6 eat enilevel, if appropriate, would be baccd on VISIBLEv W A4. .......- ,tS ".- ' - .,:.1 .
i. ; • ' ; .. .; . .. •. , . "I , . - .- . .,7'.

This FEAL addrcsses the
cciuipment mis6alinment

effect ef intcrHal e loo. aused by evoyt. such as compo,
or outage'aetiVity mnisha•9•. .. , , ' : .... i

entee~..... ... .,i

[Tho sito spoc~ifi areas ineludo thocoe airoas that contain systemgs required for sa;-fe shutdown -a th-e
plant, which are not dos/good to ho pa/ally, orfll urorod pla nt's 1PEEB may pro v/do
in sight in to arFe-a -s toho conidored whon decvlopI-g this1 SL]1

, . . . " - t

Esca of this emergency cit-ud be base:
Yia HAI, or by other plant conditions.

•,,• (~~~... .. . . .... -.... .... .. : '. -... :-.,.. ...... -. .

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating' component failures of suffiient mnag
obser.'able d-amage to the turbine casing or te the- sasof the turbine generati
damage obser'-ed after generator purge does net meet the intent of this EAL b
impact nermal operation ef the plant.

Of mnajor concern is the potential for leakage.of combus-tib'le fluis(urctn
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES and flammable a bi
appropriately classified via HU2 and 1U41 -12
This EAL is consctent w-ith the definition of A NOUEWhile maintainind tc bnti:

desird- and regnizing tho risk to non safety related equipment

.Escalation of this em.ergency classification.. i app.ropiate, would be to H
done by PROJECTILES generated by the fai'lre er by the radiological release:
conjucWtion with a steam generator tube FLrpture, fo a PWR. These latter even
classified by the radiological IGc or Fission Product Barrier ICc.

iVISIBLE DAMAGE

ffitude te-eauee 2

Or. Generater sealocueit did not "I '

)d)and,-geeee

c1t based en damage
for a BWR, Or in

ts would be, ..

.' " , ' , '

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena
also be precursors of more serious events.

•J

tsucn as nurrncane, nope, or selons) that can

[SitoS cuboet to so yore weather as defined in the NUl-MARC Stat/on blackout initiatives sho~ul
includo an E,4L based on activation of the sevee weather- mitigation procedures (e.g.,
preecautionary shutdowýns, diesel tocting, staffcall outs, etc.).]

Plant-Speciflc
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This threshold addresses high and low lake water level conditions that could be a

precursor of more serious events.

Ginna plant grade is generally at 270 ft mean sea level (msl) except the area between the

lake and Turbine Building which is at grade 253 ft msl. Lake water level > 253.28 ft msl

corresponds to plant design levels (ref. 1). A lake level of 252 ft has been selected for this

threshold to be anticipatory of exceeding design flood levels and is the level at which flood

control actions are procedurally taken (ref. 2).

Flooding in Deer Creek above the plant entrance handrails will ultimately result in water

accumulation in the Turbine Building and Screenhouse (ref. 2). This may preclude

emergency response personnel access and egress.

High lake level may be determined using markers attached to a metal pole mounted on the

discharge canal bridge upstream of the submarine net. The high level markers are at lake

levels of 252 ft and 253 ft (ref. 2).

The Screenhouse Lo-Lo level alarm actuates at 19' indicated (ref. 3). When Screenhouse

Suction Bay water level drops to 17.0 ft indicated (this corresponds to a level of 15.5'

measured manually) increased Control Room monitoring is initiated. This level has been

selected for this threshold to be anticipatory of a potential loss of service water system

pump suction at 16.0 ft (ref. 4).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.4.1 Flood Protection
2. ER-SC.2 High Water (Flood) Plan
3. AR-1-9 Screen House Lo-Lo Level 19'
4. ER-SC.3 Low Screenhouse Water Level
5. NEI 99-01 HUI
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HAl.1 Alert . .

EITHER:

Confirmation of an earthquake of an intensity > 0.08 g per ER-SC.4 Earthquake
Emergency Plan

OR
Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY, safety-related structure,'
system, or component

AND
Earthquake confirmed by EITHER:

Earthquake felt in onsite

OR

National Earthquake Information Center (Note 6)

Note 6: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following Ginna coordinates: 430 16.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs escalate from HUI.1 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction 4GsEALs.
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[These .. Ls shold spify site spe. ...' ",r - ... ,..ty M , F. ;
Gornponent and fuRG6tion rogvirod for- soaA ahutdown of tho plant. Site specwifi Safe Shutdown
,4nalyss she uld -he cen si Wed for- equipmnent and plant aroa6 rogvired to esta-b 96h o r M 4infain sfe~

E-AL-#-$

Seismic events of this magnitude can result in a vital area being subjected to forces beyond design
limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

[This throsheld should- b based en ••t, pi FSAR ... g.n bais.. See EPRIop s.ns.reo
=Gvdolinos far Avl elar Plant Rosponso to an Wa1gaodtd Q tober- 1989, for- infom ato oe
soisrnic event catogorios.]

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an, earthquake hasoccurred in the area
of the plant.

&41.4#2

I J,

T', :

This EAL i6 bas-ed- on a tornaF;doG Gtriking (touching doWn) or high winds that haye Gaucad VISIBLE
DAMAGE to str'ut'roc containing functions 9r systoms required for safe chutdo'wn of the plant..

[The high wind value chovld hobe sdo sie pfE; FSAR dosiýgn basis as long as it i6 withinth
ran go of the insturnontation av4ailable for- ind 6pood.]

This EAL0741 addr.c.. thp efft of intemal flooding c.aued by events .u.h as component failures ;. r
equipment misalignment, or outage actiity mishaps. it i6 based on the degraded pe~ferma~ec ot
ystemc, or hac ereatcd i'du•"•ial safety hazard. (e.g., elc.tri.al chock) that prc'lude necessary

aeecs6 to epertea or monitor safety equipment. The inability to accecc, operate or monitor safety
equipment cepresentc an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the

Flooding as u-od in this EAL deosribes a condition -heore water is entering the room faster than
intolled equipment is capable of rem.val, resulting in a rico of ..wat.er 'level w.ithin the room. . .

Clociflatinof thic E=AL chould not be delayed whil crrocntive actions are boing taken to icolat
the watc. .. . .

[The site spocific, areas incluwde thoso dreas thatt ebitak 4 toils roguired fo r- 6afe 6hytdown o h
plant, whic.h are not di••ned to be pa;ialy or fy•su bm.. 6g. The plant's !PEESEi.nmay provide
iAsight into areas t .o be nsdered when developing t is E' ].

This EAL addreses the threat to safety rclated equrpm nt impocod by PR..E.T..I . g,•oR.a•
by mnain turbine rotating comI)Gponet failuroc-1. Thereforo, this PAL is coeiqistent With the dcfin~itle o
a;n- ALERT inR. that the potential cxccfor a~tua-l or subctantial potentia dgatioof the level oA
safety of the plant.

-i
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[The site &peoificlief of -areoos should in elude a# areas eenta4; n g safety stnoro;octr;

oorpenent, their contm91, and thoir pewor opp4Wo.]

EAIL4"

. . . . . . . .

Thi0c EAL addrccc c vehicle crashcs ,ithin the PROTECTED ARPA that rcsulto in VISIBLE

'"MAr"- tO VIT AL ARE'-A or nd-ealeon or amagc+,mla to safety ..r....r . +m oF cponRentS
contaoinig functions and systems rogUirod for safe shutdow_.An of the plant.

This E.AL- adddressc other site 6pccic phen:mena that •ult i VISIBLE DAMAGE, to VITAL
AREAS or rcsults nidcto of dornage to safety rstructures, systoms, Or compoents G9ntain~i

fuiosand_ systems% required fe-r _safe shutdoAWnA oftpat(uh-as huF~icanc-,4f6M_, o-r sepichcP)
J,..1 .. ..

[Site6 6ubject te seveore
inch.ude an E4L based on

'oathoar ac defino-din thig AftMARC 4taion bhackow.t Wnitjativoo ShO~l!
aGtWAtIon Otthgovr woathor-r rnt"ateR94G91R ygrareodlao 44 o.

p~eaut:unefy shufl Uwfl, uwase wsung, Staff Gaff euts, ete.).]

Plant-Specific

This EAL is based on the UFSAR design basis operating eart.quake of b.08'g acceleration

(ref. 1). Seismic events of this magnitude can cause damage to plant safety functions.

Ginna seismic instrumentation actuates upon sensing any seismic activity (ref. 2, 3, 4).

The method of detection of an earthquake greater than OBE intensity relies on either:

* analysis of the Ginna strong motion accelerograph located in the Intermediate

Building by plant I&C and plant Engineering (ref. 3)

OR

* by actual indications of degraded safe shutdown system performance

confirmed by either shift operators on duty in the Control Room determining that ground

motion was felt, or corroborated by the NEIC.

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of Ginna. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1

and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of R. E.
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Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following Ginna coordinates: 430

18.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude (ref. 5).

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.7.1.3 Design Response Spectra
2. ER-SC.4 Earthquake Emergency Plan
3. CPI-ACCELEROGRAPH-51 Functional Check of Kinemetrics Strong Motion

Accelerograph
4. VTD-K3356-4104 ETNA Strong Motion Accelerograph Schematics - "
5. USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location and Description
6. NEI 99-01 HA1

• .. .. , ' . . .. . , , .
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety'

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.2 Alert

Tornado striking or sustained high winds > 75 mph resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to ANY safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY
Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

" Auxiliary Building

* Control Building ...... ....... :;

" Intermediate Building-!

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

" Screenhouse

" Cable Tunnel

1 Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These-This EALs escalates from HU1.2 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible
damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.
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Escalation of this emergency classification leve!, if appropriate, would be.based.on System
Malfunction IPsEALs.

EAks-#2--#6

[ Thoso S/Is should spoci4y s/to spocf struc~turon.e a~oaB that contain safoty, systom, a.
componont and functions roquirod for- sofa shutdown of tho plant. S/to specifi Sofa Shctdown
A4nalysis should ho consultod for- oquipmont and plant aroas roquirod to ostabl~sh o anansf
shutdown.]

Se^ismi•c . .•nts; of this magnitude can result ina VITAL AREA being subjeGsed t forecs beyond
design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occ.urred to plant safety systems.

[Thi throshold should ho hasod on site spobific PS/P dosigh ba-sis. S26ic EPRI sp;nsoro
'G.uido.l.inos .for .Nucloar .Pant Ro.pons .to an Eaf.hquako., datod Octo.or 1_8., for informatio ;#i
scismic eovnt catogorios.]

The Nation-al Ea~thquake Center can conF fir fan cafthquake h-as ocurdthe areaý 6fthce plant:-

EAL-#2

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have caused visible
damage to structures containing functions or systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

[The high wind value should ho based en sito spocifi ESAR dosign basis as long as it is. Wihin the
range of the instrumontation ava•il•ab for wind spood.]

This EAL- addresses.... the effe"t of internal flooding caused by events such as •" omponnt failures,•
equipmcnt misalignment, or outage a•tivity mishaps. It is based on the dograded po.dorman•. at
systems, or has cr.eated indus5trial safety hazard (eg. cleriahock) that perolude necessary
access to eperate or monitor safety equipment. Te inability t a..ess, operate or moniter safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plai*

Flooding as used in this; FAL describes a condition where watcr is entering the room faster than
i nstalled equipment is capable of Fr~emval, resulting in a rise of water level within the room.
Classificatien of this .A.L sho.uld net be delayed While eorre.tive actions are being taken to isolate
the water o. , . .

[The sito spocific areas includo these aoeas that eontain. sy)stoms required for safe shutdown of tho
plant which aro not dosinod to be pagigy or-. fu submorgod. Tho plant's IPE=E may pro /d
insight into areas to bo considored whon dovoloing this SAL-].:I' ., -.
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Thic EAL addrecs,. the threat to cafcty rclatcd ?quapmcnt im^o^- by'PROJECTI1LEs gne?%FtedI
by main ,uroine rotat.ng eompencnt ru.'ursee. I neE.ore "nic -,L i ccnscstent -i~t inc he;n-tio, ..
an A.IER nR that the potential e)(c.i+_.t-ef +,,i ,ct'a,,, nial pt+nt+al d,4 .da4idý '•f the + ,41.

safety of thpne .. . .' ..... .. :,a. -'

[The &ite &epocifi hist of arcas c~hoed incivde a4! aroa6 conta4ing Safoyet) stvrotw, syctern, er
component, their cOtR&o9c, and their power- supp~io.

Thic ERAIL addrecscec -ehiGe crashes within the PROT-RCTE-D AREA th-,t r...It in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to VITA~L-A.REASR or indication of damage to safety 6wtrutuec, systems, or components
cnt inn. g functions and cyctems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

This EAL add.sses other site speifi, phn6il na th'aW.,_t ih VISIBLEDAAGE to VIT.AL
AREAS o roults in indication ofdamage49 6afy str4 c, cctemsý G obmApet•n ntain•Rig'
fun.e... an. d. y.t.M. required for cafe shutdown'of the plant (suoh 6s huriano, flood, or cneicGhc)
that e. n alc. be precur.or. of mor.e ceriouc . . ...

..: .. ,i' C ', '.

. x',I.C ". : 2 ,,

[Sites 6ubject te s covrc watheF eS
inchudo an E-4 based on activation

de fined in the NLUMARG 6tatien b6co y niitio
of thýe' ceivere -weather- mitigation procod4rd<(e.g'.-,

.:';

Plant-Specific

All Class 1 structures are designed for a wind velocity of 75 mph assuming. FSAR ."severe

environmental loading" conditions (ref. 1). This EAL is based on the structural design basis

of 75 mph or impact by tornado. Wind loads of thiIs magnitude can cause damageto safety

functions.

Wind speed can be measured up to 100 mph on the 250' and 150' wind speed recorder 'A'

(ref. 2). Sustained winds are the five-minute average wind speed. .. , .

The Protected Area Boundary is depicted in' Drawing 33013-2722 (ref. 3).

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in a Safe Shutdown Area being!

subjected to forces beyond design limits and thus damage may be assumed to have.

occurred to plant safety systems. Safe Shutdown Areas are areas that house equipment

the operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is

maintained in cold shutdown. Safe Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the

• ... '.
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equipment of concern. The Alert classification is appropriate if relevant plant parameters

indicate that the performance of safety systems in the affected Safe Shutdown Areas has

been degraded. No attempt should be made to fully inventory the actual magnitude of the

damage or quantify the degradation of safety system performance prior to declaration of

an Alert under this threshold.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 4, 5).

Definitions:

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactorand maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition; . •

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.3.2.1.4 Wind and Tornado Loadings - Input Load Criteria
2. CPI-MET-250 Calibration of Ginna Station Meteorological Wind Speed and Wind

Direction Translator Cards
3. Drawing 33013-2722 Residential AC Power Distribution Circuit - Site Layout.
4. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
5. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis

6. ER-SC.1 Adverse Weather Plan
7. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant
Safety

I - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

HA1.3 Alert

Internal flooding in ANY Table H-1 area resulting in EITHER:
An electrical shock hazard that precludes access to operate or monitor ANY safety-
related structure, system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building
* Auxiliary Building
" Control Building
" Intermediate Building
" Emergency Diesel Building(s)
* SAFW Building
* Screenhouse
* Cable Tunnel
" Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs escalate from HIJI On that the occurrence of the event has resulted On V'ISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant stru~turos or areas Gontaining equipment necescary for a safe shutdoWn, orha
causod dmage to the asafety systems On those structures evidenced by control room; ndications ot
degradcd system responso or perferm-aneeS. The occrurrence of VISIBLEF DAMAGE andipr
degrade-d cyrstem response ie intended to di6crimin*ato against lesser eventes. The initial repo
GhGUld not be intcrpreted as mandating a lengthy damage arssessment prier toclsicton No
attempt is made in this E=AL to assess the actual mnagnitude of the damage. The significance her
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is noRt that a particu'l;a system or stFructe was damaged, but rathe., that the event . .. as o ... f sufiient
magnitude ta cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALIGs.

EALs #2 #5

[These EALs should ;pec ..y site peG,^ s÷t' .- e.. e... a;eas that centain :afety system, e"
GGgpanant and funetienS reqWuired fo-r cafe shutdaWN ef the plant. Site cpeGiti Safe Shutden
Analysis sheuld be consulted for equipment and plant areas required to establish or- maintain safe.
Sh~tdwn,. ]

Seismic ev.nts of this magnitude can result in a VITAL AREA being subjected tW foFes beyond
design limits, and thus damage may be assumed t. have o. ..ccurred to plant safety systems.

[Thic threshold should be based on cite spec.ifie SAR design basis. Ses ER!p, ... n..ed
"Guidelines for Nucl.ea4r Plant Pesponse to an E-aghquake'ý, dated Octeobr I1980, for- 4nferrnatien OR
seecrnge event eategedes.]

The N-atio~nal E0arthquake Center- e-an; con-fir.mif an earthquake has occurred inthe area of the plant.

EA6-#2

This. EA^ is based an a tornado striking (touching dawn) or high winds that have cs VISIB.L• E
IDAMAGE to stru-ntures cotiigfunctions or systemsl FeqUired for cafe shutdeWn of the plant..

[The high wind "al"e cho'-d be based on site Specifie FSAR design basis as long as it is within the
range of the instrumentation available for wi-nd speed.]

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activitV mishapsi It is based on thel degraded performance of'
systems, or has created industrial safety hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that preclude necessary
access to operate or monitor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate or monitor safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level.of safety of.the
plant. .. ." 'e' ' "

• "..............'.'.."".............:"'--.. .. '

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster than
installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the room. a
Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being taken to isolate
the water source. I . .. ; ,q .. -

[The site speaifinc -9areas inrclude theseq ar,49i tha ontas st. Fequired for- safe 6hutdevn of the
plant, wyhih are net designed to be pa.ialy or fly submerged. The plant.s 1PESE may provide
insight inte areas to be .ensidered "hen developing thi, EAL-.
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Thus 6A6 addresces the throat to safety related equipment impoced by P2ROjECT-ILE generae
by min turbine rotating component failures. Thcrefore, this FEAL is Geosict&nt with the definition 0t

inAER n that the potential exists fo-r aestual or substantial potential degradation of the level Gt
safeety of the plant.

[The eite specifi 4i6t of areas should include a#l areas contahinig safet stucture, system, e0
component, their Gontrols, and their poweF supplies.]

Thic liAL aeddresec vehicle crashec within the PROTECTED AREA that results in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to VITAL AREF.S Or indicsation of damage to safety ctru~tetro, cyctme~n, or GompEonente
containing functions and cystems required for safe shutdOWn of the plant.

Thic raAL addresse6 other site cpoeifiG phenomena that re6ul in VIIBL DAMGE to VIT-AL
AREAS or rocult in indicoatien of damage to cafety ctrUeturec, systeme, or ompnenRtc containin
unAetioes and sycteffl required for cafe chutdown of the plant (cuch as hurricane, flood, or ceih)

that Gas also be prFecurcorn 9f moe erAuGoone

r iI A JI IR m A •iLiifea 6ui~eot to severe Weatne as cne n the tvUMAW-" sraven.
inelude an E,41 based en activation of the eovere weather- mitigation
precaatienaw~ shutdowns, diesel tastine, staff call outs, etc .).

blackout initatives sheuld

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures such as Circulating, Component Cooling or Service Water line

ruptures, equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, steamleaks or
outage activity mishaps.

Safe Shutdown Areas are areas that house equipment the operation of which may be

needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is maintained in cold shutdown. Safe
Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the equipment of concern (ref. 1, 2).

Uncontrolled internal flooding that has degraded safety shutdown equipment or created a

safety hazard precluding access necessary for the safe operation or monitoring of safety

equipment warrants declaration of an Alert.

Definitions:
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Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional.
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressureboundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition; ... .

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures. .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures,; Systems and Components.... .. ,. ... .. .

2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone., ...

Analysis .. .. ..

3. NEI 99-01 HA1.

•-'.. . ,..'. . . ,
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.4 Alert

Turbine failure-generated projectiles resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to or penetration of ANY safety-related structure, system, or

component within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area - ,

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building

* Control Building

* Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Thisese EALs escalates from HUI.4 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible
damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
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particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate,;would bebased on System .
Malfunction IrsEALs. . . .:. - . . . , . .

&-ALs-#2--#5

[These E-4ts should spacity site spoeiffV "-t'w...~ or a~ea6 that contain safet systom?, e;
componont and functions ro.urod for. safe shut n •• of the plant. Site spocihb Safe Shutdown
Analysi should ho consultokd for: equipmont and plant aroas roguirod to ostablish o-r maintain safe-sh-'tw';•.]

EAL-#4

Seismic events of this magntude c.an re.slt n a• VITAI AR-EA being subjec÷ted to faes beyond
design lmits, and thuc damage , may be assumed to h•ave ocurred to plant safety systems.

[This throshold should bh based aR sits speoific FSAR dosign basis. Soc EPRI sponsored
"Guidolinos fer- Piusoar Plant Rosponso to an Eaflhuako', dated Cotobor- 1989, Afo infrmation ogn
sa;esm&FPc ovon sa te gor ieas]

Thoeaioa Earthquake Center. cAn confirm if anearthquake has occrrGFed in the area of tho plant.

Thir RAI hiaed On a tornado striking (touc.hing down) or high winds that ha e caused VISIBLE.
DAMAGEf ton stru-ctuFes ctaini~ng fuRntiosr st rqe f eh wn of the plant.

Rho4 high wind value should ho basod on sits spss~ifi FSAR dosign basis as long as it is within the
ranac of the List-rimmntatian .ivailn~hln for wind Rnnnd 1

This EAL addresses the effect of inenlflooding caused by events 6-uch as component failures,
equipment miOsalignment, or outage activity rnishap. 'It is;b~ssedd 6n the degrad d'phfomneb
systems, or has created industrial safety, hazards(e.g.., electrical shok) that.pr.e.ude ne;essa'.. . ..

access to operate Or monit• o rafety equipment. T-6 in.bilit. tb acer-oitor.safety.......
equipment represents an actual or substantial potenial degradation f "the lovel of safety of the.
pla4*

Flooding as used in this EAL dscrGibes a
installed equipment is capable of removz
Clas-sification o-f this EAL should not be d
the water 60UrFG.-

condition where water is entering the room faster than
i esultig in a rise of water level within the room.
.. layed wh"le core"iyo qactions arc. ben•g' takento isoate

•.• . .. .;:. : -.., . , . .
!Tho site spoGiks arot

plant, wich are not do
insight into areas to ho

" I I •l
.:n..us.. to ;oe aras at ar .n.tma;n systom.s r...r.. tre sato suw•' 'w at ha

cOnsidreFd hOen do vs/aping this 6 I
pFged. -Reý plaiqýý !PEE-ýE maý! pfýý.
E,4 L-. I
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EAIt-#4

This EAL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by projectiles generated by
main turbine rotating component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent with the definition ofan
Alert in that the potential exists for actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety
of the plant.

[AT site;o should inei;de a#. a.ea6 n•,taining safe ;ty .... • .... ,systOfl7, OF

orMponont, their- G,,t,6, and thoi; power supp!ios.]

Thic EAL addrcce vehiclc crsac"he- within the PROTECTED AREA that rocu,'t in VISIBLE
•AImA

-V""A4.o: to I;."L ,A:"Ii'A5 or n•Gatcaon ef ordamage to safety structurcs, cysfet.S, or coMp ncqS
contaAnng f o . n... is n systnems required feo safe chutdown of the plant.

This EAL addrcccce other cite cpccific phenomena that rocul in VISIBLER DAMAAGE to VITAL
AREAS or r9cuFte in indication of damage to safety !tructurce, cystmes, or components containing
f.n tian. and .y.tem requird for safe c"hu'do, of the plant (.u.h as hUr.i.an., flood, or seiche4
that can; a!6o be oroueGFore Of more corious eve'ctS.

184eg SUbjeGt to sovoro weamr-o as ocrineG in Eno yu:jij-iý,# srar~n oaiae~ew:nwrarwvas snoul
inc:ude an EA based on acrivatien or the seveo weamor- rnwrga ton proccoL.~eo (e.g.,
precostinapy 6hutdewns, diosol testing, staff Gagl @Wt, etG.).]

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected

projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.

Failure of turbine or generator seals may be indicated by a loss of seal oil pressure or loss

of condenser vacuum (ref. 1).

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 2, 3).
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Thc National Eadthquake Center cAnR confirm if an ca~thquakc has occurred in the area of thc plant.7

"AL-h2

This EAL is baed on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have causeF~d V ItSIBLE
D0AMAGE to c-tructurescotinn fu-nctions or syste.ms eui for saRfe shutdown o~fthp lant.

,.... ... ; .

[The
FangE

H HsVWd .e .6HOW He .,J 0-9 na Aovw F -z;c ooesi oasps aQ-1 :o-no a- :r FS w44rngn Ma
Cof the instrornontotion avaitoblo for- • -~~.. . . . . . . . . . .q.-. ". .:' . '. '.".,.'', .

•W • pal II ff t
.. is .. a .aressec the effet or i.nternai r',iooino cause y ov ^v.n.s su. "as sompenont taiures.
equipment misalignment, Or outage activity mnihaps. it is based pn.tho qegraded poetrmancc. of
systems, or has sreatcd industrial esafet~y haz-ards (6.g., elcctirical shock~) that precldo necR'-essary

* ' 1

acoces to operate Or monitor safety equipment. iThs iRabilty .to access, operator monitor Safety.
cquipment represcnts an actual or substantial potcntial degradatio-n o-f the level of safety of the

Flooding as used- in this; E.AL d-escribesa condition where Water is enteFrin the room factor thanR
installed equipment is capable of removal, rcsuWting in a rise of water level within the rop-m.
Classification of this E-AL shouild not be delayed while corrective ;actione Ar14-i6g tk6 - to slt
the water•,source.

"1

,,e -s, teseeGifi arieas inciudo Thoseo agroas thf -otans-tms roetirod for- sgfe r
•hich are not designed to bh p:

£--
2,t, aly or f'-! s-bmerged.
eon dovoýIopino this E-4.]

The p/an~st'EEE
th UW 9, vp t

r:,s;gnr, :n ara&, , Wo vs snsBOGr, F Wr

This PAL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by PROJECTILEs generated
by m~ain turbine rotating component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent wifith thedfnto o-f
an ALERT in that the potential exists for actual Or subDstantfial potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant.

no sa spo& &Ws or6HE SF areOas s&P :nc9WGoie -a:: areas senwaRxng sarory crreuewe, sysrom e;
I

c.R ompn.n., the*r ne•ws, and tne:r power supp::os. ]
. ! 1. ."

This EAL addr~esses vehicle
DAMAGE to VITAL ARES
containing functions and 6yt

crashes within the PROTECiTED AREA that results IOn VISIBLE
at IflOlSaTlan or namoac Ta E2JTOT'd CTrLit2TUrOr~ rxrrnmr or 'nmnnnnnr

steM e~sue~ed for safte -sh-utd&own of the plant.

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that result in visible damage to vital areas or
results in indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing functions

I and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant (such as hur•iGane, fl•od, or seiche) that can
also be precursors of more serious events.
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[Site6s ubjeet to aovoro weather e6 dofineed in the NUMARC statin blackout initiAtivos houl
inelude an EAL based on activatin of the 6evoro weather- nitigatin procoduros (e0g.,
PF9Gcautionary shutdowns, dioso! tosting, staff call outs, etG.jJ

Plant-Specific

This threshold covers high and low water level conditions that may have resulted in a plant

safe shutdown area being subjected to levels beyond design limits, and thus damage may

be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

Ginna plant grade is generally at 270 ft mean sea level (msl) except the area between the

lake and Turbine Building which is at grade 253 ft msl. Lake water level > 253.28 ft msl

corresponds to plant design levels (ref. 1). A lake level of 253 ft has been selected for this

threshold to be indicative of exceeding design flood levels (ref. 2).

High lake level may be determined using markers attached to a metal pole mounted on the

discharge canal bridge upstream of the submarine net. The high level markers are at lake

levels of 252 ft and 253 ft (ref. 2).

The Screenhouse Lo-Lo level alarm actuates at 19' indicated (ref. 3). If indicated service

water pump bay level drops below 16 ft (this corresponds to a lake level of 14.5' measured

manually) the service water pumps are declared inoperable. This level has been selected

for this threshold to be indicative of a loss of service water system pump suction (ref. 4).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.4.1 Flood Protection
2. ER-SC.2 High Water (Flood) Plan
3. AR-I-9 Screen House Lo-Lo Level 19'
4. ER-SC.3 Low Screenhouse Water Level
5. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and'Other Conditions Affecting'Plant Safety'

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.6 Alert

Vehicle crash resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to ANY safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY
Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-I Safe Shutdown Areas

& Reactor Containment Building
* Auxiliary Building
# Control Building
* Intermediate Building

a Emergency Diesel Building(s)
# SAFW Building
* Screenhouse
* Cable Tunnel
# Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Thcec EALs escalate from HUt in that thc occurrence of the c'-ont has rs'ultcd in VISIBLE
DAMAGE te plant 6trueturec or arcas containing equipment nocessar~' for a safe 6hutdoWn, orha
eauscd damage to the safety; systems in these ctrueturoc evide~ecd by conrol1 room indicationse o
deraded system re•,p,•, or perfeormFace. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate,, would be based on System -.
Malfunction IesEALs.

rThese f J A• ... ..
. n-,L o nw spocr &PoF W8o$ s c areaS mar conran Saoy 6,,,ystem, or fo .

componont and fucton r4irdorc fe stdwn of the plant. Sito spocifi Safe Shutdown
Analysis shouid ho c..n.s.ultd for cgip9.ont and plant areas roquired to ostablsh or. mainain sofa
shutdow'n.

E-AL-#-$

Seismic events of this Fagnitudeca• n result in a VITAL AR^EA being subjected to for..s beyoRd
desig• li•its, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

[This threshold should ho basod on sioso;fcF;Rcig ais. -o--~sono
"G uidolinos for- Nucloar- Plant Rosponso to an E-aFtguako'l datod Qotobor- 1989, far infek)r.na tion on'q
soismic ovent catogohos.]

The National lia~thquake Center canR ea-rnfimi an cadthquakc has 6c6Urred inthe area of the planrt:

This EAL is based on a tornado strking (touching down) Or high winds that have causcd VISIBLE
DAMAGE to structures Gentaining functions or systemRs required for cafe shutdown of the plant..

[The high wind value should ho basod on site spocific FSAREdosign basis as long, o ýi~s wtih
ran go of the inistrumontation aailaýblo far- wind spood.]

Trhis EAL addresses the effert of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures-,
equipment mis6alignment, or outage aetivity mishaps. it is based on the degraded pcdorm~anco of

sses Fhas created industrial saeyhazards (egeetia sh~k that prec-lude nPPc-PsSArŽy
aecess t eoperate oar. monito-r safety equipment. The inability to accaess, operate or monitor Safety
equipment represents anactual or ubstantial potential degradation ofItelvlo safety of tho

FReeding as used in this EAL describes a condition whome water is entering the roomR faster than
inRstalled equipment is capable of remoeval, resutltg in a rise of water level Iwithin the rEooml.
Classificaton o'f this EALI shoul-d not be delayed while corr~ective ac-tions are being taken to slt
the water surc.

[Who site specificP areaPs includo those areas that contain systoms roguired for- safe shutdown of tho
plane which aro net dosignod to be poloflay or- fuly submar~god. Tho plant'sIPSEE-Emay proeid
insight into areas to ho considorod whon dovoloping this EAL.]
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• ,~~~.. . . .. . . . ... . ....... .....,•- . ,,-. . ,,........,Definitions:

Projectile ., .

An object directed toward a Nuclear Power'Plant.that could cause6conern:for its . .
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

Visible Damage . ..... .. ... ..

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,.......
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. ER.SC-8 Turbine Blade Failure and Missile Emergency Plan
2. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
3. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
4. NEI 99-01 HA1

*.I *.** I-.
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HAl .5 Alert
Lake level > 253 ft

OR
Screen House Suction Bay water level',16 ft or ý 14.5 ft by manual level measurement

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These E-;A.I- ecmsala TR- TramF nuW I in Wai inc. EoccIURE38~of the &OPcnt h-as resulted in.VISIBLE- . .. I :

caused damage to the safety Systemp in those structures evidenced by controlroo iendotnso
degraded system response or pe~o~man%.iT-4 hnA occrrence of VISIBLEF DAMAGE andior
degraded system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial repe:t
sh'uld net be interpreted as mandating a lcngthy damage assessment prior to elassificatien. Ne
attempt is made in thi, EAL to assess the a•tual magnitude of the dalmag. . The significance hrei noRt that a parti"ular system Or str•utwe wa. damaged, but rath,, , that the event was of .uffi-ient
monaitude to as thiS daaain

s.calation of this emergency classi.c.atio. levelf apprepriate, wou'd be based on System.
Malfunctfion iGc.. *, .

I•AI 42-#")--

[These EALs sh-uld specGi" 6ite speeifi' st'-itr-;e e. :•Fas that cntain safety system., e,
cempenont end functiens required -fo .sa"fe 61%1deR. of the plant. Site .pecif,, Safe Shutdewn
Ana4ysi should be consultedl for- equipment and plant areas required to establish er- maintain safe-

Seismi. events, of this m.agnitude can result in a VTAL EA--•' ::I. be ,,ing subjected to forces beyn• d
design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to he occurred to plant safety systems.

[This thresh.ld hould be based on site specific FSAR design basis. See EPRi apensered
"Guidelines for- N.Uclea-r PlaPnt Respense te an Ea.th qualfe", dated October- 1989, for i&nferatien en
seismis event categories.]
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Th Ei AL addrocccc me tAFlrat to saftyt rclated eaulemcnt imigesea 13Y WKWEGT ILlc goncrto
bymain turbifle rotatenei ompoanent failures. Thenzrctorc, ..li -A -1 -~ c~tn wit thodein tion a .. -' , • . "•, ..

....... i
an ALLI-61T i n tflat mel votential exscts tar actual 9F SUbctant4aI -potzntia
safety ef the PlaPA • j ,. r . ,% t. •. .tI• ... gadaio of t , lc l a . ". .. ' ; ,l ,

I Tho c/to capoitrt, lit of qrqqc; c; eWd inc!ude a#l groa; nontawnwo cao.';kq qtcktF racr ovtR .I FmA
conpenent, tllo* GGntrO16, and Me*~ power- euppheoc.cc.•,po,"ont, ,•,o......"......•Hh•.....................

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within'the Proteated Area that results in Visible damage to
vital areas or indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing
functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

E-A-L--#

Th.. EAL add.....c .ther site opecfc phenomena thaim r e is VISIBLE DAAGE to VITAL
ARRAS or reculits nidcto of damage to safety etrUcturee, 6ysteme, or comnp6RentG containing~
fUnetionc and systems required for safe shutdewn of the plant (6uch as hurricanc, flood, or seiche-)
th~at -an;a6e be FpreGurcoeF of more seriOucA events.

[Sites 6ubieet to covora woator- asc dotnno in me um#o llJM/-aUs~~NA bh1ao!,kQeet in;tPatbve

prooautienafy shutdewnc, diesel tocting, 6taff Gall euts, etc.).j]

Plant-Speciflc

This EAL is intended to address crashes of vehicle types large enough to cause significant

damage to plant structures containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of

the plant. Vehicle types include automobiles, aircraft, trucks, cranes, forklifts, waterborne

craft, etc.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2).

Definitions:

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
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cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 15 min. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area

EAL:

HU2.1 Unusual Event

Fire not extinguished within 15 min. of Control Room notification or verification of a Control
Room fire alarm in ANY Table H-1 area or Turbine Building (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building
0 Control Building
* Intermediate Building
* Emergency Diesel Building(s). .... ".....
* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse
* Cable Tunnel
e Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of fires or EXPLOSIONS that may be potentially
significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FIRE / EXPLOSION, and not
the degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

As used here, detection is visual observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm
indication.

EAL44

The ouroose of this threshold is to address the macnitude and extent of fires that may be
r ... . ..... ........... .. ......... ........ 7 ....... .... ............... ......... f ----

potentiallv sionificant orecursors to damaae to safety systems
r ........
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As used here, notification is visual observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm
indication.

The 15-minute period to extinguish the fire begins with a credible notification that a fire is occurring,
or indication of a valid fire detection system alarm. .

Determination of a valid fire detection system alarm includes actions that can be taken within the
Control Room or at nearby Fire Panels to determine that the alarm is not spurious. These actions
include the use of direct or indirect indications such as redundant alarms or instrumentation
readings associated with the area to ensure the alarm is not spurious and is an indication of a fire.
An alarm verified in this manner is assumed to be an indication of a fire unless personnel .
dispatched to the scene disprovethe alarm within the 15-minute period. The report, however, shall
not be required to verify the alarm. If the alarm cannot be.verified by redundant Control Room or
nearby Fire Panel indications, notification from the field that a fire exists would be required to start
the 15-minute classification and fire extinguishment clocks.The 15 minute timce pcie, d begins with a
credible no.tifiction. that fire is occurri.ng, or indicatin of a fire detection system alarm/a-ct'atn.-

r... .

VerfificationA of a fire detection system alarm/actuation includes actions that can be taken within h
Gontrol room or other nearby site rspecific locatiotoens6'_,,ure th~at it is not spurious. Anmalarm is
assumed to be an indication of a fire unless it is disproved within the 15 mninut eidb
personnel dispatched to the scene. in other words, a personnel repoirt f1;_rom the scoen~e mnay boý used
to disprove a senseF alarm if rcceived within 15 m~inutes -of the alarmA, but! shall not be required 4-o

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the fire and to discriminate against small fires :that
are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket).

[The site specific list should be lirnitd and app!io to bu'idinge and areas in sact ' f contact with or
imm•diat6,, adjacent to VITAL AR 4S or er significant b-idings or areas. The intent of thi; I.
is not to inelude bu.ikdng6 i. e., waroheHses) or- areas that are not in act ual contact MMt e;
inmmodiately adjacont to VITAL AREAS5. This A_*_kudee FIRES wvithin administ~ration boidipg6,
wa.t. bw•k•t FIRES, and thr .ma.. IRES of nd safoty Gonsequo4n6. Am.mediately adja••nt
i,.mplies that the area immdiately adjacaent contains or ma)y contain eq,-ipm,.nt or cabling that cG-/d
impact equipmeont located in VIT-ALF7 ARA or th fie FUQoni d dAmage equ.ipmnent inside W/TAL
AREAS or that proe!,des access to VITAL AREAS.]

This E.L addresses only those EXPLOSIO.NS of ,ffiGient force to damage permanent structures
oF equipment within the PROTECTED .RE..

.' •: ;:i

. . " : . , ., '! ,

No attempt is m~ade to assess the actual magnitudde of the damnage.T-he. 9ecuFrnre ee f the.
EXPLOSION is su'ficient for declaration.

The Emergency director also needs to cons.id.e. any seuity aspets of the EXPLOS ,dN,'

EscalatinR ef. tlh~isG-.m emon sv clas ifiA. -;t io l-. ev e, if appOFpar 0 i;t e, would e base d o nHWA2.

Plant-Specific
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Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class. 1 Structures and.structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2). The Turbine Building

is included because it is immediately adjacent to one.or, more Table H-1 areas and a fire

within the Turbine Building may potentially impact safe shutdown equipment should the fire

not be controlled.

Definitions:

Fire " i "

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive ,...

belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components . ... .
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume i Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone- .

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HU2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safey --

Subcategory: 2- Fire or Explosion . ' 1 . ' .•

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished Within 15 mhin. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area ,.

EAL:

HU2.2 Unusual Event

Explosion within the Protected Area

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of F4RES 9F explosions that may be potentially
significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the RRE-/-explosion, andnot the
degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

As uced here, dcetecrtion vicuat observation and repo~t by plant perca~nnol or cencar alarm
indication.

E=AL--4

The 15 m.inute time poriod bogin .with ;a erodib, .. notification. tha• A FIRF ne, occrr, or indicatio

of a firc dctcction cyctemR alarm/iactuation. Vcrificatian of a fire detection cyctem alarm/actuatio
4 .inudec atienc that c-an be taken within the cantrol raom Or other nearby citc p•ceifie location t4
cncurc that it OS not Shpuc'-;. An alIam, is accumed to bc an. indicatian of a FIRE unles it ic
dicprcved within the 16 minute poriad by perconnel diepatehed to thc ceene. In other worde, a
pceFonnel repot from the c~ene may be uced ta dieprove a cencat-r alarm; if recreived within 16
mianutcc of the alarmn, but shall not be required ta verify the alarm.+

The intent of this 15 minute duration s to siei the FIRE and te dicerimngate against email FIRES
that are readily ex(tinguiched (e.g., semldering waste paper basket)-.

[The cite specifi list should be lmwited and applic to buidings and areas in actual contact with o
;mc;diatly adjacent te VTAL AREA4S or• ether- si•gnfant buldings eor areas. Theq inte•e of this fGC
is net to include builings (n oe., warehouses) or aaS that anre not in actual cnta-rct with o..
immediately adjacent to VITAL1 AREAS. This exclu/8des6 FIRES within administration buildings,
wvaste basket FIRES, and ether- small FIRES of no safety, consequence. tmmediately adjacent
inipies that the are-a tmmed~iately, adjacent contains or may contain equipment Or cabling that coul
impact equipment loae-Q0d~n 14in.VITA AREA4S or- the fire could damage equipment inside VITAL

. i.,

,'iaon U; uw; p9rocuoss aGEsse9 FQo .4W ,,a.,,
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This EAL addresses only those explosions of sufficient force to damage permanent structures.or,
equipment within the Protected Area. ~~~~~.............. • .'".... :, ,....'..'..:.....'.. ., *.,•-- .. ... .

No attempt is made to assess the actual magnitude of thedamage. IThe occurrence of the
explosion is sufficient for declaration.

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the'explosion; if
applicable.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA2. 1."•J"'~~............. .". ,'.-.'............• , t.':..."', '..'''"
I"

Plant-Specific

While some explosions may also result in fires that exceed EAL HU2.1, no fire is

necessary to declare an emergency in the event of an explosion. If a fire also occurs as .a

result or with an explosion, declare the Unusual Event based'on the ex;plosi.on and mohitor

the progress of the fire for potential escalation due to fire damage;'"-.....

Definitions:

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force ,to potentially:.
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally endompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 33013-2722 Residential AC Power Distribution Circuit - Site Layout
2. NEI 99-01 HU2

.. - . . .. , .

• r . . , .
'~~.. . . . . . . ... ",•. '. . . . . .. : .' .".• .; " .£ .
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion -

Initiating Condition: Fire or explosion affecting the operability of plant safety systems
required to establish or maintain safe shutdown

EAL:

HA2.1 Alert

Fire or explosion resulting in EITHER:.
Visible damage to ANY safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY
Table H-1 area

OR
Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-I'area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Reactor Containment Building
" Auxiliary Building
" Control Building
* Intermediate Building
• Emergency Diesel Building(s)
* SAFW Building
" Screenhouse
" Cable Tunnel
* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Visible damage is used to identify the magnitude of the fire or explosion and to discriminate against
minor fires and explosions.

The reference to structures containing safety systems or components is included to discriminate
against fires or explosions in areas having a low probability of affecting safe operation. The
significance here is not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the fire or explosion
was large enough to cause damage to these systems.
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The use of visible damage should not be.interpreted as mandatinga lengthy damage-assessment:,
prior to classification. The declaration of an Alert and the activation of the Technical Support; ..

Center will provide the Emergency PiFeGte: with the resources needed to perform detailed damage
assessments.

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the explosion.

[P46 E4 M .ould p 9f .... &,pe.if- ... W...... r areas. that .. ntain 6.fet. system, or co,,,poont
and .nf safe shutdown 9f the poat. Site p.. i... Safe Shutdwnnay. sh....
be cons'uted for equipment and plant areas rgqumd to ostablish or maintn safen shutdewn.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in System' .
M.l.un.t.. sCateporv S, Ficsion Product Barrier DegradatiCn~ategory F or Abnormal Rad Level!
Radiological Effluent lGsCategory R.

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class I equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2).

Definitions:

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
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damage includes: deformation due to heat or. impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3- Hazardous Gas.: - .

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant .o flarmable gases.
deemed detrimental to normal plant operations ..

HU3.1 Unusual Event

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of sufficient quantity to affect
normal plant operations

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of sufficient
quantity to affect normal plant operations.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

This 4G-EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It assumes an
uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect plant operations. This would preclude small or
incidental releases, or releases that do not impact structures needed for plant operation.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3.1.

Plant-Specific

Normal plant operations is defined to mean activities at the plant site associated with

routine testing, maintenance, or equipment operations, in accordance with normal

operating or administrative procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating

procedures, or deviation from normal security or radiological controls posture, is a

departure from Normal Plant Operations.

Definitions:
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Normal Plant Operations

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry
into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3

• • ... • .,
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases.
deemed detrimental to normal plant operations

HU3.2 Unusual Event

Recommendation by local, county or state officials to evacuate or shelter site personnel
based on offsite event

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis: -

Generic

Thor, EAL *q bacsed on the rolease of Wo*65, GOrrOcive
quantity to affect NORMALI PIDNT- OPERATIONS.

9F tiammalgic eacses 9f SWlhGcntI asnnxia-

The fiaet that OA3A May we waFn Uees; ne-t P-11i.m.111-ate docloro the .......

T hic IG is net ntcnaeed to roguiro 61anitican; aseecmn or antitication. It cumcan
v . .. . . .. . . . [ ,

uncontrOlled E)roce66 that hoc the potential to ctolnocrineTh oldreudemlo.I ~~ ~ .. . . r-
Rncidontal Feleasee. or rolcacoc; that do not moctptutucen cdc for piant Oppi~a~en-

An asphy)(iant is a gas eapabic of roducing the 'eye! of exygen in the body to dangeouc c8YleS.
Moct coMMonly, asphyxlants weok by mcrcely displacin air in an encloccd environmont. This
redu.re• the concentratio of oxygen below the norm.al level of around 19%, Whih an lead to
b. .athing diffi.u.tie. , ....... i.u.nec. Or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3. 1

Plant-Specific

None

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3

. •: •.'-

...............................::"•.L .' :'-'• .". ;
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i.;. . . , • ." ,=•.... . ;" "L,
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Access to a Vital Area isprohibited due to toxic, corrosive,
asphyxiant or flammable gases which jeopardize operation of
operable equipment required to maintain safe operations or safely
shutdown the reactor

EAL:

HA3.1 Alert

Access to ANY Table H-1 area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or
flammable gases which jeopardize operation of ANY safety-related structure, system, or
component (Note 5)

Note 5: If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event occurred, then
EAL HA3.1 should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to safely
operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the time of the event.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building
• Auxiliary Building
* Control Building
• Intermediate Building
* Emergency Diesel Building(s)
* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse
* Cable Tunnel
* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Gases in a Vital Area can affect the ability to safely operate or safely shutdown the reactor.

The fact that SCBA may be wom does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

Declaration should not be delayed for confirmation from atmospheric testing if the atmosphere
poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to gases.
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This could be based upon documented analysis, indication of personal ill effects from exposure, or
operating experience with the hazards.

If access is not required at the time the unsafe concentrations exist in the affected area or ilf the
equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or outof service,, before the eventoccurred,
then this EAL should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on.the ability.of the plant to
safely operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications atthe
time of the event.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a facility structure has the potential to affect
safe operation of the plant by limiting either operator or equipment operations due to the potential
for ignition and resulting equipment damage/personnel injury. Flammable gasses, such as
hydrogen and acetylene, are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or to repair
equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL assumes concentrations of
flammable gasses which can ignite/support combustion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on Systee
MaIfuRtiGREALs in Category S, Category F or Category R, Fisison Product Barrier Degrada4ti
or Abn•rFml Rad, Ic,•'PI I Radie c rfc ffl,,•-t IC!.

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2).

If hazardous gas concentration in a Table H-1 area restricts access but the equipment is

not required to be operable or will not be required to operate before access can be

reestablished (e.g., fans are ventilating the area), this EAL should not be declared.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components

2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone
Analysis

3. NEI 99-01 HA3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Confirmed security condition or threat which indicates a potential .

degradation in the level of safety of the plant. "

EA L: ..,,.. .

HU4.1 Unusual Event

A security condition that does not involve a hostile action as reported by Security Shift
Supervision

A credible site-specific security threat notification

OR ':""

A validated notification from NRC providing information of an aircraft threat
.,

Mode Applicability:

All
B as is : . : . . . . , . , . ., , : .. ,

Generic " Y': " " "' " • ".

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and the Control
Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs. .. . = .. ,

Security events which do not represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant are
reported under 10 CFR 73.71 or in some cases under 10 CFR 50.72. Security events assessed as
hostile actions are classifiable under EAL HA4. 1, EAL HS4.1 and EAL 4G4-HG4. 1.

A higher initial classification could be made based upon the nature and timing of the security threat.,
and potential consequences. The licensee shall consider'upgrading the emergency response "

status and emergency classification level in accordance withthe site'sGinna Safeguards . •. -. . .. ' -
Contingency Plan and Emerggcncy Plan.

EAL--#4.First Condition . ,, . ..... . .. . .. . .•..

Reference is made to site-spssiG security shift supervision because these individuals.are the
designated personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is occurring or
has occurred. Training on security event classification confirmation is closely controlled due to the . •
strict secrecy controls placed on the plant Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan.

This threshold is based on site spccific .ecWuity plansthe Ginna Safeguards Contingqency Plan. Site
.p..ifi' Safq.uard. Contingncy Plan areThe. Ginha Safeguards Contingency Plan is based on
guidance provided by NEI 03-12.
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EAAL-#ýSecond Condition

This threshold is included to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are made in
a timely manner. This includes information of a credible threat. Only the plant to which the specific
threat is made need declare the Notification of an Unusual Event.

The determination of "credible" is'made through use of information found in the Ginna Safeguards
Contingency Plan cit• •pecifiG SafegUaFds Contingoncy Plan.

EAL--#Third Condition

The intent of this EAL is to ensure that notifications for the aircraft threat are made in a timely
manner and that Offsite Resanse Organizations and plant personnel are at a state of heightened.
awareness regarding the credible threat. It is not the intent of this EAL to replace existing non-
hostile related EALs involving aircraft.

This EAL is met when a plant receives information regarding an aircraft threat from NRC.
Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved methods of authentication. Only
the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare the Unusual Event.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.

Escalation to Alert emergency classification level weu4ldbe-via EAL HA4.1 would be appropriate if.
the threat involves an airliner within 30 minutes of the plant.

Plant-Specific

If the Security Shift Supervisor determines that a threat notification is credible, the Security

Shift Supervisor will notify the Operations Shift Manager that a "Credibie THreat" condition

exists for Ginna. Generally, Ginna Security procedures address standard practices for

determining credibility. The three main criteria for determining credibility are: technical

feasibility, operational feasibility, and resolve. For Ginna, a validated notification delivered

by the FBI, NRC or similar agency is treated as credible. ,

Definitions: ." " -

AirlinerlLarge Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Hostile Action
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An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This "
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or**
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area). -.

Security Condition

......................................, ..

Any security event as listed in theaapproved security contingency plan tha constites a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential
degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a
hostile action.,*. ,-*.. ......... , , .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Ginna Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. ER-SEC.1 Response to Change in Security Threat Level
3. ER-SEC.2 Response to Intrusion by Adversary

4. ER-SEC.3 Response to AirbomeThreat
5. NEI 99-01 HU4

........ .. .. ..,. , . , ': ./ .. , • , . , . , . • ,

.: I. ." ' ,., " " . H •' " . . . .. . . ..
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security .... ,.

Initiating Condition: Hostile action within the Owner Controlled Area or airborne attack........................... *..

threat ..........

E A L : . . . : . . ' , ' :,_ ' ' - , " , ,

HA4.1 Alert

A hostile action is occurring or has occurred within the Owner Controlled Area as reported
by Security Shift Supervision. .. ., . : .. -

A validated notification from NRC of an airliner attack threat within 30 min. of the site

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis: . . , .. ... .. -

Generic .. ,. -

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and thet'Control
Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

These-This EALs addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. They are not premised solely on the potential for a
radiological release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility
for significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack or is an identified attack target with minimal time
available for further preparation or additional assistance to arrive requires a heightened state of
readiness and implementation of protective measures that can be effective (such as on-site
evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).

EAL-4t4First Condition

This EAL-condition addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a hostile
action. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil
disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees
within the Owner Controlled Area. Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

Note that this EA -condition is applicable for any hostile action occurring, or that has occurred, in
the Owner Controlled Area. This incl-dcc ISeFSI' that ma. bo '-hutido the PROTECTED AREA b'ut
Mtil 'within thp OWNER CON.TROLLED A REA
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[ALthugh nuoloar plant seGUt Officrs are we#. t.ain. d and propa•od to protest against HOSTIE. .
ACGTION it i6 appropriato for OR~s to be notifiod and onroura godl to begin astiVation (Wf the),d
not norma!!y) to be bottor prepared should it be neosssOa" to ronsidor f-,'her actions.]

[if not pF...'ius4, nothfiod by the ARC that the airborne • O•SM R ACTION was intonton.a, then it
wHOu be oxpoood alh-g oto.ain, that notifiaton by an appropriat FodoRal agonoy woud
follW1014. InP thisA rcaSo, appFGpriato fedora! agenoy is intonqdod to bh NORAD, FBI, P4AA or NIRC.
Nowouor-, the dcrtihno Ihud not be unduly doayed awaiting Fedora! notification.]

EAl1=42Second Condition

This E-AL-condition addresses the immediacy of an expected threat arrival or impact on the site
within a relatively short time.

The intent of this EAI-Lcondition is to ensure that notifications for the airliner attack threat are made
in a timely manner and that Offsite Response Organizations (OROsJ and plant personnel are at a
state of heightened awareness regarding the credible threat. Airliner is meant to be a large aircraft.
with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant.

This EAL-condition is met when a plant receives information regarding an airliner attack threat from
NRC and the airliner is within 30 minutes of the plant. Only the plant to which the specific threat is
made need declare the Alert.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
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1. Ginna Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HA4

j, , , ; , . I
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action within the Protected Area

EAL:

HS4.1 Site Area Emergency-.
A hostile action is occurring or has occurred within the Protected Area as reported by
Security Shift Supervision . - . .

Mode Applicability: . . .. .. .* , .

All ....................... .............. ,.......".,..............

Basis: ... .

Generic .. . .... . " . .. .

This condition represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in the Alert in
that a hostile force has progressed from the Owner Controlled Area to the Protected Area.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. It is not premised solely on the potential for a radiological
release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility for significant
and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack with minimal time available for further preparation or
additional assistance to arrive requires Offsite Response Organization (ORO. readiness and
preparation for the implementation of protective measures.

This EAL addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a hostile action. It is
not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil disobedience, such as
small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees within the Protected Area.
Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

[Although nuclear- plant GocUWiY officors are wVel trained and prepared to protect against NO STILE
ACGT4ON it i6 approprate for- ORGS to be not4fied andG enceGo w-god to begin prepar-atins for-pWbli
protective actionr, (4f the), do not nerrnally to be better- pro pardl Mhould it be necessay t9 censide;F

[if not pro vbiosly notified b9y NRCG that the airborne HO STUL FmC TIONI wa s intentional, then it woold
be e*pectod, although not cortain, that notification by an appropriate Fodorai agency woUld follWA
In this ease, appropriate federal agoncy is intended to be NORAD, A&I FA4A or NRC. oWove1'r, the
doclarate shold4 nQt9be undulIy delayeed awaiting Federal notification.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on actual plant
status after impact or progression of attack.

Plant-Specific
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None ,-.

Definitions:
........................'..,-"....,

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, ehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled-area).

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Ginna Safeguards Contingency Plan. . ,
2. NEI 99-01 HS4 . , •
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

HG4.1 General Emergency

A hostile action has occurred such that plant personnel are unable to operate equipment
required to maintain safety functions

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

.................., .• ........... .. ,

This EAL encompasses conditions under which a hostile action has resulted in a loss of physical
control of Vital Areas (containing vital equipment or controls of vital equipment) required to
maintain safety functions and control of that equipment cannot be transferred to and operated from
another location.

Typicall, thoso safot fUnctions ame roactivty control (ability to shut 4o0'4 rato ndkopi
shutdewn) reacter water leve! (ability to Goo! the core), and d&cay heat rornoeva (ability to maintain
a heat sink) for a i3WR. The eqouvalent fun.tions for a9 P'44.R am roactivity ontol, RCS inventeoy,
and secondafy heat romeva/.]

[LOss of physico/ control ef the control room or emete sh-tdown Gcpabiity alone .mcay not prevent
the abilit to mnaintain safoty functionS per- se. Design of the rornoto -shutdw9vn capabilty and the
oecatien of the transfor s.itches sho"ld be taken intO acGount. Primay emphasiS should be placed
on theso cornlpcnent6 and instrurngnts that SUPPly photoction forF and inform-ation about safotY

If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be transferred to
another location, then the threshold is not met.

IMMIN
P0eI-

[A Wesh

L add~es ses fa 1,re of spent fuel cGoeong systems as a resu-lt of HOSTILE ACTION if
NT- fuel dam~aac is likely. such as when a freshly off leaded reactor corc is in the Gsocnt fue

jr • .... J

6, off leodod roatotr cre i-sdofino90d -big6# sieG socFicitora.1

Plant-Specific
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Safety functions include:

* Reactivity control

* RCS Inventory '

* Secondary Heat Removal

Definitions:

Hostile Action .. ..

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI99-01 HG1 ,.
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

EAL: . .

HG4.2 General Emergency ... .. . . ,

A hostile action has caused failure of Spent Fuel Cooling'systems"

AND

Imminent fuel damage is likely

Mode Applicability: .. .. *, ....

All

Basis:

Generic

This RAL e_.ncompac6ee conditioE)R under whieh a- HOS-TILF ACTION has resultod ina Ieee a
phycical control cf VITAL AREAS (containing vital equipment or controe6 Gf Vital cquipmcnet)
rcquir.d to m.aintain afety functione and contro! of that equipment cannot be t..ncfe...d to an.
operated from another location.

[Typieall tho÷e . afty•" funetien" a. . reacti;'ty eentmli (abi•ity to shut dcwn the reaet. r and k., p 4
"hutdown) . eaeto•r water- level (abil.t. t; c.. the core), and de"ay heat .em..val (abiity te maintain

a heat.sink) for- a 9144R. The equivalent function-s for.; a 4R;;PWR Fr eactivy control, RCS inventory,
and secondaoy heat removal.]

[Loss of physeica cent rol ofthe control room or- romote shutdoiwn capabilty alone m~ay net pro vent'
the abiliy to main tain safety fUnctions per-so. Design of the re~mote shut~do-wn capabiliy and the

loaio f h tasfr.iths hul e ae .. t .ccount riary emphasis should be placed
en those compeonent-s a~nd instruments that supply protection for- and infomation about safet

If cOntro of the plant equipment neceecary to mnaintain safety; fUnctionRecan be transferred to
ano th er locGatioen. then the threchol.d is not -mePt.

I Al,,#2
This EAL addresses failure of spent fuel cooling systems as a result of hostile action if imminent
fuel damage is likely, sch as when a fr•ehly off loaded reactoer. corec iin the .. e.t fuel pool.

[A ffeahýy cc !oaooei reactor- core :sCono GeUey sito 64ec~~ 60G4nteH~. II

Plant-Specific
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Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to'destrdy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HG1
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Category: H - Hazards and Othertconditions':Affectirng Plant Safety

Subcategory: 5- Control Room Evacuation

Initiating Condition: Control Room'evacUation-has been initiated '. "'

EAL:

HA5.1C Alert

Control Room evacuation has been initiated
A,

I

Mode Applicability:
A ll , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Basis:

Generic

With the control room evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or other emergency response facilities may be necessary.

Inability to establish plant control from outside the control room will escalate this event to a Site
Area Emergency. .. ''.,-. ., ... , -,

Plant-Specific "" ... . • ; .'" ":'

AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility provides specific instructibns for evacuating the

Control Room and establishing plant 'control in alternate Iocations*(ref. 1):;

Ginna Basis Reference(s): " .' .

1. AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility
2. NEI 99-01 HA5

' " .. , .' ' ; - ." b .. ,' .. ,. . • . . •

A .2 :, , .. ....

° ' . , ,, ,: ' , ,,
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety..,.

Subcategory: 5 - Control Room Evacuation ..

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation has been initiated and.plant control.-.-.; .

cannot be established

EAL:

HS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Control Room evacuation has been initiated ' "'

AND

Control of the plant cannot be established within 30 min.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis: ...

Generic

The intent of this Ir-EAL is to capture those events'wh'ere cdihtrol of the plant cannbtibe
reestablished in a timely manner. In this case, expeditious transfer of control of safety systems has
not occurred (although fission product barrier damage may not yet be indicated).

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and knowledge of. .
important plant parameters in a timely manner.,Primary'emphasis should be placed on those
components and instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions.
Typically, these safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shutdown the reactor and maintain
it shutdown), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal (ability to
maintain a heat sink) fr Q a WR. The equivalent •un.ti.ns for a PWR arc ... rAiVity cntrl., RCS
inye.t.ry, and ccc,.,,' hea r..oval.

The determination of whether or not control is established at the remote shutdown panel is based
on Emergency Director (ED) judgment. The Emergency Director is expected to make a reasonable,
informed judgment within the site specific time for transfer that the licensee has control of the plant
from the remote shutdown panel.

[The site &poc~ifi time far tranfe fr is based on ana'ysia or- accoccrnonts a6 to hew quicki' Gonto
mus.t bo reestablished without cor -noon an~d/or coe damage. Thic time 6hoe.dd net e*Gee
15 rnin-te• ;'tho'-t additional j-stif;atien.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be by EALs in Category F or

aLeflory 66 9R FOOH61 13aFFIeF eGlFadat on OF R9Fma- - -A _AkFP.9;.. R.
lEAL-s.

Plant-Sp~ecific
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AP-CR.I Control Room Inaccessibility provides specific instructions for evacuating the 2.

Control Room and establishing plant control in alternate locations (ref. 1).

An analysis was performed as part of the Fire Protection Program (ref."2)to determine, how
quickly control must be re-established at Ginna without core uncovery or damage. There

are 5 time-critical actions which must be accomplished to enable established performance .

goals to be met. In evaluating a reasonable timeline for completion of tasks required in the

ER-FIRE procedures to restore charging' it was estimated that restoration should be

completed in less than 30 minutes.- This is consistent with information obtained during

operator walk-throughs of the ER-FIREprocedures which consistently indicaied restoration

in 17 to 24 minutes.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
1. AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility
2. Fire Protection Program, Section 3.2.2.12 Time Criteria for Achieving Hot Shutdown
3. NEI 99-01 HS2

..................... .". •".;. ,;..". ., . , . .'
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety -

6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions existing.that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a UE

EAL:

HU6.1 Unusual Event

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant OR indicate a security threat to facility protection has been initiated.
No releases of radioactive material requiring..offsite response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of safety systems occiu'rs

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency

I Director to fall under the NQUE emergency classification level.

Plant-Specific

None

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU5
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H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant SafetyCategory:

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment I !:I ;.,. . "

Initiating Condition: Other conditions.exist that in the judgmentlof the Emergency.,
Director warrant declaration of an Alert

EAL:

HA6.1 Alert

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel OR damage to. siteequipment because of hostile action.
Any releases are expected to be limited.to small fractions.of the EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or. 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the Alert emergency classification level. ....... . .,..

Plant-Specific , . ,. .-

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using.guns, explosives.; projectiles, vehicles, or .. . . . . .

other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfythe overall intent.
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil , , . .

disobedience or felonious acts that are. not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e;, this mayinclude ....
violent acts between individualsin the.owner controlled area).--.. . . .... .......

Ginna Basis Reference(s): - ., . . ....

1. NEI 99-01 HA6
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant.Safety

6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: Other conditions.existing that in the judgment of the Emergency'
Director warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency

EAL:

HS6.1 Site Area Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public OR hostile action that results in'
intentional damage or malicious acts: (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could'
lead to the likely failure of, or: (2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for
the protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels
which exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or
5,000 mRem thyroid CDE) beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that'warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action ,..-.,.

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the'use of violent force to destroy.
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, 'Vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive forcem Other acts that satisfy the overall intent '
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil. ..

disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non- "
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Site Boundary

The Site Boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

I,
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HS3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency

Director warrant declaration of a General Emergency

EAL:

HG6.1 General Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or imminent substantial core
degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity OR hostile action that
results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases can be reasonably
expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE
or 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE) offsite for more than the immediate site area

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic
This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for General Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HG2

,:".. . , .. :.,.'. . , . . .. .' , .' ,.., .
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Cateaory S - System Malfunction

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

Numerous system-related equipment failure events that warrant emergency classification

have been identified in this category. They may pose actual or potential threats to plant

safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 480V safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.

3. Criticality & RPS Failure

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well as being

indicative of losses of reactivity control.

Events related to failure of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) to initiate and

complete automatic reactor trips. In the plant licensing basis, postulated failures of the

RPS to complete a reactor trip comprise a specific set of analyzed events referred to as

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATVVS) events. For EAL classification however,

ATWS is intended to mean any automatic trip failure event that does not achieve

reactor shutdown. If RPS actuation fails to assure reactor shutdown, positive control of
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reactivity is at risk and could cause a threat to, fuel clad, RCS and Containment..

integrity. ., .

4. Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

System malfunctions may lead to failure of the plant to be brought to the required plant

operating condition required by Technical Specifications if a limiting condition for

operation (LCO) is not met.

5. Instrumentation

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively assess plant conditions

within the plant warrant emergency classification. Losses of annunciators and

indicators are in this subcategory.

6. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

7. Fuel Clad Degradation

During normal operation, reactor coolant fission product activity is very low. Small

concentrations of fission products in the coolant are primarily from the fission of tramp

uranium in the fuel clad or minor perforations in the clad itself. Any significant increase

from these base-line levels (2% - 5% clad failures) is indicative of fuel failures and is

covered under Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation. However, lesser

amounts of clad damage may result in coolant activity exceeding Technical

Specification limits. These fission products will be circulated with the reactor coolant

and can be detected by coolant sampling and/or the Letdown radiation monitor.

8. RCS Leakage

The Reactor Vessel provides a volume for the coolant that covers the reactor core. The

Reactor Vessel and associated pressure piping (reactor coolant system) together

provide a barrier to limit the release of radioactive material should the reactor fuel clad

integrity fail.
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Excessive RCS leakage greater than Technical Specification limits indicates potential

pipe cracks that may propagate to an extent threatening fuel clad, RCS and

Containment integrity. . .

• -,~.. .. ... ....... .,.,......,..": .

,. 1 , 1 . 11 1 .' -, ,
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite AC power to 480V safeguards buses for _ 15
min.

SUI.1 Unusual Event • " .-'. . . . ..

Loss of all offsite AC power, Table S-I!, to 480Vsafeg'uards buses for > 15 mnh'. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition hasbexceeded', or will likely exceed, the applicable time:- " - , '

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* EDG 1A (Bus 14) ...

* EDG 1B (Bus 16)

" Station Auxiliary Tr~ansform~er 112-Aý . ... , .,.,. .

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

• Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11

fll,

backfeed (if currently established)'

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic ..... - .. : '. .

Prolonged loss of off-site AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the ' .
level of safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to-a complete loss of AC power
to emergency busses.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.

Pit Rqult; unit taons, u thec-1-;64P-4 -Qv.. - 1, w Fpir- p3 opattR r: i~ eda:o 6f~gn roatree, suon
as Groco ties or- swing diesoA6, pro vded that abnormal or- emergeney eperoting pFOoodwroo addro
their us.However-, thooc 6tatieno rnu.'t aloo Gonsider- the impeet ef this sonditin on ether ohigre
sa-foty. hURnP-6ons in doveoloohink Abe sionoifig npc EFA.14

.5 .7

:1
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[P!ant6 that haVo a procoduF9ized capability to c-,oc to AC poWkr from an Gff alto pc"oc •"pp!y f.
a .. mpan.o. .... may take oro... for the ,ed"'dant pvW'r' o se-," in the as...iat.d EAL fo. t. ..

Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and. 16provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans;.etc.).. Buses 17 and 18 provide

power to the four service water pumps and are not listed in Table S-1 because the

availability of power to Buses 17 and 18 alone does not ensure engineered safety features

required for hot shutdown and hot standby modes will be operable.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses (ref. 1):

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT7T)

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV.switchyard (STA 13A via,

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

" Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take to align it. In any case, 'if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and an Unusual Event must

be declared. ..

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System
2. NEI 99-01 SU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: AC power capability to 480V safeguards buses reduced to a single
power source for _15 min. such that ANY additional single failure
would result in a complete loss of all 480V safeguards bus power

EAL:

SAI.I Alert

AC power capability to 480V safeguards buses reduced to a single power source,
Table S-1, for _ 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

Any additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 480V
safeguards bus power

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

a EDG 1A (Bus 14)
C 0 EDG 1B (Bus 16)
0

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

• Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

o 0 Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11
backfeed (if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

r IA A ..... J • A El
[Tis !Q~ I and the asocoatcta &/'Ls aro iwtcnccc tofev oewian eseafae.on hron IU SU4. ;Less of.1AN
Off site AG U Kowr-r Te ±L-ncrocncy~ ~MUScc- ter Urnopfor Than1l ~n.ta.'

The condition indicated by this 4--EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of 480V vital bus AC
power statiR, ba6ckout. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a concurrent
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II
failure of all but one emergency generator to supply power to its emergencybusses,:Another, -.

related condition could be the loss of all off-site power and loss of on-site emergency generators
with only one train of eMelgeney-48OV vital busses being backfed from the unit main generator, or
the loss of on-site emergency generators with only.one train of eT88geReyL480V vital busses being
backfed from off-site power. The subsequent loss of this single power source Would escalate the
event to a Site Area Emergency in accordance with, EAL SS1. 1.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.
[At .m.,l nit stations, the EALS ;sholdd all, w • 4.it for opera4ti;h of int•aled design f.....uch

. A A, Fe .... ..: 1_. -L --- . . . -t: 84 n fet•r-as8 Ars io6 er- swing diesels, pro vided that abnormal or- rngergency operating precediros addrss
th eir U696. How4e ver- these stat~ion-s rnv-st al-so consider- the impactf of this condition on other share
sarory ,u-ncoes ", ý,•,,iRg , sthe s6#9 r, c t--e.-J

[Plants that have a proced'-r3azed capability to Gross tiW AC pow4'er from an .eff site pewfr 6uppiy
n itma3y take credit for the red' c forthi

Plant-•n•nifin

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessaryredund.ancy on the,480V.

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed ,events and design basis

accidents (e.g., SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18 provide

power to the four service water pumps and are not listed in Table S-1 because the

availability of power to Buses 17 and 18 alone does not ensure engineered safety features

required for hot shutdown and hot standby modes will be operable.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses (ref. 1):

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T)

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 13A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

* Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.
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Based on operational experience, if the UnitAuxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take to align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and an -Unusual Event must.

be declared. . . ., .

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the hot modes:

" EDG 1A

• EDG 1B

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If multiple sources fail to be capable of supplying one or more safety-related buses within

15 minutes, an Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the

single remaining power source escalates the event to a Site Area Emergency under EAL

SS1.1. ".

. . I.,

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System

2. NEI 99-01 SAS

.. . ,. • .. . . . . ..,

,'. " Ir ' ' ' .' -' . . ' •

I..
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 480V safeguards
buses for >_ 15 min.

EAL:

SS1.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 480V safeguards buses
for _15 min. (Note 4)

-, . . . .

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as'soon as itis":
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-I AC Power Sources

JS 0* EDG 1A (BUs 14)

S 0* EDG 1B (Bus 16)0

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer I2A

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

- Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11
backfeed (if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot-Standbly .-

Basis:

Generic .,.. . .-... .. .

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises' allplant'safety systems requiring electric.............
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to emergefyle480V vital busses will. lead to loss of Fuel Clad,:RCS, and . . ..
Containment, thus this event can escalate to a General Emergency.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site, ,
power.

[At multi unit stations, the EA, •h o,,d a.M.w irodit for eporation of inotod de•ign f-atw'..., such
as Grooo ties •or 6 •ng doo.', p-ovidod that ab.,.,na! qo.r•,oRgo.y opoatng pr ,...du'. s add . ..a ,
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their "so. Howovor, these stations must also Gensider the impact of this conditon on ether sh6arm
safet fvnotions in dovoloping the site spoolfi EAL.]

[Plants that ha'o a prced-'ra!ized capability to cross tie A C power Fom an off site power-suppiyoe.
o copanon nitmay take crodi for- the redundant power- seuRco9 in the mssoci tod EAL for- this

Escalation to General Emergency is via FiOcion Prod'uct Barr~ir DegradatinEALs in Category F or
IC SG1, "Prolongcd Less of All Off site Power and Prolonged Less of All Qn C~ite ACGPewcr.EAL
SG1. " 1-2.. .

Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 1J6 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18 provide

power to the four service water pumps and are not listed in Table S-1 because the

availability of power to Buses 17 and 18 alone does not ensure engineered safety features

required for hot shutdown and hot standby modes will be operable.'

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses in the cold modes (ref. 1):
................... .........".. .'.,

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T)

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 13A.via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

" Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will taketo align it. I6 any 6ase, if this cannot be "

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and Alert must be declared.

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the cold modes:
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* EDG 1A . .. .. :..,- -1

* EDG1B 1' B"

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If all sources fail to be capable of supplying all safety-related buses within 15 minutes, a

Site Area Emergency is declared under this EAL..

Consideration should be given: to operable loads necessary. toremove decay heat or .. -

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to

safeguards buses... . • ..

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution'Systef. ,
2. ECA-0.0 Loss of All AC Power . ..

3. NEI 99-01 SS1

........................

. • -, . ... , . - -.
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Category: S -System Malfunction

Subcategory: 1 - Loss of AC Power

Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 480V
safeguards buses

EA L: ..*...,...• ,

SGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 480V safeguards buses

AND EITHER:

Restoration of at least one 480V safeguards bus within 4 hours is not likely

OR
ORANGE or RED path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling .

Table S-I AC Power Sources

o EDG 1A (Bus 14)

C EDG 1B (Bus 16)
0

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

. Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11
backfeed (if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to emergency busses will lead to loss of fuel clad, RCS, and containment, thus
warranting declaration of a General Emergency.

[The (649;t s.... if h ':rs) to ... too ACG pa'wvr can b e bacd on a 6. e b!lac!.k-'t coping an a4,6i
P9FfQrnad in anomn With 10 CE=R 50.63 and .9agula"a Guida 1.155& "Statin glackeut, " a-9
available. Appropriata a/Iawanca for- 9af 6ita arnar~gancy Fspansa inchidihg evarwation at
swrrainding areas should be cansidaraed. Although th46 !G may be viewed as rad-undanot to tha9
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F.i.on. Rod Bar ....Dog...t..n , its iclusion is n ,ossa", t,

rocoeqn~ren and o~grenorgn rcspenise. 1
2 bCttO~ ~55w-O t:mc!y ,C';C'

This I,-EAL is specified to assure that in the unlikely event of a prolonged station blackoutloss of
all AC power to 480V safeguards buses,.timely recognition of the seriousness of the event occurss.
and that declaration of a General Emergency occurs as early as is appropriate, based on a
reasonable assessment of the event trajectory.

The likelihood of restoring at least one enmegeney-safequards bus should be based on a realistic
appraisal of the situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a chance of mitigating
the event could result in a loss of valuable time in preparing a'ndimpiementirig public prbtective
actions.

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be degraded.

[AMthough it may be diiut to prodict Whon powor can bh restored t is nocoscay to give the
Ernorgency Dim otor a rea sonR&-a loidoa6: Of how14 quickly W'she may noed to doc~lare a Genera~
Emorgoncy based on two major- consideration6s:

S."1ro threor any present .nocROa:ons
or potentia! loss of Fission Prcd#.

tha•t cots" cos~lng is" a lready dogradod to the po~in that, loss"
rct Barr;or is IMMINE1NlltT?• .. , ; .. "..,.,.- ,.

2. if thore axe no pmesent indications of Such cOro cooling do gradation, how likol is it that powo;
anbe raeRtored in time to assRei thatf a loss Of to 4b arriers wit a9 potontial loss; Of theg thir

-bareior c~an bo pro vontod?

Thus, indication of centinuing core cGlih'g degradation .u. .bo'b •b,. on Fission Product Br;i•o;
monitoring wit paAiular- emphasis on Em'rgqnc , Dir•ctor.judgmont as it ro -.atos to IMMN ;,"

loss or- potential less Of fissin product barriors and degraded abilit to moenitor fisio~n product

:, ~~~~~~~~~~~........ . .. ......... ... :,.-.., .. .. ',.,.. .:.,..., ,..
Plant-Specific '

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and .18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18 provide

power to the four service water pumps and are not listed in Table S-1 because the

availability of power to Buses 17 and 18 alone does not ensur'e enrgineered sa'fety feaitures.

required for hot shutdown and hot standby modes will be operable.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses in the cold modes (ref. 1):
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* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T)

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the .115 kV switchyard (STA 13A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.'

" Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus'disconnects (links) removed. .. . .. ,

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the cold modes:

* EDG 1A

* EDG 1B

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to

safeguards buses.

Ginna is licensed for a four hour Station Black Out (SBO) coping category (ref. 2). The

ability of the plant to cope with a four hour SBO duration was based on an assessment of

condensate inventory required for decay heat removal, Class 1 E battery capacity,

compressed air availability or manual operation of certain valves, effects of loss of

ventilation, containment isolation valve operability, and reactor coolant inventory loss. A

plant-specific analysis indicates that the expected rates of reactor coolant inventory loss

under SBO conditions do not result in core uncovery in a SBO'for four hours. Therifore,"

makeup systems in addition to those currently available under SBO conditions are n ot

required to maintain core cooling under natu'ral circulation. Thus, conditions in which

restoration of AC power within four hours is not likely are included in the EAL. "

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be

degraded. Although it may be difficult to predict when power can be restored, it is.,

necessary to give the ED a reasonable idea of how quickly to declare a General

Emergency based on two major considerations:
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1. Are there any present indications that core cooling is already degraded to the point

that loss or potential loss of fission product barriers is imminent?

2. If there are no present indications of such core cooling degradation, how likely is it

that power can be restored in time to assure that a loss of two barrier's' with a

potential loss of the third barrier can be prevented?

Thus, indication of continuing core cooling degradation must be based on fission product,

barrier monitoring with particular emphasis on ED judgment as it relates to imminent loss

or potential loss of fission product barriers and degraded ability to monitor fission product

barriers. Indication of continuing core cooling degradation is manifested by the existence of

conditions to Critical Safety Function Status Tree Core Cooling-ORANGE or RED paths

(ref. 3). . -

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 Electrical Power and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System
2. Ginna Station Blackout Program Section,3:7 -. .

3. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
4. NEI 99-01 SG1

K..:. .: ...

~..
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Category: S - System Malfunction .. .

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power .

Initiating Condition: Loss of all vital DC power for - 15 min.

EAL:

- I: - . . -

SS2.1 Site Area Emergency. .

< 108 VDC on both 125 VDC buses 1A and 1B for_> 15 min. (Note 4)
: • •" t '" " ," !.V ,

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. .. .

Mode Applicability: . .

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety functions. Prolonged..
loss of all DC power will cause core uncovering and loss of containment integrity when there is , ..
significant decay heat and sensible heat in the reactor system.

[Sgt •;po... b;.s v..tage sh.... ld be based on tho mnim,'.m bus voetage n..cossay for the
eperation of safety folated equ.ipmeont. Thi6 v'oltage valueo shouild incorperate a margin of at least 4
nmin~:to f oporAtion beoFo the ensotof inabilty e porato these loa:ds. This vltago ius sally
near- the rninimngum voltage soletotd when batterY sizing is pefedrmd. Typioa!iy the Val:u for the
entire batte6, 69! i6 appremirnately 1 05 V9Q. For: a 60 call string of battorios6 the oel veltago is
typicall 1.7-5 Va,'t por-eol!. For-a 58 strng battory, set the rnininwr voltage is typicaly 1.81 Volt

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation to a General Emergency would occur by EALs in Category R and Cateqory FAbfefRa1
Rad LeveWcRadiological Eiffluent, Ficcien Product Barrier Degradation.

Plant-Specific

The 125 VDC vital system is divided into two independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus and one inverter. Each

inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit

control panels, and inverters is supplied by the station batteries and/or the battery
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chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and can recharge a discharged battery while

at the same time supplying the steady state power requirements of the system. "

A separate TSC Battery system is designed with an intertie to each of the two main (A and

B) distribution panels for use during maintenance and abnormal conditions.

The safety-related station batteries have been sized to carry their expected'shutdown

loads following a plant trip and loss of offsite power or following a station blackout without

battery terminal voltage falling below. 108.6 volts.for a period of 4 hours (ref. 1)...

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary

power losses. '

The loss of the TSC Battery does not constitute an entry condition for this EAL.

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of DC power,, ,;....'.,. . . .. ,

EAL CU2.1. . ' ."'. -

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8.3.2 Direct Current Power Systems
2. NEI 99-01 SS3

........... ........ - ..

.. . . . . ...._. ...

,I . . % , ,
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- Formatted Space Before: 0 pt, After: 0 pt

SU3.1 Unusual Event

An unplanned sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability: , .. . . . ...

3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This IG-EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. While the Orimary concern of this 4G-E•L•is'
criticality This 4G-EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. This ,G-EAL indicates a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a NOUE classification. This I;-EAL
excludes inadvertent criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes associated with
reactor startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated).

[This Gondiin can be idontifid using period n•oito ., ta...p F mte onitor TThe trm ,,utaind"
used in order- to a/tow emelusien of expected chort torm pocitivo poriod&lstortup rates from plonnod
control Fed moevonoents fer PWR-s and BA~e (6uch as shutdown bank withdrawal for- PWR6o-.
These &heft torg pocitivo periodoictarup rAtoc org the rocult of the incroeaso in noutron populto
duo to subGntical; muti/40cation. 144

Escalation would be by the.............
operating mode at the time of the event.

Plant-Specific

-a+ IR=rmpr I ableEALs in Category F, as appropriate to the

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication. Short-term positive startup rates can also be due to welding

activities.

Definitions:

Unplanned
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A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or. unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 SU8

. I . . f.

1, 0.

..- ; ;.'.o •:: ".
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S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor and the manual
actions taken from the reactor control console are successful in
shutting down the reactor

SA3.1 Alert

An automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor

AND
Manual actions taken at the reactor control console successfully shut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power < 5%

Mode Applicability:

I - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

IThe reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typiGay, 3 to 5% power). Fer.p/ait-aei#n*

QSfa!t WshIL eqae to tfli2 C.¶FAlJ HXJAJ [0 149F.MW10 au: Vaiff . .[.:: R 0--u - F-0
. .. .I .. . . . . - . . .

MAr u:: WtS' &ALw -919-16 1919 FR~-~Ov gown 6@5ai8 WoP SEPOInr~

Manual ss-am-trip) actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the
reactor operator(s) which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core
and shuts down the reactor.

[fJ*the
Gensi
an),e

monoaniocarn~a Wtip) swito c&'puchbottonr, on tho nontrol room eenoolo panols ar
dereel an oa'tornati input into the Reaeter- Pfeteetin S)yctor, a failue to 6Grarn (trip) withoo
thor- automatiG input would make this throchold applicablo.]

I

This condition indicates failure of the automatic protection system to ser-am-(trip) the reactor. This
condition is more than a potential degradation of a safety system in that a front line automatic
protection system did not function in response to a plant transie.,trip signal. Thus the plant safety
has been compromised because design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded. An Alert is
indicated because conditions may exist that lead to potential loss of fuel clad barrier or RCS barrier
and because of the failure of the Reactor Protection System to automatically shut-down the plant.

If manual actions taken at the reactor control console fail to shut-down the reactor, the event would
escalate to a Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific
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A reactor trip is automatically initiated bythe Reactor Protection System (RPS) when

certain continuously monitored parameters exceed predetermined setpoints. The

symptoms that require an automatic reactor trip are defined in procedure P-I (ref. 4):

Following a successful reactor trip, rapid insertion of the control rods occurs. Nuclear

power promptly drops to a few percent of the original power level and then decays to a

level some 8 decades less at a startup rate of about -1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop

continues until reactor power reaches the point at which the influence of source neutrons

on reactor power starts to be observable. A predictable post-trip response from an

automatic reactor trip signal should therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as

sensed by the nuclear instrumentation and a negative startup rate as nuclear power drops

into the source range (ref. 2).

The operator ensures that the reactor has tripped by (ref. 1):

* Verifying that at least one train of reactor trip breakers are open

* Checking that all control rod position rod bottom lights are on

" Observing neutron flux is decreasing

If these responses cannot be verified, operators perform contingency actions that manually

insert control rods, open the reactor trip breakers, and tripping the Rod Drive MG sets.

Local opening of these breakers requires actions outside of the Control Room; rapid

control rod insertion by these methods is therefore not considered a "successful" manual

reactor trip. For purposes of emergency classification, a "successful" manual reactor trip,

therefore, includes only those immediate actions taken by the reactor operator in the

Control Room to actuate reactor trip switches or deenergize 480 V buses 13 and 15 (ref. 1,

2).

In the event that the operator identifies a reactor trip is imminent and successfully initiates

a manual reactor trip before the automatic trip setpoint is reached, no declaration is

required. The successful manual trip of the reactor before it reaches its automatic trip

setpoint or reactor trip signals caused by instrumentation channel failures do not lead to a

potential fission product barrier loss. If manual reactor trip actions in the Control Room fail
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to reduce reactor power below 5% (ref. 3), the event escalates to the Site Area Emergency

under EAL SS2.1.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
2. FR-S.1 Response to Reactor Restart/ATWS
3. CSFST for F-0.1 Subcriticality " '' '. I -""

4. P-1 Reactor Control and Protection System
5. NEI 99-01 SA2

' *"" ..-'z•'.. " . "....,,. • .. ;,. 4 .,

... . . , ' ' . . , : •:. , " . • . . •"

' , . .. ... , . ,

I"..

.. .

...................~.:*.

-.... ; ... . . . . . ... • .. .... • •.,...•.... ,-
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure .

Initiating Condition: Automatic trip and manual actions taken from the reactor control
console failed to shut down the reactor

EAL:

SS3.1 Site Area Emergency

An automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 5%

AND
Manual actions taken at the reactor control console failed to shut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power > 5%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.
A Site Area Emergency is warranted because conditions exist that lead to imminent loss or
potential loss of both fuel clad and RCS.

IThe reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (ty,,alpe, 3 to 5% power). Forp!ants u-!ng
CSFSTs, this EAL equates to the 949t4a used to determine a vafid SvbcnticaiiG' Red Path. F=G.
914Rs this &AL Ahovd be fh t ARRM, dow'soa!o trip stpoint.]j

Manual scram (trip) actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the
reactor operator(s)-at which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the
core and shuts down the reactor.

Manual sraw4trip) actions are not considered successful if action away from the reactor control
console is required to GFam-(-trip. the reactor. This EAL is still applicable even if actions taken
away from the reactor control console are successful in shutting the reactor down because the
design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded or because of the gross failure of the Reactor
Protection System to shutdown the plant.

[AIt Ovgh thiS IC may bo9 Viea wod- as re dundant to the Fission Predunt Barrier eogradation 1G, 4t6
inelusien i6 neeessapl to botteF assuro tirnoy Feeognition and ornorgeney frsponso.]

Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be due to a prolonged condition leading to
an extreme challenge to either core-cooling or heat removal.
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Plant-Specific . .,. .. . ,

A reactor trip is automatically initiated by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) when .-.

certain continuously monitored parameters exceed predetermined setpoints. The .

symptoms that require an automatic reactor trip are defined in procedure P-1 (ref. 4):-.

Following a successful reactor trip, rapid insertion of the control rods occurs. Nuclear '

power promptly drops to a few percent of the original power level and then decays to~a -,.

level some 8 decades less at a startup rate of about -1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop -.. ..

continues until reactor power reaches the point at which the influence of source neutrons

on reactor power starts to be observable. A predictable post-trip response from an

automatic reactor trip signal should therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as

sensed by the nuclear instrumentation and a negative startup rate as nuclear power drops

into the source range (ref. 2).

The operator ensures that the reactor has tripped by (ref. 1):

" Verifying that at least one train of reactor trip breakers are open

" Checking that all control rod position rod bottom lights are on

" Observing neutron flux is decreasing

If these responses cannot be verified, operators perform contingency actions that manually

insert control rods, open the reactor trip breakers, and tripping the Rod Drive MG sets.

Local opening of these breakers requires actions outside of the Control Room; rapid

control rod insertion by these methods is therefore not considered a "successful" manual

reactor trip. For purposes of emergency classification, a "successful" manual reactor trip,

therefore, includes only those immediate actions taken by the reactor operator in the

Control Room to actuate reactor trip switches or deenergize 480V buses 13 and 15 (ref. 1,

2).

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay

heat load safety systems are designed to remove (ref. 3). Emergency boration is thus

required and there is an actual major failure of a system intended for protection of the

public. The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection systems to

function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of heat poses
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a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers and warrants declaration of a Site Area

Emergency. .. . ,:

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
2. FR-S.I Response to Reactor Restart/ATWS.
3. CSFST for F-0.1 Subcriticality
4. Procedure P-1 Reactor Control and Protection System
5. NEI 99-01 SS2

• . • : ... ,

.1. . . .. •

!., • . , . . . ._, ' .. . . .. .. '• . .t .,

• ,.'1 ';:'!t •
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic trip and all manual actions fail to shut down the reactor
and indication of an extreme challenge to the ability to cool the
core exists

. . . .. , • ,:'-• .. , :' . 1., • - . ;. • , 2 , : • ' , : ' ':..!...
.>.

SG3.1 General Emergency' . ' .. . " -.

An automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 5%

AND

All manual actions fail to shut down the reactor as indicated byreactorp•ower> 5%'.

AND EITHER of the following exist or have occurred:'-,

RED path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling ".

RED path condition exists F-O.3Heat Sink:.... .... .. . . ,, * ,

Mode Applicability:
. . . . . . .. : •.:. . ,. . - ". ,• ,,., ,• . ., . , ,, . ; ,.

1 - Power Operation

Basis: "....., ...

Generic ',,;. , I " - .

Under these conditions, the reactor is 'pr6ducing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.

-The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typ4Gal- 3 te 5% power). F erp!an!&4I•;,g
CSrFSTs, this E,4L equa'tos to the ~ogritorI I.sed to determine a w314~ S; b640aiti hiyRdRt:o
B1.4.4,R. thiQ EAL s eh'uld be the AERM downsA.el tr/ip soetpoint.].

[For- PWRs, the oXtre-ro 0haonge to the ability to Gee! the.,r ,o", i"s int.ondoe'd to mo. that the o .

9*f e~eap~We a~e ator
below the top of atoivo f4el F
Gendition Gembined ýWth a Su.

[For- BWRs, the extrme ehat
roacto#r vossol watr-level oar

Watr Lt'o asdoSoribod in

6equenoe. For- PWA/s, if emeo
rogq'irod by design from at le~

or Rgnsuin SSTr, this E41 Gouates to a Coo lno RED

nnt be restored ond ,m, ,toned aboRe Minim'- Steam'ooling RPV.;

... ....] ,•".. ..t,, ,';•.• y • • ,. ,, .. . . I,• • ••, ,,,,.- .. . .•.

inab~iit to initialy. ro'not Ppat during the. arly stagq!sof tpis
rgenoy feodwator f/01414 isR 004 i ot to romovol the a3mou1nt o)f 4,99t
ast ono 6roam goeneotraroran xlrome Ghnooonge should be Gensidero
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to oxict. Foer picits using CSFS Ts, thi6 &4L
Subcritico#it RED eonditin.]

F~pe r 9e~

cgq.ote6 to a Heat Sink.

to Fornovo heat~viaothe .n
coo! water- tornmo rak*'

RED Gaend~it~in iorb ,ifw~h -4

ai.n Gendensor-, or- ixo the.,Iconnidoratiens ineludo inability
, el or-toruc (eog., due tohigh

In the event either of these challenges exists at a time that the reactor has not been brought below
the power associated with the safety system design a core melt sequence exists. In this situation,
core degradation can occur rapidly. For this reason,.the General Emergency declaration is ...
intended to be anticipatory of the fission product barrier table declaration to permit maximum off-.
site intervention time.

Plant-Specific

A reactor trip is automatically initiated by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) when..

certain continuously monitored parameters exceed predetermined setpoints. The . , ...

symptoms that require an automatic reactor trip are defined in procedureP-1 (ref: 6).

Following a successful reactor trip, rapid insertion of the control rods occurs. Nuclear

power promptly drops to a few percent of the original power level and then decays to a

level some 8 decades less at a startup rate of about -1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop

continues until reactor power reaches the point at which the influence of source neutrons

on reactor power starts to be observable. A predictable post-trip response from an

automatic reactor trip signal should therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as

sensed by the nuclear instrumentation and a negative startup rate as nuclear power drops

into the source range (ref. 2). , . .

The operator ensures that the reactor hastripped by (ref. 1): .-.- * . .. ,

" Verifying that at least one train of reactor trip breakers are open

* Checking that all control rod position rod bottom lights are on

* Observing neutron flux is decreasing

If these responses cannot be verified, operators perform contingency actions that manually

insert control rods, open the reactor trip breakers, and tripping the Rod Drive MG sets.

Local opening of these breakers requires actions outside of the Control Room; rapid

control rod insertion by these methods is therefore not considered a "successful" manual

reactor trip. For purposes of emergency classification, a "successful" manual reactor trip,

therefore, includes only those immediate actions taken by the reactor operator in the

71

-Al
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Control Room to actuate reactor trip switches or deenergize 480V buses 13 and 15 (ref. 1,

2). .,...:

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay...,

heat load safety systems are designed to remove (ref. 3). Emergency boration is thus

required and there is an actual major failure of a system intended for protection of the ."-

public. The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection systems to

function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of heat poses

a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

CSFST Core Cooling RED path condition represents a severe challenge to the core

cooling function (ref. 4). Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are an indirect indication of fuel

clad temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. RCS temperatures > 1200 OF or > 700 OF with reactor vessel water level below the

top of active fuel signals the transition from a subcooled to a superheated regime. In a

superheated regime, heat transfer mechanics are not as efficient as the subcooled

condition and could lead to film boiling and a rapid rise in clad temperatures. This condition

is considered a Fuel Clad barrier loss condition because the possible rapid rise in clad

temperatures may lead to clad failure.

CSFST Heat Sink RED path condition represents a severe challenge to the heat removal

function (ref. 5). Inability to remove heat from the RCS to the ultimate heat sink (lake or

atmosphere) is a loss of function required for hot shutdown with the reactor at pressure

and temperature and thus represents potential loss of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

Heat Sink RED path conditions are based on a combination of inadequate S/G level

(< 5%) and inadequate feedwater flow (< 200 gpm total S/G feedwater flow).

The combination of these conditions (reactor power greater than 5% with loss of core

cooling or inability to remove heat from the RCS) indicates the ultimate heat sink function

is under extreme challenge, a core melt sequence may exist and rapid degradation of the

fuel clad could begin. To permit maximum offsite intervention time, the General Emergency

declaration is appropriate in anticipation of an inevitable General Emergency declaration

due to loss and potential loss of fission product barriers.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s): - . .

1. E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
2. FR-S.1 Response to Reactor Restart/ATWS
3. CSFST for F-0.1 Subcriticality.
4. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling .

5. CSFST for F-0.3 Heat Sink . .. .

6. P-1 Reactor Control and Protection System
7. NEI 99-01 SG2

j - , ,: ." . . . . •I . ; - - - -

............'..........,,.,....f..
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Category: S - System Malfunction .. ...

Subcategory: 4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions.- .....

Initiating Condition: Inability to reach.required shutdown within Technical Specification.,.
limits

EAL:

SU4.1 Unusual Event .. .. .

Plant is not brought to required operating mode within Technical Specifications LCO.
required action completion time

Mode Applicability: .. .. . ., ..

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the plant to be brought to a required operating
mode when the Technical Specification required configuration cannot be restored. Depending on
the circumstances, this may or may not be an emergency or precursor to a more severe condition.
In any case, the initiation of plant shutdown required by the site Technical Specifications requires a ...-
four hour report under 10 CFR 50.72 (b) Non-emergency events. The plant is within its safety
envelope when being shut down within the allowable required 'action statement-cdmpletion time in
the Technical Specifications. An immediate NGUE is required when the plant is not brought to the
required operating mode within the allowable required action tatene~t -completion time in the
Technical Specifications. Declaration of a NOUE is based on the time at which the LCO-specified
required action stateme*completion time period elapses under the site Technical Specifications
and is not related to how long a condition may have existed. .... - - .'" ' ' " - -

[Gther reqir.d Teohniea! SpocifiUo Rhiltdo.1;that inv."v, p' ." •orp to morn ' soiu" ov ..nts
add..ss.d by other &yst., Magfnction, •azard, or- .isi.n Product Barrior D .gadation !G&.]

Plant-Specific

None '< *. -. . . .. - . .

Ginna Basis Reference(s): .. . .., .L , ... . - -, .

1. Technical Specifications 3.0, Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCO) Applicability:'
2. NEI 99-01 SU2 ."." . "
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Category:

Subcategory:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

1 .j •o Q

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or indication in the
Control Room for _ 15 min.

EAL:

SU5.1 Unusual Event

Unplanned loss of 6 or more annunciator panels, Table S-2, or >75% of MCB'in'dications "
for >_ 15 min. (Note 4) ."

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time .

Table S-2 Vital Control Room Panels[ A AA B C D EFG

Mode Applicability: . - . . ..

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This IC and its asrcciated EAL are-is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring.
changing plant conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication
equipment.

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is considered,[eog., SPOS,

pl/at .. MP.t.r., etG.].

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the:.
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions.

It is further recognized that mest-plant designs provides redundant safety system indication
powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of
annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in
this EAL due to difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or
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several, safety system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component
operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiatidn' of a'
Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via
10CFR50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NQUE .
is based on EAL SU2 "Inability to .... h ...... Shutdwn. ..... ... h.i6al Speification n

[ite specifiG Annunciators or indicators for this EAL must-include those identified in the Abnormal
Operating Proceduresr- and in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g.,
area, process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).]. . ...........

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due, to the Anitod nanber -of -iaft cysters in •poration darng G016 ShutdoW, -ofUo-. g, an."
defibiellod- imodo- no !G i6 indioatdd dung thoo medo of op.ratin..

This NOUE will be escalated to an Alert based on a concurrent loss of compensatory indications or
if a significant transient is in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

Plant-Specific . ....... ... ... .... ..

Control Room Panels A through G, Table S-2, provide safety-related indications and

annunciation in the Main Control Room (ref. 1, 2).

A 75% loss of annunciators is defined as loss of 6 of 8 annunciator panels listed on Table

S-2. Loss of 75% of MCB indications is lo ss of 75% of the indications on the center and

left sections of the main control board indications...

Definitions:

Unplanned . - i:..:'. .- ' ''i.

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transientf

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation
2. ER-INST.2 Loss of Annunciators
3. NEI 99-01 SU3;'" " '"" ; • "" " ''
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction.' ...
5 - Instrumentation .

Unplanned loss of safety system annunciation or indication in the
Control Room with either (1) a significant transient in progress, or
(2) compensatory indicators are unavailable

SA5.1 Alert

Unplanned loss of 6 or more annunciator panels, Table S-2, or>75% of MCB indications
for >_ 15 min. (Note 4)

AND EITHER:
A significant transient is in progress, Table S-3

OR " ...
Compensatory indications are unavailable (PPCS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exce.ed, the applicable.time. , . .....

. • .. :. . ,

Table S-3 Significant Transients

" Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

* Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* R e a c t o r t r i p ý .. . , .i . .. . .; .'- ; , .. - ,' - : ' . "

* Safety Injection activation

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

- -. J,.. . - *,.
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This C-EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty. associated with, monitoring changing plant , . . . ....... . .
conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment during a
significant transient.

[Rosa gnition of the eavolabh'ity of eomputer- based indicoffon equipmeont i6 considorod (sq.;. SRDS,
plant computor-, eta).]

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of. the

I plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Superiee&-Manaaer be tasked with making a
judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring
of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annuhciatbrs is' . .,: .: .. : . . I I , .
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to: . .; ., -

difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NJUE is
based on EAL SU2 "Inability to Reasch Requirod Shutdown Within TechniGal Spccfficatien

[Site•speOfie .aAnnunciators or indicators for this EAL mUst-include those identified in the Abnormal
Operating Procedures- and in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g.,
area, process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).]

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant
Process Computer System @9de SPIS. [Thi;s sho,,d ;,,U, a#l GoRn..t.. u .St.. S avail.b. o for this
uise dopanding en spoc~ifi plant docign and subsequent retro fits.] if both a mnajor portion of the
annunciOtio system and all computcr mon9itorin Wre unav'ailable, the Alert is roquirod.

[Duo to t09 4iritod nUMbor Of 8afety syýstors in oporatOen during Geld Shutdown, Fefuoilng and
dofuolod modos, no 4C is indicotod during thoso moedos of oporation. I

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This Alert will be escalated to a Site Area Emergency if the operating crew cannot monitor the
transient in progress due to a concurrent loss of compensatory indications with a significant
transient in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

Plant-Specific
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Control Room Panels A through G, Table'S-2, provide safety-related indications and

annunciation in the Main Control Room (ref. 1, 2).

PPCS is considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-3.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Sections 7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation
2. ER-INST.2 Loss of Annunciators.
3. NEI 99-01 SA4

J
I... j ,..
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 5 - Instrumentation

Initiating Condition: Inability to monitor a significant transient in progress

EAL: ., ,,.-

SS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Unplanned loss of 6 or more annunciator panels,.Table.Sm2,.or >75% of MCB indications -.
for;- 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

A significant transient is in progress, Table S-3 " - .AN AND • ~~~. .. .. ... ; .- ,.. ... ... :,: .

Compensatory indications are unavailable. (PPCS) " .

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed; but should declare the event as soon as it Is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

I .

Table S-2 Vital Control Room Panels • •

A AA B C DE F G.

Table S-3 Significant Transients

" Automatic turbine ruhback >'25% thermal power.

" Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

" Reactor trip

* Safety Injection activation

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown,'4 - Hot Standby'

Basis:

Generic

I This 4r-EAL is intended to recognize the threat to plant safety associated with the complete loss of
capability of the control room staff to monitor plant response to a significant transient.
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"Planned" and "unplanned" actions are not differentiated since the loss of instrumentation of this
magnitude is of such significance during a transient that the cause of the loss is not an
ameliorating factor.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of thesafety systemn
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Swpeyise:r-Manager be tasked with making a
judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required-to provide increased monitoring
of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of.a. Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with theTechnical Specification action, the NOUE is
based on EAL SU2 "Inability to Reash Re.uircd Shutdown Within.... Spifiatmen

A Site Area Emergency is considered to exist if the control room staff canriot monitor safety -
functions needed for protection of the public while a significant transient is in progress.

[Site epeefic iaAnnunciators for this EAL s;heu;ld beare limited to include those identified in the
Abnormal Operating Proeduresr- andin the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs
(e. g., area, process, and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.)]

gite-sgeei,-fie/ndications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for protection of the public
must-include control room indications, computer generated indications and dedicated annunciation .
capability.

• • . ... •. . : ,' .. .• . '

[The cpecifi L~icatiens shoul.d be these used to deto.'mine 6Uch fyUncton as the abiity to shut
dOWn tMe oactor-, maintain tho oe coo Gelod to m~aintain the Feactor- coolant 6ystomq inact, maintain
the spent fu•l Gceoled and to m.aintain cGntainmont intact.]

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant'
Process Computer System•aRndSP,-Q. This should incude all . .mputer systems availablc fbo this
use depending on sepoific plant doig ad ubccut rctrofits.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due to the limited numbo.r. of safety syste•nS in .p..RatOn du'ing co.d ShUtdoWn, rofuo;ing and
d.fu.l.d o.d.. no !G is i.dicat.d duri.g thes o. modoc of po.ration.]

Plant-Specific
~....... ............... .,.........:,-_ -........ ' . •
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Control Room Panels A through G, Table S-2, provide safety-related indications and

annunciation in the Main Control Room (ref. 1, 2). : ..

PPCS is considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-3.
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Category: S - System Malfunction . ........

Subcategory: 6 - Communications

Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite oroffsite communications capabilities' . . - ;

EAL::' " . h."
EAL:. . . . . .. . . . ....... " ... .. r..'

ýj

SU6.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table S-4 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table S-4 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications

Table S-4 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite
(intema.l). (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Direct Dial POTS Lines (Blue Phones) X X

Plant Page Party system X

RadiosNValkie Talkies X

FTS 2001 telephone system (ENS, HPN) X

Control Room Hard Wired Satellite Phone X

Control Room Emergency Cell Phone X

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this IC and itc asc:ciated _EALs is to recognize a loss of communications capability
that either defeats the plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant
operations or the ability to communicate issues with off-site authorities.
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[The loss of off-site communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive
than the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.1

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from non-routine radio transmissions, individuals
being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being used to make communications possible.

[Site spoc/fislist forF on _sito ornrnmmn/oatiens loss rnust oneompass the less of a#l moons ot
....... at/o;s (e. g., ..... r..a! ;01•phenes, sound p.... d phone .. st , •,.pag. p... ,4ysto
(Gaitfr0nios) and radios! /Walkio ako)reioy~sdfrodaVi

[Site speciGfc. lst for off site oo.,,n.,ioatos l, s n••st onompass the/eos of alm..eans ot
oornn~'noatins wth offisite authoritios. This rhoQuid inc/ado the ENS, Gomoe/ntoepoo ins

teloGOPY tranSMissionS, and dod/otdpooiseGta r ~/nl sdfrofieon~oo
not/float/ens.]

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table S-4 (ref. 1, 2).

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of'the cold.condition EAL CU5.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. A-56 Communication Systems at Ginna Station
2. ER-COMM.1 Loss of Communications
3. NEI 99-01 SU6

P
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Category: S- System Malfunctioný ,, -.* . .. ..

Subcategory: 7 - Fuel Clad Degradation ...--
Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation

EAL: . . . :

SU7.1 Unusual Event

RCS specific activity > 60 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the Fcsci, Product BarrOrcsEALs in Category F.

E-At-#4

Thic thrnchold addroccoc sitc cpecifiG radiatiOn monitOr rcadings that pre.'ide indisation of a
d[gradation of fuel Glad . .te..ity.

[Such as BWR air docter ,monitrs,, PWR fld fue! .n..ito.s., .to.]

This threshold addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications for transient

iodine spiking limits.

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses reactor coolant samples exceeding Technical Specification 3.4.16

which is applicable in Modes 1, 2 and in Mode 3 with RCS average temperature (TSvg) >

500 OF. Though the referenced Technical Specification limits are mode dependent, it is

appropriate that the EAL be applicable in all hot modes, as it indicates a potential

degradation in the level of safety of the plant. The Technical Specification limits

accommodate an iodine spike phenomenon that may occur following changes in thermal

power and during reactor startup and shutdown. The Technical Specification LCO limits
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are established to minimize the offsite radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a

steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident (ref. 1).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.16 Reactor Coolant System - RCS Specific Activity

2. NEI 99-01 SU4

", - .'- . ... , , •. . .. '..
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 7 - Fuel Clad Degradation

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation , .. ,-
EAL: .......... ... . .

SU7.2 Unusual Event

Valid Letdown Monitor (R-9) reading > 4800 mR/hr

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic " ' .- - , .' .

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

.r' .•.'.: .J

t

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the EALs in Category F.

This threshold addresses site ospeetif radiation monitor readings that provide indication of a
degradation of fuel clad integrity.

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses indication of gross failed fuel that may be in excess of Technical

Specification (ref. 1) coolant activity limits.

The Letdown Line Monitor (R-9) gross radiation channel continuously monitors the activity

in a sample drawn from the RCS (NaOH tank room) and actuates an alarm in the Control

Room if a predetermined activity level is reached. The high alarm setting of 200 mRad/hr

ensures timely detection of failed fuel increases greater than 0.1% (ref. 2, 3, 4).

The 4800 mR/hr value for R-9 is based on total RCS activity corresponding to 60 pCi/gm I-

131 equivalent and 1% failed fuel (100 / E). A shielding calculation was performed to

obtain this value (ref. 5).
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Definitions:

Valid

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an
instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators,' or (3)'
by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's
operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in
this definition is the need for timely assessment. -

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.16 Reactor Coolant System - RCS Specific Activity
2. AP-RCS.3 High Reactor Coolant Activity
3. AR-RMS-9 R9 Letdown Line Monitor " "
4. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
5. CALC-2011-0019, "R9 Letdown Line Radiation Monitor NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Evaluation"
6. NEI 99-01 SU4

. : •. . • ,,. . . . .. •".' , .

, , "., . I t`• "
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 8 - RCS Leakage

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage
C.1.

EAL:

SU8.1 Unusual Event

Unidentified or pressure boundary leakage > 10 gpm for a 15 min. (Note 4)

OR

Identified leakage > 25 gpm for a 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This I,-EAL is included as a NQUE because it may be a precursor of more serious conditions and,
as result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The 10 gpm
value for the unidentified or pressure boundary leakage was selected as it is observable with
normal control room indications. Lesser values must generally be determined through time-
consuming surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances).

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this JGEAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this WC-EAL if the relief
valve cannot be isolated. 15 minutes allows time to evaluate the source and take corrective actions
to isolate the leak.

The EAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due to the lesser significance of identified
leakage in comparison to unidentified or pressure boundary leakage. In either case, escalation of
this J,-EAL to the Alert level is via Fission Produ-ct Parrier Degradation ICcEALs in Category F.

Plant-Specific

Technical Specifications Section 3.4.13 RCS Operational Leakage prescribes RCS

leakage limits for pressure boundary (none allowed), unidentified (1 gpm) and identified

(10 gpm) leakage (ref. 1). AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Leak provide direction for

determining RCS leakage for off normal events and for operations troubleshooting (ref. 2).
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications 3.4.13, RCS Operational Leakage
2. AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Leak
3. NEI 99-01 SU5

-. I,
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Cate-gory F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation - .

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000F); .

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes. '

EALs in this category represent threats to the defense in depth design concept that

precludes the release of highly radioactive fission products to thee'nvironmerit. ThiS ." . " -

concept relies on multiple physical barriers any one of which, if-maintained intact, - .

precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission products to the -

environment. The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Reactor Fuel Clad (FC): The Fuel Clad barrier consists of the zircalloy orstainless . -

steel fuel bundle tubes that contain thefuel pellets. I . .. . .. _..: - .

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS):. The RCS Barrier includes theRCS primary side-
and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and:..,::,

other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.,

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the containment building
and connections up to and including the outermost con'tainment isolation valves.
This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions

outside the containment building up to and'including the outermost secondary side .:..
isolation valve. . .

The EALs in this category require evaluation of the loss and potential loss thresholds listed .. -:.

in the fission product barrier matrix of Table:F-I (Attachment.2). "Loss" and "Potential.., , '. .:. ; .; , -... ., '. ,. .

Loss" signify the relative damage and threat of damage to the.barrier. "Loss" means'the: .. ., .- .' .

barrier no longer assures containment of radioactive materials. "Potential Loss" means
integrity of the barrier is threatened and could be lost if conditions continue to degrade.
The number of barriers that are lost or potentially lost and the following criteria determine

the appropriate emergency classification level:

Unusual Event:
ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment
Alert:
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ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS.-........-

Site Area Emergency: •
Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers . .. . ,.

General Emerency: . -

Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third barrier

The logic used for Category F EALs reflects the following considerations:

* The Fuel Clad Barrier and the RCS Barrier are weighted more heavily than the

Containment Barrier. UE EALs associated with RCS and. Fuel Clad Barriers are.

addressed under Category S.

" At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically assess

how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General Emergency. For•

example, if Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier "Loss" thresholds existed,that, in addition to .

off-site dose assessments, would.require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and containment integrity. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier,

"Potential Loss" thresholds existed, the ED would have more assurance that there.

was no immediate need to escalate to a General Emergency..

* The ability to escalate to higher. emergency classification levels as an event ..

deteriorates must be maintained. Forexample, RCS leakage steadily increasing. :. ..

would represent an increasing risk to public health and safety.

* The Containment Barriershould not be declared lost or potentially lostbased.on . .

exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there. is an event. ..

in progress requiring mitigation by the Containment barrier. ... ... ...
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment .,

EAL:

FUI.1 Unusual Event

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment (Table F-1) . ..... ,.. . , .,

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby........

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers.oTable F-, : .. ...

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases. and references:....

Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heavily than the Containment ,barrier.

Unlike the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers, the loss of either of which results in an Alert (EAL

FAI.1), loss of the Containment barrier in and of itself.does not result in the relocation of

radioactive materials or the potential .for degradation of core cooling capability. However,.

loss or potential loss of the Containment barrier in combination with the loss or.potential.

loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results in declaration of a Site Area Emergency._:

under EAL FS1.1.
-,. , ; . .. .2 '.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): ,.,

1. NE199-01 FUl
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation .

Subcategory: N/A
Initiating Condition: ANY loss or ANY potential loss of eith'er Fuel Clad or RCS

EAL:

FAI.1 Alert

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS (Table F-I)

Mode Applicability:

I - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission-product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds,"bases and references. :

At the Alert classification level, Fuel Clad'and RCS barriers are Weighted more heavily......

than the Containment barrier. Unlike the Containment barrier, loss or potential loss of

either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier may result in the relocation of radioactive materials'or

degradation of core cooling capability. No~te that the lo'ss 'or potential loss of Containment . . :

barrier in combination with loss or potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results ' ." "

in declaration of a Site Area Emergenrcy under EAL FSI.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FA1
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers

EAL:

FSI.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers (Table F-I)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, each barrier is weighted equally. A Site

Area Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

* One barrier loss and a second barrier loss (i.e., loss - loss)

" One barrier loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., loss - potential loss).

• One barrier potential loss and a second barrier potential loss (i.e., potential loss -
potential loss)

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, the ability to dynamically assess the

proximity of present conditions with respect to the threshold for a General Emergency is

important. For example, the existence of Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier loss thresholds in

addition to offsite dose assessments would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and Containment integrity in anticipation of reaching a General Emergency

classification. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS potential loss thresholds existed,

the Emergency Director would have greater assurance that escalation to a General

Emergency is less imminent.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FS1

4

. ,I
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third
barrier

EAL:

FGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of ANY two barriers

AND

Loss or potential loss of the third barrier (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the General Emergency classification level each barrier is weighted equally. A General

Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

* Loss of Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment barriers

" Loss of Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with potential loss of Containment barrier

" Loss of RCS and Containment barriers with potential loss of Fuel Clad barrier

• Loss of Fuel Clad and Containment barriers with potential loss of RCS barrier

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FG1
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ATTACHMENT 2

FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER
LOSS/POTENTIAL LOSS MATRIX AND BASES

:.*1t
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Introduction . . .... .. - ., : .

Table F-1 lists the threshold conditions that define the Loss.and Potential.Loss of the three .

fission product barriers (Fuel Clad, Reactor Coolant. System, and Containment), The table ..

is structured so that the three barriers occupy adjacent columns. Each fission product

barrier column is further divided into two columns; one for Loss thresholds and one for

Potential Loss thresholds.

The first column of the table (to the left of the.Fuel.Clad Loss column).lists the:categories- ,

(types) of fission product barrier thresholds. The.fission product barrier categories:are: .. ,,

A. CSFSTs '.e'" ...

B. Core Exit TCs
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . . . '.. -..... . . . . .. +. . ... .. . ..'. . ,..',..... ..-. ' .'.,... .-.;..,....4.- .,...-,4.,•:.

C. Inventory

D. Radiation / Coolant Activity .

E. Isolation Status" . .- . -. . :. . .

F. Judgment .. ,. ,.

Each category occupies a row in Table F-1 thus forming a matrix defined by the category

rows and the Loss/Potential Loss columns. The intersection of each category row withl * '

each Loss/Potential Loss column forms a cell in which one or more fission'product barrier

thresholds appear. If NEI 99-01 does not define'a threshold for a barrier Loss/Potential'.. ' ..

Loss, the word "None" is entered in the cell.

Thresholds are assigned sequential numbers within each Loss and Potential Loss column

beginning with number one. In this manner, a threshold can be identified by its category

title and number. For example, the first Fuel Clad barrier Loss in Category A is "FC Loss

A.1 ," the third Containment barrier Potential Loss is "CNMT P-Loss B.3," etc.

If a cell in Table F-1 contains more than one numbered threshold, each of the numbered

thresholds, if exceeded,, signifies a Loss or Potential Loss of the barrier. It is not necessary

to exceed all of the thresholds in a category before declaring a barrier Loss/Potential Loss.
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Subdivision of Table F-1 by category facilitates association of plant conditions to the

applicable fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss thresholds. This structure

promotes a systematic approach to assessing the classification status of the fission

product barriers.

When equipped with knowledge of plant conditiJons reiated to the fission produ6ct barriers,

the EAL-user first scans down the category column of Table F-i, locates the likely

category and then reads across the row of fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss

thresholds in that category to determine if:any threshold has been exceeded.; If a threshold

has not been exceeded in that category row, the EAL-user proceeds to the next likely

category and continues review of the row of thresholds in the new category

The EAL-user must examine each of the three fission product barriers to determine if other

barrier thresholds in the category are lost or potentially lost. For example, if Containment

radiation is sufficiently high (i.e., greater than 1.OE+03 R/hr), a Loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers and a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier exist. Barrier Losses and

Potential Losses are then applied to the algorithms given in EALs FGI.1, FS1.1, FAI.1

and FU 1.1 to determine the appropriate emergency classification.

In the remainder of this Attachment, the Fuel Clad barrier threshold bases appear first,

followed by the RCS barrier and finally the Containment barrier threshold bases. In each

barrier, the bases are given according category Loss followed-by category Potential Loss

beginning with Category A, then B... E.

-.. ... .

; 1,.f
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Table F-1 Fission Product Barrier Matrix

Fuel Clad Barrier Reactor Coolant System Barrier Containment Barrier

Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss
1. ORANGE path condit'on eIts 1. RED path condition edst

F-02 Core Cooing F-0.4 Integ.ity o

A 1. RED path condition ets INone None F.0,5 Containmenest

CSFST F-O.2 Core Cooing 2. RED path condition exists 2. RED path condition eodesN

F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is
required requied

2. Core Exit TCs cannot be restoredS1,200rF within 15 min.

B 3. Core Eidt TCs a 70OPF

CoreExit 2. Core Edit TCso _l00"F 3. CmeExitTCea_700°F None None None AND
TCs RVUS level cannot be restored

> 52% [> 55% adverse CNMT]

with no RCPs runrnng within 15

1. A containment pressure rise
followed by a rapid unexplenied
drop in containment pressure

2. Containnent pressure or sump 4. Conainmen tpreose te a60 ps

I. RCS leak rate > avalable level response not consistent and rising
4. RVUS level < 52% makeup capaciy as Indicated by with LOCA conditiorn

[_ 55% adverse CNMT] a lose of RCS sobcooltng 5. Containment hydrogen
C None OR (< EOP Fig. MIN SUBCOOLING) 3. RCS leak rate > 50 gpra with 3 RuptiedSIGIsotSated conoentaion 4%

Inventory At least one RCP runanig RVUS cutove Isolated outside of containment
fluidraction<S66% 2. Ruptured S/G results in an 6. Conainmentpresrpme > 28 psig

ECCS (SI) actuation 4. Prinary-to-secondary lealoate and < two CRFC muits and one CS

'10 gpln punp opemating per design

AND

Unieolable prolonged steam
release from affected SIG to the

environment

3. Containment radiation monitor
R-2=tR-30 reading

3. Containment radiaiton mornitor
Radiation 4. Valid Letdown Montor (R-9) None,' R-29/R-30 reading. None None 7 Co29/R-m0 rda 1 Rohr
I Coolant readinga 24,000 mRhr ."1.0E+01 R/hr R-291R130rdint .0E-03 Rft

Activity- .. .... •.'

5. Coohaemit rty 300 pCi._.m.duse, equ~iva~lent E131 . ...
dane •qoi-"iemi" • 1.1...._i5. FaiurneofallvalveiamANYone,

EN .. •ine to dose .
Isolation NoneNone AND

.. Direct downstream patrharyto .
Status ir-te oenmnment eisot after

containment Isolation signal
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Table F-1 Fission Product Barrier Matrix

.. Fuel Clad Barrier Reactor Coolant System Barrier Containment Barrier

category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss
6. ANY condition in the opinon of 5. ANY condition in the opinion of 4. ANYondioninhfi onof 4. ANY condion in the opinionofe 6. ANY ondion the opon of 8. ANY condition i the opinion of the

the Emergency Director that the Emergency Diectorhctor the Emrgnc that indirotes
thete loeren, ofeco thd Emoreni cirado bidiote oolndo iondoica~~thesls E oefc the cornthainet poe tia amof the t c idlcotosindicates lo of te fuel ad dicates potenl l of the indicates los of the RS ber potential lossof the RCS barerthe cntanent potnal o of the cotanent

Judgment barrier clad baoner n barrier barrier
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Fuel Clad '.Barrier:

Category: A. Cr

Degradation Threat: Loss

itical Safety Function Status

Threshold:

1. RED path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling . . . . . . . . . . . ..' ,"' :. . " . ".. . . "

Basis:

Generic

Core Cooling - RED indicates significant superheating and core uncovery and is considered to.. , ,

indicate loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

Plant-Specific

Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFST) Core Cooling-RED path is given in F-0.2 and

indicates significant core exit superheating and core uncovery (ref. 1).

RED path conditions exist if either: ". " " '. . .

* Core Exit TCs are >_1200OF

* Core Exit TCs are > 700°F with RVLIS < 52% [< 55% adverse CNMT] with no RCPs

running

Adverse containment parameters determine when a narsn environment begins to affect
instrumentation located inside Containment: The' following indiciati6bs identify that the"

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 2):

* . .)(F. ~....

" Containment pressure > 4 psig, or

" Containment radiation > 105 R/hr ... " " ..... ; "

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling

2. FR-C.1 Response to Inadequate Core Cooling. ... ,.... .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..:.. f• ," ' . ., • '! .
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

1. ORANGE path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling

Basis:

Generic

Core Cooling - ORANGE indicates subcooling has been lost and that some clad damage may
occur.

Ha~t Sink RED when hcet cink 'S rgquirzd indLcitcc the WWtimate hcat inik fu'nctin i6 under
extrme chi~cnlcn.

Plant-Specific

Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFST) Core Cooling-ORANGE path is given in

F-0.2 and indicates subcooling has been lost and that some fuel clad damage may

potentially occur (ref. 1).

ORANGE path Core Cooling conditions exist if, with RCS subcooling < requirements of

EOP Fig. MIN SUBCOOLING, either:

* with no RCPs running Core Exit TCs are > 700OF or RVLIS level < 52% [55%

adverse CNMT]

OR

" with at least one RCP running RVLIS fluid fraction < 66%

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 2):

* Containment pressure > 4 psig, or

* Containment radiation > 105 R/hr

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
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1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling

.-, .:; ".•. I"!

SA, .~*. **. . *.~

,...

:1
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. RED path condition exists F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is required

Basis:

Generic

Coro Cooling ORANGE indicates cUbcooling has been lost and that sefmc clad dam~agc May

Heat Sink - RED when heat sink is required indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under
extreme challenge.

Plant-SPecific

Indication that heat removal is extremely challenged is manifested by entry to CSFST Heat

Sink-RED path in F-0.3 (ref. 1). The phrase "and heat sink required" precludes the need for

classification for conditions in which RCS pressure is less than SG pressure or Heat Sink-

RED path entry was created through operator action directed by an EOP. Procedure FR-

H.1, Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink, indicates heat sink is required when RCS

pressure is greater than any non-faulted SG pressure and RCS cold leg temperature is

greater than 350°F (ref. 2).

RED path Heat Sink conditions exist if both of the following:

" Narrow Range level in both S/Gs is < 7% [< 25% adverse CNMT]

AND

" Total feedwater flow to SGs is < 200 gpm

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 3):

a Containment pressure > 4 psig, or
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* Containment radiation > 105 R/hr .:

The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under".......

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the Fuel Clad

barrier. This is also a potential loss of the RCS barrier and therefore results in at least a

Site Area Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.3 Heat Sink
2. FR-H.1 Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
2. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Cote Cooling

..................... •....,...'

'-'• " -~.. . . . . .. ''. .. . .. ",. .... ' ,.• "','.."•... -

~~~~~~~~..'L.. . . . .... .... ;. ,:=:,••... ,...,. ".•: ..,.
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category:

Degradation Threat:

B. Core Exit TCs ... , .. - ..... -

Loss

Threshold:
• o

2. Core Exit TCs ? 1,200oF

Basis:

Generic

rCorp Emit Thom•,oco.ee Readingsc a: in.i.d.d in additn t. the Craitc Saty Fnetienco
inciudc conditins ... n tMe CSFs may not be in use. ,;.; iatrS is ocko.) or plants Whi";
do not have a CSF schomo.]

LI 6 Thrkeheld A

The 1 200F&&-speeiie reading shauld corresponds to significant superheating of the coolant.

[This vaIuo typially corrospond to the trn~peratu'ro roading that indicatoc coro cooling RED in
Fuol Clad Ba*ier less threshold IA which is usua"ly abou't 1200 dogrocs F.]

Petentia! Lessrchl A

The cite specifik readig he.uld cOrrespond to lcss of subcneling.

[This value typically corr.espond to the tnp..at.. .. ading that i.ndiea•ts co..re cooling A^4NG_
An. Fvol Clad -Rarrior-potontiai loss throchold 4A.AWhich ic 11r1allY about 700 to 900 dogroos F.]

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading at or in excess of 1200OF corresponds to the

CSFST Core Cooling RED path entry condition (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a component of

inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. The threshold temperature is consistent with Attachment 1 of EPIP-2-16, Core

Damage Estimation (ref. 2). Although clad rupture due to high temperature is not expected

for CET readings less than the threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal significant

superheating of the reactor coolant and core uncovery. Events that result in Core Exit TC
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readings above the loss threshold are classified severe accidents and lead to entry into .. .

Severe Accident Management Guidelines (ref. 3).

Ginna Basis Reference(s): -.. -. .

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
3. Ginna Severe Accident Management Guidelines -
4. FR-C.1 Response To Inadequate Core Cooling

:!.-• ..o...."

, . .. " . . $ ,

. . . . . . . . . . .. ....- ' .. . .,, . :: •. ,;

IA

I -
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Barrier: Fuel Clad .- ," ; :

B. Core Exit TCsCategory:

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. Core Exit TCs > 700°F

• .... .

Basis:

Generic

[Corn Exit Thormecuple Readings aFr in(,Aidd in addtin to tho ,r;itica Sa•ft. F n.tionc to
in;•ld .. n.itin %4 . .. n the CSFcs may net be in use (initiation aftoer 89 is Weokod) or- plants whi.h
do not haývo a CSF achem,.]

Less Throcheld-A

The site spccific rcading should coF~rrcpond to Signifiant superheating of the eoolant.

[This v'!o typvoalu y corroepe.ndo to the teoRperet-' reading thet indicatoc eore cooling RED in
Fuel Clad Barrior !ots threshold l.A ... ich is ... a..y a"but 1200 do.g... F.]

Potential Lcss Throchold A

The site spe.ifi. r.ading .houldCore Exit TC readings > 700°F correspond to loss of subcooling.

[This• "al a JJ
Uo ryocaYV cOrrsponorS to the rornperawre reaoinq Pat !ncicaros Goro GOO::np Wg.'iW4L
•u u

in Fuel Clad 38 ~amer o~tentva: loss tnrcO-so.' 1.14 WhiX incs ucs.all aooL.ut 7-00 to 900 GooprooF Hi

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading at or in excess of 700°F corresponds to the

CSFST Core Cooling ORANGE path entry criteria (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a component

of inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. The threshold temperature is consistent with Attachment 1 of EPIP-2-16, Core

Damage Estimation (ref. 2). RCS superheat, as indicated by Core Exit TCs reading at or in

excess of 7000F, signals the transition from a subcooled to a superheated regime. In a

superheated regime, heat transfer mechanics are not as efficient as the subcooled

condition and could lead to a rapid rise in clad temperatures. Valid indication of superheat
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is a potential Fuel Clad barrier loss condition because the possible rapid rise in clad

temperatures may lead to clad failure.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
3. FR-C.1 Response To Inadequate Core Cooling
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Inventory "......

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. RVLIS < 52% [S 55% adverse CNMT]

OR

At least one RCP running RVLIS fluid fraction < 66%

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The site specific value for the Potential Loss threshold corresponds to the top of the active fuel.

[For- sites using CSF-ST-, the Potontiol 1=96s throchold isdefined by the Core Goofing ORANG~
path. The site spop•,Wic va!u in this throchold 6ho-!ld be oonsistent with the CSFST "31-.]

Plant-Specific

The Reactor Vessel water level threshold is used in the EOPs to signal core uncovery and

is, therefore, indication of inadequate coolant inventory. If the RVLIS indication drops to

52% [<. 55% adverse CNMT] OR with at least one RCP running RVLIS fluid fraction <

66%, a core covered condition cannot be confirmed. According to the Core Cooling-

ORANGE path, this water level indicates subcooling has been lost and that some fuel clad

damage may occur. (ref. 1, 2)

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 2):

" Containment pressure > 4 psig, or

* Containment radiation > 105 R/hr

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
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1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling

..................;..•...-,......~.. .
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Barrier: Fuel Clad .. . . ' . ... . .... . . ,. . ,-.,

Category: D. Radiation / Coolant Activity .. ........

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold: . .".,' " **.***

3. Containment radiation monitor R-29/R-30 reading > 1.OE+02 R/hr

Basis:

Generic

The site speeifi1.01E+02 R/hr containment radiation monitor reading is a value which indicates the
release of reactor coolant, with elevated activity indicative of fuel damage, into the containment.

[The reading "hotld be , alCulated a•oc"ring tho inolstantanoct s rcoo and diorpsal of the oeact:
coolant ncblo gas and iodine invontor" accociated with a concentration of 300 'Ci/grm dose

..u..al.nt 1.31 into th. containment atmoaphero.]

Reactor coolant concentrations of this magnitude are several times larger than the maximum
concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within technical specifications and are therefore
indicative of fuel damage.

This value is higher than that specified for RCS barrier Loss threshold #36. Thus, this threshold
indicates a loss of both the Fuel Clad barrier and RCS barrier that appropriately escalates the
emergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency.

[Gaution: it is impodapt to recognizo that in the ev-ont the ra-diation monitor h; consitive to shine
frmn the roactor- vessel or- piping, 6pu.'iovuo Foadings wigl bo procont and another- indioator- of ftcl
Glad dam.ag. i nococsary or compensated for in the threshold va!uo.]

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30 (ref. 1).

R-29 & R-30 alert alarms at 1.OE+01 R/hr, indicative of a significant RCS breach (LOCA)

in containment (-0.1% gap activity). The R-29 & R-30 high alarm setpoint is set at 1.OE+02

R/hr and is indicative of a significant gap activity release into containment and thus

considered a loss of the fuel clad barrier. A reading on containment radiation monitors
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greater than 1.OE+03 R/hr is indicative of significant fuel activity and thus considered a

potential loss of Containment (ref. 2). . .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation

I.. . . . ..• " " " "i• ,

.1 . .. . :. I. .....
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: D. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Valid Letdown Line Monitor (R-9) reading > 24,000 mR/hr

Basis:

Generic

The site speecfi Letdown Monitor dose rate value corresponds to 300 pCilgm 1-131 equivalent.
Assessment by the NEI EAL Task Force indicates that this amou nt of coolant activity is well above
that expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to lesý than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of
radioactivity indicates significant clad damage.and thus the Fuel Clad Banier is considered lost.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

v• ..............................

Plant-Specific

The Letdown Line Monitor (R-9) gross radiation channel continuously monitors the activity

in a sample drawn from the RCS (NaOH tank room) and actuates an alarm in the Control

Room if a predetermined activity level is reached. A Letdown Line Monitor reading of

24,000 mR/hr represents fuel clad damage of approximately 5% corresponding to the

reactor coolant activity fuel Clad loss threshold of 300 IJCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131 (ref.

2).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. CALC-2011-0019, R9 Letdown Line Radiation Monitor NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Evaluation.
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. Coolant activity >300 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131

Basis:

Generic . . .

The site specific value corresponds-to 300 g.Ci/gm 1-131 dose equivalent. Assessment by the NEI
EAL Task Force indicates that this amount of coolant activity is well above that expected for iodine
spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of radioactivity indicates
significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

[Th. value ean be expmccad either in mR/hr ebsewed on the 6anp~e er as pG:gm su#6 from

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant- pecific . . .. . .,,. .

None *. . .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Revision 5, pg 35
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

D. Radiation / Coolant ActivityCategory:

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Fuel CladBarrier:

Category: E. Isolation Status . .1 .1 . . ..: ; : -r, -

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: E. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold: .

None

. .. ..

r..........; • V. -. "

• .. ,.. -. , . : ... : ... •

.. •,.. . . +,. .: '. . . . . .

~. . . . . . . . . . . .. . •. . .. ",.... . ..•''
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

F. JudgmentCategory:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the Fuel
Clad barrier

Basis:

Generic

Trhes-This thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director
in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lost 9r pttenteilly lest. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost 9r po•tntially let.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Fuel Clad 'i 1- ... "Barrier:

Category: F. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

5. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Fuel Clad barrier

Basis:

Generic

These-This thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency
•IreStOFCoordinator in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. In addition, the

inabilityto monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in
Emergency DOMte Coordinator judgment that the barrier may be considered last-eor-potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status ... - . .,.

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss ..... .. ..... , ,

Threshold:

1. RED path condition exists F-0.4 Integrity .. , .. .

Basis:

Generic

RCS Integrity - RED indicates an extreme challenge to the safety function derived from appropriate
instrument readings.

Heat Sink RED when heat cink is rcgUirzd indicates,the ultimatc heat S!Rnk function, is UReF
cetrcme cahallengo.

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item. . .. .... .

Plant-Specific

Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFST) Integrity-RED path is given in F70,4 and ...

entry is indicative of a direct threat to.RCS integrity due to imminent pressurized.thermal, . , . .

shock (ref. 1,2)... : . ' - . - . .. .... ,., ** !, , . "

RED path Integrity conditions exist if:-... .,........ ............-... , ...

temperature lowers in eithr RCS cold leg >1OO0 F/hr f::." . .. .....

" temperature in either RCS cold leg is < 284OF

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. FR-P.1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition "
2. CSFST for F-0.4 Integrity

"" , , ,. . , " , . .: , • . . , ; •

~~~~~. . . .. '.." " .'.'.•'•"'. ; .'. ." ." .. ."i""• "' •• ' . . ," .

. ', . . .,: '- . .. . .'...: . ." . .. , " . ••. •. . .". :. . " -.
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Reactor Coolant System

A. Critical Safety Function Status

Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. RED path condition exists F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is required

Basis:

Generic

RCS IntgFrity RED 'ndicates an oxtreme challcgoto the safct' fncti.nderi'-dfrcm"ppropriatc
notr'ument rcadingW.

Heat Sink - RED when heat sink is required indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under
extreme challenge.

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Indication that heat removal is extremely challenged is manifested by entry to CSFST Heat

Sink-RED path in F-0.3 (ref. 1). The phrase"and heat sink required"-precludes the need for-

classification for conditions in which RCS pressure is less than SG pressure or Heat Sink-

RED path entry was created through operator action directed by an EOP. Procedure FR-

H.1, Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink, indicates heat sink is required when RCS

pressure is greater than any non-faulted SG pressure and RCS cold leg temperature is

greater than 350'F (ref. 2).

RED path Heat Sink conditions exist if both of the following:

" Narrow Range level in both S/Gs is < 7% L< 25% adverse CNMT]

AND

" Total feedwater flow to SGs is < 200 gpm

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 3):
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" Containment pressure > 4 psig, or

* Containment radiation > 105 R/hr

The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the RCS barrier.

This is also a potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier and therefore results in at least a Site

Area Emergency.

Ginna' Basis Reference(s):

1. FR-P.1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition
2. FR-H.1 Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
3. CSFST for F-0.4 Integrity
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Core Exit TCs

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:
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, •,: ,, ~ ~..,, . :

None

I.
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: B. Core Exit TCs

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

• ;! .,.: -°•.;-,,..;..-.

None
.1. 1

- I-. -

..................

...............- ~.,, .. ,,

• . 'o " ' -, . ., ".; .
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. RCS leak rate > available makeup capacity as indicated by a loss of RCS subcooling
(< EOP Fig. MIN SUBCOOLING)

Basis:

Generic

IL=ss Threshold A

This threshold addresses conditions where leakage from the RCS is greater than available
inventory control capacity such that a loss of subcooling has occurred. The loss of subcooling is
the fundamental indication that the inventory control systems are inadequate in maintaining RCS
pressure and inventory against the mass loss through the leak.

Peeta 6ess ThL,...'.A..k-I.

This threshold is ba.ed en the apparent inability; to m.aintain nrm.al liquid .'..entO.; within the
RcaetOr Coolant System (RCS) by normal operation of the Chemical and Velume Control Sytc
Whi..h is 6.onidrd- to be the flow rate equivalent to one .harging pump di.charging to the
chargling header. Isolating letdown is a standard abnremal epcrating procedure action and May
prevent unnoess6ar, ' cassifications6 whenM A non RCS leakage path cuch as a CYCS leak eximsts-.
The intent of thisF coendition is met if attempts to ioas Ltdown ;rc NOT successful. Addimtional
eharging pumps being required is ind-inative o-f a subsantial RCS leak.

[ForF planta with low Gapacity chagn rpa 50 gprn in6icated leak Fate value m~ay be useed -to
indicate the P-t9 il oe

Plant-Specific

Critical Safety Function Status Trees (CSFST) Core Cooling indicates that if subcooling

margin based on core exit TCs is in the Inadequate Subcooling Region of EOP Fig. MIN

SUBCOOLING, a loss of RCS subcooling has occurred (ref. 1, 4). E-0, Reactor Trip or

Safety Injection and AP-RCS.1, Reactor Coolant Leak, provide appropriate actions to

prevent and mitigate the consequences of RCS leakage (ref. 2, 3).
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AP-RCS.1 provides a list of conditions that may be observed when excessive RCSS- .,

leakage occurs and provides appropriate actions to prevent and mitigate the

consequences of RCS leakage (ref. 3).

The loss of subcooling as a result of inability to establish RCS heat transfer to the ultimate

heat sink is indicative of potential losses of the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):. ......... ..,,.

1. F-0.2 CSFST Core Cooling,.
2. E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Inje
3. AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Le
4. EOP Figure MIN SUBCOOLIN
5. AP-CVCS.1 CVCS leak

~ction
~ak

, •',,' •.,

G. . . . .. . .

• .. . ..,. . .

. .: -IV .:; , ,. . '

.. ... ;". , ' .:..
• .-.:

• . ..... ....
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Barrier:

Category:

Reactor Coolant System-

C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Ruptured S/G results in an ECCS (SI) actuation

Basis:

Generic ... ,.

This threshold addresses the full spectrum of Steam Generator (SG) tube rupture events in
conjunction with containment barrier loss thresholds. It addresses ruptured SG(s) for which the
leakage is large enough to cause actuation of ECCS (SI). This is consistent to the RCS leak rate
barrier potential loss threshold.

tO uiaHE fnF ave rngpiemewera v;is1RR16 60W~eflare rop ERn9rgeRcy r@SpeR61 gUIE8, FM:
cnditien i6 dearfibed by 'ýenfty inte E 3 requ.irod by EORc".]

By itself, this threshold will result in the declaration of an Alert. However, if the SG is also faulted
(i.e., two barriers failed), the declaration escalates to a Site Area Emergency per Containment
barrier loss thresholds.

There is no potential loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

In conjunction with Containment Loss C.3 and the Fuel Clad barrier thresholds, this

threshold addresses the full spectrum of Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) events.

A ruptured SG is primary-to-secondary leakage through the steam generator tubes. ECCS

(SI) actuation is caused by (ref. 1):

* Containment pressure > 4 psig

* Pressurizer pressure < 1750 psig

• Steam line pressures < 514 psig

Indications of a ruptured S/G include (ref. 2):

* Unexpected rise in either S/G narrow range level

" High radiation on Main Steamline Radiation Monitors
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* Local indications of increase steamline radiation -. '

Definitions:

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude
sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
2. E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
3. AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Leak

.1*
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

3. RCS leak rate > 50 gpm with letdown isolated

Basis:

Generic

Loss Thrcshcld-A

This throshold addresscs cond-itionPs vWhore leakage from the RCS iS grcatcr than ayailbl
inventor; contrOl Gapacity such that A Ioss of SUbcooeling has occurred. The less of subconGe is
the fundament alndication that the _in-vcnAtorFy control systems arc inadequate in mnaintaining ROS
pressure and inventory against the mass lo6r. through the leak.

This threshold is based on the apparent inability to maintain normal liquid inventory within the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) by normal operation of the Chemical and Volume Control System
which is considered to be the flow rate equivalent to one charging pump discharging to the
charging header. Isolating letdown is a standard abnormal operating procedure action and may
prevent unnecessary classifications when a non-RCS leakage path such as a CVCS leak exists.
The intent of this condition is met if attempts to isolate Letdown are NOT successful. Additional
charging pumps being required is indicative of a substantial RCS leak.

[For plants with !ow capa•t", .ha.ging p..,pe, a 50 gprn indicated leak Fate va!ue may be us . o
indicate the Poecntial Locc.]

Plant-Specific

The CVCS includes three positive displacement horizontal pumps with a capacity of 46

gpm each (ref. 1). The pressurizer level control program regulates letdown purification

subsystem flow by adjusting the letdown flow control valve so that the reactor coolant

pump (RCP) controlled leak-off plus the letdown flow matches the input from the operating

charging pump. Equilibrium pressurizer level conditions may be disturbed due to RCS

temperature changes, power changes, or RCS inventory loss due to leakage. A decrease

in pressurizer water level below the programmed level results in a control signal to start
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one or both standby charging pumps to restore water level. The need for a second or third

charging pump to makeup leakage in excess of letdown flow would be. indicative of

substantial RCS leakage. The single charging pump capacity is rounded upto 50 gpmjfor:.. .. .

this threshold and clearly signals that operation of more than one charging pump is

needed (ref. 2).
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 9.3.6 CVCS Performance Parameters
2. UFSAR Section 9.3.4.2.2.2 Charging Pump Control
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Barrier:

Category:

Reactor Coolant System

D. Radiation / Coolant Activity

.,' .: '•, . : ., .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". ...- : .':,. •,. .. , ., ...

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Containment radiation monitor R-29/R-30 reading> 1.OE+01 .R/hr

Basis:

Generic

The site specific reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant to the
containment.

[The Feading sho,,d be cI•,,lat.d a....ning the instantaneous rl.a. e and disper.sal of the re.a•
coolant noble gas and iodine invento~y associated 444twanora o poratng concentrations ~iWithin
T/S) into the containment atmosphore.]

This reading will4beis less than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier threshold 63. Thus, this
threshold would be indicative of a RCS leak only. If the radiation monitor reading increased to that
specified by Fuel Clad barrier threshold, fuel damage would also be indicated.

[Howeover, if the site spocific physica! location of the containmont :adiaton monitor is S'ch that
.ra1d0hiatin. frOm a Gle~d of released RC;S gases GAov-idnot -he d~istiguiShed fromq radiation fro
adjacont piping and ormpeennts edntaining R olvatod roacter OOIan't ahtivity, this thradhtld o hom
be omittod and othor 6ito spoc~ifi indications of RCS leakage 6ubstituted]

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30 (ref. 1).

R-29 & R-30 alert alarms at 1.OE+01 R/hr, indicative of a significant RCS breach (LOCA)

in containment (-0.1% gap activity). The R-29 & R-30 high alarm setpoint is set at 1.OE+02

R/hr and is indicative of a significant gap activity release into containment and thus

considered a loss of the fuel clad barrier. A reading on containment radiation monitors

greater than 1.OE+03 R/hr is indicative of significant fuel activity and thus considered a

potential loss of Containment (ref. 2).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
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1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation

• / ., .- ,.. . '..... . ,.', -,' . k."

_ ,o '•'...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . . . . .. ..• . .. •; .: ,..:....: ,':..-."";. . .i , :•' , , ' .. .. ::.,

• ;. '; '., ,., • .' ;•' ,': .. ":.' :.:"- " .,Ž •, T. - " ",1-; , .. • .. ' "' , " ,
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Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:
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None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Isolation Status.

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Isolation Status "

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
14 .: • ,-

,. . . . . .

92 ~
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: F. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the RCS
barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thisese threshold& addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is lost-er-petentieU-aloI. In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost or potntiall, lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System "

Category: F. Judgment , . ... . . - .

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss .. - .-

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the RCS barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is lest-er-potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered los4-et-potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None .. ... ..
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Barrier: Containment .-.-. , , .

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status ,... . . ..

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss . -..

Threshold:

1. RED path condition exists F-0.5 Containment

Basis:

Generic

RED path indicates an extreme challenge to the safety function derived from appropriate
instrument readings and/or sampling results, and thus, represents a potential loss of containment.,,,

Conditions leading to a containment RED. path result-from RCS. barrier and/or. Fuel Clad Barrier , .,
Loss. Thus, this threshold is primarily a discriminator between Site Area Emergency and General . .
Emergency representing a potential loss of the third bamiier ..... . .. . ,

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific , . , . .

Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFST) Containment-RED path is given in F-0.5 and

is entered if Containment pressure is equal to or greater than 60 psig (ref. 1).

This threshold is indicative of a loss of both RCS and Fuel Clad barriers. This combination

of conditions would be expected to require the declaration of a General Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.5 Containment = ,• ~~~~~............. . '"•............ ..:",.,'•""" .... ,:!:.. •,."',' ' •

." . * . >. -, ;, • . ,, ' " ,,' ; • . t .. " , :• • : ; . ;
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ContainmentBarrier:

Category: B. Core Cooling / Heat Removal •: ,. ': $1. . : " . ".•l' '

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. Core Exit TCs cannot be restored < 1,200°F within 15 min.

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The conditions in these-this thresholdserepresents an imminent core melt sequence which, if not
corrected, could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for containment failure. In
conjunction with the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier
columns, this threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency - loss of two
barriers and the potential loss of a third. If the function restoration procedures'are ineffective, there
is no "success" path.

The function restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address the
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if the
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel water level is increasing.

ter- units using the GNF status tmmcc, a oirocm coGmAP9o4 maP mnO 0
effectivonoss of the rostoration 19rocodfum is a-so ev-aluatowd as;

9o status twoos cang. Be moF t a
staedb eiew....

f• ......

I _Gooaccnmaayo 4 5) a e GOP 011ded th- PF PURnCmOn r6C6EFmar4F;

I FeG9GUreS Gan aFrest Gore cGeracaVEon
P

r- vossol in a sign~ifiant#fraction, of the cooe
f AailuroA is var,' sm~al in A-bs Qo 49 w.com gosco 06o, ano bqat olwino ore fonai.'enr

GA,eon this-, it is aaporea-riate to- -Po-vide a rQoaso~nQb.Wo .9040d- to- allow4 function rostoration orecodur
to arrost the coro molt9 Siovnco 1Pr9

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The
Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective.

Petentia' L=9e ThroeShad B

# ;#;, fA ilý

appA'cable to the fasiWity.

Plant-S~ecific
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Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading in excess of 1200*F corresponds'to the CSFST. ,. . .

Core Cooling RED path entry condition (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a componenthf f'.. • " '° ' '" ý-

inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. The threshold temperature is consistent with Attachment I of EPIP-2-16, Core

Damage Estimation (ref. 2). Although clad rupture due to high temperature is not expected

for CET readings less than the threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal significant

superheating of the reactor coolant and core uncovery. Events that result in Core Exit TC

readings above the loss threshold are classified severe accidents and lead to entry into

Severe Accident Management Guidelines (ref. 3).

Events that result in Core Exit TC readings above the Fuel Clad loss threshold are

classified severe accidents and lead to entry into Severe Accident Management

Guidelines and signify possible core overheating to the point that clad ballooning/collapse

may occur and portions of the core may have melted (ref. 3).

It must also be assumed the loss of RCS inventory is a result of a loss of the RCS barrier.

These conditions, if not mitigated, can lead to core melt which in turn may result in a loss

of containment. Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that

function restoration procedures can arrest core degradation within the Reactor Vessel in a

significant fraction of the core damage scenarios, and the likelihood of containment failure

is very small in these events. Given this, it is appropriate to provide a reasonable period to

allow function restoration procedures to arrest the core melt sequence. The phrase
"cannot be restored <" implies Core Exit TC readings have exceeded the threshold

temperature and procedural guidance used to restore RCS inventory has been attempted

but is thus far unsuccessful (ref. 4). Whether or not guidance is effective should be

apparent within fifteen minutes. The ED should make the declaration as soon as it is

determined the guidance has not been or will not be effective in restoring temperature

below the threshold.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
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3. Ginna Severe Accident Management Guidelines
4. FR-C.1 Response to Inadequate Core Cooling

o. .' .. t . . ... . ., ... . .,"

Ir . - i . . .,: - - ý '-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ....-. I ,
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Barrier: Containment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss --. :. : "' .- "

Category: B. Core Cooling / He~it RemovaI ........... ,.

Threshold:

AND........... .......... . . . ... - ...
3. Core Exit TCs a7O 00F .;-.. , ,-

AND J ; ,

RVLIS level cannot be restored > 52%, [> 55% adverse CNMT] ,with no RCPs running,.
within 15mi. .m

Basis: ,.... ..... .-.. ., . .

Generic . , . ..-.. :- . , .

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item. .-..

The conditions in these-this thresholds represent an imminent core melt sequence which; if not .
corrected, could lead to vessel failure and an increased'potential for containment failure. In

I conjunction with the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Clad and:RCS barrier..: ... .... .'*:
columns, this threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency •.loss of two..,barriers and the potential loss of a third: Ifthe functior restoration procltres reýieffectivethere '".

is no "success" path. . , .. . -,

The function restoration procedures are.those emergency operating proceduresthat address.;the.
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if the
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel Watef level'is increasing] .' , ,. ' " .:K . .... .

[For -units H'sing the CSF status treo-, aaL t,; tt.4t0, 6;o..... n.............
rofctivono k-6-. of thoeF rStrtiOna6PPF prcduros i as. P19 .valqatod4,ar 6ta tod bolow m. .-- ~.

[Se.vere ,c-ident ana..s.s (eg. g. ..... 115) '-,l•ded tht funi494 ..t... ... .. ,....
p~rocoduros can 1o4419st ordgdtinithintho roactorvoessl 4? Of Meniicn Grcto ofth 9r
darnage Sccnariegs, and that the llkg/heed of cGritaiMont failw-oIF or sal in t 64o dnts.
Givon this, it is appr-oprate to pfo vide qa ea~sonab.'o pfriod to allw function reStorationg precodure.
to a-rest tht G,..-.,. . ,

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes..The .
Emergency Director should make the declaration as so6n as"itis deiei'rnined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective. . . , , . .. . , . . ; .•,...:-. , . .

Potential Less Threchold B ' "R . .. . ' ... , ... .

[ATh Feabcto vessel c ol hosn shuty be G]ngistent with the omorgoney response gui. .
applicable to the facility.]
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Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading in excess of 700°F corresponds to the CSFST .,-

Core Cooling ORANGE path entry criteria (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a component of ,.,

inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. The threshold temperature is consistent with Attachment 1 of EPIP-2-16, Core

Damage Estimation (ref. 2). RCS superheat, as indicated by Core Exit TCs reading in

excess of 7000 F, signals the transition from'a sulcooled to a superhe'ated regime. In a

superheated regime, heat transfer mechanics are not as-efficient as the subcooled-

condition and could lead to a rapid rise in clad temperatures. Valid indication of superheat

is a potential Fuel Clad barrier loss condition because the possible rapid rise in clad

temperatures may lead to clad failure. • .

This threshold indicates: subcooling has been lost (Core Exit TC readings-> 700°F),the

core is uncovered and some fuel clad damage may be occurring (ineffective functional '"...

restoration procedures) (ref. 1, 3). It must be assumed that the loss oflRCS inventory is a " "

result of a loss of the RCS barrier.

These conditions, if not mitigated, can lead to core melt which in turn may-result in a loss

of containment, Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that .... -

function restoration procedures can arrest core degradation within the Reactor Vessel in a

significant fraction of the core damage scenarios, and the likelihood of containment failure

is very small in these events. Given this, it is appropriate to provide a reasonable period to

allow function restoration procedures to arrest the core melt sequence. The phrase
"cannot be restored <" implies Core Exit TC readings have exceeded the threshold

temperature and procedural guidance used to restore RCS inventory has been attempted

but is thus far unsuccessful (ref. 3). Whetheror not'guidance is effective should be

apparent within fifteen minutes. The ED should make the declaration as soon as it is

determined the guidance has not been or will not be effective in restoring temperature

below the threshold.

• ; .• ;

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
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1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
3. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling
4. Drawing 03021-0687 Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System Elevations
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. ,.,.
Barrier: Containment

C. InventoryCategory:

• .. , •. :• ,.. . -Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. A containment pressure rise followed by a rapid unexplained drop in containment
pressure

Basis:

Generic

Locs Throcholds A and B

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to containment spray or condensation
effects) following an initial pressure increase from a primary or secondary high energy line break
indicates a loss of containment integrity. Containment pressure and eump levelc-should increase
as a result of mass and energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, s-mFnp -vel 9
pressure not increasing indicates containment bypass and a loss of containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

Petential Less Threshold A

The cSite pecitf.e pre.ure 6 1baEd on th Me ,ontainment desgn preccur. .

Exicten-e of an explocive miFture meanc a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at leact the
lower defagration limit eurP.e oxietc. The indicatiens of petential pess urder this EAL corresponds to
come of those leading to the RED path in potential lace th•rsehold I A abave ,4 a ay be declared
by those sites using CSFSTc.

Patential L6e6 Threshold "

This threchold represents a potential lecs of containment in that the contaFnment heat
romovolldeprec•culiZation syctem (e.g., containment . pray. , ice... ndnce.r font. , etc., butn
including ycntainment ventirg etrategiec) are zither ct Or perfor--ling in a degraded manner, as
indicsated by cotanmn preue greater than the setpoint at which the equipment was cuppoe
to have acstuated.

Plant-Specific
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UFSAR Figure 15.6-34 describes containment pressure response for a large break LOCA-.,

(ref. 1). Containment pressure peaks at approximately 45 psig at approximately 25

seconds after event initiation.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Figure 15.6-34 Containment Pressure Used for the R.E. Ginna Best-Estimate
Large Break LOCA

............. ...... .,.•
. . . . . . . . .. . .1 i " 1 1. ,

• ., ":[" ' , 't" . . .' '. . . . ..'".

"''' " •' r'" •!.:'., ' •.:
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Barrier: Containment.

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:
j,

2. Containment pressure or sump level response not consistent with LOCA conditions

Basis:

Generic
Lace Threcholde A and B

Rapid unoxplained l .... f pr-e..U.. (i.e., net aftFibutable to containment 6pray .r .. ndencatin•
eifecte) following an initial preccure inrercase fro a prmr or seeondary high energy line brook
indicatec a ecss of containment intog"ity. Containment proesure and sump levels should increase
as a result of mass and energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, sump level eF
Pre6se not increasing indicates containment bypass and a loss of containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is important
because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

The site 6pecifiG Preccure is based on the containment decign pressure.

Potential Less T~ehreh"

Existence of an explocive' miWuro means a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at leactth
lower deflagration limit curo XcOtS. The indicatio•n of potential 1es u'nder this EAL corresponde to
come of these leading to the REP path in potential 196s threchold 1!.A above and m~ay be declre
by these citec using CSFSTcs.

Potential Loss Threchold

This threchold-repre-ente apotential i966 of containment in that the containmlent heat
rem.val.depess...izatio. system (e.g., contaiRnmet Spray6, ice .ndener fan. , etc., butnot
neluding containmeont renting troategier) are either lot9Ft or pe"rhing in a degraded manner, au c
indicated by containment preccure greater than the cetpofint at which the equipmfent woe cuppod
to have actuated.

Plant-Specific
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The containment pressure and temperature response and containment sump water , ,

temperature response versus time are given in UFSAR Figures 6.2-1 through 6.2-6 for the

most severe LOCAs (ref. 1).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Figures 6.2-1 through 6.2-6

* .. V

* .* I,
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Barrier: Containment - .:. ." ,'- • ....

~~~~~~~. . . . . ... .. . . ... .•..." .. .' . . . .. ;....' .. :,.:

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Ruptured S/G is also faulted outside of containment

Basis:
Generic

The loss threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the containment
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.

Users should realize that the twe•lessis threshold and containment R-eenial-loss C.4s could be
considered redundant. This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of ai,
threshold that uses Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds
to the ease of the classification process and has been included based on this human factor
concern.

IThis threshold results in a NQUE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold
criteria would result in an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators
or unisolable secondary line breaks, this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barrier
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

Loss Threnhold A

This threshold addresses the condition in which a ruptured steam generator is also faulted. This
condition represents a bypass of the RCS and containment barriers and is a subset of the
containment PeteAtiae-loss C.'lsend thresho. In conjunction with RCS leak rate barrier loss
threshold, this would always result in the declaration of a Site Area Emergency.

LesThrpsholdB

This threshold a;ddre;sses SG tube leaks that eXceed 10 gpm n cOn 9junction With An UIMS01A.L
release path to the envrYoFnment from the affected steam generato. The threshold for establishing
the UNWISOLA.BLE secondary 6idc releasge iineddto be a prolonged rclease of radioactGt
from. the RUPTURED steam generator dierecly to the en.4i0ronment. This could be expected to OGGu1
when the mnain nondensear is unaVailable to aGcept the contaminated steam (i.e., SG tube rupture

wih oncurrent los~s of off-sits power and the RU'PTURED stemgnrtri rqie o ln
geoldown Or a stuck opcn relief valve). if the mnain Gondenscr is available, there May be releases

via aiOr ejectprs. ailand seal; cxhaue~te~rc-. an;d o-ther. similar contcl d. and -R oenmQonited. o~athways.
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These eathways de not moot the ontdnt n f an UNISOLARdLe-1ls /
ses arc assecood using Abnormal; R;4d LcI PP'

,eneee path to the envi:, A, , , ...-.•

These min or rolea KaaleieglGai ramweRt IGs.

[The leakage throsheld fer this throchold has been increased With R-vi'sien 3. in the oer//c
rovision, the thrashold was leakage groateor th-an T/S2 allowab.'o. Sinee tho ro oiin many
plants have i .pl.monted reodU, d st.a. n generator T!S limits (e.g., 50 gpd) as a defense in depth
asseoiated with altermate steam generator plugging eriteria. The 150 gpd throSho/d is deeomed tWe
to"w for 'so as an eonwrgenoy threshold. A press-re bo-nda." loakage of 10 gpm was "sed as the
th-sh old-. In GC SU& AS Leakag g, and is doeemed appropriato for this throsheld.]

Plant-Specific

A faulted S/G means the existence of secondary side leakag e that results .' n an

uncontrolled decrease in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being

completely depressurized (ref. 1). A ruptured S/G means the existence of primary-to-

secondary leakage of a magnitude sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety

injection (ref. 2). '...

Definitions: . . .. ..

Faulted ... ......... .. . . ..

In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage'that results in an . : -

uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being completely
depressurized. . , . ,. .. .. , .
Ruptured -• -: ". •.°•-

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of.a ma gnitude"
sufficient to require or cause a reactor.trip and, safety injection......... ,,, ,-,, *, • *,..

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. E-2 Faulted Steam Generator Isolation
2. E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture

• •. . . . j.. . . . . ..
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Barrier: Containment

C. InventoryCategory:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Primary-to-secondary leakrate> 10 gpm

AND

Unisolable prolonged steam release from affected S/G tothe environment

Basis:

Generic

The loss threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the Containment
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.

Users should realize that the twe-this loss threshold and containment loss C.3s could be
considered redundant. This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of an
threshold that uses Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds
to the ease of the classification process and has been included based on this human factor,..
concern. .. .

This threshold results in a NQUE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold
criteria would result in an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators'
or unisolable secondary line breaks, this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barider
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

This threshold addresses the condition in which a RUPTURED steam generator also FA, ULTED.

This cond-i•ti represents a bypas. of the R-S and nontainmnent b+rrirs and is .ub.et of the
second threshold. In; conjunction with RCS leak rate barrier loss threshold, this would always reul
in the declaration of a Site Area Emergency.

Loss Thrcchold 9

This threshold addresses SG tube leaks that exceed 10 gpm in conjunction with an unisolable
release path to the environment from the affected steam generator. The threshold for establishing
the unisolable secondary side release is intended to be a prolonged release of radioactivity from
the ruptured steam generator directly to the environment. This could be expected to occur when
the main condenser is unavailable to accept the contaminated steam (i.e., SG tube rupture with
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concurrent loss of off-site power and the ruptured steam generator is required for plant cooldown,,,, .,
or a stuck open relief valve). If the main condenser is available, there may be releases via air
ejectors, gland seal exhausters, and other similar controlled, and often monitored, pathways.
These pathways do not meet the intent of an unisolable release path to the environment. These
minor releases are assessed using Abnormal Rod Levels ! Radiological Effluent ICcEALs in
Category R.

[The leakage threshold for this threShold h4s b6009n incresed With Reision 3. In the oarlio;
revQolown, th n duteso 9d tWa laklge greater- thatn / thewabfeSced e prer remgeion ny
plants have implemqented MedG69d Steam geneator- T/S #Mit6 (e.g., 1 50 gp69 as a de-fene Fin de4pth
a86ociated Ajth alternate steam generator-phngging criteria. The !50 gpd throshed is deFd tb
oWA -for 11Q asr an emergency, threshold. A pressure beundar,' leakage of 10 gpRn was used as the
threshold in IC SUL', RCS Leakage, and is deemed apprepriate for this threshold.I

Plant-Specific

Cooldowns conducted to allow controlled isolation of the affected S/G per emergency

procedures are not considered prolonged releases. The criterion for prolonged release is

met if the objective of E-3 to isolate the affected S/G cannot be met (ref. 2).

An ARV or Safety valve performing as designed is not considered a "failed" barrier.

Definitions:

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Main Control Board.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. ECA-1.2 LOCA Outside Containment
2. E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
3. F-0.2 Core Cooling
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Barrier: Containment * " , "

Category: C. Inventory ,. . . .

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. Containment pressure > 60 psig and rising

Basis:

Generic

Loes Thresholdse A. and B

Rapid unexplained less of prcessue (i.e., not afttibutablc: to containmcnt spray or condensato
ffects) fallowing an initial pressure incoase from a primary or scceondary high energy line brak

i ndicates a 1965 of containment integrity. Containment pceesr.e and sump cyleves she A incrae
ar. a cesult of mnacc and energy rclease into containmcnt from a- LOCA.. T-huc, cump lcVelo
pre6sure not inraecsing indicatcc cOntainmcnt bypac. and a IeGe Of G.ntnment i•t•grity.

This indicator relics on eperato recgni~tion of an Unexpected rccponcc forte conditio and
therefore doce not have a specific value aesociated with it. The unexpected respoeR s importnt
becauc t i the indicator for a eentainmont bypass condition.

Potential Less ThreeldA. . .

The site specific pressure is based on the containment design pressure.

Potcnrtal L=6 Threshold B

Exdstcncoe f an explocive mbdurc mcanc a hydrogen and oxygen oentrato of at least the
Icwer deflagration limit cur's cxists. The indications ef petertial 1css urder this EAL corresponds to
comne of these ceading to the RED path in potential less thce~hold !.A aboVe and May be declre
by th6ec sites using CSFST-s.

Po9tcntial Laes T~ehre"hl

This threshold represents a potential less o-f cona-Ainment in that the conRtainment hea
remo..valdepreccWu.zatin• . ystem (e.g., containment . spray, ie cndener. fans, etc., but
including containment venting strategiec) arc either lost OF pe~feF~nng in a degraded manner, asi ndicated by contai*nmet pressure greater than the cetpeint at which the equipment wa. supposed
to have actuated.

Plant-Sp~ecific

T1
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This threshold is the containment design pressure and is in excess of that expected from,'

the design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) (ref. 1, 2). Proper actuation and

operation of the containment spray system when required should maintain containment

pressure well below the design pressure. The peak containment pressure of 45 psig

occurs - 25 seconds after event initiation for the most limiting design basis LOCA (ref. 3).

The pressure-time responses for the spectrum of LOCAs considered in the plant design

basis are described in Section 15 of the UFSAR, Accident Analyses. The threshold is ' ' " '.".

therefore indicative of a loss of both RCS and Fuel Clad barriers in that it should not be

reached without severe core degradation (metal-water reaction) or failure to scram in

combination with RCS breach. This condition would be expected to require the declaration

of a General Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F.O.5 Containment
2. UFSAR 3.1.2.2.7 General Design Criterion 16- Containment Design
3. UFSAR Figure 15.6-34 Containment Pressure Used for the R.E. Ginna Best-Estimate

Large Break LOCA

• ' . . . • . . . " "." . -
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Barrier: Containment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4. .. . .'.1* =

Category: C. Inventory. ............. . ."

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss J........ .". ...............

Threshold:

5. Containment hydrogen concentration >_ 4%

• ' " ' -• ; " • •i • . . - , . ' ' : '

Basis:

Generic

Loss Thresholds A and B

Rapid unexplained loss of prcsue (i.e., not a. .ibutable to , ontainment ,pray o . ,ondensa

effects) following an initial pressure incrcasc from a primnary or secondary high energy line break

i ndiates a 'la Of containmenrt integrity. Containment presure and sump levels should increase
as a rcsult of mass and energy release into containment from la LOCrA.. Thup, sump level OF

pressure not inraig niaEscotainment bypass and a 19cc 9f containment itgi

Thic indicator relies en operator r .ceg.itiOn of an unexpocted response far the condition and
therefoe docs not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected responseismpat

because it is the indicator forF a containment bypaGs condition.

Potential Loss ThreshokldA

I Re site speGG pressur~e is easea On Mne containment aesiqn pressure.

Potential Lss Threshohld

Existence of an explosive mixture means a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the
lower deflagration limit curve exists. The indications of potential loss under this EAL corresponds to
some of those leading to the RED-path in.containment potential loss threshold A.11.,A aboeve and
m .ay be decared by those sites using CSFST. .

Potential Loss Threshold C

Thir threshold represents a potential loss of containmepnt inthat thA cOntainment hea

reamvalldepressurization system (e.g., containment sprays, ice condenser fans, etc., butno

including containment venting strategies) are either lo6t or pe~fbrming in a degraded manner, a

indicated by containmen~t pressure greater than the setpoint at which the equipment was suppoe

to have actuated.

Plant-Specific
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In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due to a

core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in Containment ....

However, Containment monitoring (CH-EPIP-CVH2) and/or sampling should be performed

to verify this assumption (ref. 1). A combustible mixture can be formed when hydrogen gas

concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater than 4.1% (rounded to 4%) by

volume (ref. 2). . . .

After a LOCA, the containment atmosphere is a.homogeneous mixture of steam, air, solid

and gaseous fission products, hydrogen, and water droplets containing boron and sodium

hydroxide. During and following a LOCA, the hydrogen concentration in the Containment

results from radiolytic decomposition of water, metal-water reaction, and aluminum/zinc

reaction with the spray solution (ref. 2). If hydrogen concentration reaches or exceeds the

lower flammability limit (4%) in an oxygen rich environment, a potentially explosive mixture

exists. If the combustible mixture ignites inside containment, loss of the Containment

barrier could occur. To generate such levels of combustible gas, loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers must also have occurred. Since this threshold is also indicative of loss of

both Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with the potential loss of the Containment barrier, it

therefore will likely warrant declaration of a General Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. SACRG-1 Severe Accident Control Room Guideline Initial Response
2. UFSAR 1.5.10 Development of Containment Hydrogen Recombiner

• ~~~~~~~~~~....... .... '.. ....... •.. .'".....: ..... ,.. ... .... ,. ','S. .~ ' . " . ''
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Barrier: Containment

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss
* . . - I -~ -

Threshold:

6. Containment pressure > 28 psig and < two CRFC units and one CS pump operating
per design ." . ". .

Basis:

Generic

Loss T-hresholds;A. a;nd R

Rapid unexplained loss Of preccuro (ice., not afttnbutable to containment spray oFr condensato
effects) following an initial prossure increa.se fFeFa primary or secGnda0y high energy line break
indicates a lOse of containment intogrity..Containment presWure and sump levels should increaso
as a result of mass and energy release into conAtain.mentfr6ri " am LOC^ ThusL s6uRp "v"4 or..
pressure not inrGeasing indicates containm~ent bypass and a loss Of containment integrity. :•.. .; •

This indicator relies on operater recognition of 5."'neXected response for the Ccnditidn and
therefare does not have a specific value ass.oiated with it. The unexpected response is impodan
because it is the- -indic9ator for- aRotimn yatcniin

The site specific pressure is based o--n the containment design pre•ssue.

ExisteRce of an explosive m•"ure .me-ans A- hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the
lower def..agrtien limit cu.. e exists. The indications of potential less under this EAL corr•e nds
seme of thace leading to the RED path in potential less thresheld 1 .A above and may be declared
by those sites using CSF=S~s.

Potential Los-s Thresheld C

This threshold represents a potential loss of containment in that the containment heat
I removal/depressurization system (e.g., containment sprays, ice cendenser fancrecirc. fans, etc.,

but not including containment venting strategies) are either lost or performing in a degraded
manner, as indicated by containment pressure greater than the setpoint at which the equipment
was supposed to have actuated.

Plant-Specific
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Two means of post accident containment heat removal are provided; Containment Spray..

System and Containment Recirc Fan Cooler (CRFC) units. At least one train of each of .

these systems is required to provide sufficient steam-condensing capacity to ensure

against containment overstress and to remove residual and chemical heat (ref. 1, 2).

The CRFC system is comprised of four CRFC units, two of which are required in the post

accident condition (ref. 3, 4). Each containment aircooling unit consists of cooling coils,

accident backdraft damper, accident fan, service water outlet valves, and-controls

necessary to ensure an operable service water flow path. Following an SI actuation signal,

CRFC System fans are designed to start automatically (ref. 4).

Each of two containment spray trains consists of a spray pump, spray header, nozzles,

valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an operable flow path capable of taking

suction from the RWST upon an actuation signal (ref. 4).

During a steam line break or LOCA, a minimum of two CRFC units and one Containment

Spray (CS) pump are required to maintain peak pressure and temperature below design

limits (ref. 4).

The containment hi-hi pressure setpoint (28 psig) is the pressure at which the equipment

should actuate and begin performing its function (ref. 5).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal Systems

2. UFSAR Section 6.2.1.2.3 Secondary System Pipe Break Analysis
3. UFSAR Section 6.2.2.1.3 Design Evaluation

4. Technical Specifications B 3.6. Containment Systems

5. CSFST for F-0.5 Containment
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Containment

D. Radiation / Coolant Activ'ity

Loss

None " '!

. .

. . . .
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Barrier: Containment ... ..

Category: D. Radiation/ Co6laritAtiviitj :..:;h:.,.::,".".

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:
I.: :. : i: ,. : . ,: " '' I,, .. " : -''' .-.7" ... . . -

7. Containment radiation monitor R-29/R-30 reading > 1 OE+03 R/hr

Generic:. -.-.. - ...... '...... ....G e ne rc ! .•,.;.:•.,.. .. ! -L. : ;..• .,., .: " .. ; ' '-,' -: 7 ;. .. ; ..... .,.,.. . ..... . . .,.... . . . ...-....... .. ,...

There is no Loss threshold associated with'this item. %.. .j . • . ";' , ' , •. ..- , . .

The site specific reading is a value which indicates significant fuel dam.age wll.inexces. of t.h'e
thresholds associated with both loss of Fuel Clad and loss of RCS barriers. As ctatcd in Soctin.
,83-e major release of radioactivity requiring off-site protective actions from core damage is not
possible unless a major failure of fuel clad allows radioactive material to be released from the core *.. :. . .. ,
into the reactor coolant.

Regardless of whether containment is challenged, this amount of activity in containment, if . .,. . .
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this~as.a.potential loss of
containment, such that a General Emergency declaration is warranted.

[NURE=G 1228, Suc EstimationS DuORng incidont Responses to Soe.'on ANu64ar- POWer Plaw
Acdonts, " cindieat that 6u6h enenditioncy doe net ioist when the amount of Glad daago is lee
than 220M6. UWnloss thorn i6 a (site specific) analysis justiying a highor value, it i6 rocommoendod that
a rdatd9n .m.oLqnito rdeaGng corresponding to 20% fAo! clad dr6mago be &pecGfiod he•r.]

Plant-Specific

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30 (ref. 1).

R-29 & R-30 alert alarms at 10 R/hr, indicative of a significant RCS breach (LOCA) in

containment (-0.1% gap activity). The R-29 & R-30 high alarm setpoint is set at 100 R/hr

and is indicative of a significant gap activity release into containment and thus considered

a loss of the fuel clad barrier. A reading on containment radiation monitors greater than

1.OE+03 R/hr is indicative of significant fuel activity and thus considered a potential loss of

Containment (ref. 2).

The containment radiation monitor reading is a value that indicates significant fuel damage

well in excess of that required for loss of the RCS barrier and the Fuel Clad barrier.
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NUREG-1 228 "Source Term Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear.,

Power Plant Accidents" states that such readings do not exist when the amount of-clad,

damage is less than 20% (ref. 3). A major release of radioactivity requiring offsite

protective actions from core damage is not possible unless a major failure into the reactor

coolant has occurred. Regardless of whether the Containment barrier itself is challenged,

this amount of activity in containment could have severe consequences if released. It is,
.....th......................... ... . "' . ." .. . . .. ...therefore, prudent to treat this as a potential loss of the Containment barrier.

The reading is higher than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier Loss #3 and RCS barrier

Loss #3. Containment radiation readings at or above the Containment barrier potential

loss threshold, therefore, signify a loss of two fission product barriers and potential loss of,..-

a third, indicating the need to upgrade the emergency classification to a General

Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): : . ......

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Assessment Estimation
3. NUREG-1228 Source Term Estimation'During Incident .Response to Severe Nuclear

Power Plant Accidents

,,- ý -:._..

S. , .. ..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . . .. ;.+,'..i'.,,... : ..- ,,...."... .-, .',;;..-. . .... .,

. . . . . ,

... : , .

• " " ¢ .' . .. ' =•' . ; + ' , . : , . , • .+ ,'* r .

.-'" ' " ,' . ' : " " • '''" ," " ' " '
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Barrier: Containment

Category: E. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one line to close

AND .

Direct downstream pathway to the environment exists after containment isolation
signal

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses incomplete containment isolation that allows direct release to the
environment.

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release paths
through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in-line charcoal filter does not make a
release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission product noble gases. Typical
filters have an efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of
iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release would be
driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release stream can be expected to
render the filters ineffective in a short period.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

None

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP Attachment 27 Attachment Automatic Action Verification
2. EOP Attachment 3 Attachment CI/CVI
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Barrier: Containment

Category: E. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

None
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Containment

F. Judgment

Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat: Loss , ..

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of-the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the , ,.. ., .

Containment barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in Z
determining whether the Containment barrieris lost-e-peten e t. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in-this. threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost, st... . . . ,, .*.....

The Containment barrier should not be declared-lost or potentially lost. based on exceeding .-....

Technical Specification action statement criteria; unless there is an event in progress requiring. ... .......
mitigation by the Containment barrier. Whenno event is~in progress (Loss or Potential Loss-of .... ..

either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical.. > " .. , . ,
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to. :., .......

determining if the Containment barrier is lost. Such a determination should include.w ,. ..:.. . .

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring-capability, and dominant accident,..,- .!.. .: .... ..

sequences. ..

Ginna Basis Reference(s): ....

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: F. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

8. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of '
the Containment barrier

Basis:

Generic

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is lest-er-potentially lost. In addition, the inability to
monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency. Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered lost-er-potentially lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is potentially-lost. Such a determination should

include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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1.0 PURPOSE

This document provides an explanation and rationale for each Emergency Action Level

(EAL) included in the EAL Upgrade Project for the R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant

(Ginna). It should be used to facilitate review of the Ginna EALs and provide historical

documentation for future reference. Decision-makers responsible for implementation of

EPIP-1-0 "Ginna Station Event Evaluation and Classification" and the Emergency Action

Level Matrix may use this document as a technical reference in support of EAL

interpretation. This information may assist the Emergency Director in making

classifications, particularly those involving judgment or multiple events. The basis

information may also be useful in training, for explaining event classifications to off-site

officials, and for facilitating regulatory review and approval of the classification scheme.

The expectation is that emergency classifications are to be made as soon as conditions

are present and recognizable for the classification, but within 15 minutes in all cases of

conditions present. Use of this document for assistance is not intended to delay the

emergency classification.

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Background

EALs are the plant-specific indications, conditions or instrument readings that are utilized

to classify emergency conditions defined in the Ginna Emergency Plan.

In 1992, the NRC endorsed NUMARC/NESP-007 "Methodology for Development of

Emergency Action Levels" as an alternative to NUREG-0654 EAL guidance.

NEI 99-01 (NUMARC/NESP-007) Revision 4 was subsequently issued for industry

implementation. Enhancements over earlier revisions included:

* Consolidating the system malfunction initiating conditions and example emergency

action levels which address conditions that may be postulated to occur during plant

shutdown conditions.
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" Initiating conditions and example emergency action levels that fully address

conditions that may be postulated to occur at permanently Defueled Stations and

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSls).

" Simplifying the fission product barrier EAL threshold for a Site Area Emergency.

Subsequently, Revision 5 of NEI 99-01 has been issued which incorporates resolutions to

numerous implementation issues including the NRC EAL FAQs. Using NEI 99-01 Revision

5 Final, February 2008 (ADAMS Accession Number ML080450149), Ginna conducted an

EAL implementation upgrade project that produced the EALs discussed herein.

2.2 Fission Product Barriers

Many of the EALs derived from the NEI methodology are fission product barrier based.

That is, the conditions that define the EALs are based upon loss or potential loss of one or

more of the three fission product barriers. "Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the relative

damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the barrier no longer assures

containment of radioactive materials; "Potential Loss" implies an increased probability of

barrier loss and decreased certainty of maintaining the barrier.

The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Fuel Clad (FC): The Fuel Clad barrier consists of the zircalloy or stainless steel fuel
bundle tubes that contain the fuel pellets.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side
and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and
other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the containment building
and connections up to and including the outermost containment isolation valves.
This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions
outside the containment building up to and including the outermost secondary side
isolation valve.

2.3 Emergency Classification Based on Fission Product Barrier Degradation

The following criteria are the bases for event classification related to fission product barrier

loss or potential loss:

Unusual Event:
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Any loss or any potential loss of Containment

Alert:

Any loss or any potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

Site Area Emergency:

Loss or potential loss of any two barriers

General Emergency:

Loss of any two barriers and loss or potential loss of third barrier

2.4 EAL Relationship to EOPs and Critical Safety Function Status

Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions

defined in the Ginna Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) network. While the

symptoms that drive operator actions specified in the EOPs are not indicative of all

possible conditions which warrant emergency classification, they define the symptoms,

independent of initiating events which indicate reactor plant safety and/or fission product

barrier integrity are threatened. When these symptoms are clearly representative of one of

the NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Initiating Conditions, they have been utilized as an EAL. This permits

rapid classification of emergency situations based on plant conditions without the need for

additional evaluation or event diagnosis. Although some of the EALs presented here are

based on conditions defined in the EOPs, classification of emergencies using these EALs

is not dependent upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs can be utilized independently or

in conjunction with the EOPs.

2.5 Symptom-Based vs. Event-Based Approach

To the extent possible, the EALs are symptom-based. That is, the action level threshold is

defined by values of key plant operating parameters that identify emergency or potential

emergency conditions. This approach is appropriate because it allows the full scope of

variations in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. However, a purely

symptom-based approach is not sufficient to address all events for which emergency

classification is appropriate. Particular events to which no predetermined symptoms can be
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ascribed have also been utilized as EALs since they may be indicative of potentially more

serious conditions not yet fully realized.

2.6 EAL Organization

The Ginna EAL scheme includes the following features:

* Division of the EAL set into three broad groups:

o EALs applicable under all plant operating modes - This group would be

reviewed by the EAL-user any time emergency classification is considered.

o EALs applicable only under hot operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Hot Standby,

Startup, or Power Operation mode.

o EALs applicable only under cold operating modes - This group would only be

reviewed by the EAL-user when the plant is in Cold Shutdown, Refuel or

Defueled mode.

The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of hot condition EALs when the plant is

in a cold condition and avoid review of cold condition EALs when the plant is in a

hot condition. This approach significantly minimizes the total number of EALs that

must be reviewed by the EAL-user for a given plant condition, reduces EAL-user

reading burden and, thereby, speeds identification of the EAL that applies to the

emergency.

Within each of the above three groups, assignment of EALs to

categories/subcategories - category and subcategory titles are selected to

represent conditions that are operationally significant to the EAL-user.

Subcategories are used as necessary to further divide the EALs of a category into

logical sets of possible emergency classification thresholds. The Ginna EAL

categories/subcategories and their relationship to NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Recognition

Categories are listed below.
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EAL Groups, Categories and Subcategories

EAL Group/Category EAL Subcategory

Any Operating Mode:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions
2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events
3 - CR/CAS/SAS Rad

H - Hazards and Other Conditions 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena
Affecting Plant Safety 2 - Fire or Explosion

3 - Hazardous Gas
4 - Security
5 - Control Room Evacuation
6 - Judgment

E - ISFSI None

Hot Conditions:

S - System Malfunction 1 - Loss of AC Power
2 - Loss of DC Power
3 - Criticality & RPS Failure
4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions
5 - Instrumentation
6 - Communications
7 - Fuel Clad Degradation
8 - RCS Leakage

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation None

Cold Conditions:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System 1 - Loss of AC Power
Malfunction 2 - Loss of DC Power

3 - RCS Level
4 - RCS Temperature
5 - Communications
6 - Inadvertent Criticality
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The primary tool for determining the emergency classification level is the EAL

Classification Matrix. The user of the EAL Classification Matrix may (but is not required to)

consult the EAL Technical Bases Document in order to obtain additional information

concerning the EALs under classification consideration. The user should consult Sections

2.7 & 2.8, and Attachments 1 & 2 of this document for such information.

2.7 Technical Bases Information

EAL technical bases are provided in Attachment 1 for each EAL according to EAL group

(Any, Hot, Cold), EAL category (R, E, C, H, S and F) and EAL subcategory. A summary

explanation of each category and subcategory is given at the beginning of the technical

bases discussions of the EALs included in the category. For each EAL, the following

information is provided:

Category Letter & Title

Subcategory Number & Title

Initiating Condition (IC)

Site-specific description of the generic IC given in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5.

EAL Identifier (enclosed in rectangle)

Each EAL is assigned a unique identifier to support accurate communication of the

emergency classification to onsite and offsite personnel. Four characters define each

EAL identifier:

1. First character (letter): Corresponds to the EAL category as described above (R,

E, C, H, S or F)

2. Second character (letter): The emergency classification (G, S, Aor U)

G = General Emergency

S = Site AreaEmergency

A = Alert

U = Unusual Event

3. Third character (number): Subcategory number within the given category.

Subcategories are sequentially numbered beginning with the number one (1). If
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a category does not have a subcategory, this character is assigned the number

one (1).

4. Fourth character (number): The numerical sequence of the EAL within the EAL

subcategory. If the subcategory has only one EAL, it is given the number one

(1).

Classification (enclosed in rectangle):

Unusual Event (U), Alert (A), Site Area Emergency (S) or General Emergency (G)

EAL (enclosed in rectangle)

Wording of the EAL as it appears in the EAL Classification Matrix

Mode Applicability

One or more of the following plant operating conditions comprise the mode to which

each EAL is applicable: 1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot

Standby, 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled, or All. (See Section 2.8 for

operating mode definitions)

Basis:

A Generic basis section provides a description of the rationale for the EAL as provided

in NEI 99-01 Rev. 5. This is followed by a Plant-Specific basis section that provides

Ginna-relevant information concerning the EAL. If the EAL wording contains a defined

term, the definition of the term is included at the end of the plant-specific basis

discussion.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

Site-specific source documentation from which the EAL is derived

2.8 Operating Mode Applicability (Based on Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1)

1 Power Operation

Reactor shutdown margin is less than Technical Specification minimum required

(Kerr >_ 0.99) and greater than 5% rated thermal power (excluding decay heat).
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2 Startup

Reactor shutdown margin is less than Technical Specification minimum required

(Kef > 0.99) and less than or equal to 5% rated thermal power (excluding decay

heat).

3 Hot Shutdown

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(Keff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) greater than or equal to 3500F.

4 Hot Standby

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(keff < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than 350°F and greater than 200°F

(all reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned).

5 Cold Shutdown

Reactor shutdown margin greater than Technical Specification minimum required

(Kerr < 0.99) with coolant temperature (Tavg) less than or equal to 200'F (all reactor

vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned).

6 Refuel

One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.

D Defueled

All reactor fuel removed from reactor pressure vessel (full core off load during

refueling or extended outage).

The plant operating mode that exists at the time that the event occurs (prior to any

protective system or operator action being initiated in response to the condition) should be

compared to the mode applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant operating mode

is reached before the emergency classification is made, the declaration shall be based on

the mode that existed at the time the event occurred.

2.9 Validation of Indications, Reports and Conditions

All EALs and Fission Product Barrier thresholds assume valid indications. All emergency

classifications shall be based upon valid indications, reports or conditions. An indication,
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report, or condition is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an instrument

channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by direct

observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability, the

condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is the

need for timely assessment.

2.10 Planned vs. Unplanned Events

Planned evolutions involve preplanning to address the limitations imposed by the

condition, the performance of required surveillance testing, and the implementation of

specific controls prior to knowingly entering the condition in accordance with the specific

requirements of the site's Technical Specifications. Activities, planned or unplanned, which

cause the site to operate beyond what is allowed by the site's Technical Specifications

may result in an EAL threshold being met or exceeded. Planned evolutions to test,

manipulate, repair or perform maintenance or modifications to systems and equipment that

result in an EAL value being met or exceeded are not subject to classification and

activation requirements as long as the evolution proceeds as planned and is within the

operational limitations imposed by the specific operating license. However, these

conditions may be subject to the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72.

2.11 Classifying Transient Events

For some events, the condition may be corrected before a declaration has been made.

The key consideration in this situation is to determine whether or not further plant damage

occurred while the corrective actions were being taken. In some situations, this can be

readily determined in other situations, further analyses may be necessary (e.g., coolant

radiochemistry following an ATWS event, plant structural examination following an

earthquake, etc.). Classify the event as indicated and terminate the emergency once

assessment shows that there were no consequences from the event and other termination

criteria are met.

Existing guidance for classifying transient events addresses the period of time of event

recognition and classification (15 minutes). However, in cases when EAL declaration

criteria may be met momentarily during the normal expected response of the plant,
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declaration requirements should not be considered to be met when the conditions are a

part of the designed plant response, or result from appropriate Operator actions.

There may be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded an EAL was not recognized

at the time of occurrence but is identified well after the condition has occurred (e.g., as a

result of routine log or record review), and the condition no longer exists. In these cases,

an emergency should not be declared. Reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 are

applicable and the guidance of NUREG-1 022, Event Reporting Guidelines 10 CFR 50.72

and 50.73, should be applied.

2.12 Multiple Simultaneous Events and Imminent EAL Thresholds

When multiple simultaneous events occur, the emergency classification level is based on

the highest EAL reached. For example, two Alerts remain in the Alert category. Or, an Alert

and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area Emergency. Further guidance is provided in RIS

2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications During Quickly

Changing Events.

Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency Director

(ED) must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that exceeding

the EAL threshold is imminent. If, in the judgment of the ED, an imminent situation is at

hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded. While this

is particularly prudent at the higher emergency classes (the early classification may permit

more effective implementation of protective measures), it is nonetheless applicable to all

emergency classes.

2.13 Emergency Classification Level Downgrading

Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the consideration of what to do when

the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing. A combination approach involving

recovery from General Emergencies and some Site Area Emergencies and termination

from Unusual Events, Alerts, and certain Site Area Emergencies causing no long term

plant damage appears to be the best choice. Downgrading to lower emergency

classification levels adds notifications but may have merit under certain circumstances.
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4.0 DEFINITIONS (ref. 3.1.1 except as noted)

Affecting Safe Shutdown

Event in progress has adversely affected functions that are necessary to bring the plant to
and maintain it in the applicable hot or cold shutdown condition. Plant condition
applicability is determined by Technical Specification LCOs in effect.

Example 1: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in hot shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is not "affecting safe shutdown."

Example 2: Event causes damage that results in entry into an LCO that requires the
plant to be placed in cold shutdown. Hot shutdown is achievable, but cold shutdown is
not. This event is "affecting safe shutdown."

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Bomb

Refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant
systems or structures.

Civil Disturbance

A group of people violently protesting station operations or activities at the site.

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the environment.

Containment Closure

The site-specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission product
release under existing plant conditions. As applied to Ginna, Containment Closure is the
action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated systems, structures or
components (SSC), as listed in O-2.3.1A, provide a functional barrier to fission product
release.

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of pressurized/energized
equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially damage permanent
structures, systems, or components.

Extortion

An attempt to cause an action at the station by threat of force.
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Faulted

In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being completely
depressurized.

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts
or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Hostage

A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met by the
station.

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This includes
attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or other devices
used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included.
Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious
acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be
used to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in
the owner controlled area).

Hostile Force

One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or by stealth
and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or causing
destruction.

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur. Where
imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

Intrusion

The act of entering without authorization. Discovery of a bomb in a specified area is
indication of intrusion into that area by a hostile force.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel
and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.
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Normal Plant Operations

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry into
abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.

Owner Controlled Area

The site-specific facilities and property outside the the security Protected Area fence.

Projectile

An object directed toward a Nuclear Power Plant that could cause concern for its
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the security
Protected Area fence.

RCS Intact

The RCS should be considered intact when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal
condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams).

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude sufficient
to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

Sabotage

Deliberate damage, mis-alignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with the intent to
render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with or damaged due to
malicious mischief may not meet the definition of sabotage until this determination is made
by security supervision.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Security Condition

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential degradation
to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a hostile action.
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Site Boundary

The Site Boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Strike Action

Work stoppage within the Protected Area by a body of workers to enforce compliance with
demands made on Ginna. The strike action must threaten to interrupt Normal Plant
Operations.

Unisolable

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Main Control Board.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown, that is
not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Valid

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) an
instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by
direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability,
the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is
the need for timely assessment.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not be
included.

Vital Area

Any area, normally within the Ginna Protected Area, that contains equipment, systems,
components, or material, the failure, destruction, or release of which could directly or
indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation.
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5.0 GINNA-TO-NEI 99-01 EAL CROSS-REFERENCE

This cross-reference is provided to facilitate association and location of a Ginna EAL

within the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL identification scheme. Further information regarding the

development of the Ginna EALs based on the NEI guidance can be found in the EAL

Comparison Matrix.

GINNA NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

RU1.1 AU1 1,2

RU1.2 AU1 3

RU2.1 AU2 1

RU2.2 AU2 2

RAI.1 AA1 1

RA1.2 AA1 3

RA2.1 AA2 2

RA2.2 AA2 1

RA3.1 AA3 1

RS1.1 AS1 1

RS1.2 AS1 2

RS1.3 AS1 4

RG1.1 AG1 1

RG1.2 AG1 2

RG1.3 AG1 4

EUI.1 E-HU1 1

CUI.1 CU3 1
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GINNA NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example

EAL

CU2.1 CU7 1

CU3.1 CUl 1

CU3.2 CU2 1

CU3.3 CU2 2

CU4.1 CU4 1

CU4.2 CU4 2

CU5.1 CU6 1, 2

CU6.1 CU8 2

CAl.1 CA3 1

CA3.1 CA1 1,2

CA4.1 CA4 1,2

CS3.1 CS1 1

CS3.2 CS1 2

CS3.3 CS1 3

CG3.1 CG1 1

FU1.1 FU1 1

FAI.1 FA1 1

FS1.1 FS1 1

FGI.1 FG1 1

HU1.1 HU1 1

HU1.2 HU1 2

HU1.3 HU1 3

HU1.4 HU1 4
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GINNA NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

HU1.5 HU1 5

HU2.1 HU2 1

HU2.2 HU2 2

HU3.1 HU3 1

HU3.2 HU3 2

HU4.1 HU4 1,2,3

HU6.1 HU5 1

HAl.1 HA1 1

HA1.2 HAl 2

HA1.3 HA1 3

HA1.4 HA1 4

HA1.5 HA1 6

HA1.6 HA1 5

HA2.1 HA2 1

HA3.1 HA3 1

HA4.1 HA4. 1,2

HA5.1 HA5 1

HA6.1 HA6 1

HS4.1 HS4 1

HS5.1 HS2 1

HS6.1 HS3 1

HG4.1 HG1 1

HG4.2 HG1 2
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GINNA NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

HG6.1 HG2 1

SU1.1 SUl 1

SU3.1 SU8 2

SU4.1 SU2 1

SU5.1 SU3 1

SU6.1 SU6 1,2

SU7.1 SU4 2

SU7.2 SU4 1

SU8.1 SU5 1, 2

SA1.1 SA5 1

SA3.1 SA2 1

SA5.1 SA4 1

SS1.1 SS1 1

SS2.1 SS3 1

SS3.1 SS2 1

SS5.1 SS6 1

SG1.1 SG1 1

SG3.1 SG2 1
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6.0 ATTACHMENTS

6.1

6.2

Attachment 1, Emergency Action Level Technical Bases

Attachment 2, Fission Product Barrier Loss / Potential Loss Matrix and Basis
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ATTACHMENT 1

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL
TECHNICAL BASES
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Category R - Abnormal Rad Release I Rad Effluent

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Many EALs are based on actual or potential degradation of fission product barriers

because of the elevated potential for offsite radioactivity release. Degradation of fission

product barriers though is not always apparent via non-radiological symptoms. Therefore,

direct indication of elevated radiological effluents or area radiation levels are appropriate

symptoms for emergency classification.

At lower levels, abnormal radioactivity releases may be indicative of a failure of

containment systems or precursors to more significant releases. At higher release rates,

offsite radiological conditions may result which require offsite protective actions. Elevated

area radiation levels in plant may also be indicative of the failure of containment systems

or preclude access to plant vital equipment necessary to ensure plant safety.

Events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Offsite Rad Conditions

Direct indication of effluent radiation monitoring systems provides a rapid assessment

mechanism to determine releases in excess of classifiable limits. Projected offsite

doses, actual offsite field measurements or measured release rates via sampling

indicate doses or dose rates above classifiable limits.

2. Onsite Rad Conditions & SDent Fuel Events

Sustained general area radiation levels in excess of those indicating loss of control of

radioactive materials or those levels which may preclude access to vital plant areas

also warrant emergency classification.

3. CR/CAS Rad

Sustained general area radiation levels which may preclude access to areas requiring

continuous occupancy also warrant emergency classification.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RUI.1 Unusual Event

ANY gaseous or liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE" for _> 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds
Monitor I GE I SAE I Alert L UE

Gaseous
CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 7.4E+6 cpm w/ 1 fan
(R-12) 5.1E+6 cpm w/ 2 fans
CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 pC/cc 1.8E+1 pC/cc 1.8E+O pC/cc N/A
(R-12A - 7/9)

Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 cpm
(R-14)
Plant Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 2.1E+1 pC/cc 2.1E+0 pC/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A
(R-14A - 7/9)

Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm
(R-15)
Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range
(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 pC/cc 5.7E+O pC/cc N/A
Main Steam Line
(R-31/R-32)

1 ARV 5.OE+3 mR/hr 5.OE+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mR/hr 8.OE+O mR/hr
1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+O mR/hr
2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.1E+2 mR/hr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A
3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+O mR/hr N/A
4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+O mR/hr N/A

Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 cpm
(R-18) with no isolation
SFP HX Effluent
(R-20A) N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+4 cpm
(R-20B) N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 cpm
Turbine Bldg Fir Drains
(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.OE+4 cpm
Hi Cond Waste with no isolation
(R-22) N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm

with no isolation
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Coordinator should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should
declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable
time.

This EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 2x ODCM limit multiples are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions.
While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in
classifying these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of
the associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x ODCM for 30
minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints,- etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC established by the radioactivity
discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or a continuous
release path.

This EAL is also intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

Plant-Specific

Monitor indications are derived from release limits determined by the ODCM methodology

and specified offsite dose criteria (ref. 1). These values are summarized in Reference.2.
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A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna Effluent Monitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs)
3. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes or longer

EAL:

RU1.2 Unusual Event

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 2 x P-9 limits for > 60 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 2x P-9 (ODCM) limit multiples are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency
conditions. While these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the
emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the
magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 4x P-9 (ODCM)
for 30 minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.
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This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly on
unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage
in river water systems, etc.

Plant-Specific

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) release limits are specified in Technical

Procedure P-9 (ref. 1).

Releases in excess of two times the site ODCM (ref. 2) instantaneous limits that continue

for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled situation and hence, a potential

degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose (which is very low in the

Unusual Event emergency class) is not the primary concern here; it is the degradation in

plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated within 60 minutes.

Therefore, it is not intended that the release be averaged over 60 minutes. For example, a

release of 4 times the ODCM limit for 30 minutes does not exceed this initiating condition.

Further, the ED should not wait until 60 minutes has elapsed, but should declare the event

as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 60 minutes.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
3. NEI 99-01 AU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RAI.1 Alert

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "Alert" for > 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds

Monitor [ GE I SAE f Alert I UE
Gaseous

CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 7.4E+6 cpm w/ 1 fan

(R-12) 5.1E+6 cpm w/ 2 fans

CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 pC/cc 1.8E+1 pC/cc 1.8E+O pC/cc N/A

(R-12A - 7/9)

Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 cpm

(R-14)
Plant Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 2.1E+1 pC/cc 2.1 E+O pC/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A

(R-14A - 7/9)

Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm

(R-15)
Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range

(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 pC/cc 5.7E+O pC/cc N/A

Main Steam Line

(R-31/R-32)

1 ARV 5.0E+3 mR/hr 5.OE+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mR/hr 8.OE+O mR/hr

1 Safety 2.3E+3 mRPhr 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+O mR/hr

2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.1 E+2 mRJhr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A

3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+O mR/hr N/A

4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+O mR/hr N/A

Liquid
Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 cpm

(R-18) with no isolation

SFP HX Effluent

(R-20A) N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+4 cpm

(R-20B) N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 cpm

Turbine Bldg Fir Drains

(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.OE+4 cpm

Hi Cond Waste with no isolation

(R-22) N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm
with no isolation
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period. of
time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The value of 1% (10 mrem) of the EPA PAG threshold (in lieu of 200 times the ODCM release rate
limit) is specified to provide a realistic escalation path between the Unusual Event and Site Area
Emergency classifications for gaseous releases. While these thresholds obviously correspond to
an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying these events is the degradation in the
level of safety of the plant. Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release
exceeding 600x ODCM for 5 minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

Plant-Specific

The values shown correspond to a dose of 10 mrem in one hour at the site boundary.

Monitor indications are calculated (ref. 2) based on annual average X/Q dispersion factors

from the ODCM (ref. 1) and a source term representative of accident conditions. For the

main steam line monitors (R-31/32), the variability of results based upon the number of

ARVs and/or Main Steam Safety Valves precludes the use of any single default value for

these monitors. For these cases, adjustments are made for expected flow rates.
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A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna Effluent Monitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs)
3. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition: ANY release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the environment
greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15 minutes or longer

EAL:

RA1.2 Alert

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > 200 x P-9 limits for -- 15 min. (Note 2)

Note 2: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In the absence
of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The Emergency Director should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare
the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

This EAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as
indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of
time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to
the environment. Further, there are administrative controls established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled
radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or
controls.

The 200x ODCM limit are specified only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions. While
these multiples obviously correspond to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying
these events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the
associated dose or dose rate.

Releases should not be prorated or averaged. For example, a release exceeding 600x ODCM for 5
minutes does not meet the threshold.

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or a
release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow, alarm
setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.
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This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly on

unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger leakage.

Plant-Specific

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) release limits are specified in Technical

Procedure P-9 (ref. 1).

Releases in excess of two hundred times the site ODCM (ref. 2) instantaneous limits that

continue for 15 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled situation and hence, a

potential significant degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose (which is

very low in the Alert emergency class) is not the primary concern here; it is the degradation

in plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated within 15 minutes.

Therefore, it is not intended that the release be averaged over 15 minutes. For example, a

release of 400 times the ODCM limit for 7.5 minutes does not exceed this initiating

condition. Further, the ED should not wait until 15 minutes has elapsed, but should declare

the event as soon as it is determined that the release duration has or will likely exceed 15

minutes.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
3. NEI 99-01 AA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

EAL:

RSI.1 Site Area Emergency

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "SAE" for >_ 15 min. (Note 1)

" Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results
" If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose

assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RS1.2)
Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds
Monitor GE I SAE I Alert I UE

Gaseous

CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 7.4E+6 cpm w/ 1 fan

(R-12) 5.1E+6 cpm w/2 fans

CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 pC/cc 1.8E+1 pC/cc 1.8E+0 pC/cc N/A

(R-12A - 7/9)

Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 cpm

(R-14)

Plant Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 2.1E+1 pC/cc 2.1E+0 pC/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A

(R-14A - 7/9)

Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm

(R-15)

Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range

(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 pC/cc 5.7E+O pC/cc N/A

Main Steam Line

(R-31/R-32)

1 ARV 5.OE+3 mR/hr 5.OE+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mR/hr 8.OE+O mR/hr

1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+O mR/hr

2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.1E+2 mR/hr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A

3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+O mR/hr N/A

4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+O mR/hr N/A

Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 cpm

(R-18) with no isolation

SFP HX Effluent

(R-20A) N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+4 cpm

(R-20B) N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 cpm

Turbine Bldg Fir Drains

(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.OE+4 cpm

Hi Cond Waste with no isolation
(R-22) N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm

with no isolation
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

The site specific monitor list in Table R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential release
pathways.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The values shown correspond to a dose of 100 mrem in one hour at the site boundary.

Monitor indications are calculated (ref. 2) based on annual average X/Q dispersion factors

from the ODCM (ref. 1) and a source term representative of accident conditions. For the

main steam line monitors (R-31/32), the variability of results based upon the number of

ARVs and/or Main Steam Safety Valves precludes the use of any single default value for

these monitors. For these cases, adjustments are made for expected flow rates.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna Effluent Monitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs)
3. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

RS1.2 Site Area Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The 100 mRem TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mRem thyroid

CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and

thyroid CDE.

Dose assessment may be performed by either manual or computer based methods (ref. 1,

2,3).
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Definitions:

Site Boundary

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-18 Control Room Dose Assessment
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method
3. EPIP-2-4 Emergency Dose Projections - Manual Method
4. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem TEDE or 500 mRem
thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the release
using actual meteorology

RS1.3 Site Area Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 100 mRem/hr expected to
continue for Ž_ 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 500 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation at
or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

Real time field surveys and sample analysis is performed by offsite field monitoring teams

per EPIP-2-12 "Offsite Surveys" (ref. 1) and assessed for radiological dose consequences

per EPIP-2-5" Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method" (ref. 2).
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Definitions:

Site Boundary

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-12 Offsite Surveys
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method
3. NEI 99-01 AS1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

EAL:

RGI.1 General Emergency

ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "GE" for - 15 min. (Note 1)

" Do not delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results

* If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on dose
assessment instead of radiation monitor values (see EAL RG1.2)

Note 1: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition will likely exceed the applicable time

Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds
Monitor GE SAE J Alert I UE

Gaseous
CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 7.41E+6 cpm w/ 1 fan
(R-12) 5.1E+6 cpm w/ 2 fans
CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 pC/cc 1.8E+1 pC/cc 1.8E+0 pC/cc N/A
(R-12A - 7/9)

Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 cpm
(R-14)
Plant Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 2.1E+1 pC/cc 2.1E+0 pC/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A
(R-14A - 7/9)

Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm
(R-15)
Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range
(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 pC/cc 5.7E+O pC/cc N/A
Main Steam Line
(R-31/R-32)

1 ARV 5.OE+3 mR/hr 5.OE+2 mR/hr 5.0E+1 mR/hr 8.OE+O mR/hr
1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+O mR/hr
2 Safety 1.1E+3 mR/hr 1.1E+2 mR/hr 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A
3 Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+O mR/hr N/A
4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+O mR/hr N/A

Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 cpm
(R-18) with no isolation
SFP HX Effluent
(R-20A) N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+4 cpm
(R-20B) N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 cpm
Turbine Bldg Fir Drains
(R-21) N/A N/A N/A 5.OE+4 cpm
Hi Cond Waste with no isolation
(R-22) N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm

with no isolation
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Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

The monitor list in Table R-1 includes effluent monitors on all potential release pathways.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The values shown correspond to a dose of 1000 mrem in one hour at the site boundary.

Monitor indications are calculated (ref. 2) based on annual average X/Q dispersion factors

from the ODCM (ref. 1) and a source term representative of accident conditions. For the

main steam line monitors (R-31/32), the variability of results based upon the number of

ARVs and/or Main Steam Safety Valves precludes the use of any single default value for

these monitors. For these cases, adjustments are made for expected flow rates.

A radiation monitor reading is valid when a release path is established. If the release path

to the environment has been isolated, the radiation monitor reading is not valid for

classification.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
2. CALC-2011-0020, NEI 99-01 Technical Basis for the Ginna Effluent Monitor

Emergency Action Levels (EALs)
3. NEI 99-01 AG1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

RG1.2 General Emergency

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates doses > 1,000 mRem TEDE or
5,000 mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

The 1000 mRem TEDE dose is set at 100% of the EPA PAG, while the 5000 mRem

thyroid CDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE

and thyroid CDE.

Dose assessment may be performed by either manual or computer based methods (ref. 1,

2,3).
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Definitions:

Site Boundary

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-18 Control Room Dose Assessment
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method
3. EPIP-2-4 Emergency Dose Projections - Manual Method
4. NEI 99-01 AG1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Offsite dose resulting from an actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater than 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mRem thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration of the
release using actual meteorology

RG1.3 General Emergency

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 1,000 mRem/hr expected to
continue for _> 60 min. at or beyond the site boundary

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate thyroid CDE > 5,000 mRem for 1 hr of inhalation
at or beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is not,
the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted, or may
indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency implementing
procedures should call for the timely performance of dose assessments using actual meteorology
and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are available when the
classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the dose assessment results
override the monitor reading EAL.

Plant-Specific

Real time field surveys and sample analysis are performed by offsite field monitoring

teams per EPIP-2-12 "Offsite Surveys" (ref. 1) and assessed for radiological dose

consequences per EPIP-2-5" Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method"

(ref. 2).
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Definitions:

Site Boundary

The site boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EPIP-2-12 Offsite Surveys
2. EPIP-2-5 Emergency Dose Projections - Personal Computer Method
3. NEI 99-01 AG1
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Category:

Subcategory:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.1 Unusual Event

Unplanned water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway as indicated by inability to
restore and maintain level > SFP low water level alarm setpoint (Note 3)

AND

Area radiation monitor reading rise on EITHER:

R-2 Containment

OR

R-5 Spent Fuel Pool

Note 3: If loss of water level in the refueling pathway occurs while in Mode 5,.6 or D, consider classification under
EALs CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over radioactive
material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

The refueling pathway is a combination of cavities, tubes, canals and pools. While a radiation
monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a
reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

For refueling events where the water level drops below the Reactor Vessel flange classification
would be via EAL CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3. This event escalates to an Alert per EAL RA2.1 if
irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered. For events involving irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel, escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Table for events in operating
modes 1-4.

Plant-Specific

The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal comprise the refueling

pathway.
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The SFP is equipped with a level switch (LC-661) that actuates a low level alarm at 20 in.

from the top of the SFP (ref. 1). The minimum level per Technical Specifications is 23 feet

above the fuel seated in the SFP (ref. 2).

The definition of "... cannot be restored and maintained above..." allows the operator to

visually observe the low water level condition, if possible, and to attempt water level

restoration instructions as long as water level remains above the top of irradiated fuel.

When the fuel transfer canal is directly connected to the Spent Fuel Pool and refueling

cavity, there could exist the possibility of uncovering irradiated fuel in the fuel transfer

canal. Therefore, this EAL is applicable to conditions in which irradiated fuel is being

transferred to and from the reactor vessel and SFP.

Technical Specifications requires that refueling cavity water level be maintained 23 ft

above irradiated fuel seated in the reactor vessel when moving fuel (ref. 3).

Area radiation monitors R-2 and R-5 are located in the proximity of where spent fuel may

be located and have been selected to be indicative of a decrease in radiation shielding due

to decreasing refueling pathway water level (ref. 4). While a radiation monitor could detect

a rise in dose due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a reliable indication, in and of

itself, of whether or not the fuel is uncovered. For example, the reading on an area

radiation monitor located on the refueling bridge may rise due to planned evolutions such

as head lift, or even a fuel assembly being raised in the manipulator mast. Elevated

radiation monitor indications will need to be combined with another indicator (or personnel

report) of water loss.

This event escalates to an Alert if irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel is uncovered.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. AR-K-29 SFP HI TEMP 115 OF HI-LO LEVEL 20" 12"
2. Technical Specifications Section 3.7.11 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level
3. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Cavity Water Level
4. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
5. NEI 99-01 AU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

R - Radioactivity Release / Area Radiation

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels

EAL:

RU2.2 Unusual Event

Unplanned area radiation reading increases by a factor of 1,000 over normal levels

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation dose
rates within plant buildings.

This EAL addresses increases in plant radiation levels that represent a loss of control of
radioactive material resulting in a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result from planned activities such as use of
radiographic sources and movement of radioactive waste materials. A specific list of ARMs is not
required as it would restrict the applicability of the threshold. The intent is to identify loss of control
of radioactive material in any monitored area.

Plant-Specific

Assessment of this EAL may be made with survey readings using portable instruments as

well as installed radiation monitors.

Definitions:

Normal Levels

As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours
excluding the current peak value.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 AU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

RA2.1 Alert

Alarm on ANY of the following radiation monitors due to damage to irradiated fuel or loss
of water level:

• R-12 Containment Vent Noble Gas
• R-14 Plant Vent Noble Gas
• R-2 Containment
• R-5 Spent Fuel Pool

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings, and may be a
precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events represent a loss of control
over radioactive material and represent an actual or substantial potential degradation in the level of
safety of the plant.

This EAL addresses radiation monitor indications of fuel uncovery and/or fuel damage.

Increased ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release from the fuel,
confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the ventilation monitor due to
water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be
considered.

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it
might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RS1.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is defined by the specific areas where irradiated fuel is located such as the

refueling cavity, reactor vessel, or spent fuel pool.
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The bases for the area radiation alarms include a spent fuel handling accident and are,

therefore, appropriate for this EAL. Elevated readings on ventilation monitors may also be

indication of a radioactivity release from the fuel, confirming that damage has occurred

(ref. 1). However, elevated background at the monitor due to water level lowering may

mask elevated ventilation exhaust airborne activity and needs to be considered. However,

while radiation monitors may detect a rise in dose rate due to a drop in the water level, it

might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered. For example, the

monitor could in fact be properly responding to a known event involving transfer or

relocation of a source stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution

such as removal of the reactor head. Interpretation of these EAL thresholds requires some

understanding of the actual radiological conditions present in the vicinity of the monitors.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. NEI 99-01 AA2
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Category: R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

Subcategory: 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Fuel Events

Initiating Condition: Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or
will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor
Vessel

EAL:

RA2.2 Alert

A water level drop in a reactor refueling pathway that will result in irradiated fuel becoming
uncovered

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This event represents a loss of control over radioactive material and represents an actual or
substantial potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on RS1.1, RS1.2,
RS1.3, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

Plant-Specific

The reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal comprise the refueling

pathway.

There is no indirect indication that water level in the spent fuel pool or refueling cavity has

dropped to the level of the fuel other than visual observation. Since there is no level

indicating system in the fuel transfer canal, visual observation of loss of water level would

also be required. If available, video cameras may allow remote observation. Depending on

available level indication, the declared threshold may need to be based on indications of

makeup rate or lowering in Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT) level (ref. 1).

The movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment requires a minimum water

level of 23 ft above the reactor vessel flange and the top of spent fuel in the SFP. During

refueling activities, this maintains sufficient water level in the refueling cavity, fuel transfer
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canal and SFP. Sufficient water is necessary to retain iodine fission product activity in the

water in the event of a fuel handling accident (ref. 2, 3).

Allowing level to decrease could result in spent fuel being uncovered, reducing spent fuel

decay heat removal and creating an extremely hazardous radiation environment.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. ER-SFP.1 Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
2. Technical Specifications Section 3.9.6 Refueling Cavity Water Level
3. Technical Specifications Section 3.7.11 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Water Level
4. NEI 99-01 AA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent

3 - CR/CAS Rad

Rise in radiation levels within the facility that impedes operation of
systems required to maintain plant safety functions

RA3.1 Alert

Dose rates > 15 mRem/hr in EITHER of the following areas requiring continuous
occupancy to maintain plant safety functions:

Control Room (R-1)
OR

CAS

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses increased radiation levels that: impact continued operation in areas requiring
continuous occupancy to maintain safe operation or to perform a safe shutdown.

The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a concern of this EAL. The
Emergency Director must consider the source or cause of the increased radiation levels and
determine if any other EAL may be involved.

Areas requiring continuous occupancy include the Control Room and any other control stations
that are staffed continuously, such as the security alarm stations CAS and SAS.

Plant-Specific

The Control Room and Central Alarm Station (CAS) must be continuously occupied in all

plant operating modes at Ginna.

Area radiation monitor (ARM) R-1 detects radiation levels in the vicinity of the main Control

Room. This ARM alarms at 2 mR/hr giving personnel sufficient warning of changing levels

(ref. 1). There is no area radiation monitoring system at Ginna for the CAS. Abnormal

radiation levels may be initially detected by routine radiological surveys.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. NEI 99-01 AA3
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Category E - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

EAL Group: Not Applicable (the EAL in this category is

applicable independent of plant operating

mode)

An independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) is a complex that is designed and

constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials

associated with spent fuel storage. A significant amount of the radioactive material

contained within a cask/canister must escape its packaging and enter the biosphere for

there to be a significant environmental effect resulting from an accident involving the dry

storage of spent nuclear fuel. Formal offsite planning is not required because the

postulated worst-case accident involving an ISFSI has insignificant consequences to the

public health and safety.

A Notification of Unusual Event is declared on the basis of the occurrence of an event of

sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or violated.

This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask/canister confinement

boundary loss leading to the degradation of the fuel during storage or posing an

operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage.

A hostile security event that leads to a potential loss in the level of safety of the ISFSI is a

classifiable event under Security category EAL HA4.1.

Minor surface damage that does not affect storage cask/canister boundary is excluded

from the scope of these EALs.
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Category: E - ISFSI

Subcategory: Not Applicable

Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary

EAL:

EUI.1 Unusual Event

Damage to a loaded cask confinement boundary

Mode Applicability:

Not applicable

Basis:

Generic

An UE in this EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude
that a loaded cask confinement boundary is damaged or violated. This includes classification
based on a loaded fuel storage cask confinement boundary loss leading to the degradation of the
fuel during storage or posing an operational safety problem with respect to its removal from
storage.

Plant-Specific

The Ginna ISFSI utilizes the NUHOMS dry spent fuel storage system.

This EAL addresses any condition which indicates a loss of a cask confinement boundary

and thus a potential degradation in the level of safety of the ISFSI. The cask confinement

boundary is considered the Dry Shielded Canister (DSC).

Definitions:

Confinement Boundary

The barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive substances and the
environment.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

A complex that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear
fuel and other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. R. E. Ginna ISFSI USAR
2. NEI 99-01 E-HU1
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Category C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

EAL Group: Cold Conditions (RCS temperature - 2000 F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more cold operating modes.

Category C EALs are directly associated with cold shutdown or refueling system safety

functions. Given the variability of plant configurations (e.g., systems out-of-service for

maintenance, containment open, reduced AC power redundancy, time since shutdown)

during these periods, the consequences of any given initiating event can vary greatly. For

example, a loss of decay heat removal capability that occurs at the end of an extended

outage has less significance than a similar loss occurring during the first week after

shutdown. Compounding these events is the likelihood that instrumentation necessary for

assessment may also be inoperable. The cold shutdown and refueling system malfunction

EALs are based on performance capability to the extent possible with consideration given

to RCS integrity, containment closure, and fuel clad integrity for the applicable operating

modes (5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled).

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 480V safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.
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3. RCS Level

Reactor Vessel or RCS water level is directly related to the status of adequate core

cooling and, therefore, fuel clad integrity. RCS levels associated with Category C EALs

are listed in Table C-5.

4. RCS Temperature

Uncontrolled or inadvertent temperature or pressure increases are indicative of a

potential loss of safety functions.

5. Communications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

6. Inadvertent Criticality

Inadvertent criticalities pose potential personnel safety hazards as well as being

indicative of losses of reactivity control.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capabilityto 480V safeguards buses reduced to a single
power source for Ž15 min. such that ANY additional single failure
would result in a complete loss of all 480V safeguards bus power

EAL:

CUI.1 Unusual Event

AC power capability to 480V safeguards buses reduced to a single power source,
Table C-1, for > 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

Any additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 480V
safeguards bus power

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* EDG 1A (Safeguard train A, Buses 14 & 18)

• EDG 1B (Safeguard train B, Buses 16 & 17)
0

• Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

• Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

o . Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfeed
(if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The condition indicated by this EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power systems
such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of 480V safeguards bus AC
power. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a concurrent failure of one
emergency generator to supply power to its emergency bus. The subsequent loss of this single
power source would escalate the event to an Alert in accordance with EAL CA1.1.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.
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Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., charging pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18

provide power to the four service water pumps and are specifically included in Table C-1

because service water pump operation is necessary for decay heat removal while in cold

conditions.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses (ref. 1):

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T)

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 13A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

" Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take to align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and an Unusual Event must

be declared.

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the cold modes:

" EDG 1A

" EDG 1B

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If multiple sources fail to be capable of supplying one or more safety-related buses within
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15 minutes, an Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the

single remaining. power source escalates the event to an Alert under EAL CAl.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System
2. NEI 99-01 CU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 480V safeguards
buses for > 15 min.

EAL:

CAl.1 Alert

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table C-1, to 480V safeguards buses
for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-1 AC Power Sources

* EDG 1A (Safeguard train A, Buses 14 & 18)

* EDG 1B (Safeguard train B, Buses 16 & 17)
0

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

o 0 Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfeed
(if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including RHR,
ECCS, Containment Heat Removal, Spent Fuel Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink.

The event can be classified as an Alert when in cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode
because of the significantly reduced decay heat and lower temperature and pressure, increasing
the time to restore one of the emergency busses, relative to that specified for the Site Area
Emergency EAL.

Escalating to Site Area Emergency, if appropriate, is by EALs in Category R.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
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Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., charging pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18

provide power to the four service water pumps and are specifically included in Table C-1

because service water pump operation is necessary for decay heat removal while in cold

conditions.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses in the cold modes (ref. 1):

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T).

• Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 13A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

" Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take .to align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and Alert must be declared.

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the cold modes:

" EDG IA

* EDG 1B

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If all sources fail to be capable of supplying all safety-related buses within 15 minutes, an

Alert is declared under this EAL.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System
2. NEI 99-01 CA3
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of required DC power for Ž_ 15 min.

EAL:

CU2.1 Unusual Event

< 108 VDC on required 125 VDC buses for > 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of DC power compromising the ability to monitor and
control the removal of decay heat during Cold Shutdown or Refueling operations.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Plant-Specific

The 125 VDC vital system is divided into two independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus and one inverter. Each

inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit

control panels, and inverters is supplied by the station batteries and/or the battery

chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and can recharge a discharged battery while

at the same time supplying the steady state power requirements of the system.

A separate TSC Battery system is designed with an intertie to each of the two main (A and

B) distribution panels for use during maintenance and abnormal conditions.

The safety-related station batteries have been sized to carry their expected shutdown

loads following a plant trip and loss of offsite power or following a station blackout without

battery terminal voltage falling below 108.6 volts for a period of 4 hours (ref. 1).
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The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary

power losses.

The loss of the TSC Battery does not constitute an entry condition for this EAL.

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of DC power

EAL SS2.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8.3.2 Direct Current Power Systems
2. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log
3. NEI 99-01 CU7
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

RCS leakage

CU3.1 Unusual Event

RCS leakage results in the inability to maintain or restore RCS level within the target band
established by procedure for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The inability
to maintain or restore level is indicative of loss of RCS inventory.

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this EAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this EAL if the relief valve
cannot be isolated.

Prolonged loss of RCS inventory may result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA2.1 or EAL CA3.1.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is applicable if RCS level cannot be restored and maintained within the

prescribed target band specified by procedure.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

2. AP-RCS.1, Reactor Coolant Leak
3. NEI 99-01 CU1
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.2 Unusual Event

Unplanned RCS level drop below EITHER of the following for - 15 min. (Note 4):
Reactor Vessel flange (84 in. on loop level indicators) (when the level band is
established above the flange)

OR
RCS level target band established by procedure (when the level band is established
below the flange)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An unplanned event that results in water level decreasing
below the Reactor Vessel flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the given evolution (if
the planned RCS water level is already below the Reactor Vessel flange), warrants declaration of a
UE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the core covered.

The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that level can be
restored within this time frame using one or more of the redundant means of refill that should be
available. If level cannot be restored in this time frame then it may indicate a more serious
condition exists.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA2.1 or EAL CA3.1.

This EAL involves a decrease in RCS level below the top of the Reactor Vessel flange that
continues for 15 minutes due to an unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to decreases in
flooded reactor cavity level, which is addressed by EAL RU2.1, until such time as the level
decreases to the level of the vessel flange.
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Plant-Specific

The Reactor Vessel flange level (uncorrected) is at 84 in. (252' 6" ele.) on Loop A & B

Level Indicators (LIT-432A and B) (ref. 1, 2).

This EAL involves a lowering in RCS level below the top of the Reactor Vessel flange, or

the inability to maintain water level above the intended level when level is being

intentionally maintained below the flange, that continues for fifteen minutes due to an

unplanned event. This EAL is not applicable to drops in flooded refueling pool level

(covered by lowering spent fuel pool water level in EAL RU2.1) until such time as the level

lowers to the level of the vessel flange. If level continues to lower and reaches the bottom

of the RCS Hot Leg reference level (0 in. indicated), escalation to the Alert level under EAL

CA3.1 would be appropriate. If the level lowering is accompanied by RCS heatup,

escalation to the Alert level under EAL CA4.1 may also be appropriate.

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed

(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will

not be interrupted. Reactor Vessel water level is normally monitored in Refuel mode using

the following instruments (ref. 3,5,6):

* Loop A Level Indicator LIT-432A

• Loop B Level Indicator LIT-432B

" Loop B Sightglass

0 Cavity Water Level

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions
2. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but > 64'"

3. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
4. NEI 99-01 CU2
5. 0-15.1 Administrative Requirement Checklist for Entry to Mode 6 and Refueling

Conditions
6. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: RCS Leakage

EAL:

CU3.3 Unusual Event

RCS level cannot be monitored with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by an
unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

Mode Applicability:

6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RCS water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level decreasing
below the Reactor Vessel flange, or below the planned RCS water level for the given evolution (if
the planned RCS water level is already below the Reactor Vessel flange), warrants declaration of a
UE due to the reduced RCS inventory that is available to keep the core covered.

Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the Alert emergency classification level
via either EAL CA3.1 or EAL CA4.1.
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This EAL addresses conditions in the Refuel mode when normal means of core temperature
indication and RCS level indication may not be available. Redundant means of RCS level
indication will normally be installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the
ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a
loss of RCS inventory event, the operators would need to determine that RCS inventory loss was
occurring by observing sump and tank level changes. Sump and tank level increases must be
evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Plant-Specific

In this EAL, all level indication would be unavailable and, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss

must be detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building Sump or RCDT level changes

(ref. 1, 2). Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential

sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure they

are indicative of RCS leakage.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Design Criteria
2. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
3. NEI 99-01 CU2
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory

EAL:

CA3.1 Alert

Loss of inventory as indicated by RCS water level < 0 in.

OR
RCS level cannot be monitored for > 15 min. with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by
an unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage
(Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL serves as a precursor to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The magnitude of
this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and may not be capable
of preventing further RCS level decrease and potential core uncovery. This condition will result in a
minimum emergency classification level of an Alert.

The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would be indicative of a
failure of the RCS barrier.

If RCS level continues to lower then escalation to Site Area Emergency will be via EAL CS3.1, EAL
CS3.2 or EAL CS3.3.
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Plant-Specific

When RCS water level lowers to 0 in. (uncorrected) on loop level indicators, the bottom of

the RCS hot leg level instrument tap is uncovered (ref. 1, 2). This level can be monitored

by:

* Loop A Level Indicator LIT-432A

" Loop B Level Indicator LIT-432B

" Loop B Sightglass

This EAL serves as a precursor to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The

magnitude of this loss of water indicates makeup systems have not been effective and

may not be capable of preventing further RCS or Reactor Vessel level lowering and

potential core uncovery. The bottom of the hot leg is the level equal to the bottom of the

Reactor Vessel loop penetration, not the low point of the loop. This level was chosen

because remote RCS level indication may be lost and loss of suction to decay heat

removal systems has occurred. The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching

this setpoint implies a failure of the RCS barrier.

In Cold Shutdown, the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of

inventory or heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refuel mode.

Entry into Cold Shutdown mode may be attained within hours of operating at power or

hours after refueling is completed. Entry into the Refuel mode may not occur for many

hours after the reactor has been shutdown. Thus, the heatup and the threat to damaging

the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in the Refuel mode with irradiated fuel in

the Reactor Vessel. Note that the heatup threat could be lower for Cold Shutdown

conditions if the entry into Cold Shutdown was following a refueling.

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be

available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed
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(Cavity level monitoring with the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to

monitor level will not be interrupted (ref. 7,8).

In the second condition of this EAL, all level indication would be unavailable and, the

Reactor Vessel inventory loss must be detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building

Sump or RCDT level changes (ref. 1, 2, 3, 5). Sump and tank level increases must be

evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside

the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

The 15-minute interval for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the

Site Area Emergency EAL duration. The interval allows this EAL to be an effective

precursor to the Site Area Emergency EAL CS3.1. Therefore this EAL meets the definition

for an Alert emergency.

Ginna Basis- Reference(s):

1. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions
2. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but > 64"
3. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
4. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Monitoring Reactor Coolant Leakage
5. UFSAR 5.2.5. Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
6. NEI 99-01 CA1
7. 0-15.1 Administrative Requirement Checklist for Entry to Mode 6 and Refueling

Conditions
8. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 3 - RCS Level

Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory affecting core decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CS3.1 Site Area Emergency

RCS level cannot be monitored with a loss of RCS inventory as indicated by ANY of the
following for >_ 30 min. (Note 4):

" Containment radiation R-29 or R-30 > 1.0E+02 R/hr

" Erratic Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation indication

" Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

• Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

Under the conditions specified by this EAL, continued decrease in RCS level is indicative of a loss
of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure boundary leakage, or
continued boiling in the RCS. Thus, declaration of a Site Area Emergency is warranted.

Escalation to a General Emergency is via EAL CG3.1, RG1.1, RG1.2 or RG1.3.

The 30-minute duration allows sufficient time for actions to be performed to recover inventory
control equipment.

As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose
rate due to this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.
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Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically when

the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such determinations.

Plant-Specific

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication may be unavailable but

alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual observation) to

assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of level

monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be detected

by the following indirect methods:

As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will rise.

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30. The dose rate due to this core

shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation monitor indication and

possible alarm. Assuming total draindown of the upper cavity, line-of-sight dose

rates from a fully exposed upper internal package would be approximately 300 R/hr.

The containment radiation monitors high alarm is set at 1.OE+02 R/hr (ref 1). The

1.OE+02 R/hr setpoint has been selected to be operationally significant and above

that expected under normal plant conditions while in the Refuel mode.

Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation N-31 and N-32 can be used as a tool for

making such determinations (ref 2). Figure C-1 shows the response of the source

range monitor during the first few hours of the TMI-2 accident. The instrument

reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the accident. At this time, the

reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was adequately cooled as

indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the increasing signal was the

result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the reactor core and vessel

downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase mixture provides to the

source range monitor.

* If water level indication is unavailable, Reactor Vessel inventory loss must be

detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building Sump or RCDT level changes
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(ref. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other

potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the containment

to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. P-6 Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints Nuclear Instrumentation System
3. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions
4. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but > 64"
5. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
6. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Monitoring Reactor Coolant Leakage
7. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
8. NEI 99-01 CS1
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Figure C-1: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

3 - RCS Level

Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

EAL:

CG3.1 ; General Emergency

RCS level cannot be monitored with core uncovery indicated by ANY of the following for
_ 30 min. (Note 4):

* Containment radiation R-29 or R-30 > 1.OE+02 R/hr

* Erratic Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation indication

" Unexplained level rise in ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage

AND

Any Containment Challenge Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is

determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

I Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)

Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* Containment closure not established

* Hydrogen concentration in Containment > 4%

* Unplanned rise in Containment pressure

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel
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Basis:

Generic

This EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RCS level to above the top of active fuel
with containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RCS level cannot be restored, as
available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RCS level. With the Containment
breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release to the
environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be released to the
environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GE. The GE is declared on the occurrence
of the loss or imminent loss of function of all three barriers.

A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the fuel
clad barrier. Examples include: mid-loop, reduced level/flange level, head in place, cavity flooded,
RCS venting strategy, decay heat removal system design, vortexing pre-disposition, steam
generator U-tube draining

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within an hour following continued core uncovery
therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If Containment Closure is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core uncovery time limit
then escalation to General Emergency would not occur.

Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such
as cooling water sources inside the containment to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

As water level in the RCS lowers, the dose rate above the core will increase. The dose rate due to
this core shine should result in site specific monitor indication and possible alarm.

Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically when
the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such determinations.

Plant-Specific

In Refuel or Cold Shutdown mode, normal RCS level indication may be unavailable but

alternate means of level indication are normally installed (including visual observation) to

assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. If all means of level

monitoring are not available, however, the Reactor Vessel inventory loss may be detected

by the following indirect methods:

* As water level in the Reactor Vessel lowers, the dose rate above the core will rise.

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30. The dose rate due to this core

shine should result in on-scale Containment radiation monitor indication and

possible alarm. Assuming total draindown of the upper cavity, line-of-sight dose
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rates from a fully exposed upper internal package would be approximately 300 R/hr.

The containment radiation monitors high alarm is set at 1.OE+02 R/hr (ref 1). The

1.OE+02 R/hr setpoint has been selected to be operationally significant and above

that expected under normal plant conditions while in the Refuel mode.

* Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate

erratically when the core is uncovered and that source range monitors such as

Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation N-31 and N-32 can be used as a tool for

making such determinations (ref 2). Figure C-1 shows the response of the source

range monitor during the first few hours of the TMI-2 accident. The instrument

reported an increasing signal about 30 minutes into the accident. At this time, the

reactor coolant pumps were running and the core was adequately cooled as

indicated by the core outlet thermocouples. Hence, the increasing signal was the

result of an increasing two-phase void fraction in the reactor core and vessel

downcomer and the reduced shielding that the two-phase mixture provides to the

source range monitor.

* If water level indication is unavailable, Reactor Vessel inventory loss must be

detected by Containment Sumps, Auxiliary Building Sump or RCDT level changes

(ref. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other

potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the containment

to ensure they are indicative of RCS leakage.

Three indications are associated with Containment challenges:

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in O-2.3.1A "Containment

Closure Capability Within Two Hours During RCS Reduced Inventory Operation",

provide a functional barrier to fission product release (ref 8). Containment closure is

initiated by the Shift Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a

fission product release as a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment

closure requires that, upon a loss of decay heat removal, any open penetration

must be closed or capable of being closed prior to RCS bulk boiling.
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In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due

to a core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in

Containment. However, Containment monitoring (CH-EPIP-CVH2) and/or sampling

should be performed to verify this assumption. A combustible mixture can be

formed when hydrogen gas concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater

than 4.1% (rounded to 4%) by volume (ref. 9).

. Unplanned Containment pressure increases are not expected during Cold

Shutdown or Refuel mode. The threshold is indicative of conditions challenging

containment closure.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site-specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to Ginna, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in O-2.3.1A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. P-6 Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints Nuclear Instrumentation System
3. RF-601 Fuel Handling Accident Instructions
4. 0-2.3 Draining the Reactor Coolant System to < 84" but > 64"

5. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
6. UFSAR 5.1.3.6 Monitoring Reactor Coolant Leakage
7. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
8. O-2.3.1A Containment Closure Capability Within Two Hours During RCS Reduced

Inventory Operation
9. SACRG-1 Severe Accident Control Room Guideline Initial Response
10. NEI 99-01 CG1
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Figure C-1: Response of the TMI-2 Source Range Measurement

During the First Six Hours of the Accident
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.1 Unusual Event

Unplanned event results in RCS temperature > 200OF

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove decay heat
relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced cooling
may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the RCS
usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory of water is available to keep the
core covered.

During refueling.the level in the RCS will normally be maintained above the Reactor Vessel flange.
Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in more rapid increases in RCS temperatures depending on the time since shutdown.

Normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be available in the
Refuel mode. Redundant means of RCS level indication are therefore procedurally installed to
assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. Escalation to Alert would be via EAL
CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL CA4.1 based on exceeding its temperature duration or
pressure criteria.

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000 F) (ref. 1). These include

(ref. 2):

* The average of T0409A (THOT) and T0410B (TcOLD) for forced circulation with A

RCP pump running
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" The average T0410B (TcoLD) AND either T0410A OR incore thermocouples for THOT

for forced circulation with B RCP pump running

" T0630 Residual Heat Removal Pump Discharge Header

" Incore Temperatures

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. 0-2.2 Plant Shutdown from Hot Shutdown to Cold Conditions
3. NEI 99-01 CU4
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of decay heat removal capability

EAL:

CU4.2 Unusual Event

Loss of all RCS temperature and RCS level indication for Ž_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown the ability to remove decay heat
relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that provide this forced cooling
may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or RCS inventory. Since the RCS
usually remains intact in the cold shutdown mode a large inventory of water is available to keep the
core covered.

During refueling the level in the RCS will normally be maintained above the Reactor Vessel flange.
Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the Reactor Vessel flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in more rapid increases in RCS temperatures depending on the time since shutdown.

Normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be available in the
Refuel mode. Redundant means of RCS level indication are therefore procedurally installed to
assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level and temperature
indication were to be lost in either the cold shutdown or Refuel modes, this EAL would result in
declaration of a UE if both temperature and level indication cannot be restored within 15 minutes
from the loss of both means of indication. Escalation to Alert would be via EAL CA3.1 based on an
inventory loss or EAL CA4.1 based on exceeding its temperature criteria.

Plant-Specific

In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RCS inventory and

level monitoring means are available. In the Refuel mode, the RCS is not intact and

Reactor Vessel level and inventory are monitored by different means. In the Refuel mode,

normal means of core temperature indication and RCS level indication may not be
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available. Redundant means of Reactor Vessel level indication will normally be installed

(including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level will

not be interrupted. Reactor Vessel water level is normally monitored in Refuel mode using

the following instruments (ref. 1,5,6):

" Loop A Level Indicator LIT-432A

" Loop B Level Indicator LIT-432B

" Loop B Sightglass

" Cavity Water Level

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect to

the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000F) (ref. 2). These include

(ref. 3):

" The average of T0409A (THOT) and T041 OB (TcoLD) for forced circulation with A

RCP pump running

" The average of T041 OB (TcOLD) AND either T041 OA OR incore thermocouples for

THOT for forced circulation with B RCP pump running

* T0630 Residual Heat Removal Pump Discharge Header

" Incore Temperatures

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
2. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
3. 0-2.2 Plant Shutdown from Hot Shutdown to Cold Conditions
4. NEI 99-01 CU4
5. 0-15.1 Administrative Requirement Checklist for Entry to Mode 6 and Refueling

Conditions
6. 0-6.13 Daily Surveillance Log
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain plant in cold shutdown

EAL:

CA4.1 Alert

An unplanned event results in EITHER:

RCS temperature > 200OF for > Table C-4 duration

OR

RCS pressure increase > 10 psi due to an unplanned loss of decay heat removal
capability (this condition is not applicable in solid plant conditions)

Table C-4 RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds

Containment
RCS Status Costatus DurationClosure Status

Intact AND not *

reduced inventory

Not intact OR Established 20 min.*

reduced inventory Not established 0 min.

* If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time

frame and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not
applicable.

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

The RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table addresses complete loss of functions required for core
cooling for greater than 60 minutes during refuel and cold shutdown modes when RCS integrity is
established. The 60 minute time frame should allow sufficient time to restore cooling without there
being a substantial degradation in plant safety.

The RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds table also addresses the complete loss of functions required
for core cooling for greater than 20 minutes during refuel and cold shutdown modes when
Containment Closure is established but RCS integrity is not established or RCS inventory is
reduced. The allowed 20 minute time frame was included to allow operator action to restore the
heat removal function, if possible.
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Finally, complete loss of functions required for core cooling during refuel and cold shutdown modes
when neither Containment Closure nor RCS integrity are established is addressed. No delay time
is allowed because the evaporated reactor coolant that may be released into the Containment
during this heatup condition could also be directly released to the environment.

The note (*) indicates that this EAL is not applicable if actions are successful in restoring an RCS
heat removal system to operation and RCS temperature is being reduced within the specified time
frame.

The 10 psig pressure increase addresses situations where, due to high decay heat loads, the time
provided to restore temperature control should be less than 60 minutes. The RCS pressure
setpoint was chosen because it is the lowest pressure that the site can read on installed Control
Board instrumentation that is equal to or greater than 10 psig.

Escalation to Site Area Emergency would be via EAL CS3.1 should boiling result in significant
Reactor Vessel level loss leading to core uncovery.

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an Alert. The
same is true of a momentary unplanned excursion above the Technical Specification cold
shutdown temperature limit when the heat removal function is available.

The Emergency Director must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
exceeding the EAL is imminent. If, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, an imminent
situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded.

Plant-Specific

Several instruments are capable of providing indication of RCS temperature with respect

to the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit (2000 F) (ref. 1). These

include (ref. 2):

" The average of T0409A (THOT) and T0410B (TcoLD) for forced circulation with A

RCP pump running

" The average of T041 OB (TcOLD) AND either T041 OA OR incore thermocouples for

THOT for forced circulation with B RCP pump running

" T0630 Residual Heat Removal Pump Discharge Header

Containment Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its

associated systems, structures or components, as listed in O-2.3.1A "Containment Closure

Capability Within Two Hours During RCS Reduced Inventory Operation" (ref. 3), provide a

functional barrier to fission product release. Containment closure is initiated by the Shift

Manager if plant conditions change that could raise the risk of a fission product release as
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a result of a loss of decay heat removal. Containment closure requires, upon a loss of

decay heat removal, any open penetration must be closed or capable of being closed prior

to RCS boiling.

Reduced Inventory (administrative) is defined as RCS level less than 64 in. on the RCS

Loop indicators (ref. 4).

The pressure rise of greater than 10 psig implies an RCS temperature in excess of the

Technical Specification cold shutdown limit (2000 F) for which this EAL would otherwise

permit up to sixty minutes to restore RCS cooling before declaration of an Alert (RCS

intact). This EAL therefore covers situations in which it is determined that, due to high

decay heat loads, the time provided to reestablish temperature control should be less than

sixty minutes (as indicated by significant RCS re-pressurization).

Pressure indicator PI-420 Rx CInt Loop Lo Rng Press is capable of measuring pressure

changes of 10 psig. This represents the visual resolution of the device, with the smallest

scale increment of 10 psig (Basis: Walkdown). Escalation to a Site Area Emergency would

be under EAL CS2.1 should boiling result in significant Reactor Vessel level loss leading to

core uncovery.

Definitions:

Containment Closure

The site-specific procedurally defined actions taken to secure containment and its
associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions. As applied to Ginna, Containment
Closure is the action or condition that ensures Containment and its associated
systems, structures or components (SSC), as listed in O-2.3.1A, provide a functional
barrier to fission product release.

RCS Intact

The RCS should be considered intact when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal
condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle
dams).

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specifications Table 1.1-1
2. 0-2.2 Plant Shutdown from Hot Shutdown to Cold Conditions
3. O-2.3.1A Containment Closure Capability Within Two Hours During RCS Reduced

Inventory Operation
4. 0-2.3.1 Draining and Operation at Reduced Inventory of the Reactor Coolant System
5. NEI 99-01 CA4
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Category:

Subcategory:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

5 - Communications

Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

EAL:

CU5.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all Table C-5 onsite (internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table C-5 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications

Table C-5 Communications Systems

Onsite OffsiteSystem (internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Direct Dial POTS Lines (Blue Phones) X X

Plant Page Party system X

Radios/Walkie Talkies X

FTS 2001 telephone system (ENS, HPN) X

Control Room Hard Wired Satellite Phone X

Control Room Emergency Cell Phone X

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel, D - Defueled

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of communications capability that either defeats the
plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant operations or the ability to
communicate issues with off-site authorities. The loss of off-site communications ability is expected
to be significantly more comprehensive than the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.
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The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plant issues. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from radio transmissions, individuals being sent
to off-site locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communications possible.

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table C-2 (ref. 1, 2).

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SU6.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. A-56 Communication Systems at Ginna Station
2. ER-COMM.1 Loss of Communications
3. NEI 99-01 CU6
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Category: C - Cold Shutdown / Refueling System Malfunction

Subcategory: 6 - Inadvertent Criticality

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

CU6.1 Unusual Event

An unplanned sustained positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability:

5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - Refuel

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses criticality events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refuel modes such as fuel
mis-loading events and inadvertent dilution events. This EAL indicates a potential degradation of
the level of safety of the plant, warranting a UE classification.

Escalation would be by Emergency Director judgment.

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication. Short-term positive startup rates can also be due to welding

activities.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 CU8
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Category H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

EAL Group: ANY (EALs in this category are applicable to

any plant condition, hot or cold.)

Hazards are non-plant system-related events that can directly or indirectly affect plant

operation, reactor plant safety or personnel safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Natural events include hurricanes, earthquakes or tornadoes that have potential to

cause plant structure or equipment damage of sufficient magnitude to threaten

personnel or plant safety. Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to

plant facilities include aircraft crashes, missile impacts, etc.

2. Fire or Explosion

Fires can pose significant hazards to personnel and reactor safety. Appropriate for

classification are fires within the site Protected Area or which may affect operability of

equipment needed for safe shutdown

3. Hazardous Gas

Non-naturally occurring events that can cause damage to plant facilities and include

toxic, asphyxiant, corrosive or flammable gas leaks.

4. Security

Unauthorized entry attempts into the Protected Area, bomb threats, sabotage attempts,

and actual security compromises threatening loss of physical control of the plant.

5. Control Room Evacuation

Events that are indicative of loss of Control Room habitability. If the Control Room must

be evacuated, additional support for monitoring and controlling plant functions is

necessary through the emergency response facilities.
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6. Judgment

The EALs defined in other categories specify the predetermined symptoms or events

that are indicative of emergency or potential emergency conditions and thus warrant

classification. While these EALs have been developed to address the full spectrum of

possible emergency conditions which may warrant classification and subsequent

implementation of the Emergency Plan, a provision for classification of emergencies

based on operator/management experience and judgment is still necessary. The EALs

of this category provide the Emergency Director the latitude to classify emergency

conditions consistent with the established classification criteria based upon Emergency

Director judgment.
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.1 Unusual Event

Seismic event identified by ANY two of the following:

* Red LED event indicator on Kinemetrics ETNA Digital Recorder indicates seismic
event detected

* Earthquake felt onsite

* National Earthquake Information Center (Note 6)

Note 6: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following Ginna coordinates: 430 16.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect ability of safety
functions to operate.

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake, dated
October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of sufficient intensity such that: (a) the
vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake based on
a consensus of control room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants with operable seismic
instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated.

The National Earthquake Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area of the plant.

Plant-Specific

A strong motion accelerograph is installed in the subbasement of the intermediate building

at elevation 237 ft (ref. 1).
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Ginna seismic instrumentation actuates upon sensing any ground motion greater than

0.01g. Registration of a tremor > 0.01g is indicated by a red light on the event indicator at

the bottom of the accelerograph case (ref. 2, 3, 4).

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of Ginna. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1

and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of R. E.

Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following Ginna coordinates: 430

16.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude (ref. 5).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.7.4 Seismic Instrumentation
2. ER-SC.4 Earthquake Emergency Plan
3. CPI-ACCELEROGRAPH-51 Functional Check of Kinemetrics Strong Motion

Accelerograph
4. VTD-K3356-4104 Kinematics, ETNA Strong Motion Accelerograph Schematics
5. USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location and Description
6. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.2 Unusual Event

Tornado striking within Protected Area boundary

OR

Sustained high winds > 75 mph

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds within the Protected Area.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on visible damage,
or by other in plant conditions, via EAL HA1.2.

Plant-Specific

All Class 1 structures are designed for a wind velocity of 75 mph assuming FSAR "severe

environmental loading" conditions (ref. 1).

Wind speed can be measured up to 100 mph on the 250' and 150' wind speed recorder 'A'

(ref. 2). Sustained winds are the five-minute average wind speed.

The Protected Area Boundary is depicted in Drawing 33013-2722 (ref. 3)

Definitions:

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.3.2.1.4 Wind and Tornado Loadings - Input Load Criteria
2. CPI-MET-250 Calibration of Ginna Station Meteorological Wind Speed and Wind

Direction Translator Cards
3. Drawing 33013-2722 Residential AC Power Distribution Circuit - Site Layout
4. ER-SC.1 Adverse Weather Plan
5. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.3 Unusual Event

Internal flooding that has the potential to affect ANY safety-related structure, system, or
component required by Technical Specifications for the current operating mode in ANY
Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building

* Control Building

* Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based visible damage via
EAL HA1.3, or by other plant conditions.
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Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures, Circulating, Component Cooling or Service Water line ruptures,

equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, and outage activity mishaps.

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster

than installed equipment is capable of its removal, resulting in a rise of water level within

the room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are

being taken to isolate the water source.

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in a Safe Shutdown Area being

subjected to forces beyond design limits and thus damage may be assumed to have

occurred to plant safety systems. Safe Shutdown Areas are areas that house equipment

the operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is

maintained in cold shutdown. Safe Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the

equipment of concern (ref. 1, 2).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HU1.4 Unusual Event

Turbine failure resulting in casing penetration or damage to turbine or generator seals

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs are categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to
be of concern to plant operators.

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damage to the turbine casing or to the seals of the turbine generator. Generator seal
damage observed after generator purge does not meet the intent of this EAL because it did not
impact normal operation of the plant.

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual FIRES and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via EAL HU2.1 and EAL HU3.1.

This EAL is consistent with the definition of a UE while maintaining the anticipatory nature desired
and recognizing the risk to non-safety related equipment.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to EAL HA1.4 based on
damage done by PROJECTILES generated by the failure or in conjunction with a steam generator
tube rupture. These latter events would be classified by the Category R EALs or Category F EALs.

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected

projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.
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Failure of turbine or generator seals may be indicated by a loss of seal oil pressure or loss

of condenser vacuum (ref. 1).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. ER-SC.8 Turbine Blade Failure and Missile Emergency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the Protected Area

EAL:

HUI.5 Unusual Event

Deer Creek flooding over entrance road bridge hand rail

OR
Lake level > 252 ft

OR

Screen House Suction Bay water level < 17 ft or < 15.5 ft by manual level measurement

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient magnitude to be of
concern to plant operators.

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that can also be precursors of more serious
events.

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses high and low lake water level conditions that could be a

precursor of more serious events.

Ginna plant grade is generally at 270 ft mean sea level (msl) except the area between the

lake and Turbine Building which is at grade 253 ft msl. Lake water level > 253.28 ft msl

corresponds to plant design levels (ref. 1). A lake level of 252 ft has been selected for this

threshold to be anticipatory of exceeding design flood levels and is the level at which flood

control actions are procedurally taken (ref. 2).

Flooding in Deer Creek above the plant entrance handrails will ultimately result in water

accumulation in the Turbine Building and Screenhouse (ref. 2). This may preclude

emergency response personnel access and egress.
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High lake level may be determined using markers attached to a metal pole mounted on the

discharge canal bridge upstream of the submarine net. The high level markers are at lake

levels of 252 ft and 253 ft (ref. 2).

The Screenhouse Lo-Lo level alarm actuates at 19' indicated (ref. 3). When Screenhouse

Suction Bay water level drops to 17.0 ft indicated (this corresponds to a level of 15.5'

measured manually) increased Control Room monitoring is initiated. This level has been

selected for this threshold to be anticipatory of a potential loss of service water system

pump suction at 16.0 ft (ref. 4).

.Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.4.1 Flood Protection
2. ER-SC.2 High Water (Flood) Plan
3. AR-1-9 Screen House Lo-Lo Level 19'
4. ER-SC.3 Low Screenhouse Water Level
5. NEI 99-01 HU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HAl.1 Alert

EITHER:

Confirmation of an earthquake of an intensity > 0.08 g per ER-SC.4 Earthquake
Emergency Plan

OR
Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component

AND

Earthquake confirmed by EITHER:

Earthquake felt in onsite

OR

National Earthquake Information Center (Note 6)

Note 6: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1 and inform the analyst you wish to
confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the
following Ginna coordinates: 430 16.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude.

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

These EALs escalate from HU1.1 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has
caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.
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Seismic events of this magnitude can result in a vital area being subjected to forces beyond design
limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the area
of the plant.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is based on the UFSAR design basis operating earthquake of 0.08 g acceleration

(ref. 1). Seismic events of this magnitude can cause damage to plant safety functions.

Ginna seismic instrumentation actuates upon sensing any seismic activity (ref. 2, 3, 4).

The method of detection of an earthquake greater than OBE intensity relies on either:

" analysis of the Ginna strong motion accelerograph located in the Intermediate

Building by plant I&C and plant Engineering (ref. 3)

OR

" by actual indications of degraded safe shutdown system performance

confirmed by either shift operators on duty in the Control Room determining that ground

motion was felt, or corroborated by the NEIC.

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the

vicinity of Ginna. The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1

and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the vicinity of R. E.

Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the analyst with the following Ginna coordinates: 430

16.7' north latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude (ref. 5).

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10CFR50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.7.1.3 Design Response Spectra
2. ER-SC.4 Earthquake Emergency Plan
3. CPI-ACCELEROGRAPH-51 Functional Check of Kinemetrics Strong Motion

Accelerograph
4. VTD-K3356-4104 ETNA Strong Motion Accelerograph Schematics
5. USAR Section 2.1.1 Site Location and Description
6. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.2 Alert

Tornado striking or sustained high winds > 75 mph resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to ANY safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY
Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

0 Reactor Containment Building
S

S

Auxiliary Building

Control Building

" Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

" SAFW Building

" Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL escalates from HU1.2 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible damage
to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has caused
damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.

This EAL is based on a tornado striking (touching down) or high winds that have caused visible
damage to structures containing functions or systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

Plant-Specific

All Class 1 structures are designed for a wind velocity of 75 mph assuming FSAR "severe

environmental loading" conditions (ref. 1). This EAL is based on the structural design basis

of 75 mph or impact by tornado. Wind loads of this magnitude can cause damage to safety

functions.

Wind speed can be measured up to 100 mph on the 250' and 150' wind speed recorder 'A'

(ref. 2). Sustained winds are the five-minute average wind speed.

The Protected Area Boundary is depicted in Drawing 33013-2722 (ref. 3).

This threshold addresses events that may have resulted in a Safe Shutdown Area being

subjected to forces beyond design limits and thus damage may be assumed to have

occurred to plant safety systems. Safe Shutdown Areas are areas that house equipment

the operation of which may be needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is

maintained in cold shutdown. Safe Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the

equipment of concern. The Alert classification is appropriate if relevant plant parameters

indicate that the performance of safety systems in the affected Safe Shutdown Areas has

been degraded. No attempt should be made to fully inventory the actual magnitude of the

damage or quantify the degradation of safety system performance prior to declaration of

an Alert under~this threshold.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 4, 5).

Definitions:

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
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cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.3.2.1.4 Wind and Tornado Loadings - Input Load Criteria
2. CPI-MET-250 Calibration of Ginna Station Meteorological Wind Speed and Wind

Direction Translator Cards
3. Drawing 33013-2722 Residential AC Power Distribution Circuit - Site Layout
4. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
5. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis -

6. ER-SC.1 Adverse Weather Plan
7. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.3 Alert

Internal flooding in ANY Table H-1 area resulting in EITHER:

An electrical shock hazard that precludes access to operate or monitor ANY safety-
related structure, system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building

* Control Building

* Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component failures,
equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. It is based on the degraded performance of
systems, or has created industrial safety hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that preclude necessary
access to operate or monitor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate or monitor safety
equipment represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plant.
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Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster than
installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the room.
Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being taken to isolate
the water source.

Plant-Specific

This threshold addresses the effect of flooding caused by internal events such as

component failures such as Circulating, Component Cooling or Service Water line

ruptures, equipment misalignment, fire suppression system actuation, steam leaks or

outage activity mishaps.

Safe Shutdown Areas are areas that house equipment the operation of which may be

needed to ensure the reactor safely reaches and is maintained in cold shutdown. Safe

Shutdown Areas include structures that contain the equipment of concern (ref. 1, 2).

Uncontrolled internal flooding that has degraded safety shutdown equipment or created a

safety hazard precluding access necessary for the safe operation or monitoring of safety

equipment warrants declaration of an Alert.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.4 Alert

Turbine failure-generated projectiles resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to or penetration of ANY safety-related structure, system, or
component within ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Reactor Containment Building

" Auxiliary Building
" Control Building

" Intermediate Building

" Emergency Diesel Building(s)

" SAFW Building

" Screenhouse

" Cable Tunnel

" Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL escalates from HU1.4 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in visible damage
to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe shutdown, or has caused
damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by control room indications of
degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded
system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial report should not be
interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made
in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a
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particular system or structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude
to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.

This EAL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by projectiles generated by
main turbine rotating component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent with the definition of an
Alert in that the potential exists for actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety
of the plant.

Plant-Specific

The turbine generator stores large amounts of rotational kinetic energy in its rotor. In the

unlikely event of a major mechanical failure, this energy may be transformed into both

rotational and translational energy of rotor fragments. These fragments may impact the

surrounding stationary parts. If the energy-absorbing capability of these stationary turbine

generator parts is insufficient, external projectiles will be released. These ejected

projectiles may impact various plant structures, including those housing safety related

equipment.

Failure of turbine or generator seals may be indicated by a loss of seal oil pressure or loss

of condenser vacuum (ref. 1).

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 2, 3).

Definitions:

Projectile

An object directed toward a Nuclear Power Plant that could cause concern for its
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking,. paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.
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Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. ER.SC-8 Turbine Blade Failure and Missile Emergency Plan
2. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
3. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
4. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.5 Alert

Lake level > 253 ft
OR

Screen House Suction Bay water level < 16 ft or < 14.5 ft by manual level measurement

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses other site specific phenomena that result in visible damage to vital areas or
results in indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing functions
and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant that can also be precursors of more serious
events.

Plant-Specific

This threshold covers high and low water level conditions that may have resulted in a plant

safe shutdown area being subjected to levels beyond design limits, and thus damage may

be assumed to have occurred to plant safety systems.

Ginna plant grade is generally at 270 ft mean sea level (msl) except the area between the

lake and Turbine Building which is at grade 253 ft msl. Lake water level > 253.28 ft msl

corresponds to plant design levels (ref. 1). A lake level of 253 ft has been selected for this

threshold to be indicative of exceeding design flood levels (ref. 2).

High lake level may be determined using markers attached to a metal pole mounted on the

discharge canal bridge upstream of the submarine net. The high level markers are at lake

levels of 252 ft and 253 ft (ref. 2).

The Screenhouse Lo-Lo level alarm actuates at 19' indicated (ref. 3). If indicated service

water pump bay level drops below 16 ft (this corresponds to a lake level of 14.5' measured
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manually) the service water pumps are declared inoperable. This level has been selected

for this threshold to be indicative of a loss of service water system pump suction (ref. 4).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 3.4.1 Flood Protection
2. ER-SC.2 High Water (Flood) Plan
3. AR-1-9 Screen House Lo-Lo Level 19'
4. ER-SC.3 Low Screenhouse Water Level
5. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena

Initiating Condition: Natural or destructive phenomena affecting Vital Areas

EAL:

HA1.6 Alert

Vehicle crash resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to ANY safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY
Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building

* Control Building

* Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

• Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The occurrence of visible damage and/or degraded system response is intended to discriminate
against lesser events. The initial report should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage
assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude
of the damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but
rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction EALs.
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This EAL addresses vehicle crashes within the Protected Area that results in visible damage to
vital areas or indication of damage to safety structures, systems, or components containing
functions and systems required for safe shutdown of the plant.

Plant-Specific

This EAL is intended to address crashes of vehicle types large enough to cause significant

damage to plant structures containing functions and systems required for safe shutdown of

the plant. Vehicle types include automobiles, aircraft, trucks, cranes, forklifts, waterborne

craft, etc.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2).

Definitions:

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HA1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 15 min. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area

EAL:

HU2.1 Unusual Event

Fire not extinguished within 15 min. of Control Room notification or verification of a Control
Room fire alarm in ANY Table H-1 area or Turbine Building (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Reactor Containment Building

" Auxiliary Building

a Control Building

" Intermediate Building

" Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of fires that may be potentially significant precursors
of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FIRE, and not the degradation in performance of
affected systems that may result.

As used here, detection is visual observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm
indication.

The purpose of this threshold is to address the magnitude and extent of fires that may be
potentially significant precursors to damage to safety systems.
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As used here, notification is visual observation and report by plant personnel or sensor alarm
indication.

The 15-minute period to extinguish the fire begins with a credible notification that a fire is occurring
or indication of a valid fire detection system alarm.

Determination of a valid fire detection system alarm includes actions that can be taken within the
Control Room or at nearby Fire Panels to determine that the alarm is not spurious. These actions
include the use of direct or indirect indications such as redundant alarms or instrumentation
readings associated with the area to ensure the alarm is not spurious and is an indication of a fire.
An alarm verified in this manner is assumed to be an indication of a fire unless personnel
dispatched to the scene disprove the alarm within the 15-minute period. The report, however, shall
not be required to verify the alarm. If the alarm cannot be verified by redundant Control Room or
nearby Fire Panel indications, notification from the field that a fire exists would be required to start
the 15-minute classification and fire extinguishment clocks.

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the fire and to discriminate against small fires that
are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket).

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2). The Turbine Building

is included because it is immediately adjacent to one or more Table H-1 areas and a fire

within the Turbine Building may potentially impact safe shutdown equipment should the fire

not be controlled.

Definitions:

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HU2
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 2 - Fire or Explosion

Initiating Condition: Fire within the Protected Area not extinguished within 15 min. of
detection or explosion within the Protected Area

EAL:

HU2.2 Unusual Event

Explosion within the Protected Area

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of explosions that may be potentially significant
precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the explosion, and not the degradation in
performance of affected systems that may result.

This EAL addresses only those explosions of sufficient force to damage permanent structures or
equipment within the Protected Area.

No attempt is made to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The occurrence of the
explosion is sufficient for declaration.

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the explosion, if
applicable.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA2.1.

Plant-Specific

While some explosions may also result in fires that exceed EAL HU2.1, no fire is

necessary to declare an emergency in the event of an explosion. If a fire also occurs as a

result or with an explosion, declare the Unusual Event based on the explosion and monitor

the progress of the fire for potential escalation due to fire damage.

Definitions:

Explosion
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A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Drawing 33013-2722 Residential AC Power Distribution Circuit - Site Layout
2. NEI 99-01 HU2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

Fire or explosion affecting the operability of plant safety systems
required to establish or maintain safe shutdown

HA2.1 Alert

Fire or explosion resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to ANY safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY
Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of degraded performance of ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

" Reactor Containment Building
" Auxiliary Building

" Control Building
" Intermediate Building
* Emergency Diesel Building(s)
" SAFW Building
* Screenhouse
" Cable Tunnel
• Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Visible damage is used to identify the magnitude of the fire or explosion and to discriminate against
minor fires and explosions.

The reference to structures containing safety systems or components is included to discriminate
against fires or explosions in areas having a low probability of affecting safe operation. The
significance here is not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the fire or explosion
was large enough to cause damage to these systems.
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The use of visible damage should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment
prior to classification. The declaration of an Alert and the activation of the Technical Support
Center will provide the Emergency with the resources needed to perform detailed damage
assessments.

The Emergency Director also needs to consider any security aspects of the explosion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in Category
S, Category F or Category R.

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2).

Definitions:

Explosion

A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

Fire

Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute fires. Observation of flame is
preferred but is not required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.

Visible Damage

Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without measurements,
testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the continued
operability or reliability of affected safety structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture,
cracking, paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not
be included.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HA2
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to normal plant operations

EAL:

HU3.1 Unusual Event

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of sufficient quantity to affect
normal plant operations

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of sufficient
quantity to affect normal plant operations.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

This EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It assumes an
uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect plant operations. This would preclude small or
incidental releases, or releases that do not impact structures needed for plant operation.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3.1.

Plant-Specific

Normal plant operations is defined to mean activities at the plant site associated with

routine testing, maintenance, or equipment operations, in accordance with normal

operating or administrative procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating

procedures, or deviation from normal security or radiological controls posture, is a

departure from Normal Plant Operations.'

Definitions:
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Normal Plant Operations

Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing, maintenance, or equipment
operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative procedures. Entry
into abnormal-or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal security or
radiological controls posture, is a departure from Normal Plant Operations.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 3 - Hazardous Gas

Initiating Condition: Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to normal plant operations

EAL:

HU3.2 Unusual Event

Recommendation by local, county or state officials to evacuate or shelter site personnel
based on offsite event

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL HA3.1.

Plant-Specific

None

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU3
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Access to a Vital Area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive,
asphyxiant or flammable gases which jeopardize operation of
operable equipment required to maintain safe operations or safely
shutdown the reactor

EAL:

HA3.1 Alert

Access to ANY Table H-1 area is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or
flammable gases which jeopardize operation of ANY safety-related structure, system, or
component (Note 5)

Note 5: If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the event occurred, then
EAL HA3.1 should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to safely
operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the time of the event.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building

* Control Building

* Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Gases in a Vital Area can affect the ability to safely operate or safely shutdown the reactor.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.

Declaration should not be delayed for confirmation from atmospheric testing if the atmosphere
poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to gases.
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This could be based upon documented analysis, indication of personal ill effects from exposure, or
operating experience with the hazards.

If access is not required at the time the unsafe concentrations exist in the affected area or if the
equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of service, before the, event occurred,
then this EAL should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact on the ability of the plant to
safely operate or safely shutdown beyond that already allowed by Technical Specifications at the
time of the event.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous levels.
Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed environment. This
reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%, which can lead to
breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a facility structure has the potential to affect
safe operation of the plant by limiting either operator or equipment operations due to the potential
for ignition and resulting equipment damage/personnel injury. Flammable gasses, such as
hydrogen and acetylene, are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or to repair
equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL assumes concentrations of
flammable gasses which can ignite/support combustion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in Category
S, Category F or Category R.

Plant-Specific

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas include all Class 1 Structures and structures containing

Class 1 equipment and systems needed for safe shutdown (ref. 1, 2).

If hazardous gas concentration in a Table H-1 area restricts access but the equipment is

not required to be operable or will not be required to operate before access can be

reestablished (e.g., fans are ventilating the area), this EAL should not be declared.

Definitions:

Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2)

Those structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could
result in potential offsite exposures.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
2. Ginna Station Fire Protection.Program Volume I Part III Section 7.0 Fire Area/Fire Zone

Analysis
3. NEI 99-01 HA3
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security

Initiating Condition: Confirmed security condition or threat which indicates a potential
degradation in the level of safety of the plant

EAL:

HU4.1 Unusual Event

A security condition that does not involve a hostile action as reported by Security Shift
Supervision

OR

A credible site-specific security threat notification

OR

A validated notification from NRC providing information of an aircraft threat

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

Note: Timely and accurate communication between Security Shift Supervision and the Control
Room is crucial for the implementation of effective Security EALs.

Security events which do not represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant are
reported under 10 CFR 73.71 or in some cases under 10 CFR 50.72. Security events assessed as
hostile actions are classifiable under EAL HA4.1, EAL HS4.1 and EAL HG4.1.

A higher initial classification could be made based upon the nature and timing of the security threat
and potential consequences. The licensee shall consider upgrading the emergency response
status and emergency classification level in accordance with the Ginna Safeguards Contingency
Plan.

First Condition

Reference is made to security shift supervision because these individuals are the designated
personnel on-site qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is occurring or has occurred.
Training on security event classification confirmation is closely controlled due to the strict secrecy
controls placed on the plant Security and Safeguards Contingency Plan.

This threshold is based on the Ginna Safeguards Contingency Plan. The Ginna Safeguards
Contingency Plan is based on guidance provided by NEI 03-12.
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Second Condition

This threshold is included to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are made in
a timely manner. This includes information of a credible threat. Only the plant to which the specific
threat is made need declare the Unusual Event.

The determination of "credible" is made through use of information found in the Ginna Safeguards

Contingency Plan.

Third Condition

The intent of this EAL is to ensure that notifications for the aircraft threat are made in a timely
manner and that Offsite Response Organizations and plant personnel are at a state of heightened
awareness regarding the credible threat. It is not the intent of this EAL to replace existing non-
hostile related EALs involving aircraft.

This EAL is met when a plant receives information regarding an aircraft threat from NRC.
Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved methods of authentication. Only
the plant to which the specific threat is made need declare the Unusual Event.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided by NORAD through the
NRC.

Escalation to Alert emergency classification level via EAL HA4.1 would be appropriate if the threat
involves an airliner within 30 minutes of the plant.

Plant-Specific

If the Security Shift Supervisor determines that a threat notification is credible, the Security

Shift Supervisor will notify the Operations Shift Manager that a "Credible Threat" condition

exists for Ginna. Generally, Ginna Security procedures address standard practices for

determining credibility. The three main criteria for determining credibility are: technical

feasibility, operational feasibility, and resolve. For Ginna, a validated notification delivered

by the FBI, NRC or similar agency is treated as credible.

Definitions:

Airliner/Large Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition).

Hostile Action
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An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Security Condition

Any security event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential
degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A security condition does not involve a
hostile action.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Ginna Safeguards Contingency Plan

2. ER-SEC.1 Response to Change in Security Threat Level
3. ER-SEC.2 Response to Intrusion by Adversary

4. ER-SEC.3 Response to Airborne Threat
5. NEI 99-01 HU4
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Category-: H - Hazards rnd"Other Cnhdlitions.'Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security
Initiating Condition: Hostile action Within the Owner Cohtrolled Area or airbornemattack

a".'i, C n ii on-'. .t ret I' ,e""-• ' '..

EAL: -hreat -. ." ...

S1. A lert . . . . . . .

A hostile action is occurring or has occurred within the Owner Controlled Area as reported
by Security Shift Supervision

OR . . . ..
A validated notification from NRC of an airliner attack threat within .30 min'. of the' site

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic - "

Note: TimelY and accurate communication bgtween ,Secu'rity Shift Supe-rvision and the Control
Room is crucial for the implementation' of effective Security EALs'.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as thalt
experienced on September 11 , 2001., They are not premised solely-on the'potential for a
radiological release. Rather the-issue, includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility
for significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements..

The fact that the site is under serious attack or is an ,identified, attack target with minimal time
available for further preparation or- additional. assistance to, arrive requires a h.eightened state of
readiness and implementation of protective measures that canbe. effective (such as on-,site: . _ " ý t , . :" ' . .. r.al ors ,.i .. , ) , ' - ,. -. .. • , - ' . , ' ' ... - . , .

evacuation, dispersal or sheltering). * . .... ,

First Condition

This condition addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events du e to'a hostile
action. It is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or-acts of civil , .. -I
disobedience, such as small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees
within the Owner Controlled Area. Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

Note that this condition is applicable for any hostile action occurring, or that has occurred, in the
Owner Controlled Area.

Second Condition
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This condition addresses the immediacy of an expected,threat arrival or impact on the site within a
relatively short time.

The intent of this condition is to ensure that notifications for the airliner attack threat are made in a
timely manner and that Offsite Response Organizations (OROs) and plant personnel are at a state
of heightened awareness regarding the credible threat. Airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with
the potential for causing significant damage to the plant.

This condition is met when a plant receives information regarding an airliner attack threat from
NRC and the airliner is within 30 minutes of the plant. Only the plant to which the specific threat is
made need declare the Alert.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee'if the threat
involves an airliner (airliner is meant to be a large aircraft with the potential for causing significant
damage to the plant). The.status and size• of the plane may be provided by.NORAD through the
NRC.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

AirlinerlLarge Aircraft

Any size or type of aircraft with the potential for causing significant damage to the plant
(refer to the Security Plan for a more detailed definition)." ,...... ,,

Hostile Action

An act toward..Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy.,
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the -licensee to.achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,. explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or.
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience;r felonious acts that are not part of a concerted'attack~on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such'activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).:

Ginna Basis Reference(s): , . ,

1. Ginna Safeguards Contingency Plan ".
2. NEI99-01 HA4 - . .. .
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Category: -.;H -Hazards and..Other:ConditionsAffecting.Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4-Security • -..

Initiating Condition: Hostile action withinlthe Protected Area...:.

EAL: Ice ..

HS4. Site Area Emergency

A hostile action is occurring or has occurred within the Protected Area as reported by
Security Shift Supervision

Mode Applicability: . . . . . . . . . . . .. . : . . . . .. :'" . .,.,.

All

Basis: : . . . .-

Generic ,. .. . '

This condition represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in the Alert in
that a hostile force has progressed from the Owner Controlled Area to the Protected Area.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. It is not premised solely on the potential for a radiological
release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the possibility for significant
and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack with minimal time available for further preparation or
additional assistance to arrive requires Offsite Response Organization (ORO) readiness and
preparation for the implementation of protective measures.

This EAL addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a hostile action. It is
not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil disobedience, such as
small aircraft impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees within the Protected Area.
Those events are adequately addressed by other EALs.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on actual plant
status after impact or progression of attack.

Plant-Specific

None

Definitions:

Hostile Action
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An act toward Ginnasor its personnel that includesthe useof violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This..
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force.: Other acts that satisfy the overall'intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include.
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Protected Area

The site specific area which normally encompasses all controlled areas within the
security Protected Area fence.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Ginna Safeguards Contingency Plan
2. NEI 99-01 HS4

-yi

.'.. ,•'i•'' i÷
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4 - Security ..

Initiating Condition: Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility"

EAL:

HG4.1 General Emergency

A hostile action has occurred such that plant personnel are unable to operate equipment
required to maintain safety functions

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL encompasses conditions under which a hostile action has resulted in a loss of physical
control of Vital Areas (containing vital equipment or controls of vital equipment) required to
maintain safety functions and control of that equipment cannot be transferred to and operated from
another location.

If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be transferred to
another location, then the threshold is not met.

Plant-Specific

Safety functions include:

" Reactivity control

" RCS Inventory

" Secondary Heat Removal

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI,99-01 HG1

., * C 4
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 4- Security

Initiating Condition: Hostile action resulting in loss of physical control of the facility

EAL:

HG4.2 General Emergency

A hostile action has caused failure of Spent Fuel Cooling systems

AND

Imminent fuel damage is likely

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:
G eneric •• :' : " : '"... '• -` • :;• : • ' ' ' • ' :
This EAL addresses failure of spent fuel cooling systems as a result of hostile action if imminent

fuel damage is likely... . ,. " ,. . . ,: .. :,. .-., -, .. . . .. -,. .

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve, an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosiyes, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force." Other acts that satisfy the overall intent..
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HG1
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Category: H - Hazards and Other Conrditions'Affecting Plant Safety

Subcategory: 5 - Control Room Evacuation

Initiating Condition:' Control Room evacuation has been initiated

EAL:

HA5.1 Alert

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

With the control room evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or other emergency response facilities may be necessary.

Inability to establish plant control from outside the control room will escalate this event to a Site
Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility provides specific instructions for evacuating the

Control Room and establishing plant control in alternate locations (ref. 1).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):. .

1. AP-CR. I Control Room Inacdcessibility
2. NEI 99-01 HA5
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Category:. :H -Hazards and Other. ConditionsAffecting Plant Safety-

Subcategory: ..- 5.- Control Room, Evacuation. -

Initiating Condition:.. Control Room,evacuation has been initiated and plant control
cannot be established

EAL: '

HS5.1 Site Area Emergency

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

AND

Control of the plant cannotbe established within 30
30' m m• .," -

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

The intent of this EAL is to capture those events where control of the plant cannot be reestablished
in a timely manner. In this case, expeditious transfer of control of safety systems has not occurred
(although fission product barrier damage may not yet be indicated).

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and knowledge of
important plant parameters in a timely manner. Primary emphasis should be placed on those
components and instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions.
Typically, these safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shutdown the reactor and maintain
it shutdown), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal (ability to
maintain a heat sink).

The determination of whether or not control is established at the remote shutdown panel is based
on Emergency Director (ED) judgment. The Emergency Director is expected to make a reasonable,
informed judgment within the site specific time for transfer that the licensee has control of the plant
from the remote shutdown panel.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be by EALs in Category F or

Category R.

Plant-Specific

AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility provides specific instructions for evacuating the

Control Room and establishing plant control in alternate locations (ref. 1).

An analysis was performed as part of the Fire Protection Program (ref. 2) to determine how

quickly control must be re-established at Ginna without core uncovery or damage. There
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are 5 time-critical actions which must be accomplished to enable established performance

goals to be met. In evaluating a reasonable timeline for completion of tasks required in'the

ER-FIRE procedures to restore charging; itW'is estimated that restoration Ishould be

completed in less than 30 minutes. This is consistent with information obtained during

operator waik-throughsof the ER-FIRE procedures which consistently.indicated restoration~

in 17 to 24 minutes. '.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility
2. Fire Protection Program, Section 3.2.2.12 Time Criteria for AcfiieVing"Hot Shutdown
3. NEI 99-01 HS2

- A. -

.... ** - * * 4 4~I~ -
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Category:. H-. .- Hazards and Qther Conditions Affecting Plant Safety,..,

Subcategory: 6 - Judgment

Initiating Condition: .Other conditions existing that in-the judgment ofthe Emergency,..
Director warrant declaration of a UEgm of t Emergency

EAL:

HU6.1 Unusual Event

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicatethat.
events are in progress or have occur'red which indicate a pbtential .degraation of the level
of safety of the plant oR indicate a security threat to facility protecti0on hbas: been initiated.,
No releases of radiioactive material requiring offsite respo.nse ormrnonitoring are expected.
unless further deg radation of safety systefms occu rs, ,. .aty •

Mode Applicability:-

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant..
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director:to fall underithe UE emergency, classification level.' ., .,

Plant-Specific

None' ..

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HU5

• ..' . " .'• " i . .-. .. "

• :.. '?.•.';,:•. ~~~.... •:,:•..,, " ' ,, "...... . .. ".. .. . . . .
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Category: '

Subcategory:

H -- Hazards'and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - Judgment

Initiating' Condition: Other conditions exist that in the juidgment of thie Emergency
Director warrant declaration' of anAlert

EAL:

HA6.1 Alert

Other conditions exist which in fhe judgment of the Emergency Director indiCate that
events are in 'progress 'or have' occurred Which involve an actual or potential substantial '
degradation'of the level'of safety ofthe plant or a security event'that involves probable life,
threatening risk to site personnel OR damage to site equipment because of hostile action.
Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of tlie EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE)

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic I , .,

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewherebut that warrant:,,
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the Alert emergency classification level.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HA6
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H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6- Judgment

Other conditions existing that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency

HS6.1 Site Area Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public OR hostile action that results in
intentional damage or malicious acts: (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of, or: (2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for
the protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels
which exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or
5,000 mRem thyroid CDE) beyond the site boundary

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Site Boundary

The Site Boundary is approximately a 0.3-mile radius around the reactor.
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.. . . . , . ,

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 HS3 A. A*.

*1*

. .
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

H - Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6- Judgment ....

Other conditions exist that in the judgment of the Emergency
Director warrant declaration of a General Emergency

HG6.1 General Emergency

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or imminent substantial core
degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity OR hostile action that
results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases can be reasonably
expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels (1,000 mRem TEDE
or 5,000 mRem thyroid CDE) offsite for more than the immediate site area

Mode Applicability:

All

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant
declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency
Director to fall under the emergency classification level description for General Emergency.

Plant-Specific

Definitions:

Hostile Action

An act toward Ginna or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to destroy
equipment, take hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This
includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, projectiles, vehicles, or
other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent
may be included. Hostile action should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Ginna. Non-
terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may include
violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

Imminent

Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur.
Where imminent timeframes are specified, they shall apply.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NE199-01 HG2. .

................... .... .. :.., .. . ,.
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Category S - System Malfunction, - -,.-.

EAL Group: Hot Conditions (RCS temperature > 2000 F);

EALs in this category are app!icable only in.

one or more hot operating modes.

Numerous system-related equipment failure events that warrant emergency. classification

have been identified in this category. They may pose actual or potential threats to. plant

safety.

The events of this category pertain to the following subcategories:

1. Loss of AC Power, . . .

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety systemý:

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling.systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of onsite and offsite power sources for the 480V safeguard buses.

2. Loss of DC Power

Loss of emergency plant electrical power can compromise plant safety system

operability including decay heat removal and emergency core cooling systems which

may be necessary to ensure fission product barrier integrity. This category includes

loss of power to the 125 VDC buses.

3. Criticality & RPS Failure , -C .

Inadvertent criticalities'pose.potential personnel safety hazards~as ,well as'being

ihdicativeof losses of reactivity control. i.,, . - -. , * .

Event•srla'ited to failur-e of the Reactor Protection System iRPS) to •nitiate ad'i'

complete automatic reactor trips. In the plant licensing basis, postulated failures Of.the

RPS.to completea reactor trip comprise a ,specific set of analyzed events, referred to as

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) events. For, EAL,classificatiron ,however,
ATWS is intended to mean any.,automatic trip failure event that does not achieve.

reactor shutdown. If RPS actuation fails to assure reactor shutdown, positiye control of
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reactivity is at risk and could cause a threat to fuel clad,: RCS, and Containment , .. -

integrity.

4. Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

System malfunctions may lead to failure of the plant to be brought to the required plant

operating condition required by Technical Specificatiorns ifa limiting condition for

operation (LCO) is not met.

5. Instrumentation

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively assess plant conditions

within the plant warrant emergency classification. Losses of annunciators and

indicators are in this subcategory..
• " ' - "" " ' " ......"............ ..' • 'i- :..;.'.... ",

6. Co~mmunications

Certain events that degrade plant operator ability to effectively communicate with

essential personnel within or external to the plant warrant emergency classification.

7. Fuel Clad Degradation

During normal operation, reactor coolant fission product activity is very low. Small

concentrations of fission products in the coolant are primarily from the fission of tramp

uranium in the fuel clad or minor perforations in the clad itself. Any significant increase

from these base-line levels (2% - 5% clad failures) is indicative of fuel failures and is

covered under Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation.' However, lesser"

amounts of clad- damage may result in coolant. activity exceeding Technical,:

Specification limits. These fission products will be circulated with the reactor-coolant:

and can be detected.by coolant sampling and/or the Letdown radiation monitor.

-. 8. RCS Leakage.- - .-

The Reactor Vessel provides a voluime forthe coolant'that covers'thie re'ac'tor &ore: The

Reactor Vessel aýid associated pressiure piping (reactor€coolant system•) together,
provide a barrierto limit the release "of radioactive nmaterial -sh6uld the ieactor fuel clad

integrity'fail: ' ..
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Excessive RCS leakage greater than Technical'Specification limits indicates potential

pipe cracks that may propagate to an extent threatening fuel clad, RCS and

Containment integrity.",

.......................

V

. . ... _.. . . ..-. ,3 .,.-,..

70'.
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

' .- System. Malfunction ' . " . . ."... .

1 1- Loss;of AC Power • - . ,.

Loss of all offsite AC power to 480V safeguards buses-for _ 15,
min.

EAL:

SUI.1 Unusual Event

Loss of all offsite AC power, Table S-1, to 480V safeguards buses for _Ž 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* EDG 1A (Bus 14)

* EDG 1B (Bus 16)
0

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

0 • Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11
backfeed (if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 -

Basis:

Generic

Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Prolonged loss of off-site AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades the
level of safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC power
to emergency busses.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.

Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered
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safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment.fans, etc.). BUses 17 and 18:provide

power to the four service water pumps and are.not listed in Table S-1 because the

availability. of power to! Buses 17 and 18 alonedoes notensureengineered safety'features

required for hot shutdownand h6o stahdby modes will. be operable.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses (ref. 1):

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204-..
via C KT ,7..T.) • . ... . •. , ... .. . .:.:.. . ... .... ,.,.•. ;; .

9 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA i 3A via

CKT 7.67) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

, Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the"1 9 kV

* Main Transformer withthe Main Generator bus disconnects (Ijnpks) removed.
. V ,-•' : .. I.. . " -.. ., . " , . . . . .' ". . ; ' . -. • .. • " . - " , . ,

Based on operational.experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already a!igned' it cannot'be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take-to-align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and an Unusual Event must

be declared.

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as. a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution. System
2. NEI 99-01 SU1

. •. .,
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Category: ..... S'- System Malfunction

Subcategory: ' - Loss of-AC Power . . -

Initiating Condition: AC power. capability to 480V safeguards buses reduced to a single
power source for >_15 min. such that ANY additional single failure
would result in a complete loss of all 480V safeguards bus power

EA L : • • '. . • • . . , , . - . :

SAI.1 Alert

AC power capability to 480V safeguards buses reduced to a single power' source,
Table S-1, for Ž_ 15 min. (Note 4)

AND

Any additional single power source failure will result in a complete loss of all 480V
safeguards bus power. .

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed&-but should declare thi 'eventas soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

, .EDG 1A.(Bus 14)

C 9 EDG 1B (Bus 16)
0

0 Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

a Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

o 0 Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11
backfeed (if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

The condition indicated by this EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power systems
such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of 480V vital bus AC power.
This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a concurrent failure of all but one
emergency generator to supply power to its emergency busses. Another related condition could be
the loss of all off-site power and loss of on-site emergency generators with only one train of 480V
vital busses being backfed from the unit main generator, or the loss of on-site emergency
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generators with -only one train of 480V vital busses being backfed from off-site power. The.. , -.
subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to a Site Area Emergency in
accordance'with EAL. SSI.A1.' -' -. " .

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshbld: to exclude transient o....om.tarylosses of power.

Plant-Specific

Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train, B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and 16 provide power to. engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed events and design basis

accidents (e.g., SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18 provide

power to the four service water pumps and are not listed in Table S-1 because the

availability of power to Buses 17 and 18 alone does not ensure engineered safety features

required for hot shutdown and hot standby modes will be operable.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses (ref. 1):

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT 7T)

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 13A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

• Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus disconnects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligned, it cannot be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take to align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and an Unusual Event must

be declared.

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the hot modes:

* EDG 1A

0 EDG 1B
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The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient power losses.

If multiple sources fail to be capable of supplying one or more safety-related buses within

15 minutes, an Unusual Event is declared under this EAL. The subsequent loss of the

single remaining power source escalates the event to a Site Area Emergency under EAL

SS1.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System

2. NEI 99-01 SA5

4 , ..

. : . , . • • , ' ' .° ' . . • . " : . '
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. .. ..

Category: .. S - System Malfunction. ..

Subcategory,:,. , ._1 - Loss of AC Power. . ........ : †† †.

Initiating•Condition: ,Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to480V safeguardse

buses for _ 15 min.
,, • . -2 . . . . .

EAL:

SSI.1 , ..Site Area Emergency . -. .; .- . K , . .

Loss of all offsite and all!,onsite AC power, Table S- , to 4.80V safeguards buses .,
for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition.has exceeded, or will likely'exceed, the applicable time.

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

." EDG1A.(Bus14)

* EDG 1B (Bus 16) - .
0

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

. Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

0 * Unit At 6xiliary Transform'er 11
backfeed (if currently. established)

. o" . .• .. .. . . ..

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis: ' , :

Generic

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to 480V vital busseswill lead to loss of Fuel Clad, RCS, and Containment,
thus 1this"'event can escalate to a GeneralErmergency. .

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-site
power.

Escalation to General Emergency is via EALs in Category F or EAL SG1.1.

Plant-St~ecific
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Two Class 1 E independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system. Train A consists of 480V safeguards buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17. Buses 14 and-16 pirovide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the'analyzed events and design basis'

accidents (e.g., SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). Buses 17 and 18 provide

power to the four service water pumps and are not listed in Table S-1 because the.

availability of power to Buses 17 and 18 alone does not ensure engineered safety features;

required for hot shutdown and hot standby modes will be operable. '

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses in- the cold modes (ref. 1):

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

viaCKT7T)

" Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B fed from the 115 kV switchyard (STA 13A via

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer #6.

* Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfed from the 115 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer with the Main Generator bus discon nects (links) removed.

Based on operational experience, if the Unit Auxiliary Transformer backfeed from the Main

Transformer is not already aligred,:it cannot. be considered available/capable of supplying

the safeguards buses due to the time it will take to align it. In any case, if this cannot be

accomplished within 15 minutes, it is not considered available and Alert must be declared.

There are two onsite emergency AC power sources available in the cold modes:

" EDG1A 1

" EDG1B 1,

The fifteenS-minute interval was selected as a threshold'to exclude transient power IdssIes.

If all sources fail to be capable of supplying all safety-related buses within 15 minutes, a

Site Area Emergency is declared under this EAL.
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Consideration should be given to operable loads, necessaryto remove decay heat or.

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all AC power to:..

safegua.rdsbuses. .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8 and Figure 8.1-1.Electrical Distribution System
2. ECA-0.0 Loss of All AC Power . %
3. NEI 99-01 SS1

• , , ' . . : ." .' ' C. " . .. .
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S -System Malfunction .

.1 Loss of AC Power , -.

Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to 480V
safeguards buses

EAL:

SGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power, Table S-1, to 480V safeguards buses

AND EITHER:

Restoration of at least one 480V safeguards bus within 4 hours is not likely

OR

ORANGE or RED path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling

Table S-1 AC Power Sources

• EDG 1A (Bus 14)

•* EDG 1B (Bus 16)
0

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A
IS Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

0 0 Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11
backfeed (if currently established)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all AC power to emergency busses compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric
power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged
loss of all AC power to emergency busses will lead to loss of fuel clad, RCS, and containment, thus
warranting declaration of a General Emergency.

This EAL is specified to assure that in the unlikely event of a prolonged loss of all AC power to
480V safeguards buses, timely recognition of the seriousness of the event occurs and that
declaration of a General Emergency occurs as early as is appropriate, based on a reasonable
assessment of the event trajectory.
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The likelihood of restoring at least one safeguardsl bus should be based on.a-realistic appraisal of,.
the situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a chance of mitigating the event
could resultin-a loss :of valuable tirme inopreparing and implementing public protective actions.%

In addition, under these conditions',i fission product barrier monitoring capability may:be degraded.

Plant-Specific

Two-Class 1E.independent trains provide the necessary redundancy on the 480V

safeguards system..,.Train A consists of 480V safeguards, buses 14 and 18, while train B

consists of safeguards buses 16 and 17., Buses 14 and 16 provide power to engineered

safety features that are essential in response to the analyzed .events and design basis

accidents (e.g.j SI pumps, RHR pumps, containment fans, etc.). ,Buses,.17.and 18 provide

power to the four service water pumps and are not listed in Table S-1 because the

availability of power to Buses 17 and 18 alone does not ensure engineered safety features

required for hot shutdown and hot standby modes will be operable.

There are three offsite power sources available to these buses in the cold modes (ref. 1):

. Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A fed from one 34.5 kV transmission line (STA 204

via CKT7T) .. .. -..* .. *.

*. Station Auxi!iary, Transformer..12Bfed -from the. 11.5 ' kV switchyard (STA 13A via-

CKT 767) via the 34.5 kV Transformer. #6.. ,

* Unit Auxiliary Transformer flibac&kfed feom'rthe 15 kV switchyard via the 19 kV

Main Transformer.withthe MainGenerator busdisconnects (links) removed...

There are tw'onsite eme~rge~ncy'A'C pdwer sources available in the cold modes:

• EDG 1A

* ,. E D G 11B ,... . . - K-.',;°"• , • .' .. '. ... , .-. . .. .,... , " :,• :;', . . ' .: •

Consideration should be given to operable loads necessary to remove decay heat or:

provide Reactor Vessel makeup capability when evaluating loss of all. AC power:,to-

safeguards. buses. .. .. ............... '

',. .. .- , , . I'-. . , - "
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Ginna is licensed for a four hour Station Black Out .(SBO)'coping category':(ref. 2). The

ability of the plant to cope with a four hour SBO duration was based on an assessment of

condensate inventory required for decay heat removal, Class I1E battery capacity,,

compressed air availability or manual operation of certain valves, effects of loss of

ventilation, containment isolation valve operability, and reactor coolant inventory loss. A

plant-specific analysis indicates that the expected rates of reactor coolant inventory loss

under SBO conditions do not result in core uncovery in a SBO'for four'hours. Therefore,

makeup systems in addition to those currently available under SBO Conditions are not

required to maintain core cooling'Under natural circulation. Thus, conditions in which

restoration of AC power within four hours is not likely are 'included in the EALý'

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be

degraded. Although it may be difficult to predict when power can be restored, it is

necessary to give the ED a reasonable idea of how quickly to declare a General

Emergency based on two major considerations:-

1. Are there any present'indications that core' cooling is already degraded to the point

that loss or potential loss of fission product barriers is imminent? -

2. If there are no present indications of such core cooling degradation, 'how likely isit

that power can be restored in time to-assure that a loss of two barriers with a

potential loss of the third barrier can be prevented?

Thus, indication Of continuing core Cooling degradation.must be based on-fission product

barrier monitoring with particular emphasis. On,,ED judgment as it relates.to. imminent loss

or potential loss of fission product barriers and degraded ability to monitor fission product

barriers. Indication of continuing core cooling degradation is manifested by the existence of

conditions to Critical Safety Function Status Tree Core Cooling-ORANGE or RED paths

(ref. 3). .

Ginna BasisReference(s): . '

1. UFSAR Section 8 Electrical Power and Figure 8.1-1 Electrical Distribution System
2. Ginna Station Blackout Program Section 3.7
3. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
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................. ............. ,.'".. .'..- ; :•.• ,. . '

" . . L•, . . . ..
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 2 - Loss of DC Power

Initiating Condition: Loss of all vital DC power for_> 15 min.

EAL:

SS2.1 Site Area Emergency

< 108 VDC on both 125 VDC buses 1A and 1B for > 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time.

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety functions. Prolonged
loss of all DC power will cause core uncovering and loss of containment integrity when there is
significant decay heat and sensible heat in the reactor system.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation to a General Emergency would occur by EALs in Category R and Category F.

Plant-Specific

The 125 VDC vital system is divided into two independent and isolated channels. Each

channel consists of one battery, two battery chargers, one DC bus and one inverter. Each

inverter has an associated vital AC distribution panel board. Power to the DC bus, DC unit

control panels, and inverters is supplied by the station batteries and/or the battery

chargers. Each battery charger is fully rated and can recharge a discharged battery while

at the same time supplying the steady state power requirements of the system.

A separate TSC Battery system is designed with an intertie to each of the two main (A and

B) distribution panels for use during maintenance and abnormal conditions.
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The safety-related station batteries have been sized to: carry their expected shutdown.

loads following a plant trip and loss of offsite power or following a station blackoutwithout

battery terminal voltage falling below 108.6 voltsfor'a period of 4. hours (ref. 1).-..

The fifteen-minute interval was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary

power losses. .

The loss of the TSC Battery does not constitute 'an entry conditiori for" this EAL.

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of DC power.,..-.

EAL CU2.1. .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Section 8.3.2 Direct Current Power Systems

2 NEI 9 ...... ,.

• " . -, .' : . ' -7".• " ..... .. .

.: . " , . : ', o ' " i , ' : ".. , . ;' . , ; : ," • .;. .
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Category: S - System Malfunction -, :.:

Subcategory: - - • 3- Criticality & RPS Failure' ...

Initiating Condition: Inadvertent criticality

EAL:

SU3.1 Unusual Event

An unplanned sustained. positive startup rate observed on nuclear instrumentation

Mode Applicability: • . ,w,• .. "..,

3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. While the primary concern of this EAL is
criticality This EAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. This EAL indicates a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a UE classification. This EAL excludes
inadvertent criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes associated with reactor
startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated).

Escalation would be by EALs in Category F, as appropriate to the operating mode at the time of
the event.

Plant-Specific

The term "sustained" is used to allow exclusion of expected short-term positive startup

rates from planned fuel bundle or control rod movements during core alteration. These

short-term positive startup rates are the result of the rise in neutron population due to

subcritical multiplication. Short-term positive startup rates can also be due to welding

activities.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 SU8
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Category: ' - System Malfunction:-, , *.:........,.....

Subcategory:` 3-'-Criticality.& RPS Failure-.

Initiating Condition:,.. Automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor andthe manual
actions taken from the reactor control console are, successful in
shutting down the reactor:, .................. , •. ...... : .,.. ,.;. .. .. :

EAL: ' ! ' " " ' ' .. . . : ' ' " '' ' "

SA3.1 Alert., ... .
. . . .. . .. . . ..

An automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor . ,.. . .

AND

Manual actions taken at the reactor control console successfully s hut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power s 5% .

Mode Applicability: ....

1-Power Operation

Basis:

Generic. "

The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing.less,heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which tle safety systems "are designed (5% 0power). "

Manual trip actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the reactor
operator(s),which causes or should cause .control rods to be rapidly inserted'into the core and
shuts down the reactor. . . . .

This condition indicates failure of the.automatic protection system to trip the reactor. This condition;.
is more than a potential degradation of a safety system in that a front line automatic protection
system did not function in response to a trip signal. Thus the plant safety has been compromised
because design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded. An Alert is indicated because
conditions may exist thatlead to potential-loss of fuel clad barrier or'RCS barrier and because- of
the failure of the Reactor Protection System to automatically shut down the plant.

If manual actions.taken.at the reactor. control console fail to shut-down the reactor, the event-would
escalate to a Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific . . . .

A-reactor trip. is, automatically initiated by the Reactor, Protection, System (RPS) when

certain continuously monitored parameters exceed predetermined setpoints. The .

symptoms that require an automatic reactor trip are defined in procedure P-I (ref. 4):
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Following a successful reactor trip, rapid insertion of the control rods occurs. Nuclear .

power promptly drops to a few percent of the original power level and then decays to a

level some 8 decades less at a. startup rate of about -1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop

continues until reactor power reaches the point at which the influence of source neutrons

on reactor power starts to be observable. A predictable post-trip response from an

automatic reactor trip signal should therefore consist.of a prompt drop in reactor power as

sensed by the nuclear instrumentation and a negative startup rate as nuclear power drops

into the source range (ref. 2).

The operator ensures that the -reactor has tripped. by (ref..1):

* Verifying that at least one train of reactor trip breakers are open

" Checking that all control rod position rod bottom lights are on

" Observing neutron flux is decreasing

If these responses cannot be verified, operators perform contingency actions that manually

insert control rods, open the reactor trip breakers, and tripping the Rod Drive MG sets.

Local opening of these breakers requires actions outside of the Control Room; rapid

control rod insertion by these methods is therefore not considered a "successful" manual

reactor trip. For purposes of emergency classification, .a.' successful" manual reactor trip,

therefore, includes only those immediate actions taken by the reactor operator in the

Control Room to actuate reactortrip switches ordeenergize480 V buses 13 and: 15,(ref. 1,

2). .' .

In the event that the operator identifies a reactor trip is imminent and successfully initiates

a manual reactor trip before the automatic trip setp8int is'reached, no declaration is .

required. The successful manual trip of the rieactor before it reaches' its automatic trip

setpoint or reactor trip signals caused by instrumentation channel failures do not lead to a

potential fission product barrier loss. If manual reactor trip actions in the Control Room fail

to reduce reactor power below 5%0 (ref. 3), the event'escalates'to the Site Area Emergency
under ".. . ...... 1.

under EAL.SS2.1." : .. .: " - - .- " ".-. ' : - "
"" '; • ' " • • "•.. " * . . . . . ..'l; ' •"" • .'' ' •. ." ' "
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection .... ,,,
FR-S. 1 Response to Reactor Restart/ATWS
CSFST forF-0.1 Subcriticality ."..,
P-1 Reactor Control and Protection System''
NEI 99-01 SA2

" : '•t:::. . . ..:"• " . . .:., "" ,.... . .. •

. , . . . .

.$. . ...- . ; .. ... ,,, !
., .. '
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - Criticality & RPS Failure

Automatic trip and manual actions 'taken f'rrom the reactor control
console failed to shut down the reactor'"

SS3.1 Site Area Emergency
An automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 5%

AND
Manual actions taken at the reactor control console failed to shut down the reactor as
indicated by reactor power > 5%

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation

Basis:

Generic

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.
A Site Area Emergency is warranted because conditions exist that lead to imminent loss or
potential loss of both fuel clad and RCS.

The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for which the safety systems are designed (5% power).

Manual scram (trip) actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the
reactor operator(s) which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core
and shuts down the reactor.

Manual trip actions are not considered successful if action away from the reactor control console is
required to trip the reactor. This EAL is still applicable even if actions taken away from the reactor
control console are successful in shutting the reactor down because the design limits of the fuel
may have been exceeded or because of the gross failure of the Reactor Protection System to
shutdown the plant.

Escalation of this event to a General Emergency would be due to a prolonged condition leading to
an extreme challenge to either core-cooling or heat removal.

Plant-Specific
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A reactor trip is automatically initiated by the Reactor Protection :System .(RPS):when

certain continuously monitored parameters exceed predetermined setpoints. The

symptoms that require an automatic reactor trip are defined in procedure P,-1 (ref. 4):

Following a successful reactor trip, rapid insertion of.the control rods occurs. Nuclear,

power promptly drops to a few percent of the original power level and then, decays to a

level some 8 decades less at a startup rate of about -1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop

continues until reactor power reaches the point at which the influence of source neutrons

on reactor power starts to be observable. A predictable post-trip response from an

automatic reactor trip signal should therefore consist of a prompt drop in reactor power as

sensed by the nuclear instrumentation and a negative startup rate as nuclear power drops

into the source range (ref. 2).

The operator ensures that the reactor has tripped by (ref. 1):

" Verifying that at least one train of reactor trip breakers are open

" Checking that all control rod position rod bottom lights are on

* Observing neutron flux is decreasing

If these responses cannot be verified, operators perform contingency actions that manually

insert control rods, open the reactor trip breakers, and tripping the Rod Drive MG sets.

Local opening of these breakers requires actions outside of the Control Room; rapid

control rod insertion by these methods is therefore not considered a "successful" manual

reactor trip. For purposes of emergency classification, a "successful" manual reactor trip,

therefore, includes only those immediate actions taken by the reactor operator in the

Control Room to actuate reactor trip switches or deenergize 480V buses 13 and 15 (ref. 1,

2).

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay

heat load safety systems are designed to remove (ref. 3). Emergency boration is thus

required and there is an actual major failure of a system intended for protection of the

public. The combination of failure of both front line and backup protection systems to

function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production of heat poses
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a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and- RCS barriers and warrants declaration of a Site Area

Emergency.'

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection ,
2. FR-S.1 Response to Reactor Restart/ATWS
3. CSFST for F-0.1 Subcriticality .. . ...

4. Procedure P-1 Reactor Control and Protection System

5. NEI 99-01 SS2 . - '

, - ., .•-." ,
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Category: S - System Malfunction ... ; . ... .

Subcategory:,-,- Criticality & RPS Failure,

Initiating C.onditio.n,, Automatic trip .and all manual actions fail to shut down the reactor
and indication of an extreme challenge to the ability to cool the

-'o6re exists -
EA L• "' .. . . " . . .

SG3.1 General Emergency

An automatic trip failed to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 5%

AND ,

All manual actions fail to shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 5%,

AND EITHER of the following exist or have occurred:-.

RED path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling

OR
RED path condition exi'sts'F-0.3 Heat Sink . -....

Mode Applicability:" .. .......

1 -. Power Operation. .0. ." .. . . .. ,
Basis:.. . . ..

Generic. . . ..

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat load for.
which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are unsuccessful.

The reactor should be considered shutdown when it producing less heat than the maximum decay
heat load for whic&l the safety systems are designed (5% p6wer). In the event eitherof -these
challenges exists at a time that the reactor has not been brought.below the power associated with
the safety system design a core melt seq.uernce exists. In this situation, core degradation can occur
rapidly. For this&reason -the -General Emergency declaration is intended to be anticipatory.of the-
fission product barrier table declaration to.permit maximum off-site intervention time.

Plant-Specific . '.

A reactor trip is automatically initiated by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) when_....

certain continuously monitored parameters exceed predetermined setpoints. The

symptoms that require. an automatic reactor trip are defined in procedure P-1 (ref. 6).

Following a successful reactor trip,. rapid insertion of the. control rods occurs. Nuclear

power promptly drops to a few percent of the.original power.leve! and then decays to a
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level some 8 decades less at a startup rate of about -1/3 DPM. The reactor power drop

continues until reactor power reaches the point at'which the influence of source neutrons

on reactor power starts to be observable.'A predictable post-trip response from an'

automatic reactor trip signal should therefore consist of a. prompt drop in reactor power as

sensed by the nuclear instrumentation and a negative startup rate as nuclear power drops:

into the source range (ref. 2). .

The operator ensures that the reactor has tripped by (ref. 1):

" Verifying that at least one train of reactor trip breakers are open

" Checking that all control rod position rod.bottom lights are on

* Observing neutron flux is decreasing .

If these responses cannot be verified, operators perform contingency actions that manually

insert control rods, open the reactor trip breakers, and tripping the Rod Drive MG sets.

Local opening of these breakers requires.actions outside-of the Control Room; rapid

control rod insertion by these methods is therefore not considered a "successful" manual

reactor trip. For purposes of emergency classification, a "successful" manual. reactor trip,

therefore, includes only those immediate actions taken by the reactor operator in the

Control Room to actuate reactor trip switches or deenergize 480V buses 13 and 15 (ref., 1,

If reactor power is above 5%, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay

heat load safety systems are designed to reMove (ref..3). .Emergency boration, is thus.

required and there is an actual major failure of a system intendedf6r'protection of te,-,,,

public. The combination of failure of both front line. and backup protection systems.to

function in response to a plant transient, along with the continued production ofheat poses

a direct threat to the Fuel Clad and RCS barriers.

CSFST Core Cooling RED path condition'represents a severe challenge to the core

cooling function (ref. 4). Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are an indirect indication of fuel

clad temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor c0ool at that leaves:the core

region. RCS temperatures > 1200 OF or >'700 OF with reactor vessel water level below the

top of active fuel signals the transition from a subcooled t6i superheated regime. in a
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superheated regime, heat transfer mechanics are not, as efficient as the subcooled

condition and could lead to film boiling and a rapid., rise-in clad temperatures. This condition

is considered a-Fuel Clad barrier loss condition because the possible rapid rise. in clad

temperatures may lead to clad failure.

CSFST Heat Sink RED path condition represents a severe challenge.to the heat removal

function (ref. 5). Inability to remove heat from the RCS to the ultimate heat sink (lake or`":

atmosphere) is a loss of.function required for hot shutdoWn with the reactor at pressure

and.temperature and.thus represents.potential~loss of the Fuel Clad. and RCS barriers.

Heat Sink RED path conditions are based on a combination of inadequate S/G level

(<5%) and inadequate feedwater flow.(< 200 gpm total. S/G.feedwater flow-).•

The combination of these conditions (reactor power greater than 5% with loss of core"

cooling or inability to remove heat from the RCS) indicates the ultimate heat sink funhction-

is under extremechallenge, a :core melt sequence may exist and rapid degradation of the

fuel clad could begin. To permit maximum offsite, intervention.tie, the"GeneralEmergency

deliaration is.appropriate: in anticipation of an inevitable Gener-al Emergency declairatio•n'

due to loss and potential loss of fission productbarriers.. , ".. . ., ., -

Ginna Basis'Reference(s):. ' . . * " -, ' : ..- :-.,* ,
":-;:;"- " •i• ,-" " '•;- •~~~~~~~~~~. .. . ' .. . . .. "..' .'- " . '.. .. ".'- .... :. ',. ',' t:; ... ".:•":

1. E-0 Reaictor Trip or Safety Injection . . , . , . .......

2. FR-S.1 Response to Reactor Restart/ATWS . -. ,
3. CSFST for F-0.1 Subcriticality
4. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling . ... ..

5. CSFST for F-0.3 Heat Sink
6. P-1 Reactor Control and Protection System
7. NEI 99-01 SG2

"" , " '...' .. .• ' .. .
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Category: S - System Malfunction " "..

Subcategory: 4 -l'nability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions,

Initiating Condition: Inability to reach required shutdown within Technical Specification
lim its _ , . ,

EAL:

SU4.1 ,Unusual Event

Plant is not brought to required operating mode within Technical Specifications LCO
required action completion time

Mode Applicability: .

1 - Power Operation, 2 -Startuip,'3- Hot Shutdown, 4 -'Hot Standby:

Basis:

Generic,

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the, plant to be brought to a required operating
mode when. the Technical Specification required configuration cannot be restored. Depending on
the circumstances,.this may or may not be an emergeiicy or"precursor to a more severe condition.
In any case, the initiation of plant shutdown required by the site Technical Specifications requires a.
four hour report under 10 CFR 50.72 (b) Non-emergency events. The plant is within its safety
envelope when being shut down within the allowable required action completion time.in the
Technical Specifications. An immediate UE is required when the plant is not brought to the
required operating mode within the allowable required action completion. timein the Technical
Specifications. Declaration of a UE is based on the time at which the LCO-specified required action
completion time period elapses under the site Technical Specifications ahd is not related to how
long a condition may have existed. -

Plant-Specific

"., ; . . . .,t , "None

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
1. Technical Specifications 3.0, Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCO) Applicability
2. NEI 99-01 SU2
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Category: 8 "System Malfunction

Subcategory: 5 - Instrumentation

Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of.safety system annunciation or indication in the
",Control Room for. 51.5 min ..

EAL: • . . ' t . ".** ' ,•

SU5.1 Unusual Event

Unplanned loss of 6.or more annunciator panels, Table S-2;•' or >75% ofMCB indications"
for_ 15 min. (Note 4)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as "soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely .exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Vital Control Room Panels

A AA" B C J"D E: I F G

M ode Applicability: . .... . 1 1 . "

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring 6hanging plant
conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment.

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is considered.

"Planned" loss of annunciators-or indicators includes. scheduled maintenance,-and'testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety System
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition-could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions.

It is further recognized that plant design provides redundant safety system indication powered from
separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is more
likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
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Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument losswill be reported via 10CFR
50.72 If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the UE is based
on EAL SU4.1.

Annunciators or indicators' for this EAL include those identified in the Abnormal Operating
Procedures and in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e.g., area, process,
and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This UE will be escalated to an Alert based on a concurrent loss of compensatory indications or if a

significant transient is in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

Plant-Specific

Control Room Panels A through G, Table S-2, provide safety-related indications and

annunciation in the Main Control Room (ref. 1, 2).

A 75% loss of annunciators is defined as loss of 6 of 8 annunciator panels listed on Table

S-2. Loss of 75% of MCB indications is loss of 75% of the indications on the center and

left sections of the main control board indications.

Definitions:

Unplanned

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,
that is not the result of an intended e&olution or expected -plant response toa transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): .........-

1. UFSAR Sections 7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation-
2. ER-INST.2 Loss of Annunciators
3. NEI 99-01 SU3 . - .. . .. , . v.. ..

.; .'.
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .
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Category-'

Subcategory:

. Si-_ Systerm Malfunction o" n,

5 - InstrumentationIntain odtin npandloso aft se nunitp ,. or ... indcaio in the.,.

Initiating Cond ition:: UnplannedlJoss of safety system annunciation or indication. in the ,Contro'l Room with either (1) a significant trahsient in progress, or

(2) compensatory indicators are unavailable, ..

EAL: : . - " " ,. "• : ." . .. ~ , ". . .* . . , .

A5-1 Alert.' , ." .

Unplanned loss of 6 or more'annunciator panels, Table'S-2, or >75% of MCB ihdication's:
for _> 15 min. (Note 4)

AND EITHER: , .. ... .
A significant .transient is in progress, .Table S:13

:.OR.

Co.mpiensatory indications are unaviailahPbl__e',(p •.a , ... 2"O.1r a .a' " . :" ! " " i • 'aa '. '• ' •" .. '.. :. , ,. L " . " ., - ''.

Note.4: . The, ED'should not wait until the applicable-time has elapsed, but, should declare the event as soon as it-is'.:
determined that the condition has exceeded or will likely. exced the applicable time

Table S-2 Vital Control Room Panels.

A A B C D.E F G

'~a. . ,, a-. a•:1 7

Table S-3 Significant Transients

* Automatic turbine runback > 2.5% thermal power
.7 •Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical.load a-

Reactor trip ' . .

* Safety Injection activation

. .. . . ,a .. . , .- . . . . - ,. . , ,a. . . .

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby-. - -

Basis:

- a,

a . a .

-: • . ,.

" Generic
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This EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant
conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment during a
significant transient.

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, hoWever,: it is estimated th'at if apprximately 75% of the safety system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation'lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the'severity, of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a judgment
decision as towhether additional personnel are required.to-prqvide increased monitoring of system
operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of.plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or c.omponent operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument losstwill be'reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with' the Technical Specification action, the UE is based
on EAL SU4.1.

Annunciators or indicators for this. EAL include thoseidentified in the Abnormal Operating
Procedures and in the Emergency Operating Procedures; and in other EALs (e.g., area,; process,
and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.).

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant
Process Computer System.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This Alert will be escalated to a Site Area Emergency if the operating crew cannot monitor the
transient in progress due to a concurrent loss of compensatory indications with a significant
transient in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication...

Plant-Specific -

Control Room Panels A through G, TableS-2, provide safety-related indications and

annunciation in the Main Control Room (ref. 1, 2).

PPCS is considered compensatory. indication. .

Significant transients are listed in Table S-3.

Definitions:
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Unplanned
"i I.

A parameter change or an event, the reasons for which may be known or unknown,_.:
that is not the result of an intended evolution or expected plant response to a transient.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): .

1. UFSAR Sections 7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation ..- ., .:... ,
2.
3.

ER-INST.2 Loss of Annunciators
NEI 99-01 SA4

, .ii•,,,.. . . . . .-.. ... . ... .-,, .. ":"....!'

;, .. . • .. i -. . . . .' ... " ... . " ' , ,
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Category:

Subcdtegory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

5"- Instrumentation " '

Inability to monitor a significant transient in progress

SS5.1 Site Area Emergency .,

Unplanned loss of 6 or more annunciator panels, Table S-2, or >75% of MC 'indications
for _>15 min. (Note 4)

AND

A significant transient is in progress, Table S-3

AND

Compensatory indications are unavailable (PPCS)

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time

Table S-2 Vital Control Room Panels

A AA IB IC ID IE IF G

Table S-3 Significant Transients

e Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

* Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* Reactor trip

0 Safety Injection activation

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is intended to recognize the threat to plant safety associated with the complete loss of
capability of the control room staff to monitor plant response to a significant transient.
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"Planned" and "unplanned" actions are not differentiated since the loss of. instrumentation of this -
magnitude is of such significance during a transient that the cause of the loss is not an
ameliorating factor.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety, system
annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant condition could
go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count of the
instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the severity of the
plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Manager be tasked with making a judgment
decision as to whether additional personnel are required to provide increased monitoring of system
operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication powered
from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of annunciators is
more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is included in this EAL due to
difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss of specific, or several, safety
system indicators should remain a function of that specific system or component operability status.
This will be addressed by the specific Technical Specification. The initiation of a Technical
Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR
50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with the Technical Specification action, the NOUE is
based on EAL SU4.1

A Site Area Emergency is considered to exist if the control room staff cannot monitor safety
functions needed for protection of the public while a significant transient is in progress.

Annunciators for this EAL are limited to include those identified in the Abnormal Operating
Procedures and in the Emergency Operating Procedures, and in other EALs (e. g., area, process,
and/or effluent rad monitors, etc.)]

Indications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for protection of the public include control
room indications, computer generated indications and dedicated annunciation capability.

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as Plant

Process Computer System.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Plant-Specific

Control Room Panels A through G, Table S-2, provide safety-related indications and

annunciation in the Main Control Room (ref. 1, 2).

PPCS is considered compensatory indication.

Significant transients are listed in Table S-3.
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2. ER-INST.2 Loss of Annunciators
3. NEI 99-01 SS6

.................................

.2 '2 . -

2 ~. '.2 .

. .. . . ., .~.

r
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Category: S " System Malfunction ........• 5 " • ".

Subcategory: 6 - Communications

Initiating Condition Loss of all 6',site'dr-offsite c•firm'"uiicatiobs capabilitis

Losnoi alia bl S-4 sst (etenal) c r.ommncato mehd afecin thes aiity ...-.-

perf . . . . . . . . ... . .. no tif .. "..

SU 6.1 U nusual Event• -,. ,: ,, .

Loss of all Table S-4 onsite .(internal) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform routine operations " : ..... . .4. ' 2"• '";• "..*.. ' ...'. • ' • - ":"

Loss of all Table S-4 offsite (external) communication methods affecting the ability to
perform offsite notifications ,',•. . . ... "

Table S-4 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite
(internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Direct Dial POTS Lines (Blue Phones) X X

Plant Page Party system X

Radios/Walkie Talkies X

FTS 2001 telephone system (ENS, HPN) X

Control Room Hard Wired Satellite Phone X

Control Room Emergency Cell Phone X

4

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

The purpose of this EAL is to recognize a loss of communications capability that either defeats the
plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks necessary for plant operations or the ability to
communicate issues with off-site authorities.
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The loss of off-site communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive than
the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.•

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform federal,
state, and local authorities of plantpIroblems.-This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from non-routine radio transmissions, individuals-,
being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being used to make communications possible.

Plant-Specific

Onsite/offsite communications systems are listed in Table S-4 (ref. 1, 2)

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition EAL CU5.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. A-56 Communication Systems at Ginna Station
2. ER-COMM.1 Loss of Communications .

3. NEI 99-01 SU6
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Category: S - System Malfunction

Subcategory: 7- Fuel Clad Degradation,

Initiating Condition: Fuel clad degradation .

EAL: ' ' .

SU7.1 Unusual Event

RCS specific activity > 60 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131 ......

Mode Applicability: .. .... . . .

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis: ...

Generic

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert -level: is'via the. EALs in Category F.

This threshold addresses coolant sarmples exceeding coolant technrical specifications-for transient
iodine spiking limits.

•' .. '• ,, :. " • • .. '•:. .. :. • ' . ", ... .. '. .. -- :,., '... . . >. ",. . . ' .• ,

Plant-Specific

This EAL addresses reactor coolant samples exceeding Technical Specificatibon.3.4.16-

which is applicable in Modes .1., 2 and in Mode 3 with RCS:average temperature,(Tavg), ..

500 OF. Though the referenced Technical Specification' limitsare mode dependent, itis

appropriate, that the EAL be applicable in all hot modes, as it indicates a potential

degradation.in the level of safety, of the plant. The Technical. Specification limits

accommodate an iodine spike phenomenon that may occur following changes in thermal

power and during reactorstartup and shutdown. The Technical. Specification LCO limits.

are established to minimize the offsite radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a

steam generatorube rupture (SGTR) accident (ref._,. *; ' . . * ""

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.16 Reactor Coolant System - RCS Specific Activity
2. NEI 99-01 SU4
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

S - System Malfunction

7 - Fuel Clad Degradation..

Fuel clad degradation

EAL: .

SU7.2 Unusual Event .

Valid Letdown Monitor (R-9) reading • 4800 mR/hr

Mode Applicability: . "

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic ,

This EAL is included because it is'a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the. level of safety-of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the EALs in .Category F. -

This threshold addresses radiation monitor readings that provide indication of a degradatio' offuel
clad integrity.

Plant-Specific .

This EAL addresses indication of gross failed fuel-that may be inmexcess ofTechnical:"

Specification (ref. 1) coolant activity limits.,i- .-,.. - . . . . . -: .... ..

The Letdown Line Monitor"(R-9) gross radiation channel continuously monitors the activity

in a sample drawn from the RCS (NaOH tank room) and actuates an alarm' in the Control'

Room if a predetermined activity level'is reached. The high alarm setting of 200 mRad/hr

ensures'timely deteciion of failed fuel increases greater than'061% (ref. 2, 3, 4).

The 4800 mR/hr value for R-9 is based on total RCS activity corresponding to 60 pCi/gm I-

131 equivalent and 1% failed fuel (100 / E). A shielding calculation was performed to

obtain this value (ref. 5).
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Definitions:

Valid ,

An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be valid when it is verified by (1) anrf,
instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3)
by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's
operability, the condition's.existence, or the report's-accuracy is removed. Implicit in-
this definition is the need for timely assessment. .,....- .

::,'7~~~~~~. ..,.."... . .''T:.." ..':, •.."..:.. . . . . . . . . . ... .

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. Technical Specification 3.4.16 Reactor Coolant System -. RCS Specific Activity.
2.-AP-RCS.3 High Reactor CoolantActivity.......................... .
3. AR-RMS-9 R9 Letdown Line Monitor. .. •...,-
4. P-9 Radiation Monitoring" System'' .

5. CALC-2011-0019, "R9 Letdown Line Radiation Monitor NEI 99-01 Rev., 5, Evaluation'!"
6. NEI 99-01 SU4

.. ... ...................
. , . '• . . . ;
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Conditi4

S - System Malfunction

8 - RCS Leakage

on: RCS leakage .. .. . .• , ..:-. .

EAL:

SU8.1 Unusual Event .. . -

Unidentified or pressure boundary leakage > 10 gpm for > 15 min. (Note 4)

OR . . . ..

Identified leakage > 25 gpm for a 15"min. (Note 4) . ,.
.. . . . . . . .. .. . .... ,., .. "..... .. , .

Note 4: The ED should not wait until the applicable time has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as itis
determined that the condition has exceeded, or will likely exceed, theapplicable time. .

Mode'Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

This EAL is included as a UE because it may be a precursor of more serious conditions and, as
result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The 10 gpm
value for the unidentified or pressure boundary leakage was selected as it is observable with
normal control room indications. Lesser values must generally be determined through time-
consuming surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances).

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this EAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this EAL if the relief valve
cannot be isolated. 15 minutes allows time to evaluate the source and take corrective actions to
isolate the leak.

The EAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due to the lesser significance of identified
leakage in comparison to unidentified or pressure boundary leakage. In either case, escalation of
this EAL to the Alert level is via EALs in Category F.

Plant-Specific

Technical Specifications Section 3.4.13 RCS Operational Leakage prescribes RCS

leakage limits for pressure boundary (none allowed), unidentified (1 gpm) and identified

(10 gpm) leakage (ref. 1). AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Leak provide direction for

determining RCS leakage for off normal events and for operations troubleshooting (ref. 2).
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Ginna Basis Reference(s): . .

1. Technical Specifications 3.4.13, RCS.Operational Leakage-.
2. AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Leak
3. NEI 99-01 SU5

..... ..

• . ', : , !... ' ' ' i • • , . -. . • : : " '' . . , . . . '' i " • .

I -~ . .
. . . * . . . . .

,'° .; . .' . . .". : •. . • :i , • ". "
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Cate-orv F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EAL Group: HotConditions (RCS temperature > 2000F);

EALs in this category are applicable only in

one or more hot operating modes.

EALs in this category represent threats to the defense in depth design concept that

precludes the release of highly radioactive fission products to the environment. This

concept relies on multiple physical barriers any one of which, if maintained intact,

precludes the release of significant amounts of radioactive fission products to the

environment. The primary fission product barriers are:

A. Reactor Fuel Clad (FC): The Fuel Clad barrier consists of the zircalloy or stainless

steel fuel bundle tubes that contain the fuel pellets.

B. Reactor Coolant System (RCS): The RCS Barrier includes the RCS primary side

and its connections up to and including the pressurizer safety and relief valves, and

other connections up to and including the primary isolation valves.

C. Containment (CNMT): The Containment Barrier includes the containment building

and connections up to and including the outermost containment isolation valves.

This barrier also includes the main steam, feedwater, and blowdown line extensions

outside the containment building up to and including the outermost secondary side

isolation valve.

The EALs in this category require evaluation of the loss and potential loss thresholds listed

in the fission product barrier matrix of Table F-1 (Attachment 2). "Loss" and "Potential

Loss" signify the relative damage and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the

barrier no longer assures containment of radioactive materials. "Potential Loss" means

integrity of the barrier is threatened and could be lost if conditions continue to degrade.

The number of barriers that are lost or potentially lost and the following criteria determine

the appropriate emergency classification level:

Unusual Event:
ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment

Alert:
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ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel.Clador RCS

Site Area Emergency: .. ,
Loss or potential loss, of ANY two barriers

General Emergency:
Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third barrier

The logic used for Category F EALs reflects the following considerations: -.

* The Fuel Clad Barrier and the RCS Barrier are weighted more heavily than-the ...

Containment Barrier. UE EALs associated with RCS and Fuel Clad Barriers are

addressed under Category S.

* At the Site Area Emergency level, there must be some ability to dynamically assess

how far present conditions are from the threshold for a General Emergency. For

example, if Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier "Loss" thresholds existed, that, in addition to

off-site dose assessments, would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and containment integrity. Alternatively,.if both Fuel:Clad and. RCS Barrier

"Potential Loss" thresholds existed, the. ED-would have more assurance that there.-,.

was no, immediate need to escalate to .a, General Emergency.

* The ability to escalate to higher emergency classification levels as an event'

deteriorates must be maintained. -For example, RCS leakage steadily increasing

would represent an increasing .risk to public.health and safety.. -

Te Th Cohtainment Barrier should not be declared'lost or potentiaIli"lost based on
'uls thre s.nee.h

exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless thereis an event

in progress requiring mitigation by the Containment barrier.
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation .

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment

EAL:

FUI.1 Unusual Event

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment (Table F-i)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

G eneric . . . * ;'. .'. . ." - ." . , .

None

Plant-Specific . , .

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product -barriers. Table F-I1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.,

Fuel Clad and RCS barriers are weighted more heaviIy tharn the Containment barrier.

Unlike the Fuel: Clad and RCS barriers, the loss of either of, which results in an Alert (EAL

FAI.1), loss of the Containment barrier. inand of itself does-not result in the~relocation of

radioactive materials or the potential for, degradation: of core cooling capability. However,

loss or potential loss of the Containment barrier in combination with the loss or. potential

loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier results in declaration of a Site.Area Emergency

under EAL FSI.1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FU1
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Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL:

Fission Product-Barrier Degradation ., -*,

N/A ot

ANY -loss or ANY. potential loss of either.Fuel Clad or RCS,.

FAI.1 Alert -

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS.-(.Table F-1)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 Startup, 3 - Hot-Shutdown, 4-- Hot:Standby -

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS'and .Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F7-I ,

(Attachment 2) -lists the:fission. productbarrierthresholds, bases and references.-. ., "

At the Alert classification level, Fuel Cladand.RCS barriers areweightedmore heavily

than the Containment. barrier. :Unlike.the Containment barrier, loss.or potential loss of- -.- "

either the Fuel Clad or RCS barrier, may re'sult in the .relocation of radioactive materials or

degradation of core;,cooling capability. Note that the loss or-potential loss .of Containment

barrier in combination with loss.,or potentia I..loss of either Fuel-Clad orRCS barrier results

in declaration of a Site Area Emergency under EAL FSI..1.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):
1 . .NE ."9.0. ."

1.NE9-0FA
, . . - .. . ,... • : ~ ~~ ..- , .. ,. - , • . • "

.. , . .... .............. .....

.. . - ! . • .L . a.-.' • . • ." , , • • . - . , '.
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation,

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: .Loss or potential lossof ANY two barriers

EAL:

FSI.1 Site Area Emergency

Loss or potential loss of ANY tw6'barriers (Table F-I) ;.-

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2'- Startup, 3- Hot Shutdown, 4- Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-I.

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresh0lds•, bases add referendes..

At the'Site Area Emergency classification level, each barrier is weighted equally. 'A Site

Area Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

. One barrier loss and'a second barrier loss (ile., loss - lbss)

. One barrier, loss:and a second barrier potential loss'(i.e., loss - potential loss)

. one barrier potential loss and a second barrier'potential loss (i.e., potential loss -
potential loss)

At the Site Area Emergency classification level, the ability to dynamically assess the

proximity of present conditions with respect to the threshold for a General Emergency is

important. For example, the existence of Fuel Clad and RCS Barrier loss thresholds in

addition to offsite dose assessments would require continual assessments of radioactive

inventory and Containment integrity in anticipation of reaching a General Emergency

classification. Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad and RCS potential loss thresholds existed,

the Emergency Director would have greater assurance that escalation to a General

Emergency is less imminent.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99:01 FSI-,..: . .,
* I- -.

*.!1 :y' .

* , -:

. , .. .

-,. -r . .

• ..• . .

k-I

- - - . . . S *
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Category: Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: N/A

Initiating Condition: Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of the third'
barrier

EAL:

FGI.1 General Emergency

Loss of ANY two barriers

AND

Loss or potential loss of the third barrier (Table F-I)

Mode Applicability:

1 - Power Operation, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby

Basis:

Generic

None

Plant-Specific

Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment comprise the fission product barriers. Table F-1

(Attachment 2) lists the fission product barrier thresholds, bases and references.

At the General Emergency classification level each barrier is weighted equally. A General

Emergency is therefore appropriate for any combination of the following conditions:

* Loss of Fuel Clad, RCS and Containment barriers

* Loss of Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with potential loss of Containment barrier

" Loss of RCS and Containment barriers with potential loss of Fuel Clad barrier

" Loss of Fuel Clad and Containment barriers with potential loss of RCS barrier

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 FG1
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ATTACHMENT 2

FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER
LOSSIPOTENTIAL LOSS MATRIX AND BASES'

' '. ~~~~~~~~~~~. '........ !: ',"•i. ."". .. ". . .. . ...:- .- : ...... • ., .-...
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Introduction

Table F-1 lists the threshold conditions that define the Loss and Potential Loss of the three

fission product barriers (Fuel Clad, Reactor Coolant System, and Containment). The table

is structured so that the three barriers occupy adjacent columns. Each fission product

barrier column is further divided into two columns; one for Loss thresholds and one for

Potential Loss thresholds.

The first column of the table (to the left of the Fuel Clad Loss column) lists the categories

(types) of fission product barrier thresholds. The fission product barrier categories are:

A. CSFSTs

B. Core Exit TCs

C. Inventory

D. Radiation / Coolant Activity

E. Isolation Status; .

F. Judgment

Each category occupies a row in Table F-1 thus forming a matrix defined by the category

rows and the Loss/Potential Loss columns. The intersection of each category row with

each Loss/Potential Loss column forms a cell in which one or more fission product barrier

thresholds appear. If NEI 99-01 does not define a threshold for a barrier Loss/Potential

Loss, the word "None" is entered in the cell.

Thresholds are assigned sequential numbers within each Loss and Potential Loss column

beginning with number one. In this manner, a threshold can be identified by its category

title and number. For example, the first Fuel Clad barrier Loss in Category A is "FC Loss

A.1," the third Containment barrier Potential Loss is "CNMT P-Loss B.3," etc.

If a cell in Table F-1 contains more than one numbered threshold, each of the numbered

thresholds, if exceeded, signifies a Loss or Potential Loss of the barrier. It is not necessary

to exceed all of the thresholds in a category before declaring a barrier Loss/Potential Loss.
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Subdivision of Table F-1 by category facilitates association of plant conditions to the

applicable fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss thresholds. This structure

promotes a systematic approach to assessing the classification status of the fission

product barriers.

When equipped with knowledge of plant conditions related to the fission product barriers,

the EAL-user first scans down the category column of Table F-I, locates the likely

category and then reads across the row of fission product barrier Loss and Potential Loss

thresholds in that category to determine if any threshold has been exceeded. If a threshold

has not been exceeded in that category row, the EAL-user proceeds to the next likely

category and continues review of the row of thresholds in the new category

The EAL-user must examine each of the three fission product barriers to determine if other

barrier thresholds in the category are lost or potentially lost. For example, if Containment

radiation is sufficiently high (i.e., greater than 1.OE+03 R/hr), a Loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers and a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier exist. Barrier Losses and

Potential Losses are then applied to the algorithms given in EALs FG1.1, FS1.1, FA1.1

and FUI. 1 to determine the appropriate emergency classification.

In the remainder of this Attachment, the Fuel Clad barrier threshold bases appear first,

followed by the RCS barrier and finally the Containment barrier threshold bases. In each

barrier, the bases are given according category Loss followed by category Potential Loss

beginning with Category A, then B... E.
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.. . . .-. .. Table F-I1Fission Product Barrier Matrix

.. .... .Fuel Clad Barrier Reactor Coolant System Barrier Containment Barrier . .

Category -. - Loss. -- Potential Loss ' Loss Potential Loss Loss- . Potential Loss
" .... " 1.' ORANGE path conditi6n exists ... - 1. RED path condition exists

F-0.2 Core Cooling F-0.4 Integrity . "

A 1. RED path.condition exists o. RED path condition exists"

CSFST F-0.2 Core Cooling 2. RED path condition exists 2. RED path condition exists

F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is
required required

2. Core Exit TCs cannot be restored
< 1,200°F within 15 min.

B 3. Core Exit TCs > 700*F

Core Exit 2. Core Exit TCs I 1,200=F 3. Core Exit TCs > 700°F None None None AND

TCs RVLIS level cannot be restored
> 52% [> 55% adverse CNMT]
with no RCPs running within 15
rmin.

I. A containment pressure rise
followed by a rapid unexplained
drop in containment pressure

2. Containment pressure or sump 4. Containment pressure a 60 psig
1. RCS leak rate > available level response not consistent and rising

4. RVLIS level < 52% makeup capacity as indicated by with LOCA conditions
[:S 55% adverse CNMTj a loss of RCS subcooling 5. Containment hydrogen

C None OR (<EOP Fig. MIN SUBCOOLING) 3. RCS leak rate > 50 gpm with 3. Ruptured SIG is also faulted concentretion Ž4%
Inventory ~~~~~~~~~~~~letdown isolated 3 utrdSGi lofutdcnei-fo ,4

Inventory At least one RCP running RVLIS outside of containment
fluid fraction < 66% 2. Ruptured S/G results in an 6. Containment pressure > 28 psig

ECCS (SI) actuation 4. Primary-to-secondary leakrate and < two CRFC units and one CS

> 10 gpm pump operating per design

AND

Unisolable prolonged steam
release from affected SIG to the
environment

3. Containment radiation monitor
R-291R-30 reading

Dl 1.0E+02 R/hr

3. Containment radiation monitor 7. Containment radiation monitor

Radiation 4. Valid Letdown Monitor (R-9) None R-29/R-30 reading None None R.2onainen radin monitor
I Coolant reading a 24,000 mR/hr > 1.OE+01 R/hr R-29/R-30 reading 1.0E+03 R/I

Activity
5. Coolant activity >300 pCifgm

dose equivalent 1-131

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one

E line to dose

None None None None None
Direct downstream pathway to

Status the environment exists after
containment isolation signal
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Table F-1 Fission Product Barrier Matrix

...... Fuel Clad Barrier - Reactor Coolant System Barrier - Containment Barrier

category ' Loss Potential Loss Loss - Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss -
F 6 ANY coddition in the opinion of 5. ANY condition in the opinion of .. o 6.: ANY condition in the opinion of 8. ANY condition in the opinion of thethe ~ ~ _n Emrec ietrla h EegnyDrco ht 4. ANY condition in the opinion of • 4. - AN•Y condition in the opinion of the

F the Emergency Director that the Emergency Director tofat thf Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicates the Emergency Director that Emergency Director tfat indicatesm

Jugm nt dicarrer loss of the ftiel clad indicates potential loss of the fuel iNcndicae oso h C are oe tiaons of th.Care indicates loss of the containment potential loss of the containmentiugm n dicatres clad barrier idctslsofteRSbrir ptnallsofheCSarerbarrier barrier
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Barrier: Fuel Clad . . .. , ....

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status . ..

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold: i ,

1. RED path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling' . ,.:

Basis: .- ..

Generic -. -

Core Cooling.-. RED indicates significant: superheating and-core uncoveryý and is considered, to.- ;
indicate loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier. , :,

Plant-Specific ,'

CriticalSafety.Function:Status Tree.'(CSFST) Core Cooling-RED pathis given in F-0. 2 and

indicates significant;core-exit superheating and. core uncovery (ref. 1).:.

RED path conditions exist if either: . ,

0 Core Exit TCs are_> 1200°F -, 7: . >.. ..-.. '.,..

* Core Exit TCs are> 700°F with RVLIS < 52% Lý'55% acdverse', CNMT] with no RCPs

running . ..,.

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environmen tbegifist' affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 2): .

* Containmentpressure > 4 psig, or .... .

SCbntainment radiation > 105 R/hr.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): v

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
'2. FR-C.1 Response to Inadequate Core Cooling . .

,i . .. ..
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status .

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss .

Threshold:

1. ORANGE path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling . ..

Basis:

Generic

Core C6oling - ORANGE indicates subcooling, has been lostand that some clad damage may
occur.

Plant-Specific

Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFST) Core Cooling-ORANGE path is given in:

F-0.2 and indicates subcooling has.been lost and that some fuel clad'damage may:

potentially occur (ref. 1).

ORANGE path Core Cooling conditions exist if, with RCS subcooling..< requirements of-

EOP Fig. MIN SUB.COOLING, either: .

* with no RCPs running Core Exit TCs are_> 700OF or RVLIS level < 52% [55%

adverse CNMT] ...

*OR.

* with at least one RCP running RVLIS fluid fraction < 66%

Adverse containment parameters determine whena harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications. identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 2):.

" Containment pressure > 4 psig, or .. -

" Containment radiation > 105 R/hr " .'

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling
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Barrier: -,., ::; Fue[Clad.. . . , .* '.......

Category: A. -Critical Safety Function Status . .

Degradation Threat: Potential Los• .

Threshold:

2. RED path condition exists F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is required

Basis:

Generic

Heat Sink - RED when heat sink is required indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under
extreme challenge.

Plant-Specific

Indication that heat removal is extremely challenged is manifested by entry to CSFST Heat

Sink-RED path in F-0.3 (ref. 1). The phrase "and heat sink required" precludes the need for

classification for conditions in which RCS pressure is less than SG pressure or Heat Sink-

RED path entry was created through operator action directed by an EOP. Procedure FR-

H. 1, Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink, indicates heat sink is required when RCS

pressure is greater than any non-faulted SG pressure and RCS cold leg temperature is

greater than 350°F (ref. 2).

RED path Heat Sink conditions exist if both of the following:

" Narrow Range level in both S/Gs is < 7% [< 25% adverse CNMT]

AND

" Total feedwater flow to SGs is < 200 gpm

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 3):

" Containment pressure > 4 psig, or

" Containment radiation > 105 R/hr
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The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under -

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses. loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the Fuel Clad

barrier. This is also a potential loss of the RCS barrier and therefore results in at least a

Site Area Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): ... , .,

1. CSFST for F-0.3 Heat Sink .

2. FR-H.1 Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
2. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling

.*f

5 . . ".

'5

, .-.. . • .-- -... -.
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Barrier: Fuel Clad .

Category: B. Core Exit TCs .

Degradation Threat: Loss.,., . .j. .". ,* .... ,

Threshold:

2. Core Exit TCs > 1,200°F .. .

Basis: ...... ... ..........................
Generic

The 1,200°F reading corresponds to significant superheating of the coolant.

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading at or in excess of 1200°F corresponds to the

CSFST core Coolin'g RED path entry condition (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a 'c6mponerit of

inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indibation of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of thereactor coolanthth leaves the core

region: The threshold femperature is consistent with Attachment 1 of EPIP-2-16, Core
Damage 'Esti iation (ref. 2). Altho6gh clad rupture due Ito highl temperature is not expected

forCET readings lesslthian nthe threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal'significant

superheatingof the reactor coolant and cor'e uncovery. Events that resdlt in Core Exit TC

readings above the loss threshoi'd are classified severe ac'cidenits' and lead to entry into I

SevereAccident Management Guidelines (ref. 3).s
" ' .• " ..' . ' . " ' " . :o . -.' " -, ' . '. • , .. ¾.• i ! . ; , • ; . ".

Ginna Basis Reference(s): . ...

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation , '.

3. Ginna Severe Accident Management Guidelines .

4. FR-C.1 Response To Inadequate Core Cooling ..... -*. •.
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Barrier: Fuel Clad '.

Category: B. Core Exit TCs -.

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss ...-

Threshold:

3. Core Exit TCs > 7000F .

Basis:

Generic ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . .....,,. . ... . ... ,...;.. . . .,... -... . ..... .. ' .. .,, ., .

Core Exit TC readings > 7001F correspond to loss of subcooling.

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading at or in excess of 700°F corresponds to the

CSFST Core Cooling ORANGE. path entry criteria (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a component

of inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. The threshold temperature is consistent with Attachment 1 of EPIP-2-16, Core

Damage Estimation (ref. 2). RCS superheat, as indicated by Core Exit TCs reading at or in

excess of 7000F, signals the transition from a subcooled to a superheated regime. In a

superheated regime, heat transfer mechanics are not as efficient as the subcooled

condition and could lead to a rapid rise in clad temperatures. Valid indication of superheat

is a potential Fuel Clad barrier loss condition because the possible rapid rise in clad

temperatures may lead to clad failure.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
3. FR-C.1 Response To Inadequate Core Cooling
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

-. I 'C' . '. ,

None

I'.

* '. .. .¾

*.."" .. : . :. ,;, , ,....I

*11
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: C. Inventory .

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss .

Threshold:

4. RVLIS < 52% [5 55% adverse CNMT]

OR

At least one RCP running RVLIS fluid fraction 5 66%

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The site specific value for the Potential Loss threshold corresponds to the top of the active fuel.

Plant-Specific

The Reactor Vessel water level threshold is used in the EOPs to signal core uncovery and

is, therefore, indication of inadequate coolant inventory. If the RVLIS indication drops to

52% [_ 55% adverse CNMT] OR with at least one RCP running RVLIS fluid fraction <

66%, a core covered condition cannot be confirmed. According to the Core Cooling-

ORANGE path, this water level indicates subcooling has been lost and that some fuel clad

damage may occur. (ref. 1, 2)

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 2):

" Containment pressure > 4 psig, or

* Containment radiation > 105 R/hr

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling
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Barrier: Fuel Clad .

Category: D. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Loss ,., .. ;. .

Threshold:

3. Containment radiation monitor R-29/R-:30 reading I .0E+02 R/hr :

Basis:

Generic

The 1.OE+02 R/hr containment radiation monitor reading is a valuewhich indicates the release of
reactor coolant, with elevated activity indicative of fuel damage, into the containment. .

Reactor coolant concentrations of this magnitude are several times larger than the maximum
concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed withipntec.hnical specifications; and are therefore
indicative of fuel damage.

This value is higher than that specified for RCS barrier Loss threshold #3. Thus, this threshold
indicates a loss of both the Fuel Clad barrier.and RCS barrier that appropriately escalates the,
ergency classification level to a Site Area Emergency.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific -,..-, ~. .

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30,(ref. 1). .

R-29 & R-30 alert alarms at 1.OE+01 RPhr, indicative of a significant RCS breach (LOCA)

in containment (-0.1 % gap activity). The R-29 & R-30 high alarm setpoint is Set at 1.OE+02

RPhr and is indicative of a significant gap activity release into containment and thus

considered a loss of the fuel clad barrier. A reading on •o'htainment radiation monitor's-

greater than 1.OE+03 RPhr is indicative of significant fuel activity and thus considered a

potential loss of Containment (ref. 2).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: D. Radiation / Coolant Activity ,

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Valid Letdown Line; Monitor-(R-9).reading. 2 24,000 mR/hr .......

Basis:

Generic

The Letdown Monitor dose rate value corresponds to 300 ptCi/gm 1-131 equivalent. Assessment by
the NEI EAL Task Force indicates that this amount'of coolant activity is well above that expected
for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5%'fuel claddamage. This amount of radioactivity
indicates significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this"item. .* -

Plant-Specific

The Letdown Line Monitor (R-9) gross radiationchannel 'ontinuo'usly mo'nitors the activity*..'

in a sample drawn from the RCS (NaOH tank room) and actuates an alarm in the Control

Room if a predetermined activity level is reached.'A Letdown Line Monitor reading of

24,000 mR/hr represents fuel clad damage of approximately 5% corresponding to the

reactor coolant activity fuel Clad loss threshold of 300 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131 (ref....

2).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):.

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. CALC-2011-0019, R9 Letdown Line Radiation Monitor NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 Evaluation.
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Fuel Clad

D. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Loss

Threshold:

5. Coolant activity >300 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131

Basis:

Generic

The site specific value corresponds to 300 p.Ci/gm 1-131 dose equivalent. Assessment by the NEI
EAL Task Force indicates that this amount of coolant activity is well above that expected for iodine
spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of radioactivity indicates
significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

None

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Revision 5, pg 35
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Fuel Clad

D. Radiation Coolant. Activity

Potential Loss

None

• v



Barrier: Fuel

Category: E. Isc

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:
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Clad

,lation Status , U' -. -'

None
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Fuel Clad

E. Isolation Status

Potential Loss
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Barrier: Fuel Clad

Category: F. Judgment
Degradation Threat: Loss ........

Threshold:

6. ANY condition-in the opinion of theEmergency Director that indicates:loss of-the :Fuel
Clad barrier

Basis: ." .

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used bythe Emergency' Director-in
determining whether.the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. In ;addition,: the inability to monitor.the barrier.:
should also be incorporated, in:this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment, that Athe:.,

barrier may be considered lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Fuel Clad . . .

Category: F. Judgment , .

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss .* . -....-

Threshold:

5.; ANY condition in the opinion of the. Emergency.Director that indicates potential loss of
the Fuel Clad barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold-addresses any other-factors thatare to be used by the Emergency Coordinator in
determining whether; the Fuel .Clad barrieris potentially lost.-In addition,- the inability to -monitor the
barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Coordinator-:
judgment that the barrier may be considered potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None



Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:
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None .. ; , . ,

.. .. .. ........." ........./ " , ..... .,. . -. ,. .'. :.,.." . .• .. ; . .... , .

i~.
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System'.

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status ,

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss , - " .

Threshold: . .

1. RED path condition exists F-0.4 Integrity

Basis:

Generic

RCS Integrity - RED indicates an extreme challenge to the safety function derived from appropriate
instrument readings.

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFST) Integrity-RED path is given in F-0.4 and

entry is indicative of a direct threat to RCS integrity due to imminent pressurized thermal

shock (ref. 1, 2).

RED path Integrity conditions exist if:

" temperature lowers in either RCS cold leg> 100OF/hr

AND

* temperature in either RCS cold leg is < 2840F

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. FR-P. 1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition
2. CSFST for F-0.4 Integrity
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System.. *.

Category: -"A. :Critical Safety FunctionStatus

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

2. RED path condition exists F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is required

Basis:

Generic

Heat Sink - RED when heat sink is required indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under
extreme challenge.

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Indication that heat removal is extremely challenged is manifested by entry to CSFST Heat

Sink-RED path in F-0.3 (ref. 1). The phrase "and heat sink required" precludes the need for

classification for conditions in which RCS pressure is less than SG pressure or Heat Sink-

RED path entry was created through operator action directed by an EOP. Procedure FR-

H.1, Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink, indicates heat sink is required when RCS

pressure is greater than any non-faulted SG pressure and RCS cold leg temperature is

greater than 350°F (ref. 2).

RED path Heat Sink conditions exist if both of the following:

" Narrow Range level in both S/Gs is < 7% [< 25% adverse CNMT]

AND

" Total feedwater flow to SGs is < 200 gpm

Adverse containment parameters determine when a harsh environment begins to affect

instrumentation located inside Containment. The following indications identify that the

adverse containment values should be used in the EOPs (ref. 3):

" Containment pressure > 4 psig, or

" Containment radiation > 105 RPhr

I
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The combination of these conditions indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under -

extreme challenge. This threshold addresses loss of functions required for hot shutdown

with the reactor at pressure and temperature and thus a potential loss of the RCS barrier.

This is also a potential loss of the Fuel Clad barrier and therefore results in at least a Site

Area Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. FR-P.1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition
2. FR-H.1 Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
3. CSFST for F-0.4 Integrity

S . ".. . .. . .; .. 1.*• .' , . " ." '. -. .'

-JJ "L ,"

•i • •.-



Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:
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Reactor Coolant Systemr

B. Core Exit TCs

Loss

None
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

Reactor Coolant System,.-.

B. Core Exit TCs

Potential Loss

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System ..-. ...

Category: C. Inventory ..

Degradation Threat: Loss . *-. - .

Threshold: ... .,. ',

1. RCS leak rate > available makeup capacity as indicated by a loss of RCS subcooling.
(< EOP Fig. MIN SUBCOOLING) .

Basis:

Generic ' ... -"

This threshold addresses cionditions where leakage'frodmthe RCS is greater than availableiventory control capacity such that a loss bof subcooling has occurred. The loss of subcoolingr-i•:
the fundamental indication that the inventor'y contir•l systems are inadequate. in maintaining RCSd `
pressure and inventory against the mass loss through the leak.

P l--l e i i " '• : : : - . . .-. . • . . . .'.. I ,, - . ,-..

Pla•t-Sbecific

Critical Safety Function Status Trees (CSFST) Core Cooling indicates that if subcooling

margin based on core exit TCs is in 'the' Inadequate'Subco6ling Regio6no"f EOP'Fig. MIN

SUBCOOLING, a loss of RCS subcooling has occurred (ref. 1, 4). E-0, Reactor Trip or

Safety Injection and AP-RCS.1, Reactor. Coolant Leak, provide.appropriate actions to

prevent and, mitigate the consequences of RCS leakage (ref. 2, 3).

AP-RCS1, provides a list. of conditions that. may be observed when -excessive. RCS

leakage occurs and provides appropriate actions to prevent and mitigate the,

consequences of RCS leakage (ref. 3). - - :

The loss of subcooling as a result of inability to establish RCS heat transferbO the ultimate

heat sink is indicative of potential losses of the Fuel Clad 'and RCS barriers'.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. F-0.2 CSFST Core Cooling ...... . .,

2. E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection'a -. ; .. ,
3. AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Leak. . .. .. .. ..,. .. ..

4. EOP Figure MIN SUBCOOLING
5. AP-CVCS. 1 CVCS leak .. .
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System.. " .. ...

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Ruptured S/G results in an ECCS (SI). actuation 7...

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses the full spectrum of Steam Generator (SG) tube rupture events in
conjunction with containment barrier. loss thresholds.lIt addresses ruptured SG(s)'for which the
leakage is large enough to cause actuation of ECCS (SI). This is consistent to the RCS leak rate
barrier potential loss threshold.

By itself, this threshold will result in the declaration of an Alert. However, if the SG is also faulted
(i.e., two barriers failed), the declaration escalates to a Site Area Emergency per Containment
barrier loss thresholds.

There is no potential loss threshold associated with this item..

Plant-Specific "'

In conjunction with Containment Loss C.3 and the Fuel Clad barrier thresholds, this

threshold addresses the full spectrum of Steam Generator Tube-Rupture (SGTR) events.

A ruptured SG. is primary-to-secondary leakage- through the steam generator tubes. ECCS

(SI) actuation is caused by (ref. .1): .. " .

* Containment pressure >4 psig " . '''' " .''"' •

0 Pressurizer pressure < 1750 psig : .. ' .

" Steam line. pressures < 514 psig . - '.. . ..

Indications of a ruptured S/G include (ref. 2):

" Unexpected rise in either S/G narrow range level

* High radiation on Main Steamline Radiation Monitors' , " ,..., .

* Local indications of increase steamline radiation

Definitions:
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Ruptured .. . .

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude
sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection.

. .. . .. ', .,~ ." ' '. :i. ". , '' . , i i • '

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. E-0 Reactor Trip or. Safety Injection .

2. E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture : i . . ,,.
3. AP-RCS.1 Reactor Coolant Leak

. . . . . .

I .*.

* . *.. . . .. 1.

~. . "*.*1.1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... -

.I'.. . , ,

. .

...... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . .,
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System
"' :' ~~~~~~~~~.'... .. . .. . . . .. . ......•""" """,' .' '..*"...' ,••";-;. •.": :'""

Category: ' C Inventory . . :. ... -

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold: .' . :

3. RCS leak rate > 50 gpm with letdown isolated ,

Basis:

Generic

This threshold is based on the apparent inability to maintain normal liquid inventory within the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) by normal operation of the Chemical and Volume Control System
which is considered to be the flow rate equivalent to one charging pump discharging to the
charging header. Isolating letdown is a standard abnormal operating procedure action and may
prevent unnecessary classifications when a non-RCS leakage path such as a CVCS leak exists.
The intent of this condition is met if attempts to isolate Letdown are NOT successful. Additional
charging pumps being required is indicative of a substantial RCS leak.

Plant-Specific

The CVCS includes three positive displacement horizontal pumps with a capacity of 46

gpm each (ref. 1). The pressurizer level control program regulates letdown purification

subsystem flow by adjusting the letdown flow control valve so that the reactor coolant

pump (RCP) controlled leak-off plus the letdown flow matches the input from the operating

charging pump. Equilibrium pressurizer level conditions may be disturbed due to RCS

temperature changes, power changes, or RCS inventory loss due to leakage. A decrease

in pressurizer water level below the programmed level results in a control signal to start

one or both standby charging pumps to restore water level. The need for a second or third

charging pump to makeup leakage in excess of letdown flow would be indicative of

substantial RCS leakage. The single charging pump capacity is rounded up to 50 gpm for

this threshold and clearly signals that operation of more than one charging pump is

needed (ref. 2).
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. UFSAR Table 9.3.6 CVCS Performance Parameters;;. ,-,.
2. UFSAR Section 9.3.4.2.2.2 Charging Pump Control

. .. ., . • . . , .

• ,~.. . . . . .. ' "'. ." .•.. . .. . . .. ••..... . -, .• , ".

I..
. . •, -

. . . . . . . . . . . . ....- ,,.. , ,
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... ..-
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: D. Radiation / Coolant Activity '

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Containment radiation monitor R-29/R-30 reading> 1.OE+01 R/hr

Basis:

Generic

The site specific reading is a value which indicates the release of reactor coolant to the
containment.

This reading is less than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier threshold 3. Thus, this threshold would
be indicative of a RCS leak only. If the radiation monitor reading increased to that specified by Fuel
Clad barrier threshold, fuel damage would also be indicated.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30 (ref. 1).

R-29 & R-30 alert alarms at 1.OE+01 R/hr, indicative of a significant RCS breach (LOCA)

in containment (-0.1 % gap activity). The R-29 & R-30 high alarm setpoint is set at 1.OE+02

R/hr and is indicative of a significant gap activity release into containment and thus

considered a loss of the fuel clad barrier. A reading on containment radiation monitors

greater than 1.OE+03 R/hr is indicative of significant fuel activity and thus considered a

potential loss of Containment (ref. 2).

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
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Barrier:

Category:

Degradation Threat:

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant. System

Category: E. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: E. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

.2 .1
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: F. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinionof the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the RCS
barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should
also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment that the barrier
may be considered lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is lost. Such a determination should include imminent

barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Reactor Coolant System

Category: F. Judgment,.: . ,

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss ofthe RCS barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the RCS barrier is potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the
barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment
that the barrier may be considered potentially lost.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the RCS barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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- , .. .I , . .

None . . ... . . .

'- , '. . . ' . " ,•'• " I.' . , " , .,. . -'" : '. " ,.. , - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - .. ... • .,•', .
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Barrier: Containment

Category: A. Critical Safety Function Status,

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss .

Threshold:

1. RED path condition exists F-Q.5 Containment:: •'" " K. ;

Basis:

Generic

RED path indicates an extreme challenge to the safety function derived from appropriate
instrument readings.and/or sampling results, and. thus represents.a potential loss of containment.

Conditions leading -to a containment RED path, result from RCS barrier and/or Fuel Clad Barrier,
Loss.. Thus, this threshold is primarily a discriminator between Site Area Emergency and General -,

Eme~rgency representing apotential loss of: the third, barrier.

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific ,. .

Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFST) Containment-RED path is given in F-0.5 and

is entered~ if Containment pressure is equal to or greater than 60 psig"(ref. 1).

This threshold is indicative of a loss of both RCS and Fuel Clad barriers. This combination

of conditions would be expected to require the declaration of a General Emergency..

Ginna Basis Reference(s).

1. CSFSTfor-F-05 Containment "
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Barrier: Containment

Category: B. Core Cooling / Heat Removal -

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss .. ...

Threshold:

2. Core Exit TCs cannot be restored < 1 ,200F within 15 min.

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The conditions in this threshold represents an imminent core 'melt sequence'which; if not.corrected,
could lead to vessel failure and an increased potential for containment failure. In conjunction with
the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Cladand.RCS barrier columns, this
threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency -- loss bf two barriers and the
potential loss of a third. If the function restoration procedures are ineffective, there is no "success"
path.

The function restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address the
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effective if the'.'
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel water level is increasing.

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The
Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as it is determined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective.

Plant-Specific . " -

Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading in excess of 1200OF corresponds to the .CSFST

Core Cooling RED path entry condition (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a component of

inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. The threshold temperature is consistent with Attachment 1 of EPIP-2-16, Core

Damage Estimation (ref. 2). Although clad rupture due to high temperature is not expected

for CET readings less than the threshold, temperatures of this magnitude signal significant

superheating of the reactor coolant and core uncovery. Events that result in Core Exit TC

readings above the loss threshold are classified severe accidents and lead to entry into

Severe Accident Management Guidelines (ref. 3).
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Events that result in Core Exit TC readings above the Fuel Clad loss threshold are - J,;

classified severe accidents and lead to entry into Severe Accident Management

Guidelines and signify possible core overheating to the point that clad ballooning/collapse

may occur and portions of the core may" ha've rhelted '(ref. 3).'

It must also be assumed the loss of RCS inventory is a result of a loss of the RCS barrier. '

These conditions, if not mitigated, can lead to core melt which in turn may result.in aloss

of containment. Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that''

fun'Ction'restoration procedures can airrest dore degradation within the' Reactor Vessel in a

significant fraction of the- core damage scenarios, .and the likelihood of containment failure

is very small in these events. Given this, it is appropriate to provide a reasonable period to

allow function restoration procedures to arrest the core melt sequence. The phrase
"cannot be restored <" implies Core Exit TC readings have-exceeded. the.threshold

temperature and procedural guidance used to restore RCS inventory has been, attempted

but is thus.far unsuccessful. (ref. 4). Whether or not, guidance is effective should'be ..

apparent~within fifteen minutes. The ED. should make the, decl~aration as soonas it is

determined the guidance has 'not been or will not'be effective in restoring temperature • -"

below the threshold.

Ginna Basis Referen ce(s): .... • -" .' ' .-. ' ." - -.

1. CSFST for F-0.2 Core Cooling
2. EPIP-2-16 Core-Damage Estimation : , • _ ,, - -.,",;, . , , .

3. :'Ginnia;SevereA~ccident Management Guidelines: - - ... ..... -

4. FR-C. 1 Response to Inadequate Core Cooling
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Barrier: :Containment

Degradation Threat:

Category:

Potential Loss

B. Core Cooling. /Heat Removal

Threshold: .. ..

3. Core ExitTCs>700°F '* ": . " "

RVLIS level cannot be restored.,> 52% [> 55% adverse CNMT] with noRCPs running
within 15 min.

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item. ... .. I ': . . . ! I

The conditions in this threshold represent an'imminent core melt sequence which, if not corrected,
could lead to.vessel failure and an increased potentialfor containment failure. In-conjunction with..
the Core Cooling and RCS Leakage criteria in the Fuel Clad and RCS barrier columns, this
threshold would result in the declaration of a General Emergency --' loss of two barriers and the
potential loss of a third. If the function restoration procedures are ineffective, there is no "success"
path. -

The function restoration procedures are those emergency operating procedures that address the
recovery of the core cooling critical safety functions. The procedure is considered effectivejif the.
temperature is decreasing or if the vessel water level is increasing.

Whether or not the procedures will be effective should be apparent within 15 minutes. The
Emergency Director should make the declaration as soon as. it is determined that the procedures
have been, or will be ineffective.....

Plant-Specific

Core Exit Thermocouples (TCs) reading in excess of 700OF corresponds to the CSFST

Core Cooling ORANGE path entry criteria (ref. 1). Core Exit TCs are a component of

inadequate core cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect indication of fuel clad

temperature by measuring the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the core

region. The threshold temperature is consistent with Attachment I of EPIP-2-16, Core

Damage Estimation (ref. 2). RCS superheat, as indicated by Core Exit TCs reading in

excess of 7000 F, signals the transition from a subcooled to a superheated regime. In a
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superheated regime, heat transfer mechanics are not as efficient as the subcooled

condition and could lead to a rapid rise in clad temperatures. Valid. indication of superheat

is a potential Fuel Clad barrier loss condition because the possible rapid rise in clad

temperatures may lead to clad failure.

This threshold indicates: subcooling has been lost (Core Exit TC readings > 7006F), the

core is uncovered and some fuel clad damage may be occurring (ineffective functional.

restoration procedures) (ref. 1, 3). It must be assumed that the loss of RCS inventory is a

result-of a loss of the RCS barrier.-

These conditions, if not mitigated, can lead to core melt which in turn may result in a loss

of containment. Severe accident analyses (e.g., NUREG-1 150) have concluded that

function restoraion pýrocedures.can arrestcore degiadat!on within the R~actor esse! in a

significant fraction .ofthe, core damage scenarios-'and the likelihood of containment failure"

is very small in these events. Given this,,it is appropriatelto provide a- reasonable period.too

allow function restoration procedures.to, arrest the.core melt sequence..The phrase
"cannot be ýrestbred <" implies Core Exit TC ."readings have 'exceeded the threshold

temperature and procedural guidance used to restore RCS inventory has 1been attempted

but is thus far unsuccessful (ref. 3). Whether or not guidance is effective should be - -

apparent within fifteen minutes. The. ED.should..make the declaration, as soon as it is:.,

determined the guidance has not been-or will not be effective in restoring temperature

below the threshold. - :

Ginna Basis Reference(s): . ., . .... -

1. -.CSFST for F-0.2%Core Cooling- -.

2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Estimation
3. FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling
4. Drawing 03021-0687 Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System Elevations
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Barrier: Containment

C. InventoryCategory:

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

1. A containment pressure rise followed by a rapid unexplained drop in containment
pressure

Basis: ........... ... '..".. i".".. .:. •, ..... . . . . . . . . .. • .. ..... :o . ... ... ,

Generic

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to containment spray or condensation
effects) folldwing an initial pressure increase from a -primary orsecondary high energy line break
indicates a loss of containment integrity. Containment pressure should increase as a result. of mass
and energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, pressure not increasing indicates
containment bypass and a loss.of containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an'unexpected response f~or'ttie6'condition' nd
therefore does not have :a specific value associated with it. The unexpected' response is important
because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

Plant-Specific

UFSAR Figure ,15.6-34 describes containmentpressu're: response for-a large break LOCAk

(ref. 1). Containment pressure peaks at a'pproximately:45 psig at approximately 25

seconds after event initiation.

Ginna Basis Reference(s): .*. ., . . ,.

1. UFSAR Figure 15.6-34 Containment Pressure Used for the:R.E. Ginna Best-Estimate
Large Break LOCA ,
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Barrier:

Category:

Containment

C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

2. Containment pressure or sump level response not consistent with LOCA conditions.

Basis: -'

Generic . ,

Containment sump levels should increase. as a result of mass and ,energy. release into containment
from a LOCA. Thus, sump level not increasing indicates containment bypass and,a loss of-,,
containment integrity.

This indicator-relies ,on •operator.recognition of an.unexpected response for the condition and
therefore. does not have a.,specific. value associated with it..The unexpected response is important •
because it is the indicator, fora containment bypass.condition. ...

Plant-Specific. ,'- .. ' - •. ...- • .. '.,

The, containment'pressure and temperature -response and. containment: sump water.

temperature response. versus. time are given in UFSAR Figures 6.2-1 through 6.2-6.for the

most severe LOCAs (ref. 11)... - - ..
, . , ,' . " ' . • ' I , , , . . :

Ginna Basis. Reference(s):,...

1. UFSAR Figures,6.2-1 through 6.2-6
.;, . . -. :". .. • . • . , •

• ..",: i'...- .* W.- . ,

I. . -.
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Barrier: Containment ,.....

Category: C. Inventory

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

3. Ruptured S/G is also faulted outside of containment

Basis:

Generic

The loss~threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the containment .
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.." . .

Users should realize that this threshold and containment loss C.4 could be considered redundant.
This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of a threshold that uses-:
Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like. "ruptured and faulted" adds tothe ease. of the
classification process and has been included based on this human factor concern.

This threshold results in a UE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging.
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG, tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold.
criteria would result in.an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators
or unisolable secondary line breaks, .this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barrier
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

This threshold addresses the condition in which a ruptured steam generator is also faulted. This
condition represents a bypass of the RCS and containment barriers and is a subset of.the
containment loss C.4. In conjunction with RCS leak rate barrier loss threshold, this would always
result in the declaration of a Site Area Emergency.

Plant-Specific

A faulted S/G means the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an

uncontrolled decrease in steam generator pressure or the steam generator being

completely depressurized (ref. 1). A ruptured S/G means the existence of primary-to-

secondary leakage of a magnitude sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety

injection (ref. 2).

Definitions:
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Faulted ir.. ."-

In a steam generator, the existence of secondary side leakage that results in an
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steamri generator being completely
depressurized.

Ruptured

In a steam generator, existence of primary-to-secondary leakage of a magnitude
Sufficient to require or cause a reactor trip and safety injection...

Ginna Basis Reference(s):.

1. E-2 Faulted Steam Generator Isolation
2. E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture

.: ." .." '"ii.".:....-"
.,, , . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . ..." .'. . ..: .. .. '. . . .. .

. . . .... . . .

. . . ..

. . . . .. . ~.
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Barrier: Containment..................... .... .... ....... .• :

Category: C. Inventory 7 - .<. ... , ,.. .

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

4. Primary-to-secondary leakrate> 10 gpm

AND

Unisolable prolonged steam release from affected S/G to the environrhment

................ .....••:....t.....,, ....... ..

Basis:

Generic

The loss threshold recognizes that SG tube leakage can represent a bypass of the Containment
barrier as well as a loss of the RCS barrier.

Users should realize that the this loss threshold and containment loss C.3 could be considered
redundant. This was recognized during the development process. The inclusion of an threshold
that uses Emergency Procedure commonly used terms like "ruptured and faulted" adds to the ease
of the classification process and has been included based on this human factor concern.

This threshold results in a UE for smaller breaks that; (1) do not exceed the normal charging
capacity threshold in RCS leak rate barrier Potential Loss threshold, or (2) do not result in ECCS
actuation in RCS SG tube rupture barrier Loss threshold. For larger breaks, RCS barrier threshold
criteria would result in an Alert. For SG tube ruptures which may involve multiple steam generators
or unisolable secondary line breaks, this threshold would exist in conjunction with RCS barrier
thresholds and would result in a Site Area Emergency. Escalation to General Emergency would be
based on "Potential Loss" of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

This threshold addresses SG tube leaks that exceed 10 gpm in conjunction with an unisolable
release path to the environment from the affected steam generator. The threshold for establishing
the unisolable secondary side release is intended to be a prolonged release of radioactivity from
the ruptured steam generator directly to the environment. This could be expected to occur when
the main condenser is unavailable to accept the contaminated steam (i.e., SG tube rupture with
concurrent loss of off-site power and the ruptured steam generator is required for plant cooldown
or a stuck open relief valve). If the main condenser is available, there may be releases via air
ejectors, gland seal exhausters, and other similar controlled, and often monitored, pathways.
These pathways do not meet the intent of an unisolable release path to the environment. These
minor releases are assessed using EALs in Category R.

Plant-Specific
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Cooldowns conducted to allow controlled isolation of the',affected S/G per emergency

procedures are not considered prolonged releases. The ,criterion for prolonged release is

met if the objective of E-3 to isolate the affected S/G cannot be met (ref. 2).

An ARV or Safety valve performing as designed is not considered a "failed" barrier.

Definitions:.

Unisolable "

A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Main Control Board.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. ECA-1.2 LOCA Outside, Containment
2. E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
3. F-0.2 Core Cooling

- . 7 .

* * - ~... S.

. ..
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Barrier: Containment'-. . ...' .

Category: C. Inventory...... ...... : "

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

4. Containment pressure > 60 psig and rising

Basis:

Generic

The site specific pressure is based on the containment design. pressure..

Plant-Specific

This threshold is the containment design pressure and is in excess of that expected from

the design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) (ref. 1, 2). Proper actuation and

operation of the containment spray system when required should maintain containment

pressure well below the design pressure. The peak containment pressure of 45 psig

occurs - 25 seconds after event initiation for the most limiting design basis LOCA (ref. 3).

The pressure-time responses for the spectrum of LOCAs considered in the plant design

basis are described in Section 15 of the UFSAR, Accident Analyses. The threshold is

therefore indicative of a loss of both RCS and Fuel Clad barriers in that it should not be

reached without severe core degradation (metal-water reaction) or failure to scram in

combination with RCS breach. This condition would be expected to require the declaration

of a General Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1, CSFST for F.0.5 Containment
2. UFSAR 3.1.2.2.7 General Design Criterion 16 - Containment Design
3. UFSAR Figure 15.6-34 Containment Pressure Used for the R.E. Ginna Best-Estimate

Large Break LOCA
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Barrier: Containment , .. . .. .

Category: tC. Inr " ,', n.....''

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

5. Containment hydrogen concentration 4%

Basis:

Generic

Existence of an explosive mixture means a hydrogen and oxygen concentration of at least the
lower deflagration limit curve exists. The indications of potential loss under this EAL corresponds to
some of those leading to containment potential loss threshold A.1.

Plant-Specific

In the early stages of a core uncovery event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup due to a

core uncovery could result in an explosive mixture of dissolved gases in Containment.

However, Containment monitoring (CH-EPIP-CVH2) and/or sampling should be performed

to verify this assumption (ref. 1). A combustible mixture can be formed when hydrogen gas

concentration in the Containment atmosphere is greater than 4.1% (rounded to 4%) by

volume (ref. 2).

After a LOCA, the containment atmosphere is a homogeneous mixture of steam, air, solid

and gaseous fission products, hydrogen, and water droplets containing boron and sodium

hydroxide. During and following a LOCA, the hydrogen concentration in the Containment

results from radiolytic decomposition of water, metal-water reaction, and aluminum/zinc

reaction with the spray solution (ref. 2). If hydrogen concentration reaches or exceeds the

lower flammability limit (4%) in an oxygen rich environment, a potentially explosive mixture

exists. If the combustible mixture ignites inside containment, loss of the Containment

barrier could occur. To generate such levels of combustible gas, loss of the Fuel Clad and

RCS barriers must also have occurred. Since this threshold is also indicative of loss of

both Fuel Clad and RCS barriers with the potential loss of the Containment barrier, it

therefore will likely warrant declaration of a General Emergency.
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Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. SACRG-1 Severe Accident Control Room Guideline Initial. Response
2. UFSAR 1.5.10 Development of Containment Hydrogen Recombiner

........................... ..-

4 :

I .ý ý - - - , i.
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Barrier: . Containment • ' :. . " • •

Category: C. Inventory , "" . •. .
Sg.-• .* Y"- , <.." :' A- ,A -, ." . - . .,

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss " ..
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .~~. . . . .... .;

:•~~~~.. . ......... : .•• . ... •, .. . . . . ... •..

Threshold: Threshold:~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. .............. ..•: ,... ,. .,. . .,- .. : ..... ,......

6. Containment pressure > 28 psigand <,two CRFC units and one CS pump operating
per design . .

Basis:

Generic

This threshold represents a potential loss of containment in that the containment heat
removal/depressurization system (e.g., containment sprays, recirc. fans, etc., but not including
containment venting strategies) are either lost or performing in a degraded manner, as indicated by
containment pressure greater than the setpoint at which the equipment was supposed to have
actuated.

Plant-Specific

Two means of post accident containment heat removal are provided; Containment Spray

System and Containment Recirc Fan Cooler (CRFC) units. At least one train of each of

these systems is required to provide sufficient steam-condensing capacity to ensure

against containment overstress and to remove residual and chemical heat (ref. 1, 2).

The CRFC system is comprised of four CRFC units, two of which are required in the post

accident condition (ref. 3, 4). Each containment aircooling unit consists of cooling coils,

accident backdraft damper, accident fan, service water outlet valves, and controls

necessary to ensure an operable service water flow path. Following an SI actuation signal,

CRFC System fans are designed to start automatically (ref. 4).

Each of two containment spray trains consists of a spray pump, spray header, nozzles,

valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an operable flow path capable of taking

suction from the RWST upon an actuation signal (ref. 4).

During a steam line break or LOCA, a minimum of two CRFC units and one Containment

Spray (CS) pump are required to maintain peak pressure and temperature below design

limits (ref. 4).
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The containment hi-hi pressure setpoint (28 psig) is the. pressure at which the equipment

should actuate and begin performing its function (ref. 5)...

Ginna Basis Reference(s): i.;,:;,. ... , ..

1. UFSAR Section 6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal Systems
2. UFSAR Section 6.2.1.2.3 Secondary System Pipe Break Analysis

.3. UFSAR Section 6.2.2.1.3 Design Evaluation
4. Technical Specifications B 3.6-' Containment Systems " : ..

5. CSFST for F-0.5 Containment

† † † † † † † † † † † † †. ." * -• . ... . ý - 'I .

-. . - ,

. f ,:; :, .
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Containment

D. Radiation / Coolant Activity.

Loss . . ,,. . . . ..

None

.~ V

:..; : • . , , . ,. .,. . , ..

SA V .
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Barrier: Containment -

Category: D. Radiation / Coolant Activity

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

7. Containment radiation monitor R-29/R-30 reading > 1.OE+03 R/hr

Basis:

Generic

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The site specific reading is a value which indicates significant fuel damage well in excess of the
thresholds associated with both loss of Fuel Clad and loss of RCS barriers. A major release of
radioactivity requiring off-site protective actions from core damage is not possible unless a major
failure of fuel clad allows radioactive material to be released from the core into the reactor coolant.

Regardless of whether containment is challenged, this amount of activity in containment, if
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a potential loss of
containment, such that a General Emergency declaration is warranted.

Plant-Specific

Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 and R-30 (ref. 1).

R-29 & R-30 alert alarms at 10 R/hr, indicative of a significant RCS breach (LOCA) in

containment (-0.1% gap activity). The R-29 & R-30 high alarm setpoint is set at 100 R/hr

and is indicative of a significant gap activity release into containment and thus considered

a loss of the fuel clad barrier. A reading on containment radiation monitors greater than

1.OE+03 R/hr is indicative of significant fuel activity and thus considered a potential loss of

Containment (ref. 2).

The containment radiation monitor reading is a value that indicates significant fuel damage

well in excess of that required for loss of the RCS barrier and the Fuel Clad barrier.

NUREG-1228 "Source Term Estimations During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear

Power Plant Accidents" states that such readings do not exist when the amount of clad

damage is less than 20% (ref. 3). A major release of radioactivity requiring offsite
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protective actions from core damage is not possible unless a major failure into the reactor:

coolant has occurred. Regardless of whether the Containment barrier itself is challenged,

this amount of activity in containment could have severe consequences if released. It is,

therefore, prudent to treat this as a potential loss of the Containment barrier.

The reading is higher than that specified for Fuel Clad barrier Loss #3 and RCS barrier

Loss #3. Containment radiation readings at or above the Containmernt barrier potential

loss threshold, therefore, signify a loss of two fission product barriers and potential loss of

a third, indicating the need to upgrade the emergency classification to a General

'Emergency.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. P-9 Radiation Monitoring System
2. EPIP-2-16 Core Damage Assessment Estimation
3. NUREG-1228 Source:Term Estimation. During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear

Power Plant Accidents

,, , -, ,-.

" ,'.: •'•. : : ".. ' i.• •; : ;• ! ' : ..' .;" , • . .
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Barrier:

Category:

Containment

E. Isolation Status

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one line to clise

AND

Direct downstream pathway to the enviror-m ent exists after containmient isolation
signal .

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses incomplete containment isolation that allows direct. release to the'
environment. . .. . .

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release paths
through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in-line charcoal filter does not make a
release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission product noble gases. Typical
filters have an efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of the core inventory of
iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission product release would be
driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the release stream can be expected to
render the filters ineffective in a short period.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Plant-Specific

None

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

1. EOP Attachment 27 Attachment Automatic Action Verification
2. EOP Attachment 3 Attachment CI/CVI
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Containment

E. Isolation Status

Potential Loss

None .

":rlr: ,'' .. "F• "* -
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Barrier:

Category:

Containment

F. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Loss

Threshold:

6. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the
Containment barrier

Basis:

'Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier
should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director judgment that the
barrier may be considered lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is lost. Such a determination should include

imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Barrier: Containment

Category: F. Judgment

Degradation Threat: Potential Loss

Threshold:

8. ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Director that indicates potential loss of
the Containment barrier

Basis:

Generic

This threshold addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency Director in
determining whether the Containment barrier is potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor
the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in Emergency Director
judgment that the barrier may be considered potentially lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Plant-Specific

The Emergency Director judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to

determining if the Containment barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should

include imminent barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident

sequences.

Ginna Basis Reference(s):

None
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Introduction

This document provides a line-by-line comparison of the Initiating Conditions
(ICs), Mode Applicability and Emergency Action Levels (EALs) in NEI 99-01
Rev. 5 Final, Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels,
February 2008 (ADAMS Accession Number ML080450149),and the R.E.
Ginna Nuclear Power Plant (Ginna) ICs, Mode Applicability and EALs. This
document provides a means of assessing Ginna differences and deviations
from the NRC endorsed guidance given in NEI 99-01. Discussion of Ginna
EAL bases and lists of source document references are given in the EAL
Technical Bases Document. It is, therefore, advisable to reference the EAL
Technical Bases Document for background information while using this
document.

Comparison Matrix Format

The ICs and EALs discussed in this document are grouped according to NEI
99-01 Recognition Categories. Within each Recognition Category, the ICs
and EALs are listed in tabular format according to the order in which they are
given in NEI 99-01. Generally, each row of the comparison matrix provides
the following information:

* NEI EAL/IC identifier

• NEI EAL/IC wording

* Ginna EAL/IC identifier

* Ginna EAL/IC wording

" Description of any differences or deviations

EAL Wording

In Section 4.2, NEI recommends, the following: "The method of [EAL]
presentation should be one with which the operations and health physics
staff are comfortable. As is the case for emergency procedures, bases for
steps should be in a separate (or separable) document suitable for training
and for reference by emergency response personnel and offsite agencies.
Each nuclear plant should already have presentation and human factors
standards as part of its procedure writing guidance. EALs that are consistent
with those procedure writing standards (in particular, emergency operating

procedures which most closely correspond to the conditions under which
EALs must be used) should be the norm for each utility.;,

To assist the Emergency Director (ED), the Ginna EALs have been written in
a clear and concise style (to the extent-that the differences from the NEI EAL
wording could be reasonably documented and justified). As a result,
unnecessary words have been removed from the Ginna EALs to reduce
EAL-user reading burden to the extent practicable.

The wording reduction gained from elimination of a few characters in a given
EAL may not appear to be advantageous within the context of one EAL.
When applied to the composite set of EALs, however, significant gains are
realized and reading efficiency is improved. This supports timely and
accurate classification in the tense atmosphere of an emergency event. The
EAL differences introduced to reduce reading burden comprise almost all of
the differences justified in this document. _.

EAL Emphasis Techniques

Due to the width of the table columns and table formatting constraints in this
document, line breaks and indentation may differ slightly from the
appearance of comparable wording in the source documents. NEI 99-01 is
the source document for the NEI EALs; the Ginna EAL Technical Bases
Document for the Ginna EALs.

Development of the Ginna IC/EAL wording has attempted to minimize
inconsistencies and apply sound human factors principles. As a result,
differences occur between NEI and Ginna ICs/EALs for these reasons alone.
When such difference may imply a technical difference in the associated NEI
IC/EAL, the difference is identified and a justification provided.

The print and paragraph formatting conventions summarized below guide
presentation of the Ginna EALs in accordance with the EAL writing criteria.
Space restrictions in the EAL table of this document sometimes override
these criteria in cases when. following.the. criteria would introduce undesirable
complications in the EAL layout.

* Upper case print is reserved for system abbreviations, logic terms
(and, or, etc. when not used as a conjunction), annunciator window
engravings.

* Bold font is used for logic terms, negative terms (not, cannot, etc.),
ANY, all.
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* Underscore is avoided as it can interfere with text in narrow line
spacing.

* Three or more items in a list are normally introduced with "ANY of
the following" or "all of the following." Items of the list begin with
bullets when a priority or sequence is not implied.

* The use of AND/OR logic within the same EAL has been avoided
when possible. When such logic cannot be avoided, indentation and
separation of subordinate contingent phrases is employed.

Global Differences

The differences listed below generally apply throughout the set of EALs and
are not repeated in the Justification sections of this document. The global
differences do not decrease the effectiveness of the intent of NEI 99-01.

1. The NEI phrase "Notification of Unusual Event" has been changed to
"Unusual Event" or abbreviated "UE" to reduce EAL-user reading
burden.

2. NEI 99-01 IC Example EALs are implemented in separate plant
EALs to improve clarity and readability. For example, NEI lists all IC
HU1 Example EALs under one IC. The corresponding Ginna EALs
appear as unique EALs (e.g., HU1.1 through HU1.5).

3. Mode applicability identifiers (numbers/letter) modify the NEI 99-01
mode applicability names as follows: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot Standby, 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -
Refuel, D - Defueled. NEI 99-01 defines Defueled as follows:
"Reactor Vessel contains no irradiated fuel (full core off-load during
refueling or extended outage)."

4. NEI 99-01 uses the terms greater than, less than, greater than or
equal to, for [x] minutes or longer, etc. in the wording of some ICs
and example EALs. For consistency and to reduce EAL-user reading
burden, Ginna has adopted use of boolean symbols (>, <,>,<) in
place of the NEI 99-01 text modifiers.

5. "min." is the standard abbreviation for "minutes" and is used to
reduce EAL-user reading burden.

6. IC/EAL identification:

" NEI Recognition Category A "Abnormal Radiation Levels/
Radiological Effluents" has been changed to Category R
"Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent." The designator "R" is
more intuitively associated with radiation (rad) or radiological
events. NEI IC designators beginning with "A" have likewise
been changed to "R."

" NEI 99-01 defines the thresholds requiring emergency
classification (example EALs) and assigns them to ICs which, in
turn, are grouped in "Recognition Categories." The Recognition
Categories, however, are so broad and the IC descriptions are
so varied that an EAL is difficult to locate in a timely manner
when the EAL-user must refer to a set of EALs with the NEI
organization and identification scheme. The NEI document
clearly states that the EAL/IC/Recognition Category scheme is
not intended to be the plant-specific EAL scheme for any plant,
and appropriate human factors principles should be applied to
development of an EAL scheme that helps the EAL-user make
timely and accurate classifications. Ginna endeavors to improve
upon the NEI EAL organization and identification scheme to
enhance usability of the plant-specific EAL set. To this end, the
Ginna IC/EAL scheme includes the following features:

a. Division of the NEI EAL set into three groups:

o EALs applicable under all plant operating modes -

This group would be reviewed by the EAL-user any
time emergency classification is considered.

o EALs applicable only under hot operating modes -

This group would only be reviewed by the EAL-user
when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Hot Standby,
Startup or Power Operation mode.

o EALs applicable only under cold operating modes -

This group would only be reviewed by the EAL-user
when the plant-is in Cold Shutdown, Refuel or
Defueled mode.

The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of hot
condition EALs when the plant is in a cold condition and
avoid review of cold condition EALs when the plant is in a
hot condition. This approach significantly minimizes the
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total number of EALs that must be reviewed by the EAL-
user for a given plant condition, reduces EAL-user
reading burden and, thereby, speeds identification of the
EAL that applies to the.emergency..

b. Within each of the above three groups, assignment of
EALs to categories/subcategories - Category and
subcategory titles are selected to represent conditions
that are operationally significant to the EAL-user.
Subcategories are used as necessary to further divide the
EALs of a category into logical sets of possible
emergency classification thresholds. The Ginna EAL
categories/subcategories and their relationship to NEI
Recognition Categories are listed in Table 1.

c. Unique identification of each EAL - Four characters
comprise the EAL identifier as illustrated in Figure 1..

Figure 1 - EAL Identifier

EAL Identifier
XXX.X •. .. ,

Category (R,H. E. S F C)-' L Sequential number withnsubmategory/cabsiincation

Emergency clasification (Ga S, A, U) Subcategory number (1 if no subcategory)

The first character is a letter associated with the category
in which the EAL is located. The second character is a
letter associated with the emergency classification level.
(G for General Emergency, S for Site Area Emergency, A
for Alert, and U for Notification of Unusual Event). The
third character is a number associated with one or more
subcategories within a given category. Subcategories are
sequentially numbered beginning with the number "1." If a
category does not have a subcategory, this character is
assigned the number "1 ." The fourth character is a
number preceded by a period for each EAL within a
subcategory. EALs are sequentially numbered within the
emergency classification level of a subcategory beginning
with the number "1."

The EAL. identifier is designed to fulfill the following
objectives:

o Uniqueness - The EAL identifier ensures that there
can be no confusion over which EAL-is driving the
need for emergencyclassification.

o Speed in locating the EAL of concern - Wheh the
* EALs are displayed in a matrix format, knowledge

of the EAL identifier alone can lead the EAL-user to
the location of the EAL within the classification

. -. matrix.. The identifier conveys the category,
subcategory and classification level. This assists
ERO responders (who may not be in the same
facility as the ED) to find the EAL of concern in a
timely manner without the need for a word

, description of the classification threshold.,

o Possible classification upgrade The
category/subcategory/identifier scheme helps the
EAL-user find higher emergency classification.EALs
that may become active if-plant conditions worsen.

Note that the NEI 99-01 identifier only identifies the IC,
not the'specific example EAL threshold. The NEI scheme,
therefore, does not fulfill the above objectives which are
desirable in facilitating timely and accurate emergency
classificationt

Table 2 lists the Ginna ICs and EALs that correspond to
the NEI ICs/Example EALs when the above EAL/IC
organization and identification scheme is implemented.

Differences and Deviations

According to NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2003-18 "Use of Nuclear
Energy Institute (NEI) 99-01, Methodology for Development of Emergency
Action Levels" Supplements 1 and 2, a difference is an EAL change in which
the basis scheme guidance differs in wording but agrees in meaning and
intent, such that classification of an event would be the same, whether using
the basis scheme guidance or the Ginna EAL. A deviation is an EAL change
in which the basis scheme guidance differs in wording and is altered in
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meaning or intent, such that classification of the event could be different
between the basis scheme guidance and the Ginna proposed EAL.

Administrative changes that do not actually change the textual content are
neither differences nor deviations. Likewise, any format change that does not
alter the wording of the IC or EAL is considered neither a difference nor a
deviation,

The following are examples of differences:

* Choosing the applicable EAL based upon plant type (i.e., BWR vs.
PWR).

* Using a numbering scheme other than that provided in NEI 99-01
that does not change the intent of the overall scheme.

" Where the NEI-99-01 guidance specifically. provides.an option to not-
include an EAL if equipment for the EAL does not exist at Ginna
(e.g., automatic real-time dose assessment capability).

* Pulling information from the bases section up to the actual EAL that
does not change the intent of the EAL.

" Choosing to state ALL Operating Modes are applicable instead of
stating N/A, or listing each mode individually under the Abnormal
Rad Level/Radiological Effluent and Hazard and Other Conditions
Affecting Plant Safety sections.

* Using synonymous wording (e.g., greater than or equal to vs. at or
above, less than or equal to vs. at or below, greater than or less than
vs. above or below, etc.)

* Adding Ginna equipment/instrument identification. and/or noun
names to EALs.

* Combining like ICs that are exactly the same but have different
operating modes as long as the intent of each IC is maintained and
the overall progression of the EAL scheme is not affected.

* Any change to the IC and/or EAL, and/or basis wording, as stated in
NEI 99-01, that does not alter the intent of the IC and/or EAL, i.e.,
the IC and/or EAL continues to:

o Classify at the correct classification level.

o Logically integrate with other EALs in the EAL scheme.

o Ensure that the resulting EAL scheme is complete (i.e.,
classifies all potential emergency conditions).

The following are examples of deviations:

0 Use of altered mode applicability.

- * Altering key words or time limits.

* Changing words of physical reference (protected area, safety-related
equipment, etc.).

* Eliminating an IC. This includes the removal of an IC from the
Fission Product Barrier Degradation category as this impacts the
logic of Fission Product Barrier ICs. -

* Changing a Fission Product Barrier from a Loss to a Potential Loss
or vice-versa.

* Not using NEI 99-01 definitions as the intent is for all NEI 99-01
users to have a standard set of defined terms as defined in NEI 99-
01. Differences due to plant types are permissible (BWR or PWR).
Verbatim compliance to the wording in NEI 99-0i is not necessary as
long as the intent of the defined word is maintained. Use of the
wording provided in NEI 99-01 is encouraged since the intent is for
all users to have a standard set of defined terms as defined in NEI
99-01.

* Any change to the IC and/or EAL, and/or basis wording as stated in
NEI 99-01 that does alter the intent of the IC and/or EAL, i.e., the IC
and/or EAL:

o Does not classify at the classification level consistent with
NEI 99-01.

" Is not logically integrated with other EALs in the EAL
scheme.

o Results in an incomplete EAL scheme (i.e., does not classify
all potential emergency conditions).

The "Difference/Deviation Justification" columns in the remaining sections of
this document identify each difference between the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL
wording and the Ginna IC/EAL wording. An explanation that justifies the
reason for each difference is then provided. If the difference is determined to
be a deviation, a statement is made to that effect and explanation is given
that states why classification may be different from the NEI 99-01 IC/EAL and
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the reason for its acceptability. In all cases, however, the differences and
deviations do not decrease the effectiveness of the intent of NEI 99-01. A
summary list of Ginna EAL deviations from NEI 99-01 is given in Table 3.
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Table 1 - Ginna EAL Categories/Subcategories

Ginna EALs NEI

Category Subcategory Recognition Category

Group: Any Operating Mode:

R - Abnormal Rad Release/Rad 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions Abnormal Rad Levels/Radiological
Effluent 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & Spent Effluent EALs

Fuel Events
3 - CR/CAS Rad

H - Hazards and Other Conditions 1 - Natural or Destructive Hazards and Other Conditions
Affecting Plant Safety Phenomena

2 - Fire or Explosion Affecting Plant Safety EALs

3 - Hazardous Gas
4 - Security
5- Control Room Evacuation
6 - Judgment

E - ISFSI None ISFSI EALs

Group: Hot Conditions:

S - System Malfunction 1 - Loss of AC Power System Malfunction EALs
2 - Loss of DC Power
3 - Criticality & RPS Failure
4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain

Shutdown Conditions
5 - Instrumentation
6 - Communications
7 - Fuel Clad Degradation
8 - RCS Leakage

F - Fission Product Barrier None Fission Product Barrier EALs

Group: Cold Conditions:

C - Cold Shutdown/Refuel System 1 - Loss of AC Power Cold Shutdown / Refueling System
Malfunction 2 - Loss of DC Power Malfunction EALs

3 - RCS Level
4 - RCS Temperature
5 - Communications
6 - Inadvertent Criticality
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Table 2 - NEI/ Ginna EAL Identification Cross-Reference

NEI Ginna

IC Example Category and Subcategory EALEAL'

AU1 1 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RU1.1

AU1 2 R - AbnOrmal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RUI.1

AUM 3 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RU1.2

AU1 4 N/A N/A

AU1 5 N/A N/A

AU2 1 R - Abnormal Rad Release IRad Effluent, 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & RU2.1
Spent Fuel Events

AU2 2 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & RU2.2

Spent Fuel Events

AA1 1 R - Abnormal Rad Release I Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RA1.1

AA1 2 NIA N/A

AA1 3 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RA1.2

AA1 4 N/A ' N/A

AA1 5 N/A N/A

AA2 i R - Abnormal Rad Release I Rad Effluent, 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & RA2.2
Spent Fuel Events

AA2 2 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 2 - Onsite Rad Conditions & RA2.1
Spent Fuel Events
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NEI Ginna

Example Category and Subcategory EALEAL

AA3 1 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 3- CR/CAS Radiation RA3.1

AS1 1 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RS1.1

AS1 2 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RS1.2

AS1 3 N/A N/A

AS1 4 R - Abnormal Rad Release I Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RS1.3

AGI 1 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RG1.1

AG1 2 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RG1.2

AG1 3 N/A N/A

AG1 4 R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent, 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions RG1.3

CUl 1, 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CU3.1

CU2 1 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CU3.2

CU2 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CU3.3

CU3 1 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 1 - Loss of AC Power CU1.1

CU4 1 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 4 - RCS Temperature CU4.1

CU4 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 4 - RCS Temperature CU4.2

CU6 1, 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 5- Communications CU5.1

CU7 1 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 2 - Loss of DC Power CU2.1

CU8 1 N/A N/A
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NEI Ginna

ICExample Category and Subcategory EALEAL

CU8 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 6 - Inadvertent Criticality CU6.1

CA1 1, 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CA3.1

CA3 1 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 1 - Loss of AC Power CA1.1

CA4 1,2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 4 - RCS Temperature CA4.1

CS1 1 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CS3.'1

CS1 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CS3.2

CS1 3 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CS3.3

CG1 1 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CG3.1

CG1 2 C - Cold SD/ Refuel System Malfunction, 3 - RCS Level CG3.2

D-AU1 N/A N/A

D-AU2

D-SU1

D-HU1

D-HU2

D-HU3

D-AA1

D-AA2
-D-HA1

D-HA2

E-HU1 1 " N/A N/A

FU1 1 F - Fission Product Barriers FU1.1
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NEI Ginna

Example Category and Subcategory EALEAL

FA1 1 F - Fission Product Barriers FA1.1

FS1 1 F - Fission Product Barriers FS1.1

FG1 1 F - Fission Product Barriers FG1.1

HU1 1 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HU1.1

HU1 2 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HU1.2

HU1 3 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HU1.3

HU1 4 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HU1.4

HU1 5 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HU1.5

HU2 1 H - Hazards, 2 - Fire or Explosion HU2.1

HU2 2 H - Hazards, 2 - Fire or Explosion. HU2.2

HU3 1 H - Hazards, 3 - Hazardous Gas HU3.1

HU3 2 H - Hazards, 3 - Hazardous Gas HU3.2

HU4 1, 2, 3 H - Hazards, 4 - Security HU4.1

HU5 1 H - Hazards, 6 - Judgment HU6.1

HA1 1 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HA1.1

HA1 2 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HA1.2

HA1 3 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HA1.3

HA1 4 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HA1.4
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NEI Ginna

Example Category and Subcategory EALEAL

HAl 5 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HA1.6

HAl 6 H - Hazards, 1 - Natural or Destructive Phenomena HAl .5

HA2 1 H - Hazards, 2 - Fire or Explosion HA2.1

HA3 1 H - Hazards, 3 - Hazardous Gas HA3.1

HA4 1, 2 H - Hazards, 4 - Security HA4.1

HA5 1 H - Hazards, 5 Control Room Evacuation " .HA5.1

HA6 1 H - Hazards, 6 -Judgment ,.- -. ......... ......- HA6.1

HS2 1 H - Hazards, 5-Control Room Evacuation HS5.1

HS3 1 H - Hazards,,6 - Judgment HS6.1

HS4 1 H - Hazards, 4 - Security HS4.1

HG1 1 H - Hazards, 4 - Security HG4.1

HG1 2 H - Hazards,4 - Security HG4.2

HG2 1 H - Hazards, 6 - Judgment- HG61I

SUl 1 S - System Malfunction, 1 - Loss of AC Power SU1.1

SU2 1 S - System Malfunction, 4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown SU4.1
Conditions

SU3 1 S - System Malfunction, 5 - Instrumentation I Communications SU5.1

SU4 1 S - System Malfunction, 7 - Fuel Clad Degradation SU7.2

SU4 2 S - System Malfunction, 7 - Fuel Clad Degradation "U7.1
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NEI Ginna

IC Example Category and Subcategory EAL

SU5 1, 2 S - System Malfunction, 8 - RCS Leakage SU8.1

SU6 1, 2 S - System Malfunction, 6 - Instrumentation I Communications SU6.1

SU8 1 N/A N/A

SU8 2 S - System Malfunction, 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure SU3.1

SA2 1 S - System Malfunction, 2 - Criticality & RPS Failure SA3.1

SA4 1 S - System Malfunction, 5 - Instrumentation / Communications 5A5.1

SA5 1 S - System Malfunction, 1 - Loss of AC Power SA1.1

SS1 1 S - System Malfunction, 1 - Loss of AC Power SS1.1

SS2 1 S - System Malfunction, 3 - Criticality & RPS Failure SS3.1

SS3 1 S - System Malfunction, 1 - Loss of DC Power SS2.1

SS6 1 S - System Malfunction, 5 -. Instrumentation / Communications SS5.1

SG1 1 S - System Malfunction, 1 - Loss of AC Power SG1.1

SG2 1 S - System Malfunction, 3- Criticality & RPS Failure SG3.1
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Table 3- Summary of Deviations

NEI Ginna
EAL1FPB Description

IC Example EAL Threshold

SU5 1, 2 SU8.1 The phrase "for > 15 min. (Note 4)" has been added to the Ginna EAL to allow
mitigation by operating procedures prior to declaration.

This deviation is based on the EAL FAQ #34 dated September 2010
(ML102030330). The current EAL does not provide a threshold time to evaluate or
mitigate the event such as the EAL for loss of off-site power or the fire EAL.
Providing time to isolate a leak using plant procedures would eliminate
unnecessary classifications and notifications to off-site organizations. Off-site
response organizations have provided feedback during the EAL upgrade process
to eliminate unnecessary classifications that can be easily addressed by plant
staff. There should be time for the Control Room Operators to use procedures to
attempt identification and isolate of the leakage prior to classification. The EAL
would then be based upon the inability to maintain RCS inventory. This is a
deviation from NEI 99-01 Revision 5.

HU2 1 HU2.1 The third paragraph of the NEI basis has been edited to clarify the significance of
the 15-minute duration. If the alarm cannot be verified by redundant Control Room
or nearby Fire Panel indications, notification from the field that a fire exists starts
the concurrent 15-minute classification and fire suppression clocks. This change
is consistent with the manner in which the Control Room and Fire Brigade leaders
verify fires. This change is necessary to avoid declaring Unusual Event
emergencies for spurious alarms that, due to the sensor location, cannot be
verified within 15 minutes of receipt of the alarm.

This deviation is based on the EAL FAQ #22 dated September 2010
(ML102030330). This change is necessary to avoid declaring Unusual Event
emergencies for spurious alarms that, due to.the sensor location, cannot be
verified within 15 minutes of receipt of the alarm. This changewould eliminate
classification due to one indication, a malfunctioning sensor, by requiring
additional indications of the existence of a fire. Off-site response organizations

I have provided feedback during the EAL upgrade process to eliminate
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NEI Ginna
EAUFPB Description

IC Example EAL Threshold

unnecessary classifications that can be easily addressed by plant staff. This
change will align the EAL with the rest of the EALs with entry criteria that is based
on a number of indications of an event.

This is a deviation from NEI 99-01 Revision 5.
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Category R

Abnormal Rad Release I Radiological Effluent*
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording and Mode Ginna Ginna IC Wording and Mode Difference/Deviation Justification
Applicability IC#(s) Applicability

AU1 Any release of gaseous or liquid RU1 ANY release of gaseous or liquid The Ginna ODCM limits provide the site-specific Radiological
radioactivity to the environment radioactivity to the environment Effluent Technical Specifications.
greater than 2 times the greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60
Radiological Effluent Technical minutes or longer
Specifications/ODCM for 60 MODE: All
minutes or longer.

MODE: All

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EALEG Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 VALID reading on ANY of the RUI.1 ANY gaseous or liquid monitor reading Example EALs 1 and 2 have been combined into a single
following radiation monitors > Table R-1 column "UE" for > 60 min. EAL referencing Table R-1.
greater than the reading shown (Note 2) The NEI phrase "VALID reading on ANY..." has been
for 60 minutes or longer: Note 2: The ED should not wait until changed to "ANY.. .reading." All EAL thresholds assume
(site specific monitor list and the applicable time has elapsed, but valid readings for emergency classification. This change
threshold values) should declare the event as soon as it implements EAL FAQ #4.

Note: The Emergency Director is determined that the release duration

should not wait until the has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the The NEI phrase "...of the following radiation monitors greater

applicable time has elapsed, but applicable time. In the absence of data than the reading shown ... (site specific monitor list and

should declare the event as soon to the contrary, assume that the threshold values)" has been replaced with "...Gaseous or
as it is determined that the release duration has exceeded the liquid monitors > Table R-1 column "UE"..." UE, Alert, SAErelease duration has exceeded, applicable time if an ongoing release is and GE thresholds for all Ginna continuously monitored
or will likely exceed, the detected and the release start time is gaseous and liquid release pathways are listed in Table R-1

applicable time. In the absence of unknown. to consolidate the information in a single location and,
data to the contrary, assume that thereby, simplify identification of the thresholds by the EAL

the release duration has user. The values shown in Table R-1 column "UE,"
exceeded the applicable time if consistent with the NEI bases, represent two times the
an ongoing release is detected ODCM release limits for both liquid and gaseous release.
and the release start time is Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording
unknown. "(Note 2)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the

EAL matrix.
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NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

2 VALID reading on any effluent RUI.1 See RUI.1 above. Example EALs 1 and 2 have been combined into a single
monitor reading greater than 2 EAL referencing Table R-1.
times the alarm setpoint
established by a current
radioactivity discharge permit for
60 minutes or longer.

Note: The Emergency Director
should not wait until the
applicable time has elapsed, but
should declare the event as soon
as it is determined that the
release duration has exceeded,
or will likely exceed, the
applicable time. In the absence of
data to the contrary, assume that
the release duration has
exceeded the applicable time if
an ongoing release is detected.
and the release start time is
unknown.

3 Confirmed sample analyses for RUL1.2 Confirmed sample analyses for The Ginna ODCM is the site-specific Radiological Effluent
gaseous or liquid releases gaseous or liquid releases indicate Technical Specifications. The Ginna ODCM limits are
indicates concentrations or concentrations or release rates > 2 x specified in Technical Procedure P-9.
release rates greater than 2 P-9 limits for > 60 min. (Note 2) The NEI phrase "2 times" has been replaced with phrase "2
times (site specific RETS values) Note 2: The ED should not wait until x" to reduce EAL-user reading burden. The phrases have the
for 60 minutes or longer, the applicable time has elapsed, but same meaning.

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the event as soon as it Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording
should not wait until the is determined that the release duration "(Note 2)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the
applicable time has elapsed, but has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the EAL matrix.

should declare the event as soon applicable time. In the absence of data
as it is determined that the - to the contrary, assume that the
release duration has exceeded, release duration has exceeded the
or will likely exceed, the applicable time if an ongoing release is
applicable time. In the absence of detected and the release start time is
data to the contrary, assume that unknown.
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NEI Ex. GinnaNEA Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

the release duration has
exceeded the applicable time if
an ongoing release is detected
and the release start time is
unknown.

4 VALID reading on perimeter. N/A N/A Deleted NEI Example EAL #4 because the plant is not
radiation monitoring system equipped with a perimeter radiation monitoring system. This
reading greater than 0.10 mR/hr threshold is properly addressed by the radiation monitors
above normal* background for 60 listed in Table R-1 and dose assessment capabilities.
minutes or longer. [for sites
having telemetered perimeter
monitors]

5 VALID indication on automatic N/A N/A Deleted NEI Example EAL #5 because the plant is not
real-time dose assessment equipped with real-time dose assessment. This threshold is
capability indicating greater than properly addressed by the radiation monitors listed in Table
(site specific value) for 60 R-1 and dose assessment capabilities.
minutes or longer. [for sites
having such capability]
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Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds
Monitor GE SAE Alert I UE

Gaseous
CNMT Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 7.4E+6 cpm w/ 1 fan
(R-12) 5.1E+6 cpm w/2 fans:
CNMT Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 1.8E+2 pC/cc 1.8E+1 pC/cc 1.8E+O pC/cc N/A
(R-12A - 7/9)
Plant Vent Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 cpm

(R-14)
Plant Vent Noble Gas Hi Range 2.1E+1 pC/cc 2.1E+O pC/cc 2.1E-1 pC/cc N/A
(R-14A - 7/9)
Air Ejector Noble Gas N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 cpm
(R-15)

Air Ejector Noble Gas Hi Range
(R-48) 5.7E+2 pC/cc 5.7E+1 pC/cc 5.7E+O pC/cc N/A
Main Steam Line
(R-31/R-32)

1 ARV 5.OE+3 mR/hr 5.OE+2 mR/hr 5.OE+1 mR/hr. 8.OE+O mR/hr
1 Safety 2.3E+3 mR/hr 2.3E+2 mR/hr 2.3E+1 mR/hr 3.7E+0 mR/hr
2 Safety 1.1E+3.mR/hr. 1.1E+2 mR/hr. 1.1E+1 mR/hr N/A
3.Safety 7.7E+2 mR/hr 7.7E+1 mR/hr 7.7E+O mR/hr N/A
4 Safety 5.7E+2 mR/hr 5.7E+1 mR/hr 5.7E+O mR/hr N/A

Liquid
Liquid Radwaste Effluent N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 cpm
(R-18). with no isolation
SFP HX Effluent
(R-20A) N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+4 cpm
(R-20B) N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 cpm
Turbine Bldg Fir Drains
(R-21) ... N/A N/A N/A 5.OE+4 cpm
Hi Cond Waste with no isolation
(R-22). N/A .... N/A N/A 9.2E+4 cpm

with no isolation
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording and Mode Ginna Ginna IC Wording and Mode Difference/Deviation Justification
Applicability IC#(s) Applicability

AU2 UNPLANNED rise in plant RU2 Unplanned rise in plant radiation levels None
radiation levels MODE: All

MODE: All

NEI Ex. GinnaEA E NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

a. UNPLANNED water level RU2.1 Unplanned water level drop in a The site specific level or indication of an unplanned water level
drop in a reactor refueling reactor refueling pathway as indicated drop that may result in increased area radiation is the inability
pathway as indicated by (site by inability to restore and maintain to restore and maintain SFP water level > SFP low level alarm
specific level or indication), level > SFP low water level alarm setpoint.

AND setpoint (Note 3) The NEI term "VALID" has been deleted. All EAL thresholds

b. VALID Area Radiation AND assume valid readings for emergency classification. This
Monitor reading rise on (site Area radiation monitor reading rise on change implements EAL FAQ #4.
specific list). EITHER: The site specific list of area radiation monitors are monitor R-2

R-2 Containment and R-5.

OR Note 3 has been added to the plant EAL wording to ensure
subcategory C.3 EALs are reviewed when loss of water

R-5 Spent Fuel Pool shielding above spent fuel adversely affects area radiation

Note 3: If loss of water level in the levels.
refueling pathway occurs while in
Mode 5, 6 or D, consider classification
under EALs CU3.1, CU3.2 or CU3.3

2 UNPLANNED VALID Area RU2.2 Unplanned area radiation reading The NEI term "monitor" has been deleted to clarify that
Radiation Monitor readings or increases by a factor of 1,000 over radiation readings obtained by portable survey instruments are
survey results indicate a rise by normal levels an acceptable source for assessing this EAL.
a factor of 1000 over normal*levels. The NEI term "VALID" has been deleted. All EAL thresholdsassume valid readings for emergency classification. This
*Normal can be considered as change implements EAL FAQ #4.
the highest reading in the past
twenty-four hours excluding the Deleted the asterisk phrase and added the defined phrase to
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oeak.value. the EAL Technical Bases: "Normal Levels - As applied to
radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the-past twenty-
four hours excluding the current peak .value." This change
imnpledfnents EAL FAQ #5.........
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording GINNA Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationIC#(s)

AA1 Any release of gaseous or liquid RA1 Any release of gaseous or liquid The Ginna ODCM limits provide the site-specific Radiological
radioactivity to the environment radioactivity to the environment Effluent Technical Specifications.
greater than 200 times the greater than 200 times the ODCM for
Radiological Effluent Technical 15 minutes or longer
Specifications/ODCM for 15 MODE: All
minutes or longer.

MODE: All

NEI Ex. GinnaEA E NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

1 VALID reading on ANY of the RA1.1 ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table The NEI phrase "VALID reading on ANY.." has been
following radiation monitors R-1 column "Alert" for > 15 min. (Note changed to "ANY.. .reading." All EAL thresholds assume valid
greater than the reading shown 2) readings for emergency classification. This change
for 15 minutes or longer: implements EAL FAQ #4.

(site specific monitor list and Note 2: The ED should not wait until The NEI phrase "...of the following radiation monitors greater
threshold values) the applicable time has elapsed, but than the reading shown ... " has been replaced with

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the event as soon as it "... gaseous monitors > Table R-1 column "Alert"..."

should not wait until the is determined that the release duration The Ginna radiation monitors that detect radioactivity effluent
applicable time has elapsed, but has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the release to the environment are listed in Table R-1. UE, Alert,
should declare the event as soon applicable time. In the absence of data SAE and GE thresholds for all Ginna continuously monitored
as it is determined that the to the contrary, assume that the gaseous release pathways are listed in Table R-1 to
release duration has exceeded, release duration has exceeded the consolidate the information in a single location and, thereby,
or will likely exceed, the applicable time if an ongoing release is simplify identification of the thresholds by the EAL-user.
applicable time. In the absence of detected and the release start time is The value of 1% (10 mrem) of the EPA PAG threshold (in lieu
data to the contrary, assume that unknown. of 200 times the ODCM release rate limit) for gaseous
the release duration has releases is specified to provide a realistic escalation path
exceeded the applicable time if between the Unusual Event and Site Area Emergency.
an ongoing release is detected
and the release start time is There are no values specified in Table R-1 for liquid effluent
unknown. monitors at the Alert or higher classification level. Values

corresponding to 200 times ODCM release limits were
calculated using the methodology of the ODCM. However,
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since there are no high range monitors associated with the
liquid effluent monitoring systems and the 200 times ODCM
release limit values are well beyond the upper scale of the
instruments, the Alert threshold for liquid releases can only be
determined by sample analysis (RA1.2).

Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording
"(Note 2)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the
EAL matrix.

2 VALID reading on any effluent N/A N/A Liquid releases at Ginna are the only planned batch releases
monitor reading greater than 200 subject to the discharge permit process. However, there are
times the alarm setpoint no values specified in Table R-1 for liquideffluent monitors at
established by a current the Alert or higher classification level. Values corresponding
radioactivity discharge permit for to 200 times ODCM release limits were calculated using the
15 minutes or longer. methodology of the ODCM. However, since there are no high

Note: The Emergency Director range monitors associated with the liquid effluent monitoring

should not wait until the systems and the 200 times ODCM release limit values are
applicable time has elapsed, but :well beyond the upper scale of the instruments, the Alert
should declare the event as soon threshold for liquid releases can only be'determined by

as it is determined that the sample analysis (RAI.2).
release duration has exceeded, "
or will likely exceed, the
applicable time. In the absence of
data to the contrary, assume that
the release duration has
exceeded the. applicable time if
an ongoing release is detected
and the release start time is
unknown,.

3 Confirmed sample analyses for RA1.2 Confirmed sample analyses for The Ginna ODCM is the site-specific Radiological Effluent
gaseous or liquid releases gaseous or liquid releases indicate Technical Specifications. The Ginna ODCM limits are
indicates concentrations or concentrations or release rates > 200 x specified in Technical Procedure P-9.
release rates greater than 200 P-9 limits for > 15 min. The NEI phrase "200 times" has been replaced with phrase
times (site specific RETS values) Note 2: The ED should not wait until "200 x" to reduce EAL-user reading burden. The phrases
for 15 minutes or longer. . the applicable time has elapsed, but have the same meaning.

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the event as soon as it Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording
should not wait until the is determined that the release duration
applicable time has elapsed, but has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the "(Note 2)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the
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should declare the event as soon applicable time. In the absence of data EAL matrix.
as it is determined that the to the contrary, assume that the
release duration has exceeded, release duration has exceeded the
or will likely exceed, the applicable time if an ongoing release is
applicable time. In the absence of detected and the release start time is
data to the contrary, assume that unknown.
the release duration has
exceeded the applicable time if
an ongoing release is detected
and the release start time is
unknown.

4 VALID reading on perimeter N/A N/A Deleted NEI Example EAL #4 because the plant is not
radiation monitoring system equipped with a perimeter radiation monitoring system. This
reading greater than 10.0 mR/hr threshold is properly addressed by the radiation monitors
above normal* background for 15 listed in Table R-1 and dose assessment capabilities.
minutes or longer. [for sites
having telemetered perimeter
monitors]

5 VALID indication on automatic N/A N/A Deleted NEI Example EALs #5 because the plant is not
real-time dose assessment equipped with and real-time dose assessment. This threshold
capability indicating greater than is properly addressed by the radiation monitors listed in Table
(site specific value) for 15 R-1 and dose assessmeht capabilities.
minutes or longer. [for sites
having such capability]
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

AA2 Damage to irradiated fuel or RA2 Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of None
loss of water level that has water level that has resulted or will
resulted or will result in the result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel
uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the Reactor Vessel.
outside the reactor vessel. MODE: All

MODE: All

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

1 A water level drop in the reactor RA2.2 A water level drop in a reactor The terms "reactor refueling cavity, spent fuel pool or fuel
refueling cavity, spent fuel pool refueling pathway that will result in transfer canal" have been replaced with the term "reactor
or fuel transfer canal that will irradiated fuel becoming uncovered refueling pathway" to encompass all three volumes where
result in irradiated fuel becoming irradiated fuel may be located. This change implements EAL
uncovered. FAQ #6.

2 A VALID alarm or (site specific RA2.1 Alarm on ANY of the following The NEI term ",VALID".has been deleted. All EAL thresholds
elevated reading) on ANY of the radiation monitors dae to damage to assume valid readings for emergency classification. This
following due to damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level: change implements EAL FAQ #4.
irradiated fuel or loss of water

l R-12 Containment Vent Noble The EAL provides a site-specific list of radiation monitorslevel.. .Gas applicable to this threshold.

(site specific radiation monitors) - R-14 Plant Vent Noble Gas

R-2 Containment
R-5 Spent Fuel Pool
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Ginna
NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

Rise in radiation levels within the RA3 Rise in radiation levels within the None
facility that impedes operation of facility that impedes operation of
systems required to maintain systems required to maintain plant
plant safety functions safety functions

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex. Ginna
EAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 VALID (site-specific) radiation RA3.1 Dose rates > 15 mRem/hr in EITHER The NEI term "VALID" has been deleted. All EAL thresholds
monitor readings GREATER of the following areas requiring assume valid readings foriemergency classification. This
THAN 15 mR/hr in areas continuous occupanciy to maintain change implements EAL FAQ #4.requiring continuous occupancy plant safety functions:

i cThe words "VALID (site-specific) radiation monitor readings
to maintain plant safety functions: Control Room (R-1) GREATER THAN" was replaced with "Dose rates >..." It

(Site-specific) list OR doesn't matter if the 15 mRem/hr was measured with an ARM
CAS or survey instrument; therefore, the term radiation monitor was

deleted to not confuse those who may think that only implies a
fixed ARM. The symbol ">" means "greater than."

The Control Room and CAS are the Ginna areas requiring
continuous occupancy to maintain plant safety functions.
Since both areas require continuous occupancy, elevated
dose rates in any one area could preclude occupancy and,
therefore, satisfy the intent of the IC.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

AS1 Off-site dose resulting from an RS1 Offsite dose resulting from an actual or The NEI abbreviation "mrem" has been replaced with the plant
actual or IMMINENT release of imminent release of gaseous abbreviation "mRem" to agree with units of measure given in
gaseous radioactivity greater radioactivity exceeds 100 mRem the EPA PAGs. This change implements EAL FAQ #8.
than 100 mrem TEDE or 500 TEDE or 500 mRem thyroid CDE for The phrase "using actual meteorology" has been added to the
mrem Thyroid CDE for the actual the actual or projected duration of the Ginna IC for consistency with RG1.1 IC wording. This change
or projected duration of the release using actual meteorology implements EAL FAQ #9.
release. MODE: All

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex.ample EAL Wording Einna G EAL Wording. Difference/Deviation Justification
EA E xmEAL ALWrdn EAL #GinEAWodg

1 VALID reading on ANY of the RS1.1 ANY gaseous monitor reading > Table The NEI phrase '"VALID reading on ANY. has been
following radiation monitors R-1 column "SAE" for >15 min. (Note changed to "ANY gaseous.. .reading." All EAL thresholds
greater than the reading shown 1) assume valid readings for emergency classification. This
for 15 minutes or longer: Dchange implements EAL FAQ #4. The word "gaseous" was
(site specific monitor list and awaiting delayed e nt included consistent with RA1.1, only gaseous monitors listed(sit speifi montorlistandawaiting dose assessment in Table R-1 are applicable to AS1.i

threshold values) results "
The NEI phrase "...of the following.., the reading shown..."

Note: The Emergency Director . If dose assessment results are has been replaced with "...Table R-1 column "SAE".The
should not wait until the hasavailable, declaration shouldrepec e d in Table R-1c

applicable time has elapsed,, but be based on dose ssesmn site-specific list is provided in Table R-1.
should declare the event as instead of radiation monitor Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording
soon as-it is determined that the values (see EAL RS1.2) "(Note 1)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the
'condition will likely exceed the Note 1: The ED should not wait until EAL matrix..
applicable timen If dose the applicable time has Thesecondand third sentences of the NEI note-have been
available, declarationeshould be elapsed, but should declare the incorporated in the wording of the Ginna EAL for clarification.
based on dose assessment event as soon as it is EAL validation exercises demonstrated the need to emphasize

astead on diose a smenito determined that the condition this information in a form other than a note. - -
instead of radiation monitor will likely exceed the applicablevalues. Do not delay declaration wime
awaiting dose assessment time
results.
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2 Dose assessment using actual RS1.2 Dose assessment using actual The NEI abbreviation "mrem" has been replaced with the plant
meteorology indicates doses meteorology indicates doses > 100 abbreviation "mRem" to agree with units of measure given in
greater than 100 mrem TEDE or mRem TEDE or 500 mRem thyroid the EPA PAGs. This change implements EAL FAQ #8.
500 mrem thyroid CDE at or CDE at or beyond the site boundary
beyond the site boundary.

3 VALID perimeter radiation N/A N/A Deleted NEI Example EAL #3 because the plant is not
monitoring system reading equipped with a perimeter radiation monitoring system. This
greater than 100 mR/hr for 15 threshold is properly addressed by the radiation monitors
minutes or longer. [for sites listed in Table R-1 and dose assessment capabilities.
having telemetered perimeter
monitors]

4 Field survey results indicate RS1.3 Field survey results indicate closed Split the example into two logical conditions separated by the
closed window dose rates window dose rates > 100 mRem/hr "OR" logical connector for usability.
greater than 100 mR/hr expected expected to continue for >_ 60 min. at or The NEI abbreviation "R" has been replaced with the plant
to continue for 60 minutes or beyond the site boundary , abbreviation "Rem" to agree with units of measure given in the
longer; or analyses of field
survey samples indicate thyroid OR EPA PAGs. This change implements EAL FAQ #8. -

CDE greater than 500 mrem for Analyses of field survey samples The NEI phrase "one hour" has been abbreviated "1 hr" to
one hour of inhalation, at or indicate thyroid CDE >500 mRem for reduce EAL-user reading burden.
beyond the site boundary. 1 hr of inhalation at or beyond the site

boundary
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

AG1 Off-site dose resulting from an RG1 Offsite dose resulting from an None.
actual or IMMINENT release of actual or imminent release of
gaseous radioactivity greater gaseous radioactivity greater than
than 1000 mrem TEDE or 5000 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
mrem Thyroid CDE for the mRem thyroid CDE for the actual
actual or projected duration of or projected duration of the
the release using actual release using actual meteorology
meteorology. MODE: All

MODE: All

NEI Ex. Ginna
EAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

VALID reading on ANY of the RG1.1 ANY gaseous monitor reading > The NEI phrase "VALID reading on ANY..." has been changed to
following radiation monitors Table R-1 column "GE" for > 15 "ANY gaseous.. .reading." All EAL thresholds assume valid readings
greater than the reading shown min. (Note 1) for emergency classification. This change implements EAL FAQ #4.
for 15 minutes or longer: . Do not delay declaration The word "gaseous"was included consistent with RA1.1, onlyfor 5 mnuts o loger • o nt dlaydecaraion gaseous monit6rs listed in Table R-1 aria applicable to AG1.

(site specific monitor list and awaiting dose assessment
threshold values) results The NEI phrase "...of the following.., the reading shown.'.." has

Note: The Emergency. f.dose assessment results been replaced with "...Table R-1 column "GE"..." The site-specific

Director should not wait until the are available, declaration list is provided in Table R-1.

applicable time has elapsed, but should be based on dose Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 1)."
should declare the event as assessment instead of Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
soon as it is determined that the radiation monitor values The second and third sentences of the NEI note have been
condition will likely exceed the (see EAL RG1.2) incorporated in the wording of the Ginna EAL for clarification. EAL
applicable time. If dose Note 1: The ED should not wait validation exercises demonstrated the need to emphasize this
assessment results are be until the applicable time information in a form other than a note.
available, declaration should behas elapsed, but should
based on dose assessment declare the event as soon
instead of radiation monitor "~as it is determined that the
values. Do not delay. declaration csnitisndetermined thatcthe
awaiting dose assessment condition Will likely exceed
results. the applicable time
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Dose assessment using actual RG1.2 Dose assessment using actual None
meteorology indicates doses meteorology indicates doses >
greater than 1000 mrem TEDE 1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
or 5000 mrem thyroid CDE at or mRem thyroid CDE at or beyond
beyond the site boundary. the site boundary

VALID perimeter radiation N/A N/A Deleted NEI Example EAL #3 because the plant is not equipped
monitoring system reading with a perimeter radiation monitoring system. This threshold is
greater than 1000 mR/hr for 15 properly addressed by the radiation monitors listed in Table R-1 and
minutes or longer. [for sites dose assessment capabilities.
having telemetered perimeter
monitors]

4 Field survey results indicate
closed window dose rates
greater than 1000 mR/hr
expected to continue for 60
minutes or longer; or analyses of
field survey samples indicate
thyroid CDE greater than 5000
mrem for one hour of inhalation,
at or beyond site boundary.

RG1.3 Field survey results indicate closed
window dose rates > 1,000
mRem/hr expected to continue for
> 60 min. at or beyond the site
boundary

OR

Analyses-of field survey samples
indicate thyroid CDE > 5,000
mRem for 1 hr of inhalation at or
beyond the site boundary

Split the example into two logical conditions separated by the "OR"
logical connector for usability.

The NEI abbreviation "R" has been replaced with the plant
abbreviation "Rem" to agree with units of measure given in'the EPA
PAGs. This change implements EAL FAQ #8.

The NEI phrase "one hour" has been abbreviated "1 hr" to reduce
EAL-user reading burden.

J. U U
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Category C

Cold Shutdown I Refueling System Malfunction
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording Ginna Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationIC#(s) GnaI odn

CUl RCS Leakage CU3 RCS Leakage None

MODE: Cold Shutdown MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL # ~ GnaEA odn

1 Note: The Emergency Director CU3.1 RCS leakage results in the The BWR portion of the NEI EAL has not been implemented because
should not wait until the inability to maintain or Ginna is a PWR.
applicable time has elapsed, restore RCS level within the There is no specific Pressurizer level relevant to RCS level control in
but should declare the event as target band established by the Cold Shutdown mode, only as specified by procedure for the
soon as it is determined that the procedure for >_ 15 min. given configuration.
condition will likely exceed the (Note 4)
applicable time. Note 4: The ED should not wait Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."

1. RCS leakage results in until the applicable time has Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.

the inability to maintain or elapsed, but should declare the
restore RPV level greater than event as soon as it is
(site specific low level RPS determined that the condition
actuation setpoint) for 15 has exceeded, or will likely
minutes or longer. [BWR] exceed, the applicable time

1. RCS leakage results in the
inability to maintain or restore
level within (site specific
pressurizer or RCS/RPV level
target band) for 15 minutes or
longer. [PWR]
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CU2 UNPLANNED loss of RCS/RPV CU3 RCS leakage IC wording aligned with NEI IC CU1 to support grouping NEI IC CUl
inventory. MODE: 6 - Refuel and CU2 EALs under the same subcategory. There is no

MODE: Refueling fundamental difference between an unplanned loss of RCS inventory
and RCS leakage. This change implements EAL FAQ #41.

NEI Ex. GinnaEAL E NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 Note: The Emergency Director CU3.2 Unplanned RCS level drop The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "RCS" to
should not wait until the below EITHER of the following use terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
applicable time has elapsed, but for Ž 15 min. (Note 4): Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note
should declare the event as Reactor Vessel flange (84 in. 4)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
soon as it is determined that the on loop level indicators)
condition will likely exceed the (when the level band is The NEI phrase "RPV flange" has been replaced with "Reactor
applicable time. established above the flange) Vessel flange" to use terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.

Unplanned RCS/RPV level drop OR In the second bullet, the NEI phrase "RCS level band" has been
as indicated by either of the RCS level target band replaced with "RCS level target band" for consistency with
following: established by procedure terminology used in EAL CU3.1.

" RCS/RPV water level drop (when the level band is The NEI introductory clause and the two NEI bulleted conditions
below the RPV flange for established below the flange) have been reworded for clarification.
15 minutes or longer when Note 4: The ED should not wait
the RCS/RPV level band is until the applicable time has
established above the elapsed, but should declare the
RPV flange. event as soon as it is

" RCS/RPV water level drop determined that the condition
below the RCS level band has exceeded, or will likely
for 15 minutes or longer exceed, the applicable time.
when the RCS/RPV level
band is established below
the RPV flange. . .

2 RCS/RPV level cannot.be CU3.3 RCS level cannot be monitored The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV:' has been changed to "RCS" to
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monitored with a loss of with a loss of RCS inventory as use terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
RCS/RPV inventory as indicated indicated by an unexplained The NEI phrase "(site-specific sump or tank)" has been replaced
by an unexplained level rise in level rise in ANY Table C-2 with "ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage" for
(site specific sump or tank). sump / tank attributable to RCS clarification. The list of sumps and tanks is too large to include

leakage within the wording of the EAL and maintain readability. Table C-2

contains the site-specific list of sumps and tanks.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

" Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CU3 AC power capability to CU1 AC power capability to 480V "...emergency busses..." replaced with "...480V safeguards buses..."
emergency busses reduced to a safeguards buses reduced to a as the site specific terminology for emergency buses.
single power source for 15 single power source for Ž15 min. "...station blackout." replaced with "...a complete loss of all 480V
minutes or longer such that any such that ANY additional single safeguards bus power" as this describes the intended condition for
additional single failure would failure would result in a complete Ginna.
result in station blackout. loss of all 480V safeguards bus
MODE: Cold Shutdown, power Added "D - Defueled" to the mode applicability to correct omission in

MODE:ColdShutownNEI 99-01.
Refueling MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -

Refuel, D - Defueled

NEI Ex. GinnaEAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 Note: The Emergency Director CU1.1 AC power capability to 480V 480V safeguards buses are the Ginna emergency buses.
should not wait until the safeguards buses reduced to a Table C-1 provides a list of Ginna onsite and offsite AC power
applicable time has elapsed, single power source, Table C-1, sources in cold conditions.
but should declare the event for > 15 min. (Note 4)
as soon as it is determined The NEI phrase "..station blackout" has been replaced with
that the condition will likely AND complete loss of all 480V safeguards bus power" as this describes
exceed the applicable time. Any additional single power the intended condition for Ginna. This change implements EAL FAQ

source failure will result in a #36.

a. AC power capability to complete loss of all 480V Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."

(site specific emergency safeguards bus power Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.

busses) reduced to a Note 4: The ED should not wait
single power source for 15 until the applicable time has
minutes or longer, elapsed, but should declare the

AND event as soon as it is determined
that the condition has exceeded,

b. Any additional single power or will likely exceed, the
source failure will result in applicable time.
station blackout.
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Table C-I AC Power Sources

* EDG 1A (Safeguard train A, Buses 14 & 18)

"C * EDG 1B (Safeguard train B, Buses 16 & 17)
01

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A
4)1

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

0 . Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfeed (if
currently established)
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CU4 UNPLANNED loss of decay heat CU4 Unplanned loss of decay heat The NEI phrase "with irradiated fuel in the RPV" has been deleted
removal capability with irradiated removal capability to implement EAL FAQ #11.
fuel in the RPV. MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -

MODE: Cold Shutdown, Refuel
I Refueling I I II

NEI Ex. GinnaEI E NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL # in A odn

1 UNPLANNED event results in CU4.1 Unplanned event results in RCS The NEI phrase "...exceeding the Technical Specification cold
RCS temperature exceeding the temperature > 200°F shutdown temperature limit" has been replaced with "> 2000F."
Technical Specification cold >200°F is the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature
shutdown temperature limit. limit and is specified in the EAL instead of the NEI wording to

reduce EAL-user reading burden.

2 Note: The Emergency Director CU4.2 Loss of all RCS temperature and The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "RCS" to
should not wait until the RCS level indication for > 15 min. use terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
applicable time has elapsed, but (Note 4) Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note
should declare theeveat as soon Note 4: The ED should not:wait 4)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
as it is determined that the until the applicable time ha's
condition will likely exceed the untl t apible timeaae the

aplialetie elapsed, but should declare theapplicable time. event as soon as it is determined

Loss of all RCS temperature and that the condition has exceeded,
RCS/RPV level indication for 15 or will likely exceed, the
minutes or longer, applicable time.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CU6 Loss of all On-site or Off-site CU5 Loss of all onsite or offsite None
communications capabilities, communications capabilities

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -
Refueling, Defueled Refuel, D - Defueled

NEI Ex NEI E EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # NE xampeEA Wrig EAL#

1 Loss of all of the following on-site CU5.1 Loss of all Table C-5 onsite CU5.1 implements Example EALs #1 and #2. These were
communication methods affecting (internal) communication methods combined for improved usability.
the ability to perform routine affecting the ability to perform The NEI example EALs specify site-specific lists of onsite and
operations: routine operations offsite communications methods. The Ginna EAL lists these

(site specific list of OR methods in Table C-5 because the number of communications
communications methods) Loss of all Table C-5 offsite methods is too long to include within the text of the EAL.

2 Loss of all of the following off-site (external) communication methods The adjectives "(internal)" and "(external)" have been added to the2 omsuocallof metheol g off-stite affecting the ability to perform Ginna EAL for clarification. The terms "onsite/offsite" could be
communication methods affecting offsite notifications interpreted as the location in which the communication originates
notifications: instead of the location to which communication is directed.

(site specific list of
communications methods)
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Table C-5 Communications Systems

Onsite Offsite
System (internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Direct Dial "POTS" Lines (Blue Phones) X X

Plant Page Party system X

Radios/Walkie Talkies X

FTS 2001 telephone system (ENS, HPN) X

-Control Room Hard Wired Satellite Phone X

Control Room Emergency Cell Phone X
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CU7 Loss of required DC power for CU2 Loss of required DC power for None
15 minutes or longer. >_ 15 min.

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -
Refueling Refuel

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

Note: The Emergency CU2.1 < 108 VDC on required 125 "108 VDC" is the site-specific bus voltage indication.
Director should not wait until the VDC buses for > 15 min. (Note Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
applicable time has elapsed, but 4) Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
should declare the event as Note 4: The ED should not wait
soon as it is determined that the until the applicable time has
condition will likely exceed the elapsed, but should declare the
applicable time. event as soon as it is

determined that the condition
Less than (site specific bus has exceeded, or will likely
voltage indication) on required exceed, the applicable time.
(site specific Vital DC busses)
for 15 minutes or longer.
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NEI C# NI I WoringGinna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CU8 Inadvertent Criticality CU6 Inadvertent criticality None

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -
Refueling Refuel

NEI Ex. Ginna .
NEAL E. NEI Example EAL Wording Ea Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # ... EAL # ,.

1 UNPLANNED sustained positive N/A N/A NEI Example EAL #1 has not been implemented because it applies
period observed on nuclear only to BWR plants. Ginna is a PWR. PWRs are not equipped with
instrumentation. (BWR) period meters.

2 UNPLANNED sustained positive CU6.1 An unplanned sustained positive None
startup rate observed on nuclear startup rate observed on nuclear
instrumentation. (PWR) instrumentation
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CA1 Loss of RCS/RPV inventory. CA3 Loss of RCS inventory The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "RCS" to use

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 - terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.

Refueling Refuel

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL # in A odn

Loss of RCS/RPV inventory as CA3.1 Loss of inventory as indicated CA3.1 implements Example EALs #1 and #2. These were combined
indicated by level less than (site by RCS water level < 0 in. for improved usability.
specific level). OR The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "RCS" to use

[Low-Low ECCS actuation RCS level cannot be monitored terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
setpoint / Level 2 (BWR)] for > 15 min. with a loss of RCS The bottom ID of the RCS hot leg is indicated by RCS loop level

[Bottom ID of the RCS loop inventory as indicated by an indicators at 0 in.
(PWR)] unexplained level rise in ANY Ginna is a PWR and is not equipped with the BWR low-low ECCS

2 Note: The Emergency Director Table C-2 sump / tank actuation setpoint.
should not wait until the ate to The NEI phrase "(site-specific sump or tank)" has been replaced with

applicable time has elapsed, but (Note 4) "ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage" for
should declare the event as Note 4: The ED should not wait clarification. The list of sumps and tanks is too large to include within
soon as it is determined that the until the applicable time has the wording of the EAL and maintain readability. Table C-2 contains
condition will likely exceed the elapsed, but should declare the the site-specific list of sumps and tanks. Consistent with the
applicable time. event as soon as it is developers guidance that the source of the leakage needs to bedetermined that the condition
RCSIRPV level cannot be dasetermiedd, that thel citin evaluated against other sources, clarification was added with the
monitored for 15 minutes or exceed, or will likel words "attributable to RCS leakage".
longer with a loss of RCS/RPV Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
inventory as indicated by an Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
unexplained level rise in (site
specific sump or tank).
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CA3 Loss of all Off-site and all On- CA1 Loss of all offsite and all onsite "...emergency busses..." replaced with "...480V safeguards buses..."
Site AC power to emergency AC power to 480V safeguards as the site specific terminology for emergency buses.
busses for 15 minutes or longer, buses for > 15 min.

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown,-6 -
Refueling, Defueled Refuel, D - Defueled

NEI Ex. . xml A odn GinnaNEAL Ex NEI Example EAL Wording EAL# Ginna EAL. Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL # in A odn

1 Note: The Emergency Director CA1.1 Loss of all offsite and all onsite 480V safeguards buses are the Ginna emergency buses.
should not wait until the .AC power, Table c-i, to 480V Table C-1 provides a list of Ginna onsite and offsite AC power
applicable time has elapsed, but safeguards buses for > 15 min. sources in cold conditions.
should declare the event as (Note 4)
soon as it is determined that-the Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
condition will likely exceed the until the applicable time has Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
.applicable time. elapsed, but should declare the

Loss of all Off-Site and all On- event .as soon as it is
Site AC Power to (site specific' determined that the condition
emergency busses) for 15 has exceeded, or will likely
minutes or longer. exceed, the applicable time.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CA4 Inability to maintain plant in cold CA4 Inability to maintain plant in cold None
shutdown. shutdown

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -
Refueling Refuel

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EALEG Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

An UNPLANNED event results CA4.1 An unplanned event results in CA4.1 implements NEI EALs #1 and #2. The NEI example EALs
in RCS temperature greater than EITHER: have been combined for simplification.(site specific Technical
Specification cold shutdown RCS temperature > 200OF The NEI phrase "...exceeding the Technical Specification cold
temperature limit) for greater for > Table C-4 duration shutdown temperature limit" has been replaced with "> 2001F." 200°F

is the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit.
than the specified duration on OR
table. NEI criteria associated with RCS temperature exceeding the

RCS pressure increase > 10 Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit are given in
2 An UNPLANNED event results psi due to an unplanned loss Table C-4.

in RCS pressure increase of decay heat removal The NEI phrase "An UNPLANNED event results in RCS pressure
greater than 10 psi due to a loss capability (this condition is increase greater than 10 psi due to a loss of RCS cooling" has been
of RCS cooling. (PWR-This EAL not applicable in solid plant changed to "RCS pressure increase > 10 psi due to an unplanned
does not apply in Solid Plant conditions) loss of decay heat removal capability" for clarification. This change
conditions.) implements EAL FAQ #13.

Pressure indicator PI-420 Rx Cint Loop Lo Rng Press is capable of
measuring pressure changes of 10 psig.
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Table: RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds
RCS Containment Closure Duration

* Intact (but-not RCS Reduced N/A 60 minutes
. Inventory [PWR])

Not intact or RCS Reduced Established 20 minutes*
Inventory (PWR) Not Established 0 minutes

• If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time frame and RCS temperature is
being reduced; the EAL is not applicable.

Table C-4 RCS Reheat Duration Thresholds

RCS Status Containment Closure
____S___Status______ Status Duration

Intact AND not
reduced inventory

Not intact OR reduced Established 20 min.*
inventory Not established 0 min.
* If anRCS heat removal system is in operation within this time frame

and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not applicable.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CS1 Loss of RCS/RPV inventory CS3 Loss of RCS inventory affecting The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "RCS" to use
affecting core decay heat core decay heat removal terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
removal capability capability

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -
Refueling Refuel

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EALEG Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

With CONTAINMENT N/A N/A Ginna cannot measure reactor vessel level below the bottom of the
CLOSURE not established, RCS hot leg. Consistent with the NEI 99-01 CS1 developers
RCS/RPV level less than (site guidance this example EAL is not implemented.
specific level).

[6" below the bottom ID of the
RCS loop (PWR)]

[6" below the low-low ECCS
actuation setpoint (BWR)]

2 With CONTAINMENT N/A Ginna cannot measure reactor vessel level below the bottom of the
CLOSURE established, N/A RCS hot leg. Consistent with the NEI 99-01 CS1 developers
RCS/RPV level less than (site guidance this example EAL is not implemented.
specific level for TOAF).

3 Note: The Emergency Director. CS3.1 RCS level cannot be monitored The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "RCS" to use
should not wait until the with a loss of RCS inventory as terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
applicable time has elapsed, but indicated by ANY of the "for > 30 min." has been placed at the end of the sentence for
should declare the event as following for Ž_ 30 min. (Note 4): consistency with NEI CG1 Example EAL #2 and Ginna EAL CG3.1.
soon as it is determined that thecondition will likely exceed the * Containment radiation R-29 Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
applicable time. or R-30 > 1.OE+02 R/hr Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.

RCS/RPV level cannot be . Erratic Source Range Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 or R-30. The
monitored for 30 minutes or Nuclear Instrumentation containment radiation monitors high alarm is set at 1.0E+02 R/hr.
longer with a loss of RCS/RPV indication The 1.OE+02 R/hr setpoint has been selected to be operationally
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inventory as indicated by ANY of significant and above that expected under normal plant conditions
the following: Uwhile in the Refuel mode.ANY Table C-2 sump / tank

(Site specific radiation attributable to RCS leakage The NEI phrase "(site-specific sump or tank)" has been replaced with
monitor) reading greater Note 4: The ED should not wait "ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage" for
than (site specific value), unclarification. The list of sumpsand tanks is too largeto include within

S Runtil the applicable time has the wording of the EAL and maintain readability. Table C-2 contains
* Erratic Source Range elapsed, but should declare the the site-specific list of sumps and tanks.

.Monitor Indication. event as soon as it is
determined that the condition ..

*Unexplained level rise in hseceeo illkl
(site specific sump or tank). has exceeded, or will likely.

exceed, the applicable time.. .
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

CG1 Loss of RCS/RPV inventory CG3 Loss of Reactor Vessel inventory The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "Reactor
affecting fuel clad integrity with affecting fuel clad integrity with Vessel" to use terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
containment challenged. Containment challenged

MODE: Cold Shutdown, MODE: 5 - Cold Shutdown, 6 -
Refueling Refuel

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

1 Note: The Emergency Director
should not wait until the
applicable time has elapsed, but
should declare the event as soon
as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the
applicable time.

a. RCS/RPV level less than (site
specific level for TOAF) for 30
minutes or longer.

AND

b. ANY containment challenge
indication (see Table):

N/A N/A Ginna cannot measure reactor vessel level below the bottom of
the RCS hot leg. Consistent with the NEI 99-01 developers
guidance this example EAL is not implemented.

a. RCS/RPV level cannot be CG3.1 RCS level cannot be monitored The NEI abbreviation "RCS/RPV" has been changed to "RCS" to
monitored with core uncovery with core uncovery indicated by use terminology commonly accepted at PWRs.
indicated by ANY of the following ANY of the following for 30 Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note
for 30 minutes or longer. min. (Note 4): 4)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.

" (Site specific radiation * Containment radiation R-29 Containment radiation is indicated on R-29 or R-30. The
monitor) reading greater or R-30 > 1.OE+02 R/hr containment radiation monitors high alarm is set at 1.OE+02 R/hr.
than (site specific The 1.0E+02 R/hr setpoint has been selected to be operationally
setpoint). * Erratic Source Range 1ignEfica R/hrndeapointthas ee lected to be opertiona

Nuclear Instrumentation significant and above that expected under normal plant conditions
* Erratic source range
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monitor indication

* UNPLANNED level rise
in (site specific sump or
tank).

" [Other site specific
indications]

AND

b. ANY containment challenge
indication (see Table):

indication

* Unexplained level rise in
ANY Table C-2 sump / tank
attributable to RCS leakage

AND

Any Containment Challenge
Indication, Table C-3

Note 4: The ED should not wait
until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the
event as soon as it is determined
that the condition has exceeded,
or will likely exceed, the
applicable time

while in the Refuel mode.

The NEI term "UNPLANNED" has been changed to "Unexplained"
for consistency with NEI IC CS1 Example EAL #3f.

The NEI phrase "(site-specific sump or tank)" has been replaced
with "ANY Table C-2 sump / tank attributable to RCS leakage" for
clarification. The list of sumps and tanks is too large to include
within the wording of the EAL and maintain readability. Table C-2
contains the site-specific list of sumps and tanks.

Other site-specific indications of core uncovery could not be
identified.

Table C-3 lists the Containment Challenge indications. "Secondary
containment radiation monitor reading above" has not been
incorporated in Table C-3 because Ginna is a PWR and not
equipped with a secondary containment.

Table C-2 RCS Leakage Indications

* Containment Sump A

* Containment Sump B

* Auxiliary Building Sump Tank

* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)
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Table C-3 Containment Challenge Indications

* Containment closure not established

* Hydrogen concentration in Containment > 4%

* Unplanned rise in Containment pressure
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Category D

Permanently Defueled Station Malfunction
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording Ginna Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationNEI C# NI I WoringIC#(s)

D-AU1 Recognition Category D N/A N/A NEI Recognition Category D ICs and EALs are applicable only to

D-AU2 Permanently Defueled Station permanently defueled stations. Ginna is not a defueled station.

D-SU 1 Malfunction

D-HU1

D-HU2

D-HU3

D-AA1

D-AA2

D-HA1

D-HA2
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Category E

Events Related to Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

E-HU1 Damage to a loaded cask EU1 Damage to a loaded cask None

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY confinement boundary

MODE: Not applicable MODE: Not applicable

NEI Ex' NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

1 Damage to a loaded cask EU1.1 Damage to a loaded cask None

confinement BOUNDARY _ confinement boundary
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Category F

Fission Product Barrier Degradation
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording Ginna Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationIC#(s)

FU1 ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss FU1 ANY loss or ANY potential loss None
of Containment of Containment

MODE: Power Operation, Hot MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Standby, Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -

Hot Standby

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EALEG Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss FU1.1 ANY loss or ANY potential loss Table F-1 contains the loss and potential loss thresholds for the three
of Containment of Containment (Table F-1) fission product barriers and is the plant representation of NEI Table 5-

F-3.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

FA1 ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss FA1 ANY loss or ANY potential loss None
of EITHER Fuel Clad OR RCS of either Fuel Clad or RCS

MODE: Power Operation, Hot MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Standby, Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -

Hot Standby

NEI Ex. GinnaEAL E NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 ANY Loss or ANY Potential Loss FA1.1 ANY loss or ANY potential loss Table F-1 contains the loss and potential loss thresholds for the three
of EITHER Fuel Clad OR RCS of either Fuel Clad or RCS fission product barriers and is the plant representation of NEI Table 5-

(Table F-1) F-3.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

FS1 Loss or Potential Loss of ANY FS1 Loss or potential loss of ANY two None
Two Barriers barriers

MODE: Power Operation, Hot MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Standby, Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -

Hot Standby

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EALEG Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 Loss or Potential Loss of ANY FSI.1 Loss or potential loss of ANY two Table F-1 contains the loss and potential loss thresholds for the three
Two Barriers barriers (Table F-i) fission product barriers and is the plant representation of NEI Table 5-

F-3.
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NE C E • CWodigGinna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IQ Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

FG1 Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND FG1 Loss of ANY two barriers and None
Loss or Potential Loss of Third loss or potential loss of the third
Barrier barrier

MODE: Power Operation,.Hot MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Standby, .Startup, Hot Shutdown Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -

Hot Standby

NEI Ex. NEI Example EALWording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # N EAL #

1 Loss of ANY Two Barriers AND "FGI.1 Loss of ANY two barriers Table F-1 contains the loss and potential loss thresholds for the three
Loss or Potential Loss of Third fission product barriers and is the plant representation of NEI Table 5-
Barrier' AND F-3.

' Loss or potential loss of the third
barrier (Table F-1)
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NEI Ex. NEI Table 5-F-1 Notes Ginna Ginna Bases Discussion Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

N/A NOTES

The logic used for these initiating
conditions reflects the
following considerations:

* The Fuel Clad Barrier and the
RCS Barrier are weighted
more heavily than the
Containment Barrier (See
Sections 3.4 and 3.8). NOUE
ICs associated with RCS and
Fuel Clad Barriers are
addressed under System
Malfunction ICs.

" At the Site Area Emergency
level, there must be some
ability to dynamically assess
how far present conditions are
from the threshold for a
General Emergency. For
example, if Fuel Clad and
RCS Barrier "Loss" EALS
existed, that, in addition to off-
site dose assessments, would
require continual assessments
of radioactive. inventory and
containment integrity.
Alternatively, if both Fuel Clad
and RCS Barrier "Potential
Loss" EALs existed, the
Emergency Director would
have more assurance that
there was no immediate need

FU1.1

FA1.1

FS1.1

FG1.1

The logic used for Category F
EALs reflects the following
considerations:

* The Fuel Clad Barrier and
the RCS Barrier are
weighted more heavily than
the Containment Barrier. UE
EALs associated with RCS
and Fuel Clad Barriers are
addressed under Category
S.

* At the Site Area Emergency
level, there must be some
ability to dynamically assess
how far present conditions
are from the threshold for a
General Emergency. For
example, if Fuel Clad and
RCS Barrier "Loss"
thresholds existed, that, in
addition to off-site dose
assessments, would require
continual assessments of
radioactive inventory and
containment integrity.
Alternatively, if both Fuel
Clad and RCS Barrier
"Potential Loss" thresholds
existed, the ED would have
more assurance that there
was no immediate need to
escalate to a General

First bullet: The NEI parenthetical phrase "See Sections 3.4 and 3.8"
has been deleted because it refers to NEI EAL developmental
information.

First bullet: The NEI acronym "NOUE" has been implemented as "UE"
for simplification. The NEI abbreviation "ICs" has been changed to
"EALs" for clarification.

Second bullet: The NEI abbreviation "EALs" has been changed to
"thresholds" for clarification.

The second sentence in the fourth bullet of the NEI notes "When no
event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad and/or
RCS) the Containment Barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications" has been deleted to implement EAL FAQ #14.
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to escalate to a General
Emergency.

" The ability to escalate to
higher emergency
classification levels as an
event deteriorates must be
maintained. For example,
RCS leakage steadily
increasing would represent an
increasing risk to public health
and safety.

" The Containment Barrier
should not be declared lost or
potentially !ost based on
exceeding Technical
Specification action statement
criteria, unless there is an
event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment
barrier. When no event is in
progress (Loss or Potential
Loss of either Fuel Clad
and/or RCS) the Containment
Barrier status is addressed by
Technical Specifications.

Emergency.

* The ability to escalate to
higher emergency
classification levels as an
event deteriorates must be
maintained. For example,
RCS leakage steadily
increasing would represent
an increasing risk to public
health and safety.

" The Containment Barrier
should not be declared lost
or potentially lost based on
exceeding Technical
Specification action
statement criteria, unless
there is an event in progress
requiring mitigation by the
Containment barrier.
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Table F-1 Fission Product Barrier Matrix

Fuel Clad Barrier Reactor Coolant System Barrier Containment Barrier
Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss

1. ORANGE path condition exists 1. RED path condition exists
F-0.2 Core Cooling F-0.4 Integrity 1. RED path condition existsA 1. RED patth condition existsNoeonF-.Cntimt

CSFST F-0.2 Core Cooling 2. RED path condition exists None 2. RED path condition exists None F-0.5 Containment
F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is
required required

2. Core Exit TCs cannot be restored
< 1.200'F within 15 min.

B 3. Core Exit TCs > 700°F

Core Exit 2. Core Exit TCs > 1,200=F 3. Core Exit TCs > 700°F None None None AND
T~s RVLIS level cannot be restored

TCs > 52% [ > 55% adverse CNMT]

with no RCPs running within 15
min.

1. A containment pressure rise
followed by a rapid unexplained
drop in containment pressure

2. Containment pressure or sump 4. Containment pressure > 60 psig

1. RCS leak rate > available level response not consistent and rising
4. RVLIS level _ 52% makeup capacity as indicated by with LOCA conditions

[ < 55% adverse CNMT] a loss of RCS suboooling 3 RCS leak rate > 5 gpm with 5. Containment hydrogenC None OR (< EOP Fig. MIN SUBCOOLING) letdown isolated 3. Ruptured S/G is also faulted concentration >_ 4%
lconcentrationte4

Inventory At least one RCP running outside of containment
RVLIS fluid fraction a 66% 2. Ruptured S/G results in an 6. Containment pressure > 28 psig

ECCS (SI) actuation 4. Primary-to-secondary leakrate and < two CRFC units and one CS
> 10 gpm pump operating per design

AND
Unisolable prolonged steam
release from affected S/G to the
environment

3. Containment radiation monitor
R-29/R-30 reading

D > 1.OE+02 R/hr
3. Containment radiation monitor Containment radiation monitor

Radiation 4. Valid Letdown Monitor (R-9) None R-29/R-30 reading None NoneContainmn radin 1oE itor

I Coolant reading •524,000 mRad/hr > 1.OE+01 Rthr
Activity

5. Coolant activity >300 pCi/gm
dose equivalent 1-131

5. Failure of all valves in ANY one
E .line to dose

Isolation None None None None AND
Direct downstream pathway to None

Status the environment exists after
containment isolation signal

6. ANY condition in the opinion of 5. ANY condition in the opinion of 6. ANY condition in the opinion of 8. ANY condition in the opinion of the
thFmrec ietrta h mrec ietrta 4. ANY condition in the opinion of 4. ANY condition in the opinion of the teEthe Emergency Director that the Emergency Director that the Emergency Director that Emergency Director that indicates
indicates loss of the fuel clad indicates potential loss of the fuel indicates loss of the RCS barrier potential loss ot the RCS barrierontainment
barrier clad barrier barrier barrier
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Fuel Clad Fission Product Barrier Degradation Thresholds'"

NEIGinnaNEI NEI Threshold Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

FC Loss Critical Safety Function FC Loss RED path condition exists The NEI phrase "Core-Cooling' Red Entry Conditions Met" has been

1 Status All F-0.2 Core Cooling changed to "RED path condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling."
A. Core-Cooling Red Entry Procedure F-0.2 is the core cooling CSFST.

Conditions Met. The NEI phrase "Entry Conditions Met" has been changed to
"condition exists" for consistency with terminology used by Ginna
operators when using the EOPs.

FC Loss Primary Coolant Activity FC Loss Coolant activity >300 pCi/gm 300 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131 is the site-specific value for

-2 Level D.5 dose equivalent 1-131 coolant activity.

A. Coolant activity greater than The NEI phrase "greater than" has been replaced with ">" to reduce
(site specific value). EAL-user reading burden. The symbol ">" means "greater than" and

thus implements the intent of the NEI phrase.

FC Loss Core Exit Thermocouple FC Loss Core Exit TCs.> 1,200'F TCs is the Ginna equivalent of NEI "thermocouple readings."
3 Readings B.2 The TC value specifies "->" vs. '5" consistent with F-0.2 Core

A. Core exit thermocouples Cooling RED path entry conditions.
reading greater than (site The NEI word "degree" has been replaced with "0" to reduce EAL-
specific degree F). user reading burden. The symbol "0" is commonly understood to

mean "degree."

1,200°F is the Ginna specific temperature corresponding to
significant core exit superheating and core uncovery. .

FC Loss Reactor Vessel Water Level N/A N/A N/A

4 Not Applicable

FC Loss Not Applicable N/A N/A N/A
5.. Not Applicable
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NEI Ginna
FPB NEI Threshold Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

FC Loss Containment Radiation FC Loss Containment radiation monitor 1.0E+02 R/hr is the site-specific containment rad monitor reading.

6 Monitoring D.3 R-29/R-30 reading

A. Containment radiation > 1.0E+02 R/hr

monitor reading greater than
(site specific value).

FC Loss Other (Site-Specific) FC Loss Valid Letdown Monitor (R-9) A Letdown Line Monitor reading of 24,000 mRad/hr represents fuel
7 Indications D.4 reading -- 24,000 mRad/hr clad damage of approximately 5%. corresponding to the reactor

A. (Site-specific) as coolant activity fuel Clad loss threshold of 300 pCi/gm dose

applicable equivalent 1-131

FC Loss Emergency Director FC Loss ANY condition in the opinion of None

8. Judgment F.6 the Emergency Director that

A. Any condition in the opinion indicates loss of the Fuel Clad

of the Emergency Director that barrier

indicates Loss of the Fuel Clad
Barrier.

FC Critical Safety Function FC ORANGE path condition exists The NEI phrase "Core Cooling-Orange Entry Conditions Met" has
P-Loss Status P-Loss F-0.2 Core Cooling been changed to "ORANGE path condition exists F-0.2 Core

1 A. Core Cooling-Orange Entry A.1 Cooling." Procedure F-0.2 is the core cooling CSFST.

Conditions Met. The NEI phrase "Entry Conditions Met" has been changed to

OR "condition exists" for consistency with terminology used by Ginna
operators when using the EOPs.

B. Heat Sink-Red Entry
Conditions Met. FC RED path condition exists The NEI phrase "Heat Sink-Red Entry Conditions Met" has been

P-Loss F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is changed to "RED path condition exists F-0.3 Heat Sink." Procedure

A.2 required F-0.3 is the heat sink. CSFST.

The NEI phrase "Entry Conditions Met" has been changed to
"condition exists" for consistency with terminology used by Ginna
operators when using the EOPs.

The phrase "and heat sink is required" has been added to the Ginna
threshold to implement EAL FAQ #18.
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NEI Ginna
FPB# NEI Threshold Wording FPB #(s) Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

FC Primary Coolant Activity N/A N/A N/A

P-Loss Level

2 Not Applicable

FC Core Exit Thermocouple FC Core Exit TCs > 700°F TCs is the Ginna equivalent of NEI "thermocouple readings."
P-Loss Readings P-Loss The TC value specifies ">" vs. ">" consistent with F-0.2 Core

3 A.. Core exit thermocouples B.3 Cooling Orange path entry conditions.
reading greater than (site The NEI word "degree" has been replaced with "0" to reduce EAL-
specific degree F). user reading burden. The symbol "I" is commonly understood to

mean "degree."

700°F is the Ginna specific temperature corresponding to significant
core exit superheating.

FC Reactor Vessel Water Level FC RVLIS level < 52% The NEI phrase "RCS/RPV" has been replaced with "RVLIS" to use
P-Loss A. RCS/RPV level less than P-Loss [< 55% adverse CNMT] terminology consistent with the Ginna EOPs.

4 (site specific level for TOAF). C.4 OR The Reactor Vessel water level threshold is used in the EOPs to
signal core uncovery and is, therefore, indication of inadequate

At least one RCP running coolant inventory. If the RVLIS indication drops to 52% [:S 55%
RVLIS fluid fraction < 66% adverse CNMT] or with at least one RCP running RVLIS fluid

fraction < 66%, a core covered condition cannot be confirmed.
According to the Core Cooling-ORANGE path, this water level
indicates subcooling has been lost and that some fuel clad damage
may occur.

FC Not Applicable N/A N/A N/A
P-Loss Not Applicable

5.

FC Containment Radiation N/A N/A N/A
P-Loss Monitoring

6. Not Applicable
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NEI GinnaFPB NEI Threshold Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

FC Other (Site-Specific) N/A None Other site-specific indications of fuel clad potential loss have not
P-Loss Indications . been identified.

7 A. (Site-specific) as applicable

FC Emergency Director FC ANY condition in the opinion of None
P-Loss Judgment P-Loss the Emergency Director that

8 A. Any condition in the opinion F.5 indicates potential loss of the

of the Emergency Director that Fuel Clad barrier

indicates Potential Loss of the
Fuel Clad Barrier.
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RCS Fission. Product Barrier Degradation Thresholds

NEI GinnaFPB NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFP13# . FPB #(s)

RCS Critical Safety Function Status N/A N/A None
Loss Not Applicable

1

RCS RCS Leak Rate RCS Loss RCS leak rate > available Critical Safety Function Status Trees (CSFST) CoreCodling
Loss A. RCS leak rate greater than C. 1 makeup capacity as indicated indicates that if subcooling margin based on core exit TCs is in the

2 available makeup capacity as by a loss of RCS subcooling Inadequate Subcooling Region of EOP Fig. MIN SUBCOOLING, a
indicated by a loss of RCS (< EOP Fig. MIN loss of RCS subcooling has occurred. The loss of subcooling as a
subcooling. SUBCOOLING) result of inability to establish RCS heat transfer to the ultimate

heat sink is indicative of potential losses of the Fuel Cladding and
RCS barriers.

RCS Not Applicable N/A N/A None
Loss Not Applicable

3

RCS SG Tube Rupture RCS Loss Ruptured S/G results in an None
Loss A. RUPTURED SG results in .. C.2 ECCS (SI) actuation

4 an ECCS (SI) actuation.

RCS Not Applicable N/A N/A None
Loss Not Applicable

5

RCS Containment Radiation RCS Loss Containment radiationmonitor R-29 & R-30 alert alarm's-at 1.OE+01 R/hr, indicative of a
Loss Monitoring - D.3 - R-29/R-30 reading significant RCS breach (LOCA) in containment (-0.1% gap

6 A. Containment radiation > 1.OE+01 R/hr activity).

monitor reading greater than
(site specific value).

RCS Other (Site-Specific) N/A None - Other site-specific indications of RCS loss have not been
Loss Indications identified.

7 A. (Site-specific)as applicable
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NEI GinnaFPB NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

RCS Emergency Director Judgment RCS Loss ANY condition in the opinion of None
Loss A. Any condition in the opinion F.4 the Emergency Director that

8 of the Emergency Director that indicates loss of the RCS

indicates Loss of the RCS barrier

Barrier.

RCS Critical Safety Function Status RCS RED path condition exists The NEI phrase "RCS Integrity-Red Entry Conditions Met" has

P-Loss 1 A. RCS Integrity-Red Entry P-Loss F-0.4 Integrity been changed to "RED path condition exists F-0.4 Integrity."

Conditions Met. A.1 Procedure F-0.4 is the integrity CSFST.

OR The NEI phrase "Entry Conditions Met" has been changed to
"condition exists". for consistency with terminology used by Ginna

B. Heat Sink-Red Entry operators when using the EOPs.Conditions Met._____________________

RCS RED path condition exists The NEI phrase "Heat Sink-Red Entry Conditions Met" has been
P-Loss F-0.3 Heat Sink and heat sink is changed to "RED path condition exists F-0.3 Heat Sink."

A.2 required Procedure F-0.3 is the heat sink CSFST.

The NEI phrase "Entry Conditions Met" has been changed to
"condition exists" for consistency with terminology used by Ginna
operators when using the EOPs.

The phrase "and heat sink is required" has been added to the
Ginna threshold to implement EAL FAQ #18.

RCS RCS Leak Rate RCS RCS leak rate > 50 gpm with The CVCS includes three positive displacement horizontal pumps

P-Loss 2 A. RCS leak rate indicated P-Loss letdown isolated with a capacity of 46 gpm each. The single charging pump

greater than (site specific C.3 capacity is rounded up to 50 gpm for this threshold consistent with

capacity of one charging pump the generic developers guidance for plants with low capacity

in the normal charging mode) charging pumps and clearly signals that operation of more than

with Letdown isolated. one charging pump is needed.

RCS Not Applicable N/A N/A N/A

P-Loss 3 Not Applicable

RCS SG Tube Rupture N/A N/A N/A
P-Loss 4 Not Applicable
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NEI GinnaNEI NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

RCS Not Applicable N/A N/A N/A

P-Loss 5 Not Applicable

RCS Containment Radiation N/A N/A N/A

P-Loss 6 Monitoring
Not Applicable

RCS Other (Site-Specific) N/A None Other site-specific indications of RCS potential loss have not been

P-Loss 7 Indications identified.

A. (Site-specific) as applicable

RCS Emergency Director Judgment RCS ANY condition in the opinion of None

P-Loss 8 A. Any condition in the opinion P-Loss the Emergency Director that
of the Emergency Director that F.4 indicates potential loss of the

indicates Potential Loss of the RCS barrier

RCS Barrier.
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Containment Fission Product Barrier Degradation Thresholds

NEI GinnaFPB NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FP13 #(s)

CNMT Critical Safety Function Status N/A N/A None
Loss Not Applicable

1

CNMT Containment Pressure CNMT A containment pressure rise followed by The NEI threshold has been divided into two Ginna
Loss A. A containment pressure rise Loss a rapid unexplained drop in containment thresholds to improve clarity.

2 followed by a rapid unexplained C.1 pressure

drop in containment pressure.
OR CNMT Containment pressure or sump level The NEI threshold has been divided into two Ginna

Loss response not consistent with LOCA thresholds to improve clarity.
B. Containment pressure or sump conditions

level response not consistent with C.2
LOCA conditions.

CNMT Core Exit Thermocouple Readings N/A N/A N/A
Loss L Not applicable

3

CNMT SG Secondary Side Release with P- CNMT Ruptured S/G is also faulted outside of None
Loss to-S Leakage Loss containment

4 A. RUPTURED SG is also FAULTED C.3
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NEI GinnaFPB NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

outside of containment. CNMT Primary-to-secondary leakrate > 10 The NEI threshold has been divided into two Ginna
OR Loss gpm thresholds to improve clarity.

B. a. Primary-to-Secondary leakrate C.4 AND Consistent with the generic developers guidance
greater than 10 gpm. Unisolable prolonged steam release "Prolonged" as used here is in the context meaning
AND from affected S/G to the environment that the release from the affected S/G within the timeb. UNISOLABLE steam release frame expected when implementing E-3 Steam

from affected SG to the Generator Tube Rupture. Cooldowns conducted to
environment, allow controlled isolation of the affected S/G per

emergency procedures are not considered prolonged
releases. The criterion for prolonged release is met if
the objective of E-3 to isolate the affected S/G cannot
be met.

CNMT Containment Isolation Failure or CNMT Failure of all valves in ANY one line to None
Loss Bypass- Loss close

5 A. a. Failure of all valves in any one E.5 AND
line to close. Direct downstream pathway to the

-AND environment exists after containment
isolation signal

b. Direct downstream pathway to
the environment exists after
containment isolation signal.

CNMT Containment Radiation Monitoring N/A. N/A N/A*
Loss Not Applicable

6

CNMT Other (Site-Specific) Indications N/A None Other site-specific indications of Containment loss
Loss A. (Site-specific) as applicable have not been identified.

7

CNMT Emergency Director Judgment . CNMT ANY condition in the opinion of the None
Loss A. Any condition in the opinion of the Loss Emergency Director that indicates loss

8 Emergency Director that indicates Loss F.6 of the Containment barrier

of the Containment Barrier.
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NEI GinnaNEI NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

CNMT Critical Safety Function Status CNMT RED path condition exists The NEI phrase "Containment-Red Entry Conditions
tions P-Loss F-0.5 Containment Met" has been changed to "RED path condition existsA. Containment-Red Entry Conditions P-Lossonainent..PrContainmenti th

Met. A.1F-0.5 Containment." Procedure F-0.5 is the1Met. A. 1 containment CSFST.

The NEI phrase "Entry Conditions Met" has been
changed to "condition exists" for consistency with
terminology used by Ginna operators when using the
EOPs.

CNMT Containment Pressure CNMT Containment pressure > 60 psig and The NEI threshold has been divided into three plant
P-Loss A. Containment pressure greater than P-Loss rising thresholds to improve clarity.

2 (site specific value) and rising. C.4 This threshold is the containment design pressure and
OR is in excess of that expected from the design basis

B. Explosive mixture exists inside loss of coolant accident (LOCA).
containment. CNMT Containment hydrogen concentration _ The NEI threshold has been divided into three Ginna

OR P-Loss 4% thresholds to improve clarity.
C. a. Pressure greater than C.5 Containment hydrogen concentration of 4% is the

containment depressurization minimum concentration associated with an explosive
actuation setpoint. mixture.
AND

b. Less than one full train of CNMT Containment pressure > 28 psig and The NEI threshold has been divided into three Ginna

depressurization equipment P-Loss < two CRFC units and one CS pump thresholds to improve clarity.

operating. C.6 operating per design The word "Containment" has been added to the plant
threshold for clarification.

The Containment pressure setpoint (28 psig) is the
Containment depressurization actuation setpoint.

The phrase "Less than one full train of
depressurization equipment operating" has been
replaced with "< two CRFC units and one CS pump
operating per design." This represents the minimum
design requirement for containment cooling.
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NEI GinnaFPB NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

CNMT Core Exit Thermocouple Readings CNMT Core Exit TCs cannot be restored < The NEI threshold has been.divided into two Ginna
P-Loss A. a. Core exit thermocouples in P-Loss 1,200*F within 15 min. thresholds to improve clarity.

3 excess of (site specific) 0 F. B.2 "TCs" is the Ginna equivalent of NEI "thermocouples."
AND The NEI phrase "in excess of (site specific) 0 F AND

b. Restoration procedures not Restoration procedures not effective..." has been*
effective within 15 minutes. replaced with "cannot be-restored < 1,200'F...". The

OR phrase "cannot be restored <" implies Core Exit TC
B. a Core exit thermocouples in readings have exceeded the threshold temperature

B. ceasCore eite-thermoicupls in and procedural guidance used to restore RCS
excess of (site-specific) F. inventory has been attempted but is thus far

AND unsuccessful. Whether or not guidance is effective
b. Reactor vessel level below should be apparent within fifteen minutes.
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NEI NEI IC Wording Finna Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

(site specific level).
AND

c. Restoration procedures not
effective within 15 minutes.

CNMT
P-Loss

B.3

Core Exit TCs > 7001F
AND

RVLIS level cannot be restored
> 52% [> 55% adverse CNMT] with
no RCPs running within 15 min.

The NEI threshold has been divided into two Ginna
thresholds to improve clarity.

"TCs" is the Ginna equivalent of NEI "thermocouples."

The NEI phrase "in excess of (site specific) 0 F AND
reactor vessel level below.. .AND Restoration
procedures not effective..." has been replaced with
"Core Exit TCs > 7000 AND RVLIS level cannot be
restored > 52% [> 55% adverse CNMT] with no RCPs
running...".

Core Exit TCs are a component of inadequate core
cooling instrumentation and provide an indirect
indication of fuel cladding temperature by measuring
the temperature of the reactor coolant that leaves the
core region. The threshold temperature is consistent
with Attachment 1 of EPIP-2-16, Core Damage
Estimation. RCS superheat, as indicated by Core Exit
TCs reading in excess of 700'F, signals the transition
from a subcooled to a superheated regime. In a
superheated regime, heat transfer mechanics are not
as efficient as the subcooled condition and could lead
to a rapid rise in cladding temperatures.

The phrase "cannot be restored >" implies RVLIS level
readings have exceeded the threshold level and
procedural guidance used to restore RCS inventory
has been attempted but is thus far unsuccessful.
Whether or not guidance is effective should be
apparent within fifteen minutes.

CNMT SG Secondary Side Release with P-

P-Loss to-S Leakage

4. Not applicable

N/A N/A
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NEI GinnaFPB NEI IC Wording FPB Ginna FPB Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationFPB# FPB #(s)

CNMT Containment Isolation Failure or N/A N/A N/A
P-Loss Bypass

5 Not Applicable

CNMT Containment Radiation Monitoring CNMT Containment radiation monitor A reading on containment radiation monitors greater
P-Loss A. Containment radiation monitor P-Loss R-29/R-30 reading > 1.OE+03 R/hr than 1.OE+03 R/hr is indicative of significant fuel

6 reading greater than (site specific D.7 activity and thus considered a potential loss of

value). Containment.

CNMT Other (Site-Specific) Indications N/A None Other site-specific indications of Containment potential
P-Loss A. (Site-specific) as applicable loss have not been identified.

7

CNMT Emergency Director Judgment CNMT ANY condition in the opinion of the None
P-Loss A. Any condition in the opinion of the P-Loss Emergency Director that indicates

8 Emergency Director that indicates F.8 potential loss of the Containment barrier

Potential Loss of the Containment
Barrier.
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Category H

Hazards and Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety
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I

NEI IC# NEI IC Wording Ginna Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationIC#(s)

HU1 Natural or destructive phenomena HU1 Natural or destructive phenomena None
affecting the PROTECTED AREA. affecting the Protected Area

MODE: All MODE: All

NEAL Ex Ginna
NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EAL . Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 Seismic event identified by ANY 2 HU1.1 Seismic event identified by ANY Red LED event indicator on Kinemetrics ETNA Digital Recorder
of the following: two of the following: provides the site specific indication or method of detecting a

seismic event* Seismic event * Red LED event indicator a
confirmed by (site on Kinemetrics ETNA The NEI phrase "felt in plant" has been changed to "felt onsite", for
specific indication or Digital Recorder indicates consistency with the NEI basis which states: "the vibratory ground
method) seismic event detected motion is felt at the nuclear plant site."

* Earthquake felt in * Earthquake felt onsite Note 6 provides guidance for contacting the NEIC and verifying
plant * National Earthquake seismic activity near the Ginna site.

* National Earthquake Information Center (Note

Center 6).

Note 6: The NEIC can be contacted
by calling (303) 273-8500. Select
option #1 and inform the analyst .

you'wish to confirm recent seismic
activity in the vicinity of Ginna
Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the
analyst with the following Ginna-
coordinates: 430 16.7; north -

latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude.

2 Tornado striking within HU1.2 Tornado striking within Protected The wind speed of 75 mph is the sustained design wind speed for
PROTECTED AREA boundary or Area boundary Class 1. safe shutdown structures.
high winds greater than (site OR
specific mph). OR

Sustained high winds > 75 mph
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Internal flooding that has the HU1.3 Internal flooding that has the The NEI phrase "safety related equipment" has been changed to
potential to affect safety related potential to affect ANY safety- "ANY safety-related structure, system, or component ..." for
equipment required by Technical related structure, system, or clarification
Specifications for the current component required by Technical Ginna areas containing safety related equipment are specified in
operating mode in ANY of the Specifications for the current Ta areas change relements are FAQ in
following areas: operating mode in ANY Table H- Table H-I. This change implements EAL FAQ #44.

(site specific area list) 1 area

Turbine failure resulting in casing HUI.4 Turbine failure resulting in casing None
penetration or damage to turbine penetration or damage to turbine
or generator seals. or generator seals

5 (Site specific occurrences
affecting the PROTECTED
AREA).

HU1.5 Deer Creek flooding over
entrance road bridge hand rail

OR
Lake level > 252 ft

OR

Screen House Suction Baywater
level < 17 ft or < 15.5 ft by
manual level measurement

Flooding in Deer Creek above the plant entrance handrails will
ultimately result in water accumulation in the Turbine Building and
Screenhouse. This may preclude emergency response personnel
access and egress.

A lake level of 252 ft has been selected for this threshold to be
anticipatory of exceeding design flood levels and is the level at
which flood control actions are procedurally taken.

When Screenhouse Suction Bay water level drops to 17.0 ft
indicated (this corresponds to a level of 15.5 ft measured manually)
increased Control Room monitoring is initiated. This level has been
selected for this threshold to be anticipatory of a potential loss of
service water system pump suction at 16.0 ft.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building
* Auxiliary Building
* Control Building
* Intermediate Building
* Emergency Diesel Building(s)
* SAFW Building
* Screenhouse
* Cable Tunnel
* Battery Rooms
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HU2 FIRE within the PROTECTED HU2 Fire within the Protected Area
AREA not extinguished within 15 not extinguished within 15 min.
minutes of detection or of detection or explosion within
EXPLOSION within the the Protected Area
PROTECTED AREA. MODE: All

MODE: All

NEI Ex. GinnaEA E NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

FIRE not extinguished within 15 HU2.1 Fire not extinguished within 15 The NEI phrase "of the following areas...(site specific area list)" has
minutes of control room min. of Control Room notification been changed to "in ANY Table H-1 area." The areas listed in Table
notification or verification of a or verification of a Control Room H-1 are areas containing functions and systems required for safe
control room FIRE alarm in ANY fire alarm in ANY Table H-1 area shutdown. This change implements EAL FAQ #44.
of the following areas: or Turbine Building (Note 4) The phrase "or Turbine Building" has been added to the Ginna EAL

(site specific area list) Note 4: The ED should not wait to identify an area immediately adjacent to a Table H-1 area that
until the applicable time has could be susceptible to fires.
elapsed, but should declare the Note 4 has been added consistent with other NEI based EALs that
event as soon as it is determined include the 15 min. transitory condition exclusion.
that the condition has exceeded,
or will likely exceed, the The third paragraph of the NEI basis has been edited to clarify the
applicable time. significance of the 15-minute duration. If the alarm cannot be

verified by redundant Control Room or nearby Fire Panel
indications, notification from the field that a fire exists starts the
concurrent 15-minute classification and fire suppression clocks. This
change is consistent with the manner in which the Control Room
and Fire Brigade leaders verify fires. This change is necessary to
avoid declaring Unusual Event emergencies for spurious alarms
that, due to the sensor location, cannot be verified within 15 minutes
of receipt of the alarm. This is a deviation from NEI 99-01
Revision 5.

.2 EXPLOSION within the HU2.2 Explosion within the Protected None.
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PROTECTED AREA. Area
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HU3 Release of toxic, corrosive, HU3 Release of toxic, corrosive, None
asphyxiant, or flammable gases asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to NORMAL deemed detrimental to normal
PLANT OPERATIONS. plant operations

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex. Ginna
EA NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # . EAL #

1 Toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or HU3.1 Release of toxic, corrosive, Revised wording to be consistent with the first sentence of the
flammable gases in amounts that asphyxiant or flammable gases of generic bases and consistent with the IC.
have or could adversely affect sufficient quantity to affect normal
NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS. plant operations

2 Report by local, county or state HU3.2 Recommendation by local, Reworded EAL for readability.
officials for evacuation or- county or state officials to
sheltering of site personnel based evacuate or shelter site
on an off-site event. -personnel based on offsite event
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Ginna
NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

Confirmed SECURITY HU4 Confirmed security condition or None
CONDITION or threat which threat which indicates a potential
indicates a potential degradation degradation in the level of safety
in the level of safety of the plant. of the plant

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

1 A SECURITY CONDITION that HU4.1 A security condition that does The NEI Example EALs have been combined in one plant EAL for
does NOT involve a HOSTILE not involve a hostile action as simplification.
ACTION as reported by the (site reported by Security Shift "Security Shift Supervision" is the site-specific security supervision
specific secu rity. shift.supervision). Supervision that are qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is

OR occurring or has occurred.

A credible site-specific security
threat notification

2 A credible site specific security OR
threat notification. OR

A validated notification from NRC
3 A validated notification from NRC providing information of an

providing information of an aircraft aircraft threat
threat.
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Ginna •
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HU5 Other conditions exist which in the HU6 Other conditions existing that in The NEI acronym "NOUE" has been implemented as "UE" for
judgment of the Emergency the judgment of the Emergency simplification.
Director warrant declaration of a Director warrant declaration of a Replaced the word "which" with "that" for proper grammar.
NOUE. UE

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex. Ginna
EAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

Other conditions exist which in the HU6.1 Other conditions exist which in None
judgment of the Emergency the judgment of the Emergency
Director indicate that events are in Director indicate that events are
progress or have occurred which in progress or have occurred
indicate a potential degradation of which indicate a potential
the level of safety of the plant or degradation of the level of safety
indicate a security threat to facility of the plant OR indicate a
protection has been initiated. No security threat to facility
releases of radioactive material protection has been initiated. No
requiring off-site response or releases of radioactive material
monitoring are expected unless requiring offsite response or
further degradation of safety monitoring are expected unless
systems occurs. further degradation of safety

. . systems occurs
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HA1 Natural or destructive phenomena HA1 Natural or destructive None
affecting VITAL AREAS phenomena affecting Vital Areas

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex. - NE lELW*GinnaNEI # - NEI Example EAL Wording Gna #Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # x pe oig EAL #

1 a. Seismic event greater than HA1.1 EITHER: The site-specific instrumentation used to indicate a seismic event >
Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) Confirmation of an OBE cannot be analyzed in a timely manner and requires analysis
as indicated by (site specific seismic Cormato of an of the Strong Motion Accelerograph by site I&C and engineeringinstumetatin) eadig (iteearthquake of an intensity >
instrumentation) reading (site 0.08 g per ER-SC.4 per procedure ER-SC.4 Earthquake Emergency Plan. To allow for
specific OBE limit). Q Earthquake Emergency Plan timely classification under this threshold, actual indication of

AND OR degraded performance of safety-related structures systems or
OR component has been included as a primary indicator of exceeding

b. Earthquake confirmed by Control Room indication of the OBE threshold.
ANY of the following: degraded performance of The NEI phrase "felt in plant" has been changed to "felt onsite" for

eEarthquake felt in plant ANY safety-related consistency with the NEI basis which states: "the vibratory groundstructure, system, or motion is felt at the nuclear plant site."
* National Earthquake Center component
e Control Room indication of AND Note 6 provides guidance for contacting the NEIC for confirmation

of seismic activity in the vicinity of Ginna.
degraded performance of. Earthquake confirmed by
systems required for the safe EITHER:
shutdown of the plant.

Earthquake felt onsite

OR

National Earthquake
Information Center (Note 6)

Note 6: The NEIC can be contacted
by calling (303) 273-8500. Select
option #1 and inform the analyst
you wish to confirm recent seismic
activity in the vicinity of Ginna
Nuclear Power Plant. Provide the
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analyst with the following Ginna
coordinates: 430 16.7' north
latitude, 770 18.7' west longitude

2 Tornado-striking or high winds HA1.2 Tornado striking or sustained The wind speed of 75 mph is the sustained design wind speed for
greater than (site specific mph) high winds > 75 mph resulting in Class 1 safe shutdown structures.
resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to'. EITHER: The logic term "EITHER" has been added to the threshold so that
ANY of the following structures Visible damage to ANY safety- the two indicated results of the tornado/high wind could be
containing safety systems or related structure, system, or presented in list format.
components OR control room component within ANY Table The NEI phrase "ANY of the following structures containing safety
indication of degraded performance H-1 areaThNEphae"Nofteolwigsrcuscnanngaeyof those safety systeHms: aR systems or components" has been changed to "ANY safety-related

otsm OR structure, system, or-component within ANY Table H-1 area" to be

(site specific structure list) Control Room indication of consistent with the definition of visible damage and related HA1

degraded performance of ANY EAL thresholds. This also permits presentation of the site specific

safety-related structure, list in a table.
system, or component within Table H-i provides the list of structures containing safety systems
ANY Table H-1 area or components. This change implements EAL FAQ #44.

The NEI phrase "those safety systems" has been changed to "ANY
safety-related structure, system; or component within ANY Table
H-1 area" for clarification.

3 Internal flooding in ANY of the HA1.3 Intemal flooding in ANY Table Ginna areas containing safety related equipment are specified in
following areas resulting in an H-1 area resulting in EITHER: Table H-i.This change implements EAL FAQ #44.
electrical shock hazard that An electrical shock hazard The logic term "EITHER" has been added to the threshold so that
precludes access to operate or that precludes access to the two indicated results of the flooding could be presented in list
monitor safety equipment OR control operate or monitor ANY format.room indication of degraded safetyreated strumontureY fomtperformance of those safety safety-related structure, The NEI phrase "those safety systems" has been changed to "ANY
ptsystem, or component within safety-related.structure, system, or component within ANY Table
systems: ANY Table H-i area H-1 area" for clarification.

(site specific area list) .OR

Control- Room indication of
ldegraded performance of

ANY safety-related
structure, system, or. .

component within ANY
Table H-1 area
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4 Turbine failure-generated
PROJECTILES resulting in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to or penetration of ANY
of the following structures containing
safety systems or components OR
control room indication of degraded
performance of those safety
systems:

(site specific structure list)

HA1.4 Turbine failure-generated
projectiles resulting in EITHER:

Visible damage to or
penetration of ANY safety-
related structure, system, or
component within ANY
Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of
degraded performance of
ANY safety-related
structure, system, or
component within ANY
Table H-1 area

The logic term "EITHER" has been added to the threshold so that
the two indicated results of the turbine failure-generated projectiles
could be presented in list format.

The NEI phrase "ANY of the following structures containing safety
systems or components" has been changed to "ANY safety-related
structure, system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area" to be
consistent with the definition of visible damage and related HA1
EAL thresholds. This also permits presentation of the site specific
list in a table.

Table H-1 provides the list of areas/structures containing safety
systems or components. This change implements EAL FAQ #44.

The NEI phrase "those safety systems" has been changed to "ANY
safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY Table
H-1 area" for clarification..

5 Vehicle crash resulting in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to ANY of the following
structures containing safety systems
or components OR control room
indication of degraded performance
of those safety systems:

(site specific structure list)

HA1.6 Vehicle crash resulting in
EITHER:

Visible damage to ANY
safety-related structure,
system, or component within
ANY Table H-1 area

OR

Control Room indication of
degraded performance of
ANY safety-related structure,
system, or component within
ANY Table H-1 area

The logic term "EITHER" has been added to the threshold so that
the two indicated results of the vehicle crash could be presented in
list format.

The NEI phrase "ANY of the following structures containing safety
systems or components" has been changed to "ANY safety-related
structure, system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area" to be
consistent with the definition of visible damage and related HA1
EAL thresholds. This also permits presentation of the site specific
list in a table.

Table H-1 provides the list of areas/structures containing safety
systems or components. This change implements EAL FAQ #44.

The NEI phrase "those safety systems" has been changed to "ANY
safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY Table
H-i area" for clarification.

6 (Site specific occurrences) resulting HA1.5 Lake level > 253 ft Lake water level > 253.28 ft msl corresponds to plant design levels
in VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY of the OR (ref. 1). A lake level of 253 ft has been selected for this threshold to
following structures containing be indicative of exceeding design flood levels.
safety systems or components OR Screen House Suction Bay water
saetrl r sorompindicationofegrd Olevel < 16 ft or < 14.5 ft by If indicated service water pump bay level drops below 16 ft (this
control room indication of degraded manual level measurement corresponds to a lake level of 14.5 ft measured manually) the
performance of those safety service water pumps are declared inoperable. This level has been
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systems: selected for this threshold to be indicative of a loss of service water
I system pump suction.

Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building

* Control Building

* Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

• SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HA2 FIRE or EXPLOSION affecting HA2 Fire or explosion affecting the None
the operability of plant safety operability of plant safety systems
systems required to establish or required to establish or maintain
maintain safe shutdown safe shutdown

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex.Ginna
NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

FIRE or EXPLOSION resulting HA2.1 Fire or explosion resulting in The logic term "EITHER" has been added to the threshold so that
in VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY of EITHER: the two indicated results of the fire/explosion could be presented in
the following structures Visible damage to ANY list format.
containing safety systems or safety-related structure, The NEI phrase "ANY of the following structures containing safety
components OR control room system, or component within systems or components" has been changed to "ANY safety-related
indication of degraded ANY Table H-1 area structure, system, or component within ANY Table H-1 area" so that
performance of those safety the site specific list could be presented in a table.systems: OR

(site specific structure list) Control Room indication of Table H-1 provides the list of areas/structures containing safety

degraded performance of systems or components. This change implements EAL FAQ #44.

ANY safety-related structure, The NEI phrase "those safety systems" has been changed to "ANY
system, or component within safety-related structure, system, or component within ANY Table H-
ANY Table H-1 area 1 area" for clarification.
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Table H-1 Safe Shutdown Areas

* Reactor Containment Building

* Auxiliary Building

* Control Building

* Intermediate Building

* Emergency Diesel Building(s)

* SAFW Building

* Screenhouse

* Cable Tunnel

* Battery Rooms
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HA3 Access to a VITAL AREA is HA3 Access to a Vital Area is None
prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, prohibited due to toxic, corrosive,
asphyxiant or flammable gases asphyxiant or flammable gases
which jeopardize operation of which jeopardize operation of
operable equipment required to operable equipment required to
maintain safe operations or maintain safe operations or safely
safely shutdown the reactor. shut down the reactor

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex.Ginna
NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

1 Note: If the equipment in the HA3.1 Access to ANY Table H-1 area is Ginna vital areas are specified in Table H-1. This change
stated area was already prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, implements EAL FAQ #44.
inoperable, or out of service, asphyxiant or flammable gases The NEI phrase "systems required to maintain safe operations or
before the event occurred, then which jeopardize operation of safely shutdown the reactor" has been changed to "ANY safety-
this EAL should not be declared ANY safety-related structure, related structure, system, or component" for consistency with
as it will have no adverse impact system, or component (Note 5) subcategory H1 and H2 Alert EALs. Safety-related structures,
on the ability of the plant to safely Note 5: If the equipment in the systems, and components are systems that are required to maintain
operate or safely shutdown stated area was already safe operations or safely shut down the reactor.
beyond that already allowed by inoperable, or out of service, Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 5)."
Technical Specifications at the before the event occurred, then Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
time of the event. EAL HA3.1 should not be

1. Access to a VITAL AREA is declared as it will have no The NEI phrase "this EAL" has been changed to "EAL HA3.1" for
prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, adverse impact on the ability of clarification.
asphyxiant or flammable gases the plant to safely operate or
which jeopardize operation of safely shut down beyond that
systems required to maintain safe already allowed by Technical
operations or safely shutdown the Specifications at the time of the
reactor. event.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HA4 HOSTILE ACTION within the OWNER HA4 Hostile action within the Owner None
CONTROLLED AREA or airborne attack Controlled Area or airborne attack threat.
threat. MODE: All

MODE: All

NEI Ex. GinnaEA E NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

1 A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has HA4.1 A hostile action is occurring or has The NEI Example EALs have been combined in one
occurred within the OWNER occurred within the Owner Controlled plant EAL for simplification.
CONTROLLED AREA as reported by the Area as reported by Security Shift Security Shift Supervision" is the site-specific
(site specific security shift supervision). Supervision

security supervision that are qualified and trained to
OR confirm that a security event is occurring or has

A validated notification from NRC of an occurred.2 A validated notification from NRC of anailnraacthetwhn30m.ote

airliner attack threat within 30 minutes of airliner attack threat within 30 min. of the

the site. site
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HA5 Control Room Evacuation Has HA5 Control Room evacuation has been None
Been Initiated initiated

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex.Ginna

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

1 (Site-specific procedure) requires HA5.1 Control Room evacuation has been AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility provides specific
control room evacuation, initiated instructions for evacuating the Control Room and establishing

plant control in alternate locations. The IC wording has been
utilized since the intent is to classify the Alert based on
Control Room evacuation, regardless whether the associated
procedure has been entered or executed. This change
implements EAL FAQ #28.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HA6 Other conditions exist which in the HA6 Other conditions exist that in the Replaced the word "which" with "that" for proper grammar.
judgment of the Emergency judgment of the Emergency Director
Director warrant declaration of an warrant declaration of an Alert
Alert. MODE: All

MODE: All ....

NEI Ex. GinnaEAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

Other conditions exist which in the HA6.1 Other conditions exist which in the EPA PAG values have been added for clarification.
judgment of the Emergency judgment of the Emergency Director
Director indicate that events are in indicate that events are in progress or
progress or have occurred which have occurred which involve an actual or
involve an actual or potential potential substantial degradation of the
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant OR a security
level of safety of the plant or a event that involves probable life
security, event that involves threatening risk to site personnel or
probable life threatening risk to damage to site equipment becaUse of
site -personnel or damage to site - hostile-action. Any releases are expected
equipment because of HOSTILE to be limited to small fractions of the EPA
ACTION. Any releases are Protective Action Guideline exposure

.-expected to be limited to small levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
fractions of the EPA Protective mRem thyroid CDE)
Action Guideline exposure levels.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HS2 Control room evacuation has been HS5 Control Room evacuation has been None
initiated and plant control cannot initiated and plant control cannot be
be established, established

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex. GinnaNEI Example ig Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # GnE Wd

1 a. Control room evacuation HS5.1 Control Room evacuation has been AP-CR.1 Control Room Inaccessibility provides specific
has been initiated, initiated . instructions for evacuating the Control Room and

AND AND establishing plant control in alternate locations.

b. Control of the plant cannot Control of the plant cannot be An analysis was performed as part of the Fire Protection
be established within (site established within 30 min. Program to determine how quickly control must be re-
specific minutes). established at Ginna without core uncovery or damage.

There are 5 time-critical actions which must be accomplished
to enable established performance goals to be met. In
evaluating a reasonable timeline for completion of tasks
required in the ER-FIRE procedures to restore charging, it
was estimated that restoration should be completed in less
than 30 minutes. This is consistent with information obtained
during operator walk-throughs of the ER-FIRE procedures
which consistently indicated restoration in 17 to 24 minutes.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HS3 Other conditions exist which in HS6 Other conditions existing that in the Replaced the word "which" with "that" for proper grammar
the judgment of the Emergency judgment of the Emergency Director
Director warrant declaration of a warrant declaration of a Site Area
Site Area Emergency. Emergency

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex. GinnaEI # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # A#

Other conditions exist which in HS6.1 Other conditions exist which in the EPA PAG values have been added for clarification.
the judgment of the Emergency judgment of the Emergency Director
Director indicate that events are indicate that events are in progress or
in progress or have occurred have occurred which involve actual or
which involve actual or likely likely major failures of plant functions
major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public OR
needed for protection of the hostile action that results in intentional
public or HOSTILE ACTION that damage or malicious acts: (1) toward site
results in intentional damage or personnel or equipment that could lead to
malicious acts; (1) toward site. the likely failure of, or (2) that prevent
personnel'or equipment that effective access to, equipment needed
could lead to the likely failure of for the protection of the public. Any -
or; (2) that prevent effective releases are not expected to result in
access to equipment needed for exposure levels which exceed EPA
the protection of the public. Any Protective Action Guideline exposure
releases are not expected to * levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
result in exposure levels which " mRem thyroid CDE) beyond the site
exceed EPA Protective Action boundary .
Guideline exposure levels
beyond the site boundary.
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HS4 HOSTILE ACTION within the HS4 Hostile action within the Protected Area None
PROTECTED AREA MODE: All

MODE: All

NEIEALX.# NEI Example EAL Wording EAL #Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 A HOSTILE ACTION is HS4.1 A hostile action is occurring or has The "Security Shift Supervisor" is the title of the site-specific
occurring or has occurred occurred within the Protected Area as security shift supervision.
within the PROTECTED AREA reported by Security Shift Supervision

as reported by the (site security
shift supervision)
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HG1 HOSTILE ACTION resulting in HG4 Hostile action resulting in loss of physical None
loss of physical control of the control of the facility
facility. MODE: All

.MODE: All

NEI Ex Ginna
NEA E NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # ,.EAL #

1 A HOSTILE ACTION has HG4.1 A hostile action has occurred such that None
occurred such that plant plant personnel are unable to operate
personnel are unable to operate equipment required to maintain safety
equipment required to maintain functions
safety functions.

2 A HOSTILE ACTION has caused HG4.2 A hostile action has caused failure of The logic term "AND" has been added to the threshold for
failure of Spent Fuel Cooling Spent Fuel Cooling systems format consistency.Systems and IMMINENT fuel
Systemags likey I N fueshly o AND The NEI phrase "for a freshly off-loaded reactor core in pool"
damage is likely for a freshly off- has been-deleted because any imminent fuel damage
loaded reactor core in pool. Imminent fuel damage is likely caused by hostile action warrants a GE declaration even if it

is not from a freshly off-loaded core in pool. This change
implements EAL FAQ # 29.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording iC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

HG2 Other conditions exist which in HG6 Other conditions exist that in the Replaced the word "which" with "that" for proper grammar
the judgment of the Emergency judgment of the Emergency Director
Director warrant declaration of a warrant declaration of a General
General Emergency. Emergency

MODE: All MODE: All

NEI Ex.Ginna

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #•"

Other conditions exist which in HG6.1 Other conditions exist which in the EPA PAG values have been added for clarification.
the judgment of the Emergency judgment of the Emergency Director
Director indicate that events are indicate that events are in progress or
in progress or have occurred have occurred which involve actual or
which involve actual or imminent substantial core degradation or
IMMINENT substantial core melting with potential for loss of
degradation or melting with containment integrity OR hostile action
potential for loss of containment that results in an actual loss of physical
integrity or HOSTILE ACTION control of the facility. Releases can be
that results in an actual loss of reasonably expected to exceed EPA
physical control of the facility. Protective Action Guideline exposure
Releases can be reasonably levels (1,000 mRem TEDE or 5,000
expected to exceed EPA mRem thyroid CDE) offsite for more than
Protective Action Guideline the immediate site area
exposure levels off-site for more
than the immediate site area.
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Category S

System Malfunction
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SUl Loss of all Off-site AC power to SUl Loss of all offsite AC power to "480V safeguards buses" is the Ginna specific terminology for
emergency busses for 15 minutes 480V safeguards buses for > 15 "emergency busses."
or longer. min.

MODE: Power Operation, Startup, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot

Standby

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

Note: The Emergency Director SUI.1 Loss of all offsite AC power, Table S-1 provides a list of onsite and offsite AC power supplies.
should not wait until the applicable Table S-1, to 480V safeguards 480V safeguards buses are the Ginna emergency buses in hot
time has elapsed, but should buses for Ž_ 15 min. (Note 4) conditions.
declare the event as soon as it is N t :T eE h ud n t w i nidetermined the the condition has Note 4: The ED should not wait until Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."

detemind tat he cndiionhasthe applicable time has elapsed, but

exceeded, or will likely exceed, should declare the event as soon as it Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
the applicable time. is determined that the condition has

Loss of all off-site AC power to exceeded, or will likely exceed, the

(site specific emergency busses) applicable time.

for 15 minutes or longer.
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Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* EDG 1A (Bus 14)

- EDG 1B (Bus 16)
0

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

• Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

0 0 Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfeed (if
currently established)
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SU2 Inability to reach required SU4 Inability to reach required None
shutdown within Technical shutdown within Technical
Specification limits. Specification limits

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot
Shutdown Standby

NEI Ex. GinnaEA E NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

1 Plant is not brought to required SU4.1 Plant is not brought to required " required action completion time" is the Ginna Technical
operating mode within Technical operating mode within Technical Specification terminology for "... Action Statement Time."
Specifications LCO Action Specifications LCO required
Statement Time. action completion time
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SU3 UNPLANNED loss of safety SU5 Unplanned loss of safety system None
system annunciation or indication annunciation or indication in the
in the control room for 15 minutes Control Room for > 15 min.
or longer. MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
MODE: Power Operation, Startup, Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot
Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown Standby

NEI Ex. GinnaEA E NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

Note; The Emergency Director SU5.1 Unplanned loss of 6 or more The NEI phrase "...greater than approximately 75% of the following
should not wait until. the applicable annunciator panels, Table S-2, or ... a. .. b..." has been changed to "...loss of 6 or more annunciator
time has elapsed, but should >75% of MCB indications for > 15 panels, Table S-2 or >75% of MCB indications," for clarity. Table S-2
declare the event as soon as it is min. (Note 4) lists the safety-r'elated annunciation panels. Loss of 6 annunciator
determined that the condition has Note 4: The ED should not wait until panels would be a loss of 75% of the safety related annunciators.
exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time has elapsed, but Reference to the NEI note is-included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
the applicable time. should declare the event as soon as it Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.

UNPLANNED Loss of greater than is determined that the condition has
approximately 75% of the exceeded, or will likely exceed, the

following for 15 minutes or longer: applicable time.

a. (Site specific control room
safety system annunciation)

OR

b. (Site specific control room
safety system indication)

Table S-2 Vital Control Room Panels I
A AA B CD E F G
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SU4 Fuel Clad Degradation SU7 Fuel clad degradation None

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot
Shutdown Standby

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

1 (Site specific radiation monitor SU7.2 Valid Letdown Monitor (R-9) The Letdown Line Monitor (R-9) gross radiation channel
readings indicating fuel clad reading > 4800 mRad/hr continuously monitors the activity in a sample drawn from the RCS
degradation greater than (NaOH tank room) and actuates an alarm in the Control Room if a
Technical Specification predetermined activity level is reached. 4800 mRad/hr corresponds
allowable limits.) to the transient TS coolant activity limit of 60 pCi/gm (3.4.16).

2 (Site specific coolant sample SU7.1 RCS specific activity > 60 pCi/gm Consistent with the generic.NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 bases, the Technical
activity value indicating fuel clad dose equivalent 1-131 Specification threshold limit value selected is 60 pCi/gm dose
degradationgreater than equivalent 1-131. This limit accommodates iodine spike
Technical Specification phenomenon that may occur following changes in thermal power
allowable limits.) and during reactor startup and shutdown.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SU5 RCS Leakage SU8 RCS leakage None

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot
Shutdown Standby

NEI Ex. amplEAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # xpeEAL #

1 Unidentified or pressure SU8.1 Unidentified or pressure boundary SU8.1 implements Example EALs #1 and #2. These were combined
boundary leakage greater than leakage > 10 gpm for >15 min. for improved usability.
10 gpm. (Note 4) The phrase "for > 15 min. (Note 4)" has been added to the Ginna

2 Identified leakage greater than OR . EAL to allow- mitigation by operating procedures prior to declaration.
This is a deviation from NEI 99-01 Revision 5.25 gpm, Identified leakage > 25 gpm for -

15 min. ,(Note 4)

Note 4: The .ED should not wait
until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the
event as soon as it is determined
that the condition has exceeded,
or will likely exceed, the
applicable time.
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SU6 Loss of all On-site or Off-site SU6 Loss of all onsite or offsite None
communications capabilities, communications capabilities

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot
Shutdown Standby

EI # NEI ExampEAL nWording EAna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

EIE. NIEapeEAL Wodn EAL #•

1 Loss of all of the following on- SU6.1 Loss of all Table S-4 onsite SU6.1 implements Example EALs #1 and #2. These were combined
site communication methods (internal) communication methods for improved usability.
affecting the ability to perform affecting the ability to perform The NEI example EALs specify site-specific lists of onsite and offsite
routine operations. rou tine operations communications methods. The Ginna EAL lists these methods in
(site specific list of OR - Table S-4 because the number of communications methods is too
communications methods) Loss of all Table S-4 offsite long to include within the text of the EAL.

L-(external) communication The adjectives "(internal)" and "(external)" have been added to the
-methods affecting the ability to Ginna EAL for clarification. The terms "onsite/offsite" could be

site communication methods perform offsite notifications interpreted as the location in which thecommunication originates
affecting the ability to perform insetad of the location to which communication idirected.

offsite notifications. instead of the location to which communication is directed.

(site specific list of
communications methods)
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Table S-4 Communications Systems

SytmOnsite Offsite
System (internal) (external)

Commercial phone system X X

Direct Dial "POTS" Lines (Blue Phones) X X

Plant Page Party system X

Radios/Walkie Talkies X

FTS 2001 telephone system (ENS, HPN) X

Control Room Hard Wired'Satellite Phone X

Cohtrol Room Emergency Cell Phone X
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording Ginna Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

IC#(s) GnaI odn

SU8 Inadvertent Criticality. SU3 Inadvertent criticality None

MODE: Hot Standby, Hot MODE: 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -
Shutdown Hot Standby

ENEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

EEAL # EAL #

1 UNPLANNED sustained positive N/A N/A NEI Example EAL #1 has not been implemented because it applies
period observed on nuclear only to BWR plants. Ginna is a PWR. PWRs are not equipped with
instrumentation. [BWRJ period meters.

1 UNPLANNED sustained positive SU3.1 An unplanned sustained positive None
startup rate observed on nuclear startup rate observed on nuclear
instrumentation. [PWR] instrumentation
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Ginna . GiinNEI IC# -NEI IQWording Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
.CnC(S)

SA2 Automatic Scram (Trip) fails to SA3 Automatic trip failed to shut down The term "scram" was replaced with "trip" consistent with PWR
shutdown the reactor and the the reactor and the manual . 'terminology.
manual •actions taken from the actions taken-from-the reactor The NEI term "fails" has been changed to."fa ed" for consistency
reactor control console are control console are successful in cha.ged.t"adfc iesc u iwith the example EAL wording. This change implements EAL FAQsuccessful in shutting •down the shutting down the reactor ,#31. ... .

reactor. " " " ,.MODE: 1::- Power Operation,. . .
P.:iower - a M -E PowerOperation The Startup mode has been deleted from the Ginna EAL. Ginna

e Technical Specifications definition of Startup mode is Ke >: 0.99 and
StartupSta..up - .. rated thermal power < 5%. It is not possible to be in Startup mode

- with reactorpower above 5%. Since the definition of reactor."

shutdown is .reactor power less than or equal to 5% (in accordance
with the NEI 99-01 basis for this EAL), this EAL would never be
applicable in Startup mode.

NEI Ex. Ginna
EAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

a. An automatic scram (trip). SA3.1 An automatic trip failed to shut The term "scram" was replaced with "trip" consistent with PWR
failed to shutdown the down the reactor. terminology .a ea L t c
reactor. AND The power range indication above 5% is greater than the decay heat

AND - .Manual actions taken at the which the shutdown systems (Auxiliary Feed Water and Atmospheric

b. Manual actions taken at the reactor control console . Dump Valves) were designed to remove and is indicative of a

reactorcontrol console successfully shut down the condition requiring immediate response to prevent subsequent core

successfully shutdown the reactor as indicated by reactor damage.
reactor as indicated by (site power < 5% .'.

specific indications of plant
shutdown). -
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Ginna
NEI IC Wording iC(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

UNPLANNED Loss of safety SA5 Unplanned loss of safety system None
system annunciation or indication annunciation or indication in the
in the control roomwith EITHER Control Room with either (1) a
(1) a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT significant transient in progress, or
in progress, or (2) compensatory (2) compensatory indicators are
indicators unavailable, unavailable

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Hot
Shutdown Standby

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

Note: The Emergency Director SA5.1 Unplanned loss of 6 or more The NEI phrase "...greater than approximately 75% of the following
should not wait until the annunciator panels, Table S-2, or. ... a... b..." has been changed to "...loss of 6 or more annunciator
applicable time has elapsed, but >75% of MCB indications for >_ 15 panels, Table S-2, or >75% of MCB indications," for clarity. Table S-
should declare the event as soon min. (Note 4) 2 lists the safety-related annunciation panels. Loss of 6annunciator
as it is determined that the AND EITHER: panels would be a loss of 75% of the safety related annunciators.
condition has exceeded, or will A significant transient is in Table S-3 provides the list of events that constitute a "significant
likely exceed, the applicable time. progress, Table S-3 transient" as specified in the NEI 99-01 Section 5.4 definition of

a. UNPLANNED loss of greater OR significant transient.
than approximately 75% of the Compensatory indications The Ginna compensatory indications are provided by PPCS.
following for 15 minutes or. are unavailable (PPCS)longer: 15 maReference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note

Note 4: The ED should not wait 4)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.

• (Site specific control room until the applicable time has
safety system annunciation) elapsed, but should declare the

OR event as soon as it is determined
(Site specific control room that the condition has exceeded,
safety system indication) or will likely exceed, the

b. EITHER of the following: applicable time.
* A SIGNIFICANT

TRANSIENT is in progress.
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* Compensatory indications I"
are unavailable.

Table S-3 Significant Transients

* Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

. Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

a Reactor trip

* Safety Injection activation
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SA5 AC power capability to SA1 AC power capability to 480V "480V safeguards buses" is the Ginna specific terminology for
emergency busses reduced to a safeguards buses reduced to a "emergency busses."
single power source for 15 single power source for Ž15 min. The phrase "... ANY additional single failure would result in station
minutes or longer such that any such that ANY additional single blackout." was replaced with "... ANY additional single failure would
additional single failure would failure would result in a complete result in a complete loss of all 480V safeguards bus power." This is
result in station blackout. loss of all 480V safeguards bus consistent with the intent that classification be based on a loss of AC

MODE: Power Operation, power power to emergency buses. A Station Blackout involves a loss of all
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 - AC power, not just emergency bus power. This change implements
Shutdown Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - EAL FAQ #36.

Hot Standby

NEI Ex. GinnaEA Ex NEI Example EAL Wording EA Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # EAL #

1 Note: The Emergency Director SAI.1 AC power capability to 480V Table S-1 provides a list of onsite and offsite AC power supplies.
should not wait until the safeguards buses reduced to a 480V safeguards buses are the Ginna emergency buses in hot
applicable time has elapsed, but. single power source, Table conditions.
should declare the event as soon S-1, for_> 15 min. (Note 4)
as it is determined that the The NEI phrase "...station blackout" has been replaced with
condition has exceeded, or will AND complete loss of all 480V safeguards bus power" as this describes
likely exceed, the applicable Any additional single power the intended condition for Ginna. This change implements EAL FAQ
time. source failure will result in a #36.

a. AC power capability to complete loss of all 480V Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
(site-specific emergency busses) safeguards bus power Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
reduced to a single power source Note 4: The ED should not wait
for 15 minutes or longer. until the applicabletime has

elapsed, but should declare the

b. Any additional single event as soon as it is determined

power source failure will result in that the condition has exceeded,

station blackout. or will likely exceed, the
applicable time.
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Table S-1 AC Power Sources

* EDG 1A (Bus 14)

c * EDG 1B (Bus 16)

0

* Station Auxiliary Transformer 12A

. Station Auxiliary Transformer 12B

0 " Unit Auxiliary Transformer 11 backfeed (if
currently established)
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NEI IC# NEI IC Wording Ginna Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SS1 Loss of all Off-site and all On- SS1 Loss of all offsite and all onsite "480V safeguards buses" is the Ginna specific terminology for
Site AC power to emergency AC power to 480V safeguards "emergency busses."
busses for 15 minutes or longer, buses for > 15 min.
MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -
Shutdown Hot Standby

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

Note: The Emergency Director SS1.1 Loss of all offsite and all onsite Table S-1 provides a list of onsite and offsite AC power supplies.
should not wait until the AC power, Table S-1, to 480V 480V safeguards buses are the Ginna emergency buses in hot
applicable time has elapsed, but safeguards buses for Ž_ 15 min. conditions.
should declare the event as soon (Note 4)
as it is determined that the Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
condition has exceeded, or will Note 4: The ED should not wait Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.likey ecee, th aplicbleuntil the applicable time has
likely exceed, the applicable elapsed, but should declare thetime. event as soon as it is
Loss of all Off-Site and all On- determined that the condition
Site AC power to (site specific has exceeded, or will likely
emergency busses) for 15 exceed, the applicable time.
minutes or longer.
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NEI C# NI I WoringGinna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SS2 Automatic Scram (Trip) fails to SS3 Automatic trip and manual The term "scram" was replaced-with "trip" consistent with PWR
shutdown the reactor and actions taken from the reactor terminology.
manual actions taken from the control console failed to shut The NEI phrase "fails to shutdown the reactor and manual actions
reactor control console are not down the reactor taken from the reactor control console are not successful in shutting"
successful in shutting down the 1 - Power Operation - has been changed to "and manual actions taken from the reactor
reactor. control console failed to shut" for clarification. This change

MODE: Power Operation, implements EAL FAQ #31.
StartuP •The Startup mode has been deleted from the Ginna EAL. Ginna

Technical Specifications definition of Startup mode is Kef> 0.99 and
rated thermal power 5 5%. It is not possible to be in Startup mode
with reactor power above 5%. Since the definition of reactor
shutdown is reactor power less than or equal to 5% (in accordance
with the NEI 99-01 basis for this EAL), this EAL would never be
applicable in Startup mode.

NEI Ex. Ginna
EAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

i a. An automatic scram (trip) SS3.1 An automatic trip failed to shut The term "scram" was replaced with "trip" consistent with PWR
failed to shutdown the reactor. down the reactor as indicated terminology.

AND by reactor power > 5% The phrase "as indicated by reactor power > 5%" has been added to

b. Manual actions taken at the AND the first contingent and the NEI phrase "do not shutdown the reactor"
reactor control console do not Manual actions taken at the has been changed to "failed to shut down the reactor" in the second
shutdown the reactor as reactor control console failed to contingent for clarification and consistency of wording. This change
indicated by (site specific shut down the reactor as implements EAL FAQ #31.
indications of reactor not indicated by reactor power > 5% The power range indication above 5% is greater than the decay heat
shutdown). which the shutdown systems (Auxiliary Feed Water and Atmospheric

Dump Valves) were designed to remove and is indicative of a
condition requiring immediate response to prevent subsequent core
damage.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SS3 Loss of all vital DC power for 15 SS2 Loss of all vital DC power for _ None
minutes or longer. 15 min.

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -
Shutdown Hot Standby

NEI Ex. Ginna

EI E NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 Note: The Emergency Director SS2.1 < 108 VDC on both 125 VDC "108 VDC" is the site-specific bus voltage indication.
should not wait until the - buses 1A and 1B for >_ 15 min. 125 VDC buses 1A and 1 B are the Ginna vital DC buses.
applicable time has elapsed, but (Note 4)
should declare the event as soon Note 4: The ED should not wait Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note 4)."
as it is determined that the untilNumbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.
condition has exceeded, or will el t sholdcdelare he
likely exceed, the applicable elapsed, but should declare the
time. event as soon as it is

determined that the condition
Less than (site specific bus has exceeded, or will likely
voltage indication) on all (site exceed, the applicable time.
specific Vital DC busses) for 15
minutes or longer.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SS6 Inability to monitor a SS5 Inability to monitor a significant None
SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in transient in progress
progress. MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -

MODE: Power Operation, Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Hot Standby
Shutdown

NEI Ex. GinnaEI # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationEAL # A#

1 Note: The Emergency Director SS5.1 Unplanned loss of 6 or more The NEI phrase "...greater than approximately 75% of the following
should not wait until the annunciator panels, Table S-2, ... a. ..b..." has been changed to "...loss of 6 or more annunciator
applicable time has elapsed, or >75% of MCB indications for panels, Table S-2, or >75% of MCB indications," for clarity. Table
but should declare the event > 15 min. (Note 4) S-2 lists the safety-related annunciation panels. Loss of 6
as soon as it is determined annunciator panels would be a loss of 75% of the safety related
that the condition has AND annunciators.
exceeded, or will likely A significant transient is in Reference to the NEI note is included in the EAL wording "(Note
exceed, the applicable time. progress, Table S-3 4)." Numbering the note facilitates referencing in the EAL matrix.

a. Loss of greater than AND Table S-3 provides the list of events that constitute a "significant
approximately 75% of the
following for 15 minutes or Compensatory indications are transient" as specified in the NEI 99-01 Section 5.4 definition of
longer: unavailable (PPCS) significant transient.
. (Site specific control room The Ginna compensatory indications are provided by PPCS.

safety system Note 4: The. ED should not wait
annunciation) until the applicable time has

OR elapsed, but should declare the
* (Site specific control room event as soon as it is

safety system indication) determined that the condition
AND has exceeded, or will likely.
b. A SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT exceed, the applicable time.

is in progress.
AND "
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c. Compensatory indications are
I I ~~unavailable.IIII

Table S-3 Significant Transients

* Automatic turbine runback > 25% thermal power

* * Electric load rejection > 25% full electrical load

* Reactor trip

* Safety Injection activation
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording inna Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation JustificationIC#(s)

SG1 Prolonged loss of all Off-site and SG1 Prolonged loss of all offsite and "480V safeguards buses".is the Ginna specific terminology for
all On-Site AC power to all onsite AC power to 480V "emergency busses."
emergency busses. safeguards buses

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation, 2 -
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 -
Shutdown Hot Standby

NEI Ex. Ginna
EAL # NEI Example EAL Wording EAL # Ginna EAL Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

1 a. Loss of all 6ff-site and all SG1.1 Loss of all offsite and all onsite 480V safeguards buses are the Ginna emergency buses in hot
on-site AC power to (site AC power, Table S-1, to 480V conditions. .
specific emergency safeguards buses The NEI phrase "...of the following: ... has been deleted. It isbusses). ,

be .•AND EITHER: evident from th6 subsequent paragraphs and indentation applied to

AND the Ginna EAL'that they follow the-previous paragraph.
b T f fwRestoration of at least

b. EITHER of the following: one 480V safeguards 4 are the "(site-specific)" hours for station blackout coping. The

* Restoration of at least one bus within 4 hours is not four-hour interval to restore AC power is based on the blackout

emergency bus in less likely coping analysis performed in conformance with 10 CFR 50.63 and
Regulatory Guide 1.155. -

than (site specific hours) OR
is not likely. The NEI phrase "...(Site-Specific) Indication.of continuing

ORANGE or RED path degradation of core cooling based on Fission Product Barrier
* (Site specific indication of condition exists F-0.2 monitoring" has been replaced with "ORANGE or RED path

continuing degradation of Core Cooling condition exists F-0.2 Core Cooling" for clarification. This threshold
core cooling based onr represents the NEI conditions consistent with the corresponding
Fission Product Barrier fission product barrier Fuel Clad Loss and Potential Loss
monitoring.) thresholds.
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Ginna
NEI IC# NEI IC Wording IC#(s) Ginna IC Wording Difference/Deviation Justification

SG2 Automatic Scram (Trp) and all SG3 Automatic trip and all manual The term "scram" was replaced with "trip" consistent with PWR
manual actions fail to shutdown actions fail to shut down the - terminology.
the reactor and indication of an reactor and indication of an The Startup mode has been deleted from the Ginna EAL. Ginna
extreme challenge to the ability extreme challenge to the ability Technical Specifications definition of Startup mode is Kef> 0.99 and
to cool the core exists. to cool the core exists rated thermal power < 5%. It is not possible to be in Startup mode

MODE: Power Operation, MODE: 1 - Power Operation with reactor power above 5%. Since the definition of reactor
Startup shutdown is reactor power less than or equal to 5% (in accordance

with the NEI 99-01 basis for this EAL), this EAL would never be
applicable in Startup mode.

NEI Ex. NEI Example EAL Wording Ginna Ginna EAL Wording. Difference/Deviation Justification
EAL # EAL #

1 a. An automatic scram (trip) SG3.1 An automatic trip failed to shut The term "scram" was replaced with "trip" consistent with PWR
failed to shutdown.the reactor. down the reactor as indicated terminology.
ANDbyratrpwr>5

b. All manual actions do not by reactor power> 5% The phrase "as indicated by reactor power > 5%" has been added
shutdown the reactor as indicated AND to the Ginna EAL for clarification. This change implements EAL
by (site specific indications of All manual actions fail to shut FAQ #31.
reactor not shutdown). down the reactor as indicated The power range indication above 5% is greater than the decay
c. EITHER of the following by reactor power > 5% heat which the shutdown systems (Auxiliary Feed Water and

Atmospheric Dump Valves) were designed to remove and is
exist or have occurred due to AND EITHER of the indicative of a condition requiring immediate response to prevent
continued power generation: following exist or have subsequent core damage.

* (Site specific indication that occurred: The NEI phrase "do not shutdown" has been changed to "fail to shut
core cooling is extremely RED path condition down" for consistency with the IC wording. This change implements
challenged.) exists F-0.2 Core EAL FAQ #31.

(Site specific indication that Cooling
heat removal is The NEI phrase "due to continued power generation" has been
extremely challenged.) OR deleted because the extreme challenge to heat removal, equivalent

RED path condition to core cooling red, should not be constrained by requiring it to be
exists F-0.3 Heat Sink caused by continued power generation. This change implements

EAL FAQ #37.

The NEI example EAL specifies site-specific indication that core
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cooling is extremely challenged and site-specific indication that heat
removal is extremely challenged. The Ginna EAL includes the
specific combination of conditions (RED path condition exists F-0.2
Core Cooling or RED path condition exists F-0.3 Heat Sink) that
indicates the core cooling or ultimate heat sink function is under
extreme challenge and therefore a core melt sequence may exist
and rapid degradation of the fuel cladding could begin.
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1 OBJECTIVE AND PURPOSE

The objective of this calculation is to evaluate the letdown line radiation monitor, R-9 (Reference 6.1),

response during Emergency Action Level (EAL) conditions specified in NEI 99-01 Revision 5 (Reference

6.2). The calculation will provide the radiation levels at the monitor due to various degrees of fuel

failure.

2 SCOPE OF CALCULATION

The R-9 monitor results correspond specifically to the technical basis guidance specified in the NEI 99-01

Rev. 5. Future changes in the EAL technical bases will require review of this calculation for continued

applicability or revision.

3 CONCLUSIONS

The R-9 monitor EAL values based on NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 are shown in Table 3-1. These values correspond

to a notification of Unusual Event (UE) on fuel cladding degradation (SU4, action level 1) and an Alert on

exceeding the threshold for loss of the fuel cladding fission product barrier (2.A., Table 5-F-3). Note

these results are only valid when letdown is in operation and the Alert value may be offscale for the R-9

monitor.

TABLE 3-1 R-9 EAL VALUES BASED ON NEI 99-01 REV. 5

DE R-9 EAL

Fuel 1-131 Frac Value

Failure (uCi/gm) 100/EBAR EAL (mrad/hr)

1% 60 1 UE 4,800

5% 300 5 Alert 24,000

4 DESIGN INPUTS

Design input data are specified below. Key inputs are provided as indicated. Other data used may not

be replicated specifically below, but are traceable to the source provided.
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4.1.The design basis Reactor Coolant System (RCS) activity concentrations for- 1% failed fuel are shown

in Table 4-1 based on Westinghouse calculation CN-REA-04-34 (Reference 6.3).

4.2. Letdown line data is taken from Gilbert drawing C-381-357,(Refe.rence 6.4). The geometry of the

piping based on this drawing is shown in Figure 4-1 along.with the approximate position of R-9. The

pipe data from the drawing also used is as follows:

a) Outside diameter - 2.375" .

b) Wall thickness - 0.145" (601R line spec)

4.3. Reactor coolant mass is 1.123E+08 grams (Reference 6.3).

4.4. Iodine gas gap fractions for,35,000 MWd/MTU fuel are taken from DA-NS-08-49 (Reference 6.5,

Table 6.2) as: 1-131, 0.0039; 1-132, 0.0004; 1-133, 0.0013; 1-134, 0.0003; 1-135, 0.0007.

4.5. Iodine dose conversion factors from ICRP 30 (Reference 6.6) are used to calculate the Dose

Equivalent (DE) 1-131 coolant activity concentration. This is consistent with CHI-PRI-EBAR (Reference

6.7) for TS 3.4.16 surveillance'

4.6. Average energy per disintegrationdata from Attachments 1 and 2 from CHI-PRI-EBAR are used for E-

bar calculations. For nuclides not specified in CHI-PRI-EBAR, ICRP 38 (Reference 6.8) data are used.

4.7. Normal RCS activities used are based on Westinghouse calculation CN-REA-04-57 (Reference 6.9).

4.8. Design basis core activities used-are based on Westinghouse calculations CN-REA-04-32 (Reference

6.10) for EPU operation and CN-REA-02-33 (Reference 6.11) for pre-EPU operation.

4.9.Flux-to-dose rate conversion factors from ANSI/ANS-6.1.1-1977 are used to calculate equivalent

dose rates. These values are provided in the MCNP manual (Reference 6.12), Appendix H.
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TABLE 4-1 GINNA EPU DESIGN BASIS RCS ACTIVITY CONCENTRATONS

I Activity Activity

Nuclide (uCi/gm) Nuclide (uCi/gm)

Kr-83m 4.74E-01 Rb-88 4.40E+00

KrZS5m 1.93E+00 Rb-89 2.OOE-01

Kr-85 8.21E+00 Sr-89 4.56E-03

Kr-87 1.24E+00 Sr-90 2.33E-04

Kr-88 3.60E+00 Sr-91 6.OOE-03

Kr-89 1.OOE-01 Sr-92 1.32E-03

Xe-131m 3.54E+00 Y-90 6.68E-05

Xe-133m 3.84E+00 Y-91m 3.26E-03

Xe-133 2.71E+02 Y-91 6.OOE-04

Xe-135m 5.58E-01 Y-92 1.16E-03

Xe-135 9.49E+00 Y-93 3.96E-04

Xe-137 1.91E-01 Zr-95 6.99E-04

Xe-138 6.92E-01 Nb-95 7.03E-04

Br-83 1.00E-01 Mo-99 8.38E-01

Br-84 4.90E-02 Tc-99m 7.78E-01

Br-85 5.70E-03 Ru-103 6.11E-04

Rh-103m 6.14E-04

1-129 6.86E-08 Ru-106 2.12E-04

1-130 4.41E-02 Rh-106 2.12E-04

1-131 3.05E+00 Ag-110m 1.99E-03

1-132 2.97E+00 Te-125m 7.75E-04

1-133 4.72E+00 Te-127m 3.46E-03

1-134 6.49E-01 Te-127 1.43E-02

1-135 2.59E+00 Te-129m 1.17E-02

Cs-134 3.22E+00 Te-129 1.46E-02

Cs-136 3.90E+00 Te-131m 2.68E-02

Cs-137 2.27E+00 Te-131 1.40E-02

Cs-138 1.06E+00 Te-132 3.15E-01

Mn-54 1.60E-03 Te-134 3.15E-02

H-3 3.24E+00 Ba-137m 2.15E+00

Cr-51 5.40E-03 Ba-140 4.43E-03

Mn-56 2.20E-02 La-140 1.52E-03

Fe-55 2.10E-03 Ce-141 6.80E-04

Fe-59 5.10E-04 Ce-143 5.41E-04

Co-58 1.40E-02 Pr-143 6.55E-04

Co-60 1.30E-03 Ce-144 5.14E-04

Rb-86 3.76E-02 Pr-144 5.14E-04
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FIGURE 4-1 RCS LETDOWN PIPING NEAR R-9

(Reference 6.4)
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5 ASSUMPTIONS

5.1. It is assumed that the R-9 detector is position 6 inches from the RCS letdown line. This assumption

is justified by the original design specifications (References 6.14 and 6.15).

5.2.It is assumed that the DE 1-131 concentration for 0.1% failed fuel is 1.6 uCi/gm. This is based on

assuming that 0.1% failed fuel, equivalent to about 22 rods (0.001*121*179), releases its iodine gap

activity to the RCS and mixes completely. Depending on the gas gap activity, the dose equivalent

iodine will vary. However the value is expected to be greater than 1.0 uCi/gm. The value of 1.6

uCi/gm is supported by using Design Inputs 4.3, 4.4 and 4.8 above and is shown in the attached

spreadsheet. It is noted that the assumed value of 1.6 uCi/gm is based on 35,000 MWd/MTU fuel

burnup and core inventory pre-EPU. These values were chosen to represent the conditions most

likely associated with a 0.1% gap release.and to benchmark the UFSAR R-9 setpoint. With the EPU

source term the DE 1-131 becomes about 2 uCi/gm.

5.3.Decay due to transit from the reactor to R-9 is not considered. This is reasonable since most

isotopes are long-lived. There are only 5 out of 72 isotopes with a half-life of less than 15 minutes.

Also, N-16 (half-life of 7.3 seconds) is not modeled since it is expected to decay many half-lives

before reaching R-9.

5.4.The density of water is assumed to be 1.0 g/cc. This is done for simplicity and has minimal impact

on the results.

5.5. It is assumed that 1 rem equals 1 rad, which is a good assumption for gamma radiation.

5.6.Shielding model features such as pipe insulation and concrete are neglected. This assumption

should have a minimal impact on the results. The concrete behind the detector and pipes would

provide backscatter resulting in an increase in lower energy photons in the detector. This would

result in a slight under-prediction in the monitor response.

5.7. SCALE standard composition library is used for pipe material. The pipes are assumed to be SS304.

ANSI/ANS-6.6.1 (Reference 6.16) dry air composition is assumed.

6 REFERENCES

6.1 P-9, "Radiation Monitoring System."

6.2 NEI 99-01, Rev. 5, "Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels."

6.3 CN-REA-04-34, Rev. 0, "R. E. Ginna RCS Sources for 1811 MWt Uprate."

6.4 C-381-357 (C381-357,2 controlled docno), Rev. 6, "Chemical and Volume Control System from Non-

Regenerative HTX to Wall Enclosure (EWR-2512)."
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6.5 DA-NS-08-049, Rev. 0, Ginna Gas Gap Isotopic Fraction Calculations."

6.6 ICRP-30, "Limits for Intakes of Radionuclides by Workers," 1979.

6.7 CHI-PRI-EBAR, Rev. 01602, "EBAR, Total Activity and Maximum Activity in the Primary Coolant."

6.8 ICRP-38, "Radionuclide Transformations - Energy and Intensity of Emissions," 1983.

6.9 CN-REA-04-57, Rev. 1, "R. E. Ginna Normal Operation RCS and Secondary Coolant Sources for 1811

MWt Uprate."

6.10 CN-REA-04-32, Rev. 0, "Ginna 1811 MW Uprate - Core, Fuel Handling Accident, and POST/FIPCO

ORIGEN Sources."

6.11 CN-REA-02-33, Rev. 0, "Radiation Source Terms for R. E. Ginna Alternate Source Term Analysis."

6.12 "MCNP/MCNPX - Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code System Including MCNP5 1.40 and

MCNPX 2.4.0," Oak Ridge National Laboratory, RSICC Computer Code Collection CCC-730.

6.13 "SCALE: A Modular Code System for Performing Standardized Computer Analysis for Licensing

Evaluations for Workstations and Personal Computers," Oak Ridge National Laboratory, RSICC

Computer Code Collection, NUREG/CR-0200, Revision 6, ORNL/NUREG/CSD-2/V2/R6.

6.14 RGE ECN-70070, "Failed Fuel Element Detector." (see Appendix Section 14).

6.15 Westinghouse Ltr SA-RA-C-43 (Ginna Docno WPLREC-19990719-04721), "Functional

Requirements of a Failed Fuel Detector," dated May 26, 1969.

6.16 ANSI/ANS-6.6.1, "Calculation and Measurement of Direct and Scattered Gamma Radiation from

LWR Nuclear Power Plants." .

7 DOCUMENTATION OF COMPUTER CODES

ORIGEN-S (Reference 6.13) and MCNP5' (Reference 6.12) were us ed in this'calculation. Spreadsheets

were used for input preparation and data reduction.

Computer files, associated with this calculation are listed in Table 7-1. The files are stored in electronic

format in the configuration management system. No CD-ROMs are part of this calculation. ' .
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TABLE 7-1 LISTING OF COMPUTER FILES

12/19/2011 03:25 AM 593,815 CALC-2011-0019 REV000.'xlsx
12/19/2011 02:31 AM 5,562 r9
12/19/2011 02:52 AM 38,904 r9o
12/19/2011 02:52 AM 2,658,640 r9r
12/19/2011 02:57 AM 3,630 s0plfailed.inp
12/19/2011 02:57 AM 61,472 s0plfailed.out
12/19/2011 02:58 AM 3,630 sALERT.inp
12/19/2011 02:58 AM 61,568 sALERT.out
12/19/2011 02:57 AM 3,630 sUE.inp
12/19/2011 02:57 AM 61,568 sUE.out
12/19/2011 02:58 AM 3,630 sUE 16DEI.inp
12/19/2011 02:58 AM 61,472 sUE 16DEI.out

8 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

There are two steps in the method of analysis for this calculation. In the first step, the gamma source

term is calculated from nuclide specific activities. ORIGEN-S (Reference 6.13) is used to convert nuclide

inventories to gamma photon sources. The nuclide inventories are input as concentrations in units of

Ci/gm to produce gamma source terms in units of photons/sec/gm. This gamma source concentration is

converted to volumetric concentration by multiplying by the density of water.

The second step is the calculation of the dose rates at the R-9 detector. An MCNP (Reference 6.12)

model of the letdown piping and the detector arrangement is constructed. A uniform source, by energy

group, is applied to calculate the dose rate for each energy group. The ORIGEN-S output, the MCNP

output and the source volume are multiplied to obtain the R-9 dose rate.

In order to properly scale the source terms, the methods of calculating the DE 1-131 and the 100/EBAR

concentrations are required. These methods are disclosed in CHI-PRI-EBAR, but are repeated here. DE I-

131 is the equivalent amount of 1-131 that corresponds to the activity of a set of iodine isotopes,

typically 1-131, 1-132, 1-133, 1-134 and 1-135, on a dose basis. In other words, it is the dose-weighted-

average 1-131 of the activity of a set of iodine isotopes. It is calculated by the general expression below:

DEI- 131 = Ai*DCFi = .i Ai * fi, where f1 = DCFi
DCFI- 1 31  DCFI-131

In the above expression, Ai is the activity concentration and DCFj is the dose conversion factor.
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The 100/EBAR. applies to the non-iodine isotopes in the reactor coolant.• This is calculated in a similar

way,. but instead the average energy per disintegration (hence the EBAR)-is calculated for the RCS mix.

The resultant EBAR is then used to calculate the allowable total of the non-iodine isotopes. Per the TS

3.4.16, the total concentration of the non-iodine isotopes is limited to 100/EBAR in uCi/gm. EBAR is

calculated as follows:

EBAR = Ei Ai*Ei i Ai *gi, whee gi= Ai

Atotal Atotal

In the above expression, Ei is the total (beta + gamma) energy released per disintegration for the non-

iodine isotopes:

9 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

There are no acceptance criteria for this calculation. The results are used to define the technical bases

for EALs in the Emergency Plan. .. . "

10 CALCULATIONS/COMPUTATIONS

10.1 SOURCE TERM CALCULATIONS

There are three RCS source terms considered in this calculation:

* 0.1% failed fuel

* 1% failed fuel corresponding to 100/EBAR and DE 1-131 of 60 uCi/gm (TS 3.4.16 limiting RCS

activity)

0 5% failed fuel corresponding 5x the 100/EBAR concentration and DE 1-131 of 300 uCl/gm

The 0.1% failed fuel case is not necessary for EAL calculations; however it was considered for

benchmarking purposes. The historical basis for the R-9. high alarm setpoint (Reference 6.1), as

indicated in UFSAR 9.3.4.4.9.3, is the dose rate that corresponds to approximately 0.1% fuel rod cladding

defects. The high alarm setpoint is 200 mrem/hr. The DE 1-131 calculated for the RCS design coolant

activity in Table 4-1 is about 4 uCi/gm and therefore one would expect the 0.1% failed fuel DE 1-131 to

be at least 0.4 uCi/gm. For the 0.1% failed fuel case the DE 1-131 modeled is 1.6 uCi/gm and is based on

Assumption 5.2.
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The 1% and 5% failed fuel cases. correspond to the technical bases behind UE and Alert EALs as.defined

in -NEI 99-03 Rev. 5. More specifically, the technical guidance in the determination of these EALs is

provided in Appendix Section 13.

EBAR was calculated in the spreadsheet for the RCS design concentrations. The results indicate that the

RCS design activity was within about 95% of the 100/EBAR limit, which is expected since the 100/EBAR

limit corresponds to 1% failed fuel. Accordingly, the non-iodine isotopes (including activation/corrosion

products) were adjusted up by this small difference.

The 1% failed fuel is the base case because it historically is the basis for the maximum design RCS

coolant activity in PWRs. From this case, the others are determined. The 5% failed fuel case is simply

the 1% failed fuel case activities scaled up by the factor of 5x, with the exception of activation/corrosion

products. Since those isotopes are considered independent of the failed fuel, those are left the same.

For the 0.1% case an analogous calculation is performed, with the exception of the iodines as indicated

previously. In other words, the non-iodine and non-corrosion/activation products are scaled by the

factor of 1/10x.

One additional case was performed for sensitivity purposes. This case is the same as the 1% failed fuel

case, except the DE 1-131 is adjusted to 16 uCi/gm. This case was made to test the sensitivity of the

iodine source term on the R-9 dose rate. The ORIGEN-S runs made are identified in the Table 11-3.

Appendix Sections 12.1 and 12.2 contain the ORIGEN-S inputs and selected outputs, respectively:

10.2 DOSE RATE CALCULATIONS

An MCNP model was used to calculate the dose rates at the R-9 detector location. The geometry of the

model is shown in Figure 10-1. This model is based on the geometry of Design Input 4.2and is also

based on the positioning established in Assumption 5.1. Note, Figure 10-2 is a photograph of the

detector for comparison to the MCNP model.

A total of 4 letdown pipe segments were modeled. These pipes represent the line spec 601R piping and

the most dose-significant piping in the area. RCC macrobodies were used to model the piping and the

ends are unshielded. The unshielded ends are not important since none of them are facing or are in

close proximity to the detector.

A tally cell of air is used to represent the R-9 detector volume. A volume flux tally is used on the volume

and an energy dependent dose function is used with the flux-to-dose factors identified in Design Input
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4.9. A standard CASK-81 energy group is used to represent the source and is sampled using a probability

of 1.0 for each energy group. The dose tally is treated with the special treatments input to bin the

response by energy group (SCX n option). To get the absolute value correct, the tally is multiplied by 18

in the tally multiplier card. Additionally, the tally is multiplied by the volume of the source piping so that

resulting dose rates are mrem-cc/hr. This allows easy multiplication of the ORIGEN-S output which is

photon/sec-cc to obtain fluxes in the correct units.

FIGURE 10-1 MCNP GEOMETRY PLOT

100

j- -

The above plot is a representation of the MCNP model in Section 12.3
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FIGURE 10-2 PHOTOGRAPH OF R-9
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11 RESULTS

11.1 RCSSOURCETERMS'

The RCS source term inventories are shown in Table 11-1. The column headings in Table 11-1

correspond to the ORIGEN-S run IDs.

TABLE 11-1 RCS SOURCE TERMS FOR VARIOUS FAILED FUEL SCENARIOS

RCS Activity Concentration (uCi/gm)..

Nuclide sOplfailed sUE sUE_16DEI sALERT

Kr-83m 4.99E-02 4.99E-01 4.99E-01 2.49E+00
-Kr-85m 2.03E-01 2.03E+00 2.03E+00 1.02E+01

Kr-85 8.64E-01 8.64E+00 8.64E+00 4.32E+01

Kr-87 1.30E-01 1.30E+00 1.30E+00 6.52E+00
Kr-88 3.79E-01 3.79E+00 3.79E+00 1.89E+01
Kr-89 1.05E-02 1.05E-01 1.05E-01 5.26E-01

Xe-131m 3.72E-01 3.72E+00: 3.72E+00 1.86E+01
Xe-133m. 4:04E-01 4.04E+00 4.04E+00 2.02E+01

Xe-133 2.85E+01 2.85E+02 2.85E+02 1.43E+03

Xe-135m 5.87E-02 5.87E701 5.87E-01 2.93E+00

Xe-135 9.98E701 9.98E+00 9.98E+00 4.99E+01

Xe-137 2.01E-02 2.01E-01 2:01E-01 1.OOE+00

Xe-138 7.28E-02 7.28E701., 7.28E-01, 3.64E+00

Br-83 1.05E-02 1.05E-01 1.05E-01 5.26E-01

Br-84 5.15E&03 5.15E-02 5.15E-02 2.58E-0i

Br-85 6.OOE-04 6.OOE-03 6.OOE-03 3.OOE-02

1-129 2.78E-08 1.04E-06 2.78E-07- 5.22E-06

1-130 1.79E-02 6.71E-01 1.79E-01 3.36E+00

1-131 1.24E+00 '4.64E+01 1.24E+01 2.32E+02

1-132 1.21E+00 4.52E+01. 1.21E+01 2.26E+02.

1-133 1.92E+00 7.19E+01 1.92E+01 3.59E+02

1-134 2163E-01 9.88E+00 2.63E+00 4.94E+01

1-135 1.05E+00 3.94E+01 1.05E+01 1.97E+02

Cs-134 3.39E-01 '3.39E+00 3.39E+00 1.69E+01

Cs-136 4.i0E-01 4.10E+00 4.10E+00 2.05E+01

Cs-137. 2.39E-01 2.39E+00. 2.39E+00 1.19E+01

Cs-138 1.11E-01 1.11E+00 1.11E+00 5.57E+00

Mn-54 1.68E-03 1.68E-03 1.68E-03 1.68E-03

H-3 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.41E+00 3.41E+00

Cr-51 5.68E-03 5.68E-03 5.68E-03 5.68E-03

Mn-56 2.31E-02 2.31E-02, 2.31E-02 2.31E-02

Fe-55 2.21E-03 2.21E-03 2.21E-03 2.21E-03

Fe-59 5.36E-04 5.36E-04 5.36E-04 5.36E-04

Co-58 1.47E-02 1.47E-02 1.47E-02 1.47E-02

Co-60 1.37E-03 1.37E-03 1.37E-03 1.37E-03

Rb-86 3.96E-03 3.96E-02 3.96E-02 1.98E-01
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RCS Activity Concentration (uCi/gm)
Nuclide sOplfailed sUE sUE_16DEI sALERT

Rb-88 4.63E-01 4.63E+00 4.63E+00 2.31E+01
Rb-89 2.10E-02 2.10E-01 2.10E-01 1.05E+00

Sr-89 4.80E-04 4.80E-03 4.80E-03 2.40E-02
Sr-90 2.45E-05 2.45E-04 2.45E-04 1.23E-03
Sr-91 6.31E-04 6.31E-03 6.31E-03 3.16E-02

Sr-92 1.39E-04 1.39E-03 1.39E-03 6.94E-03
Y-90 7.03E-06 7.03E-05 7.03E-05 3.51E-04

Y-91m 3.43E-04 3.43E-03 3.43E-03 1.71E-02

Y-91 6.31E-05 6.31E-04 6.31E-04 3.16E-03

Y-92 1.22E-04 1.22E-03 1.22E-03 6.10E-03

Y-93 4.17E-05 4.17E-04 4,1.7E-04 2.08E-03
Zr-95 7.35E-05 7.35E-04 7.35E-04 3.68E-03

Nb-95 7.40E-05 7.40E-04 7.40E-04 3.70E-03
Mo-99 8.82E-02 8.82E-01 8.82E-01 4.41E+00
Tc-99m 8.18E-02 8.18E-01 8.18E-01 4.09E+00

Ru-103 6.43E-05 6.43E-04 6.43E-04 3.21E-03

Rh-103m 6.46E-05. 6.46E-04 6.46E-04 3.23E-03
Ru-106 2,23E-05 2.23E-04 2.23E-04 1.12E-03

Rh-106 2.23E-05 2.23E-04 2.23E-04 1.12E-03

Ag-110m 2.09E-04 2.09E-03 2.09E-03 1.05E-02

Te-125m 8.15E-05 8.15E-04 8.15E-04 4.08E-03

Te-127m 3.64E-04 3.64E-03 3.64E-03 1.82E-02
Te-127 1.50E-03 1:50E-02 1.50E-02 7.52E-02

Te-129m 1.23E-03 1.23E-02 1.23E-02 6.15E-02

Te-129 1.54E-03 1.54E-02 1.54E-02 7.68E-02

Te-131m 2.82E-03 2.82E-02 2.82E-02 1.41E-01

Te-131 1.47E-03 1.47E-02 1.47E,02 7.36E-02

Te-132 3.31E-02 3.31E-01 3.31E-01 1.66E+00
Te-134 3.31E-03 3.31E-02 3.31E-02 1.66E-01

Ba-137m 2.26E-01 2.26E+00 2.26E+00 1.13E+01

Ba-140.. 4.66E-04 4.66E-03 4.66E-03 2.33E-02

La-140 1.60E-04 1.60E-03 1.60E-03 7.99E-03
Ce-141 7.15E-05 7.15E-04 7.15E-04 3.58E-03
Ce-143 5.69E-05 5.69E-04 5.69E-04 2.85E-03

Pr-143 6.89E-05 6.89E-04 6.89E-04 3.45E-03

Ce-144 5.41E-05 5.41E-04 5.41E-04 2.70E-03
Pr-144 5.41E-05 5.41E-04 5.41E-04 2.70E-03
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11.2 R-9 RELATIVE DOSE RATES

The relative dose rates for the R-9 detector are summarized in Table 11-2. To. utilize these results

convert an activity concentration to photon/sec per cc according to the energy group structure specified

and multiply the values in Table 11-2 to get the dose rate in mrem/hr.

TABLE 11-2 R-9 RELATIVE DOSE RATES .

ENERGY
_(MEV) Dose Rate Relative ,

(mrem-
FROM TO AVE cc/hr) Error

1.OOE-02 5.00E-02 3.00E-02 1.39E-11 0.2357

5.OOE-02 1.OOE-01 7.50E-02 7.30E-09 0.0494

1.00E-01 2.OOE-01 1.50E-01 5.32E-08 0.0216.

2.00E-01 3.00E-01 2.50E-01 1.17E-07 0.018

3.OOE-01 4.00E-01 3.50E-01 1.76E-07 0.0171

4.00E-01 6.00E-01 5.00E-01 2.47E-07 0.0168

6.00E-01 8.00E-01 7.00E-01 3.20E-07 0.0167

8.00E-01 1.00E+00 9.OOE-01 4.04E-07 0.0165
1.OOE+00 1.33E+00 1.17E+00 4.99E-07 0.0163

1.33E+00 1.66E+00 1.50E+00 5.79E-07 0.0165

1.66E+00 2.OOE+00 1.83E+00 7.12E-07 0.0161

2.OOE+00 2.50E+00 2.25E+00 8.17E-07 '0.0162
2.50E+00 3.OOE+00 2.75E+00 9.46E-07 0.016

3.OOE+00 4.OOE+00 3.50E+00 1.08E-06 0.0163
4.00E+00 5.OOE+00 4.50E+00 1.29E-06 0.0161

5.00E+00 6.50E+00 5.75E+00 1.58E-06 0.0158

6.50E+00 8.OOE+00 7.25E+00 1.85E-06 0.0158

8.OOE+00 1.00E+01 9.OOE+00 2.21E-06 0.0157
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11.3 R-9 DOSE RATES DUE TO FUEL FAILURE

The calculated R-9 radiation' monitor dose rates for the scenarios analyzed are summarized in Table

11-3,

The 0.1% result shows reasonable agreement to the historical alarm setpoint basis of 200 mrem/hr. This

result is predicated on the assumption that the iodine activity is 1.6 uCi/gm DE 1-131. Although

Assumption 5.2 establishes a basis for this, a change in the DE 1-131 will change the results considerably.

For example, with the EPU core source term the 1.6 uCi/gm increases to approximately 2 uCi/gm, which

would most likely lead to an R-9 response greater than 200 mrem/hr.

The 1% and 60 uCi/gm DE 1-131 case establishes the basis for the UE EAL. This case shows the

significance of the iodine to the R-9 response as the dose rate increases almost by 30x even though the

non-iodine fission products only increases lOx. A tenfold (9.8) increase of the 0.1% case is shown at the

bottom of Table 11-3 when the iodine activity concentration increases by the same amount. The DE I-

131 of 60 uCi/gm is used because the NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 guidance specifies the UE occurs when the

coolant activity exceeds "technical specifications for transient iodine spiking limits".

The last case shows the results when the DE 1-131 is 300 uCi/gm. According to NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, "this

amount of coolant activity is well above that expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 5%

fuel clad damage." The NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 goes on to say that this RCS activity level indicates "significant

clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost."

The results for the 300 uCI/gm DE 1-131 case are rather high-and exceed the upper range identified in

the UFSAR 9.3.4.4.9.3. Nevertheless, they are still included in case the use of R-9 or other detector is

desired for the Alert EAL.

Note the RCS source terms are included in Appendix Section 12.2.

TABLE 11-3 R-9 DOSE RATES DUE TO FUEL FAILURE

DE R-9 Dose
Fuel 1-131 Frac Rate ORIGEN-S

Failure (uCi/gm) 100/EBAR (mrem/hr) Case

0.10% 1.6 0.1 177.26 sOplfailed

1% 60 1 4855.15 sUE

5% 300 5 24253.97 sALERT

1% 16 1 1739.46 sUE 16DEI
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12 APPENDIX: COMPUTER FILES

12.1 ORIGEN-S INPUT FILES

sOplfailed

#ORIGENS
0$$ E T
DECAY CASE
3$$ 21 1 1 0 A16 4 A33 18 E T
35$$ 0 T
54$$ A8 1 E
565$ A2 1 A6 1 A10 0 A13 74 A14 3 A15 3 E
57** 0 E T
CONVERSION OF ACTIVITIES TO ENERGY GROUPS
BASIS
60**

0.OOOOE+00 E
61** Fle-20
65$$
'GRAM-ATOMS GRAMS CURIES WATTS-ALL WATTS-GAMMA

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z

81$$ 2 0 26 1 E
82$$ F2
83** 1.OOOOE+07 8.OOOOE+06 6.5000E+06 5.OOOOE+06 4.OOOOE+06

3.OOOOE+06 2.5000E+06 2.OOOOE+06 1.6600E+06 1.3300E+06
1.OOOOE+06 8.OOOOE+05 6.OOOOE+05 4.OOOOE+05 3.OOOOE+05
2.OOOOE+05 1.OOOOE+05 5.OOOOE+04 1.OOOOE+04

73$$ 110240 360831 360851 360850 360870
360880
541351
350840
531320
551360
240510
270600
380900
390910
420990
451060
521291
521340
581430

360890
541350
350850
531330
551370
250560
370860
380910
390920
430991
471101
521290
561371
591430

541311
541370
531290
531340
551380
260550
370880
380920
390930
441030
521251
521311
561400
581440

541331
541380
531300
531350
250540
260590
370890
390900
400950
451031
521271
521310
571400
591440

541330
350830
531310
551340
010030
270580
380890
390911
410950
441060
521270
521320
581410

74** 5.OOOOE-08 4.9900E-08
3.7900E-07
5.8700E-08
5. 1500E-09
1 .2100E-06
4 . 1000E-07
5.6800E-09
1.3700E-09
2.4500E-11
6. 3100E-11
8.8200E-08
2. 2300E-11
1.2300E-09
3. 3100E-09
5. 6900E-11

1.0500E-08
9.9800E-07
6. OOOOE-10
1.9200E-06
2.3900E-07
2. 3100E-08
3.9600E-09
6. 3100E-10
1.2200E-10
8.1800E-08
2. 0900E-10
1.5400E-09
2.2600E-07
6.8900E-11

3.7
2.0
2.7
2.6
1 .1
2.2
4.6
1.3
4.1
6.4
8 .1

2.8
4.6
5.4

2.0300E-07 8.6400E-07 1.3000E-07
200E-07 4.0400E-07 2.8500E-05
I00E-08 7.2800E-08 1.0500E-08
800E-14 1.7900E-08 1.2400E-06
300E-07 1.0500E-06 3.3900E-07
100E-07 1.6800E-09 3.4100E-06
100E-09 5.3600E-10 1.4700E-08
300E-07 2.1000E-08 4.8000E-10
900E-10 7.0300E-12 3.4300E-10
700E-11 7.3500E-11 7.4000E-11
300E-11 6.4600E-11 2.2300E-11
500E-11 3.6400E-10 1.5000E-09
200E-09 1.4700E-09 3.3100E-08
600E-10 1.6000E-10 7.1500E-11
100E-11 5.4100E-11
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75$$ 1
333
333
111
333
333
333
333

3
3
3
1
3
3
3

3
3
3
1
3
3
3

3
3
3
1
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3333
33
13
33
33
33
33

0.0000E+00
3 T

@DECAY STEP
56$$ FO T
END

1 :

sUE

#ORIGENS
0as E T
DECAY CASE
3$$ 21 1 1 0 A16 4 A33 18
35$$ a T
54$$ A8 1 E
565$ A2 1 A6 1 Al0 0 A13
57** 0 E T
CONVERSION OF ACTIVITIES TO
BASIS
60**

E T

74 A14 3 A15 3 E

ENERGY GROUPS

a.aaaaE+00 E
61** Fle-20
65$$
'GRAM-ATOMS GRAMS CURIES WATTS-ALL WATTS-GAMMA

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z

81$$ 2 0 26 1 E
82$$ F2
83** 1.aaaaE+07 8.aaaaE+06 6.5000E+06 5.aaaaE+06 4.aaaaE+06

3.OOaaE+06 2.5000E+06 2.aaaaE+06 1.6600E+06 1.3300E+06
1.aaaaE+06 8.aaaaE+05 6.aaaaE+05 4.aaaaE+05 3.aaaaE+05
2.0000E+05 1.aaaaE+05 5.aaaaE+04 1.aaaaE+04

73$$ 110240 360831 360851 360850 360870
360880
541351
350840
531320
551360
240510
270600
380900
390910
420990
451060
521291
521340
581430

360890
541350
350850
531330
551370
250560
370860
380910
390920
430991
471101
521290
561371
591430

541311
541370
531290
531340
551380
260550
370880
380920
390930
441030
521251
521311
561400
581440

541331
541380
531300
531350
250540
260590
370890
390900
400950
451031
521271
521310
571400
591440

541330
350830
531310
551340
010030
270580
380890
390911
410950
441060
521270
521320
581410

74** 5.0000E-08 4.9900E-07 2.0300E-06 8.6400E-06 1.3000E-06
3.7900E-06 1.05OOE-07 3.7200E-06 4.0400E-06 2.8500E-04
5.8700E-07 9.9800E-06 2.0100E-07 7.2800E-07 1.0500E-07
5.1500E-08 6.0000E-09 1.0400E-12 6.7100E-07 4.6400E-05
4.5200E-05 7.1900E-05 9.8800E-06 3.9400E-05 3.3900E-06
4.1000E-06 2.3900E-06 1.1100E-06 1.6800E-09 3.4100E-06
5.6800E-09 2.3100E-08 2.2100E-09 5.3600E-10 1.4700E-08
1.3700E-09 3.9600E-08 4.6300E-06 2.1000E-07 4.8000E-09
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2. 4500E-10
6. 3100E-10
8.8200E-07
2 .2300E-10
1.2300E-08
3. 3100E-08
5. 6900E-10

75$$ 1 3 3 3
333333
333333
1 1 1 1 1 1
333333
333333
333333
333

3 T

6.3100E-09
1.2200E-09
8. 1800E-07
2.0900E-09
1. 5400E-08
2.2600E-06
6. 8900E-10

333333
3333
3313
3333
3333
3333
3333

1. 3900E-09
4. 1700E-10
6. 4300E-10
8. 1500E-10
2. 8200E-08
4. 6600E-09
5. 4100E-10

7. 0300E-11
7. 3500E-10
6.4600E-10
3.6400E-09
1.4700E-08
1.6000E-09
5. 4100E-10

3.4300E-09
7.4000E-10
2. 2300E-10
1.5000E-08
3. 3100E-07
7.1500E-10

@DECAY STEP
56$$ FO T
END

1 : 0.OOOOE+00

sALERT

#ORIGENS
0$$ E T
DECAY CASE
3$$ 21 1 1 0 A16 4 A33 18
35$$ 0 T
54$$ A8 1 E
56$$ A2 1 A6 1 A10 0 A13
57** 0 E T
CONVERSION OF ACTIVITIES TO
BASIS
60**

E T

74 A14 3 A15 3 E

ENERGY GROUPS

0.OOOOE+00 E
61** Fle-20
65$$
'GRAM-ATOMS GRAMS CURIES WATTS-ALL WATTS-GAMMA
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z

81$$ 2 0 26 1 E
82$$ F2
83** 1.OOOOE+07 8.OOOOE+06 6.5000E+06 5.OOOOE+06 4.OOOOE+06

3.OOOOE+06 2.5000E+06 2.OOOOE+06 1.6600E+06 1.3300E+06
1.OOOOE+06 8.0000E+05 6.OOOOE+05 4.OOOOE+05 3.OOOOE+05
2.OOOOE+05 1.OOOOE+05 5.OOOOE+04 1.OOOOE+04

73$$ 110240 360831 360851 360850 360870
360880
541351
350840
531320
551360
240510
270600
380900
390910
420990
451060
521291
521340
581430

360890
541350
350850
531330
551370
250560
370860
380910
390920
430991
471101
521290
561371
591430

541311
541370
531290
531340
551380
260550
370880
380920
390930
441030
521251
521311
561400
581440

541331
541380
531300
531350
250540
260590
370890
390900
400950
451031
521271
521310
571400
591440

541330
350830
531310
551340
010030
270580
380890
390911
410950
441060
521270
521320
581410
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74** 5.OOOOE-08 2.4900E-06 1.0200E-05 4.3200E-05 6.5200E-06

1.8900E-05
2. 9300E-06
2.5800E-07
2.2600E-04
2.0500E-05
5.6800E-09
1.3700E-09
1.2300E-09
3. 1600E-09
4.4100E-06
1. 1200E-09
6.1500E-08
1. 6600E-07
2.8500E-09

75$$ 1 3 3 3
333333
333333
1 1 1 1 1 1
333333
333333
333333
333

3 T

5.2600E-07
4 .9900E-05

3.0000E-08
3. 5900E-04
1. 1900E-05
2. 3100E-08
1. 9800E-07
3. 1600E-08
6. 1000E-09
4. 0900E-06
1.0500E-08
7. 6800E-08
1. 1300E-05
3.4500E-09

333333
3333
3313
3333
3333
3333
3333

1. 8600E-05
1 .OOOOE-06
5. 2200E-12
4. 9400E-05
5. 5700E-06
2 2100E-09
2. 3100E-05
6. 9400E-09
2. 0800E-09
3. 2100E-09
4. 0800E-09
1. 4100E-07
2. 3300E-08
2. 7000E-09

2.0200E-05
3.6400E-06
3.3600E-06
1.9700E-04
1.6800E-09
5. 3600E-10
1.0500E-06
3. 5100E-10
3.6800E-09
3.2300E-09
1.8200E-08
7.3600E-08
7.9900E-09
2.7000E-09

1.4300E-03
5.2600E-07
2.3200E-04
1.6900E-05
3.4100E-06
1.4700E-08
2.4000E-08
1.7100E-08
3.7000E-09
1. 1200E-09
7.5200E-08
1.6600E-06
3.5800E-09

@DECAY STEP 1
56$$ FO T
END

0.OOOOE+00

sALERT DE116

#ORIGENS
0$$ E T
DECAY CASE
3$$ 21 1 1 0 A16 4 A33 18
35$$ 0 T
54$$ A8 1 E
56$$ A2 1 A6 1 A10 0 A13
57** 0 E T
CONVERSION OF ACTIVITIES TO
BASIS
60**

E T

74 A14 3 A15 3 E

ENERGY GROUPS

0.0000E+00 E
61** Fle-20
65$$
'GRAM-ATOMS GRAMS CURIES WATTS-ALL WATTS-GAMMA

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3Z 6Z-

81$$ 2 0 26 1 E
82$$ F2
83** 1.OOOOE+07 8.0000E+06 6.5000E+06 5.0000E+06 4.0000E+06

3.OOOOE+06 2.5000E+06 2.0000E+06 1.6600E+06 1.3300E+06
1.0000E+06 8.0000E+05 6.0000E+05 4.OOOOE+05 3.0000E+05
2.0000E+05 1.0000E+05 5.0000E+04 1.OOOOE+04

73$$ 110240 360831 360851 360850 360870
360880 360890 541311 541331 541330
541351 541350 541370 541380 350830
350840 350850 531290 531300 531310
531320 531330 531340 531350 551340
551360 551370 551380 250540 010030
240510 250560 260550 260590 270580
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270600
380900
390910
420990
451060
521291
521340
581430

370860
380910
390920
430991
471101
521290
561371
591430

370880
380920
390930
441030
521251
521311
561400
581440

370890
390900
400950
451031
521271
521310
571400
591440

380890
390911
410950
441060
521270
521320
581410

74** 5.OOOOE-08 4.9900E-07 2.0300E-06 8.6400E-06 1.3000E-06
3.7900E-06
5.8700E-07
5. 1500E-08
1.2100E-05
4. 1000E-06
5. 6800E-09
1. 3700E-09
2 4500E-10
6. 3100E-10
8. 8200E-07
2 2300E-10
1. 2300E-08
3. 3100E-08
5. 6900E-10

75$$ 1 3 3 3
333333
333333
1 1 1 1 1 1
333333
3 3 3 3 3 3
333333
333

3 T

1.0500E-07
9. 9800E-06
6. OOOOE-09
1. 9200E-05
2.3900E-06
2.3100E-08
3. 9600E-08
6.3100E-09
1.2200E-09
8. 1800E-07
2. 0900E-09
1. 5400E-08
2.2600E-06
6. 8900E-10

333333
3333
3313
3333
3333
3333
3333

3. 7200E-06
2 . O100E-07
2 7800E-13
2. 6300E-06
1 .IOOE-06
2. 2100E-09
4. 6300E-06
1.3900E-09
4.1700E-10
6. 4300E-10
8.15OCE-I0
2.8200E-08
4.6600E-09
5.4100E-10

4. 0400E-06
7. 2800E-07
1. 7900E-07
1. 0500E-05
1. 6800E-09
5. 3600E-10
2 1000E-07
7. 0300E-1I
7. 3500E-10
6. 4600E-10
3. 6400E-09
1. 4700E-08
1. 6000E-09
5 4100E-10

2.8500E-04
1.0500E-07
1.2400E-05
3.3900E-06
3.4100E-06
1.4700E-08
4.8000E-09
3.4300E-09
7.4000E-10
2.2300E-10
1.50OOE-08
3. 3100E-07
7.1500E-10

@DECAY STEP 1 0.OOOOE+00
56$$ FO T
END

12.2 ORIGEN-S OUTPUT SUMMARY

sOplfailed

the sources include photons of nuclides for...

light elements
actinides
fission products

gamma source spectrum for @DECAY STEP 1 : 0.OOOOE+00

0.00 hour time of the requested nuclides

energy interval in mev photons / second

1.OOOOE-02
5.OOOOE-02
1.OOOOE-01
2. OOOOE-01
3.OOC0E-01
4 . OOOOE-01
6. 0OOOE-01
8. 0OOOE-01
1.OOOOE+00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

5.OOOOE-02
1.OOOOE-01
2. OOOE-01
3. OOOE-01
4. OOOOE-01
6. 0OOOE-01
8. OOOOE-01
1.OOOOE+00
1.3300E+00

6. 3901E+05
4. 5617E+05
3. 6783E+04
5. 0969E+04
5. 4061E+04
1. 0663E+05
1 .2921E+05
6. 5094E+04
5. 5107E+04

mev / second

1. 9170E+04
3. 4213E+04
5.5174E+03
1.2742E+04
1.8921E+04
5.3315E+04
9.0447E+04
5.8585E+04
6. 4199E+04
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1. 3300E+00
1. 6600E+00
2. 0000E+00
2. 5000E+00
3. OOOOE+00
4. OOOE+00
5. OOOOE+00
6. 5000E+00
8. 0000E+00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1. 6600E+00
2. 0000E+00
2 .5000E+00
3. 0000E+00
4 .0000E+00

5. 0000E+00
6. 5000E+00
8. 0000E+00
1 0000E+01

1.8524E+04
1.5295E+04
12. 1935E+04
3.4912E+03
2.1907E+02
3. 6685E+01
1. 6096E-01
o.0000E+00
o.OOOOE+00

1.6425E+06

2.7694E+04
2 .7990E+04
2. 6853E+04
9. 6009E+03
7. 6673E+02
1. 6508E+02
9. 2549E-01
o .OOOOE+00
o .OOOOE+00

4.5018E+05totals

total energy from nuclides with'spectrum data = .4.5018E+05

total energy from nuclides with no spectrum data 1.3626E-01

sUE

the sources include photons of nuclides for...

light elements
actinides
fission products

gamma source spectrum for @DECAY STEP 1 : 0.0000E+00

0.00 hour time of the requested nuclides

energy interval in mev photons / second

1.0000E-02
5.0000E-02
1. 0000E-01
2. 0000E-01
3. 0000E-01
4. 0000E-01
6. 0000E-01
8. 0000E-01
1.0000E+00
1.3300E+00
1.6600E+00
2.0000E+00
2.5000E+00
3.0000E+00
4.OOOOE+00
5.OOOOE+00
6.5000E+00
8.0000E+00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

5.OOOOE-02
1.0000E-01
2.0000E-01
3. 0000E-01
4. 0000E-01
6. 0000E-01
8. 0000E-01
1.0000E+00
1.3300E+00
1.6600E+00
2.0000E+00
2.5000E+00
3.0000E+00
4.0000E+00
5.0000E+00
6.5000E+00
8.0000E+00
1. OOOOE+01

7 .2521E+06
4. 8510E+06
5. 5102E+05
7.5417E+05
1. 6782E+06
3. 4661E+06
4.2192E+06
1. 6840E+06
1.5858E+06
4 .5838E+05

4.3064E+05
1. 6445E+05
1. 9089E+04
2 1668E+03
3. 6672E+02
1. 6096E+00
0. 0000E+00
0. 0000E+00

2 .7117E+07

mev / second

2 1756E+05
3. 6382E+05
8.2654E+04
1. 8854E+05
5.8736E+05
1.7330E+06
2.9534E+06
1.5156E+06
1.8474E+06
6.8527E+05
7.8808E+05
3.7001E+05
5.2495E+04
7.5838E+03
1.6502E+03
9.2549E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00

1.1395E+07totals

total energy from nuclides with spectrum data = 1.1395E+07

total energy from nuclides with no spectrum data = 1.3626E-01
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sALERT

the sources include photons of nuclides for...

light elements
actinides
fission products

gamma source spectrum for @DECAY STEP 1 0.0000E+00

0.00 hour time of the requested nuclides

energy interval in mev photons / second

1.0000E-02
5.0000E-02
1. 0000E-01
2. 0000E-01
3. 0OOOE-01
4 . 0000E-01
6. 0000E-01
8. 0000E-01
1.0000E+00
1.3300E+00
1.6600E+00
2.0000E+00
2.5000E+00
3.OOOOE+00
4.OOOOE+00
5.0000E+00
6.5000E+00
8.OOOOE+00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

5.0000E-02
1. OOOOE-01
2. 0000E-01
3.00O0E-01
4. 0000E-01
6. 0000E-01
8. 0000E-01
1.OOOOE+00
1.3300E+00
1.6600E+00
2.0000E+00
2.5000E+00
3.OOOOE+00

.4.0000E+00
5.OOOOE+00

.6.5000E+00
8.0000E+00
1.0000E+01

3. 6351E+07
2.4328E+07
2. 7547E+06
3. 7704E+06
8. 3908E+06
1. 7311E+07
2 1094E+07
8 4126E+06
7.9275E+06
2. 2852E+06
2 1519E+06
8. 2077E+05
8.8077E+04
1. 0827E+04
1. 8307E+03
8. 0304E+00
0 OOOOE+00
0.0000E+00

1.3570E+08

mev / second

1.0905E+06
1.8246E+06
4.1321E+05
9.4261E+05
2.9368E+06
8.6556E+06
1.4766E+07
7. 5713E+06
9.2356E+06
3.4164E+06
3.9380E+06
1.8467E+06
2.4221E+05
3.7894E+04
8.2383E+03
4.6175E+01
0.0000E+00
0.OOOOE+00

5.6925E+07totals

total energy from nuclides with spectrum data = 5.6925E+07

total energy from nuclides with no spectrum data = 1.3626E-01

sUE 16DEI

the sources include photons of nuclides for...

light elements
actinides
fission products

gamma source spectrum for @DECAY STEP. 1 : 0.0000E+00

0.00 hour time of the requested nuclides

energy interval in mev photons / second

1.0000E-02
5.0000E-02
1. 0OOOE-01
2. OOOOE-01
3 .0000E-01
4. OOOOE-01
6. OOOE-01

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

5.0000E-02
1. OOOOE-01
2 .0000E-01
3. OOOOE-01
4 0000E-01
6. OOOOE-01
8. 0000E-01

6.3840E+06
4.5596E+06
3.6638E+05
5.0923E+05
5.4011E+05
1.0646E+06
1.2920E+06

mev / second

1.9152E+05
3. 4197E+05
5.4957E+04
1. 2731E+05
1.8904E+05
5.3230E+05
9.0441E+05
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8. OOOOE-01
1.0000E+00
1.3300E+00
1.6600E+00
2.0000E+00
2.5000E+00
3.OOOOE+00
4.OOOOE+00

5.OOOOE+00
6.5000E+00
8.OOOOE+00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1.OOOOE+00
1.3300E+00
1.6600E+00
2.OOOOE+00
2.5000E+00
3.OOOOE+00
4.OOOOE+00
5.OOOOE+00
6.5000E+00
8.OOOOE+00
1. OOOOE+01

6.3882E+05
5.5032E+05
1.6980E+05
1.5086E+05
1. 1831E+05
1. 8120E+04
2.1668E+03
3.6672E+02
1.6096E+00
o.0000E+00
o.OOOOE+00

1.6365E+07

5. 7494E+05
6. 4112E+05
2. 5384E+05
2. 7606E+05
2. 6620E+05
4. 9830E+04
7. 5838E+03
1. 6502E+03
9. 2549E+00
o .OOOOE+00
0 OOOOE+00

4.4127E+06totals

total energy from nuclides with spectrum data 4.4127E+06

total energy from nuclides with no spectrum data = 1.3626E-01

12.3 MCNP MODEL INPUT FILE

GINNA FAILED FUEL RAD MONITIOR R-9
c
c This model calculates the gamma response factors for the R-9 radiation
c monitor at Ginna station. The radiation monitor is on the let down
c line in the NOAH tank room in the AUXB basement. The monitor is
c referred to as the "failed fuel" monitor and has a range of 0.1 to 10E7 mR.
c The detector was a G-M tube and is situated about 6" from
c the 2" letdown line. Drawing C-381-357 (C381-357,2 DOCNO) shows the
c piping at B-8. R-9 is just upstream of PCV-135. The piping is line
c spec 601R, has an OD of 2.375" and a wall thickness of .145".
c An approximate size of the detector (outside of cylinder housing) is
c 5.5" diameter and 5.5" high. The 20 for the replacement detector
c is NQ-10037-B-TS. The detector is assumed to be 10" from
c vertical letdown pipe.
c
c cell cards
c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
99
100

4
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

3
0

-1.225E-3 -1
-1.0 -2
-7.94 2 -3
-1.0 -4
-7.94 4 -5
-1.0 -6
-7.94 6 -7
-1.0 -8
-7.94 8 -9
-1.225E-3 -99 +1

+99

imp:p=l $ detector volume
imp:p=l $ upper pipe
imp:p=l $ upper pipe wall
imp:p=l $ right pipe
imp:p=l $ right pipe wall
imp:p=l $ tee pipe
imp:p=l $ tee pipe wall
imp:p=l $ tee pipe
imp:p=l $ tee pipe wall

+3 +5 +7 +9 imp:p=l $ air surround
imp:p=0 $ outside world

C
c surface cards
c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc

5.08 0 -6.985 0 0 13.97 6.985
-158.93288 0 25.24125 195.25488 0 0 2.64795
-158.93288 0 25.24125 195.25488 0 0 3.01625
36.322 0 22.224 0 0 -213.36 2.64795
36.322 0 22.224 0 0 -213.36 3.01625
42.3545 0 -81.43875 37.368 0 0 2.64795
42.3545 0 -81.43875 37.368 0 0 3.01625
42.3545 0 -191.136 89.52 0 0 2.64795

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

detector
upper 2" pipe ID
upper 2" pipe OD
right 2" pipe ID
right 2" pipe OD
tee off upright piece ID
tee off upright piece OD
bottom horizontal ID
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9 rcc 42.3545 0 -191.136 89.52 0 0 3.01625 $ bottom horizontal OD
99 rpp -250 250 -250 250 -250 250 $ outside world

c
c data cards
c

o Water Density = 1.0 g/cm^3
c Composition by atom fraction
c
c
ml 1001 2.0000 $ H

8016 1.0000 $ 0
c

o Stainless Steel 304
o Density = 7.94 g/cm^3 SCALE Standard Comp. Library
c
c
m2 26000 -0.68375 $ Fe

24000 -0.19000 $ Cr
28000 -0.09500 $ Ni
25055 -0.02000 $ Mn
14000 -0.01000 $ Si

6012 -0.00080 $ C
15031 -0.00045 $ P

c

o AIR: ANSI/ANS-6.6.1, Dry air; density = 0.001225 g/cm^3
" Composition by weight fraction
o
c

m3 7014 -0.75519 $ N
8016 -0.23179 $ 0
6012 -0.00014 $ C

18000 -0.01288 $ Ar
c

o AIR: ANSI/ANS-6.6.1, Dry air; density = 0.001225 g/cm^3
o Composition by weight fraction
c
c this for detector plotting
m4 7014 -0.75519 $ N

8016 -0.23179 $ 0
6012 -0.00014 $ C

18000 -0.01288 $ Ar

c

mode p
c
sdef cel=dl rad=d2 ext=fcel=d3 pos=fcel=d4 axs=fcel=d5

erg=d6
C
sil 1 2 4 6 8
spl d 4.30102E+03 4.69983E+03 8.23132E+02 1.97192E+03 $ MCNP volumes
si2 2.6347
ds3 s 31 32 33 34
si3l 97.627
si32 106.67
si33 18.684
si34 44.76
ds4 s 41 42 43 44
si4l 1 -61.30544 0 25.24125
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sp4l d 1
si42 1 36.322 0 -84.455
sp42 d 1
si43 1 61.0385 0 -81.43875
sp43 d 1
si44 1 87.1145 0 -191.136
sp44 d 1
ds5 s 51 52 53 54
si5l 1 1 0 0
sp5l d 1
si52 1 0 0 1
sp52 d 1
si53 1 1 0 0
sp53 d 1
si54 1 1 0 0
sp54 d 1
# si6 sp6 sb6

1.OOOOE-02 0 0
5.0000E-02 1 50
1.OOOOE-01 1 1
2.OOOOE-01 1 1
3.0000E-01 1 1
4.OOOOE-01 1 1
6.OOOOE-01 1 1
8.0000E-01 1 1
1.OOOOE+00 1 1
1.3300E+00 1 1
1.6600E+00 1 1
2.OOOOE+00 1 1
2.5000E+00 1 1
3.0000E+00 1 1
4.OOOOE+00 1 1
5.OOOOE+00 1 1
6.5000E+00 1 1
8.OOOOE+00 1 1
1.O000E+01 1 1

C

$ this will create a response function by group

fc4 R-9 DOSE RATE TALLY
f4:p 1
fm4 2.12E+05 $ 1 pho/sec per group; 18 groups; x source volume
ft4 scx 6 $ tally contribution by group
c flux-to-dose in rem/hr
de0 log 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.15

0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45
0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.80
1.00 1.40 1.80 2.20 2.60 2.80
3.25 3.75 4.25 4.75 5.00 5.25
5.75 6.25 6.75 7.50 9.00 11.00
13.00 15.00

dfO log 3.96E-06 5.82E-07 2.90E-07 2.58E-07 2.83E-07 3.79E-07
5.01E-07 6.31E-07 7.59E-07 8.78E-07 9.85E-07 1.08E-06
1.17E-06 1.27E-06 1.36E-06 1.44E-06 1.52E-06 1.68E-06
1.98E-06 2.51E-06 2.99E-06 3.42E-06 3.82E-06 4.01E-06
4.41E-06 4.83E-06 5.23E-06 5.60E-06 5.80E-06 6.01E-06
6.37E-06 6.74E-06 7.11E-06 7.66E-06 8.77E-06 1.03E-05
1.18E-05 1.33E-05

c
ctme 20
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13 APPENDIX: NEI 99-01 REV 5 EXCERPTS

SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

SU4
Initiating Condition - NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Fuel Clad degradation.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Startup, Hot Standby, Hot
Shutdown

Example Emergency Action Levels: (1 or2)

1. (Site specific radiation, monitor readings indicating fuel clad degradation greater than
Technical Specification allowable limits.)

2. (Site specific coolant sample activity value indicating fuel clad degradation greater than
Technical Specification allowable limits.)

Basis:

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the Alert level is via the Fission Product Barriers.

EAL #1

This threshold addresses site-specific radiation monitor readings that provide indication of a
degradation of fuel clad integrity.

[Such as BWR air ector monitors, PWR failed fuel monitors, etc-]

EAL #2

This threshold addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications for
transient iodine spiking limits.

Page 134 of 167
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Basis Infonnaaion For
PWR EAL Fission Product Banler Table 5-F-3

FUEL CLAD BARRIER THRESHOLDS: (1 or2or3 or4or6 or7or8)

The Fuel Clad bamer consists of the zircalloy or stainless steel fuel bundle tubes that contain
the fuel pellets.

1. Critical Safety Function Status

[These thresholds are for PWRs using Critical Safety Function Status Tree (CSFS7) monitoring
and functional restoration procedures. For more information, please refer to Section 3-9 of this
document]

Loss Threshold A

Core Cooling - RED indicates significant superhealing and core uncovery and is considered to
indicate loss of the Fuel Clad Barrier.

Potential Loss Threshold A

Core Cooling - ORANGE indicates subcooling has been lost and that some dad damage may
occur.

Potential Loss Threshold B

Heat Sink - RED when heat sink is required indicates the ultimate heat sink function is under

extreme challenge.

2. Primary Coolant Activity Level

The site specific value corresponds to 300 jCifgm 1-131 equivalent. Assessment by the EAL
Task Force indicates that this amount of coolant activity is well above that expected for iodine
spikes and corresponds to less than 5% fuel clad damage. This amount of radioactivity indicates
significant clad damage and thus the Fuel Clad Barrier is considered lost.

[The value can be expressed either in mR/hr observed on the sample or as pCi/gm results from
analysis.]

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

3. Core Exit Thermocouple Readings

[Core Exit Thermocouple Readings are included in addition to the Critical Safety Functions to
include conditions when the CSFs may not be in use (initiation after Sl is blocked) or plants
which do not have a CSF scheme.)

Loss Threshold A

The site specific reading should correspond to significant superheating of the coolant.

[This value typically corresponds to the temperature reading that indicates core cooling - RED in
Fuel Clad Bamer loss threshold t.A which is usually about 1200 degrees F.]

Page 95 of 167
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I FU4ERIt4G C1HANGE NOTICE ..

1 D.W~etty
ý-HE4CS-lOO7

D&ScRIPTION Or CHNAGE (INCILWE MATUJRE. REASON, IlECTRUC~iONS TO ORAYTITIG. TF.ST DATA, I 7C.~

SUB-jECT:- JAILED FUEL ELEMEN~qTWDTIOR
REFERENCES: (a) EUP-21 50 date4 _________________________ i

Ref.- (a) stated that a failed fuel detector In the form of a G-4 tube on the letdown line is
tn b• iddpd tn the RAF Plant at the rean, st oF the Afl'-It.t Tht• failed 4'uel element detector"

is to be an area monitor channel (R-9)... •

The drawer will be mounted in the Radiation Mionitoring Equipment rack by Tracerlab.

The detector is to be mounted by the field. The detector is to be located in line with

and approximately six inches away from the letdown line inside the spray addative tank

cubicle (i.e., between the non-regenerative heat excha2npr and TCV 145). The alarm set

point is I x 103 mr/lir.,IVThe..required cabling is to be the same type (7racerlab type A503247) as cables 9 through

16 listed in the cable legend shown on Tracerlab drawing D997498.

Tracerlab is supplying the mounting bracket for the detector.

The equipment is scheduled to be shipped from Tracerlab approxfiately September 1, 1969.

NONE Estimated C0wige in PQdoO Cost Copilot Equipmoent Reqrjitth

SALVAGE. -RG;233*No:

SCRAP* No________p.4.__NO.

W. Patalont

pAn,
ESTA.GNOUsfFORK s" is
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ATTACHMENT 1, DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT (FOR INFORMATION ONLY)

Doc Type being verified: E] Design Change Z Calculation El Specification

El Other:

Document No.: CALC-2011-0019 Rev.: 000

Extent of Design Verification (Briefly describe):

Checked inputs, spreadsheet, ORIGEN and MCNP input and output.

Method of Design Verification:
[ Design Review E] Qualification Testing

El Alternate Calculations El Applicability of Proven Design

Results of Design Verification:

[] Fully acceptable with no issues identified
Z Fully acceptable based on the following issues identified and resolved:

No. Verifier's Comment Preparer's Response Verifier
(Indicate if not required) Concurs?

(Yes/No)
1 Table 4-1 - Cs-138 should be 1.06 uCi/g Corrected.

instead of 1.08 uCi/g per Table 2-1 of Y
Reference 6-3.

2. Input 4.4 - Provide a basis for the The basis was engineering judgment.
assumption of 35,000 MWd/MTU used to The use of the gap fractions is
select gap fractions. Review of core explained in Assumption 5.2. A
loadings for cycles 34-36 indicates that BOC clarification of this burnup is added to
core average BU is -21 GWd/MTU, MOC is 5.2 with respect to recent past cycle
-30 GWd/MTU, and EOC is -39.5 operating history.
GWd/MTU (based on Table 4-1 in CN-REA-
08-11, CN-REA-09-53, and CN-REA-1 1-7).
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3 Assumption 5.1 and Section 10.2 - The R-9
detector was modeled as being 6 inches
from both the horizontal and vertical runs of
letdown piping. Visual inspection of Figure
10-2 suggests that the detector is farther
from the vertical run than the horizontal run.
The Figure 4-1 distances from the bottom
end of the coupling on the vertical line to the
center of the horizontal piping at El. 241.5 ft
(1.68 ft) was used to scale Figure 10-2 to
estimate distances between the detector
and the piping. This estimate yielded -7
inches from the detector to the horizontal
piping and -12 inches to the vertical piping.
This would lower estimated dose rates, but
may be compensated for by the lack of
modeling of the concrete wall (neglects
backscatter). The successful benchmark to
UFSAR section 9.3.4.4.9.3 suggests these
two effects may cancel each other out.

The visual inspection of Figure 10-2
for dimensions is difficult due to the
parallax error present. The apparent 7
inch distance from the top horizontal
letdown line to the detector is
expected to be close to 6" without
parallax. That said, review of the
figure again does suggest the detector
is farther than 6" from the vertical line.
To compensate the detector was
moved to 10"- from .the-pipe.

4 Assumption 5.2 - 0.1% failed fuel is
equivalent to about 22 rods based on 121
assemblies per core and 179 rods per
assembly. Also, the DEQ 1-131 value of 1.6
uCi/g appears to be based on pre-EPU core
inventories of iodine. Using the EPU core
inventories indicated in DA-NS-2002-037
(used in all AST and EQ dose analyses for
EPU) a DEQ 1-131 of 2.0 uCi/g is calculated
for 0.1% failed fuel. This may be
appropriate if used only for the UFSAR
benchmark case (if so you should indicate
this explicitly where 1.6 DEQ 1-131 is
mentioned).

Agreed. However, the 1.6 uCi/gm
case was intended to use pre-EPU
sources since the UFSAR 200
mrem/hr is believed to be the setpoint
prior to EPU.

Y

5 Assumption 5.3 - "man half-lives" should be Corrected."many half-lives" Y
6 Section 5 - Should probably add an Corrected. Added Assumption 5.6.

assumption that the insulation shown on the
lower half of the vertical section of piping Y
has negligible shielding value was ignored
in the MCNP model.

7 Section 11.2 and 11.3 - The response As shown in source distribution 6 the
function listed in Table 11-2 appears to use gamma energy spectrum was entered
the relative dose rate multipliers based on in histogram format. And the special
the upper bin energy rather than the treatment ft4 scx 6 bins the f4 tally by
average of the upper and lower energies of the source energy groups. Therefore
the bin. This would yield conservative dose the response function is group-wise, Y
rates, but may not be appropriate for a not by upper bin energy.
calculation intended to be best estimate.
However, this may also be a compensatory
measure for some of the approximations
noted in comment 3.
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ATTACHMENT 2, DESIGN VERIFICATION CHECKLIST (FOR INFORMATION ONLY)

The following questions are required to be addressed based on Constellation Nuclear Generation commitment to
ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1994 for design verification activities. This checklist is intended to assist when using the
Design Review method of design verification to ensure relevant items are addressed in the verification effort.
Each "No" answer will require correction or resolution by the originator of the document being verified prior to full
acceptance by the design verifier(s).

Doc #: CALC-2011-0019 Rev 000 Lead Design Verifier's Name: J. R. MASSARI

--:Review.,Check:.

1. Were the design inputs correctly selected? x

2. Are assumptions necessary to perform the design activity adequately
described and reasonable? X

Where necessary, are the assumptions identified for subsequent re-
verifications when the detailed design activities are completed?

3. Was an appropriate design method used? x

4. Were the design inputs correctly incorporated into the design? x

5. Is the design output reasonable compared to design inputs? x

6. Are the necessary design input and verification requirements for interfacing
organizations specified in the design documents or in supporting procedures x
or instructions?
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1 OBJECTIVE AND PURPOSE

The objective of this calculation is to determine the Emergency Action Level (EAL) values for the effluent

radiation monitors in P-9 (Reference 6.1) in accordance with the guidance provided in NEI 99-01

Revision 5 (Reference 6.2). The calculation will provide or summarize the EALs for the gaseous and

effluent radiation monitors.

2 SCOPE OF CALCULATION

Future changes in the EAL technical bases will require review of this calculation for continued

applicability or revision. This calculation does not establish Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

release limits and any modification of ODCM limits may necessitate revision of this calculation.

3 CONCLUSIONS

The gaseous effluent monitor EAL values based on NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 are reported to two significant

figures in Table 3-1.
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TABLE 3-1 EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITOR EAL VALUES BASED ON NEI 99-01 REV. 5

Release Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE Note

R-12 N/A N/A N/A 7.4E+6 (cpm) 1 fan operation

CNMT R-12 N/A N/A N/A 5.1E+6 (cpm) 2 fan operation

R-12A 1.8E+2 (uCi/cc) 1.8E+1 (uCi/cc) 1.8E+O (uCi/cc) *N/A

R-14 N/A N/A N/A 6.0E+5 (cpm)
Plant Vent

R-14A 2.1E+1 (uCi/cc) 2.1E+0 (uCi/cc) 2.1E-1 (uCi/cc) N/A

R-15 N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 (cprm)
Air Ejector

R-48 5.7E+2 (uCi/cc) 5.7E+1 (uCi/cc) 5..7E+O (uCi/cc) N/A

1 ARV 5.OE+3 (rnR/hr) 5.OE+2 (mR/hr) 5.0E+1 (mR/hr) 8.OE+O (mR/hr)

1 Safety 2.3E+3 (mR/hr) 2.3E+2 (mR/hr) 2.3E+1 (mR/hr) 3.7E+0 (mR/hr)

2 Safeties R-31/R-32 1.1E+3 (mR/hr) 1.1E+2 (mR/hr) 1.1E+1 (rnR/hr) N/A

3 Safeties 7.7E+2 (mR/hr) 7.7E+1 (mR/hr) 7.7E+0 (mR/hr) N/A

4 Safeties 5.7E+2 (mR/hr) 5.7E+1 (mR/hr) 5.7E+0 (mR/hr) N/A

Release Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE

Liq Radwaste R-18 N/A N/A N/A 3.6E+5 (cpm)

SFP HX A R-20A N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+4 (cpm)

SFP HX B R-20B N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 (cpm)

TB Floor Drains R-21 N/A N/A N/A 5.OE+4 (cpm)

Hi Cond Waste R-22 N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 (cpm)

4 DESIGN INPUTS

4.1.The key inputs to the determination of the gaseous effluent EAL values are shown in Table 4-1

below. The other key inputs are the air immersion Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) dose

conversion factors (DCFs). Since the TEDE DCF is dependent on the mixture of radionuclides it is

developed in Assumption 5.2.

4.2.The key inputs to the determination of the liquid EAL values are the ODCM release rate limits. The

precaution and limitation Section 5.2 of P-9 (Reference 6.1) states that the release rate limits are

determined in accordance with the methods of the ODCM; i.e. the release limits listed in P-9 are the

ODCM release limits. Therefore, for the purposes of this calculation the ODCM limits come from P-

9, unless specified otherwise.
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4.3.The NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 sets the initiating conditions for radiological effluent EALs. These are covered

in the following EALS: AG1 General Emergency (GE), AS1 Site Area Emergency (SAE), AA1 Alert and

AU1 Unusual Event (UE). The fundamental characteristics (see Table 5-A-1 of NEI 99-01) associated

with these EALs are as follows:

a) GE - 1,000 mrem TEDE or 5,000 mrem Thyroid over I hour

b) SAE - 100 mrem TEDE or 500 mrem Thyroid over 1 hour

c) Alert - 200 x ODCM limits (noble gas)

d) UE -2 x ODCM limits (noble gas)

e) Meteorology should be consistent with ODCM derived values. Therefore, the ODCM annual

average X/Q values for the effluent monitors will be used (see Table 2-2 of ODCM).

f) The gaseous dose limit associated with ODCM is 500 mrem/yr whole body per ODCM Section

2.6. Therefore the UE would be 2 x 500 mrem/yr x 1 yr/8760 hrs = 0.1 mrem/hr. The Alert is

100x the UE, or 10 mrem/hr. See Appendix A, page 156, of NEI 99-01 for an explanation.

Therefore, the effective transition points for the gaseous EALs are:

i) 1,000 mrem/hr General Emergency

ii) 100 mrem/hr Site Area Emergency

iii) 10 mrem/hr Alert

iv) 0.1 mrem/hr Unusual Event

g) The dose criteria above apply to a receptor at or beyond the site boundary.

4.4.The ODCM Xe-133 immersion dose conversion factor for release limit setpoint calculations is 294

mrem/yr per uCi/m 3 (see Table 2-3 of the ODCM). This value is converted to rem/hr per uCi/cc by

multiplying by (1E6 cc/m 3)/(8760 hrs/yr) or 1/8.76. The converted value is 33.6 rem/hr per uCi/cc.
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TABLE 4-1 GASEOUS EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITOR EAL INPUTS

Flow Rate X/Q
-Release Monitor (cfm). Reference (sec/m3) Reference

CNMT R-12A 15,300 EPIP-2-4 1.60E-06 ODCM Table 2-2

Plant Vent R-14A 77,000 Assumption 2.70E-06 ODCM Table 2-2

R-15 1.30E-05
Air Ejector R-48 60 DA-RP-2001-018 ODCM Table2-2

'ARV R-31/R-32 2,565 EPIP-2-3 2.70E-06 Assumption
Safety R-31/R-32 5,550 EPIP-2-3 2.70E-06 Assumption

Release Detector ODCM Limit Units Reference

CNMT 1 fan R-12 3.71E+06 cpm DA-RP-98-091

CNMT 2 fan R-12 2.56E+06 cpm DA-RP-98-091

Plant Vent R-14 3.OOE+05 cpm DA-RP-98-091

Air Ejector R-15 * 3.20E+05 cpm DA-RP-2001-019

MS - 1 ARV R-31/R-32 0.1[1 mR/hr P-9

MS - 1 Safety R-31/R-32 0.1111 mR/hr " P-9

Liq Radwaste R-18 1.80E+05 • cpm . P-9
SFP HX A R-20A 2.04E+04 cpm P-9

SFP HX B R-20B 2.60E+03 cpm * P-9

TB Floor Drains R-21 2.50E+04 cpm P-9 .

Hi Cond Waste R-22 4.60E+04 cpm P-9

1. Note, the MS relief valve pathways are not called out as an effluent pathway. The P-9 states the release
limit corresponds to a monitor setpoint just above background. Since this is not set by the ODCM, a new
release rate limit will be calculated.

Detector
Calibration

Factor
Release Monitor (uCi/cc/cpm) Reference

CNMT R-12 5.50E-08 DA-RP-98-091
Plant
Vent R-14 5.60E-08 • DA-RP-98-091

Air
Ejector R-15 1.45E-06 DA-RP-2001-019
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5 ASSUMPTIONS

5.1.A dose rate conversion factor of 0.1295 uCi/cc per mrem/hr (at t=O).is assumed for converting the

calculated main steam safety/relief valve effluent radiation monitor (R-31/R-32) values. This value is

justified by the assumption that the source terms are not decayed. This value comes from EPIP-2-3

Attachment 3 (Reference 6.11)

5.2. It is assumed that the air immersion TEDE dose conversion factor of 471.74 rem/hr per uCi/cc, with

no decay, is applicable to gaseous effluent monitor calculations. This value is chosen to be

consistent with the Emergency Planning (EP) dose projection software. It is also based on the EPA

Protective Action Guidelines (PAGs) (Reference 6.14), which is consistent with NEI 99-01 Rev. 5. A

basis for using this factor for the Alert and above calculations is developed in Appendix Section 12.

5.3. It is assumed that the air immersion TEDE dose conversion factor of 42.3 rem/hr per uCi/cc, with no

decay, is representative of main steam safety/relief discharges without significant fuel failure or

steam generator tube leaks. This value is based on the activity concentrations in the RCS and the

basis is developed in Appendix Section 12.

5.4. It is assumed that the liquid effluent release pathway is not capable of reaching a dose level of 10

mrem/hr (Alert EAL) at the nearest potable water supply. This is supported by the fact that liquid

discharges are greatly reduced by dilution and that liquid releases pathways are isolated upon high

radiation signals. Therefore, the GE, SAE and Alert EALs are not applicable to the liquid effluent

radiation monitors.

5.5. For R-48 calculations the ODCM X/Q for R-15 is used for consistency. This is a good assumption

because the R-15 X/Q value is the bounding land sector whereas the R-48 X/Q corresponds to a

worst sector over the lake. The R-15 X/Q is more appropriate for EP.

5.6. For the main steam safety/relief valve release the X/Q of the plant vent is assumed. This

assumption is taken as there is no X/Q listed in the ODCM for this release. This assumption is

justified by the similarity in the release characteristics between the plant vent and the main steam

releases. Per drawing 33013-1231 (Reference 6.19), the ARV stack diameter is 12" and the safeties

stack diameter is 14". The plant vent is 54" diameter. Using the flow rates from Table 4-1 and the

stack area the flow velocities were compared. The main steam safeties and the plant vent effluent

velocity are on the order of 80 ft/sec. The main steam ARVs are slightly less on the order of 50

ft/sec. The release points are horizontally located in the same roof area (intermediate building) of

the plant (Reference 6.20). However, there is an approximate 40 ft difference in elevation

(Reference 6.21). Since the ARV/safeties are sheltered by the fagade of the containment building
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this elevationdifference is minimized. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume the ODCM plant vent

X/Q for the main steam releases.

5.7.The plant vent flow rate is assumed to be 77,000 cfm for all EAL conditions above UE. This

assumption is made to cover the range of values in the reference documentation. DA-RP-2001-017

(Reference 6.18).considers the design flow rate of the system to be 75,000 cfm, but states that flow

surveillances verify the flow is greater than 80,000 cfm (also shown in P-9). The value in EPIP-2-4

(page 4) is 77,844 cfm normal and 71,289 cfm emergency, while the value in-EPIP-2-3 (Attachment

1) is 76,000 cfm. Based on the above, 77,000 cfm is a reasonable assumption for EAL calculations.

6 REFERENCES
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6.4 CN-REA-04-34, Rev. 0, "R. E. Ginna RCS Sources for 1811 MWt Uprate."

6.5 CN-REA-04-57, Rev. 1, "R. E. Ginna Normal Operation RCS and Secondary Coolant Sources for 1811

MWt Uprate."

6.6 CN-REA-04-32, Rev. 0, "Ginna 1811 MW Uprate - Core, Fuel Handling Accident, and POST/FIPCO

ORIGEN Sources."
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6.8 DA-RP-98-091, Rev. 3, "Radiation Process Monitors Setpoint Calculations."

6.9 DA-RP-2001-018, Rev. 2, "Air Ejector Process Radiation Accident Monitor R-47 & R-48 Setpoints."

6.10 DA-RP-2001-019, Rev. 2, "Air Ejector Process Radiation Monitor R-15 Setpoints."

6.11 EPIP-2-3, Rev. 01800, "Emergency Release Rate Determination."

6.12 EPIP-2-4, Rev. 01700, "Emergency Dose Projections - Manual Method."

6.13 DA-NS-2001-087, Rev. 4, "Large-Break LOCA Offsite and Control Room Doses."

6.14 EPA-400, "Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents,"

May 1992.

6.15 USNRC NUREG/CR-6604, "RADTRAD: A Simplified Model for Radionuclide Transport and

Removal and Dose Estimation," Dec. 1997.

6.16 USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.109, "Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of

Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I,"

Revision 1, October 1977.
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6.17 DA-RP-08-064, Rev. 0000, "Technical Basis of the Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Dose Projection

Program Calculations."

6.18 DA-RP-2001-017, Rev. 2, "Plant Vent Radiation Accident Monitor RM-14A Setpoints."

6.19 33013-1213, Rev. 40, "Main Steam (MS) P & ID."

6.20 33013-2122, Rev. 2, "Plant Arrangement Containment Struct. Tendon Access Platform & Main

Steam Access Plat."

6.21 33013-2131, Rev. 1, "Plant Arrangement Reactor Containment Structure Section 1-1."

7 DOCUMENTATION OF COMPUTER CODES

RADTRAD (Reference 6.15) was used in this calculation. Spreadsheets were used for input preparation

and data reduction.

Computer files associated with this calculation are listed in Table 7-1. The files are stored in electronic

format in the configuration management system. No CD-ROMs are part of this calculation.
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TABLE 7-1 LISTING OF COMPUTER.FILES.

12/19/2011 11:41 AM 110,818 CALC-2011-0020 REV000.xlsx
12/13/2011 12:42 PM 241,904 contleak.oO
12/13/2011 12:42 PM 5,228 contleak.psf
12/13/2011 01:21 PM 79,848 eccs.oO
12/13/2011 01:21 PM 4,219 eccs.psf
09/10/2010 01:55 PM 978 ECCS.RFT
12/02/2009 01:20 PM 9,352 Ginna LOCA63.nif
12/01/2009 01:31 PM 51,396 Ginna.inp
12/03/2009 03:17 PM 983 LOCA.RFT
08/29/2002 08:07 AM 824 PWR DBA.RFT

8 METHOD OF ANALYSIS -

To determine the gaseous EAL values a dose calculation is performed for an airborne release. The dose

rate is calculated using the following equation:

EQUATION 8-1

D = R * X/Q * DCF,

where D is the dose rate, R is the activity release rate, X/Q is the atmospheric dispersion coefficient and

DCF is the nuclide-specific airborne dose conversion factor.

The activity release rate is defined by the product of the activity concentration, A, and the volumetric

flow rate, F:

EQUATION 8-2

R=A* F

Substituting the above and re-arranging gives:

EQUATION 8-3

A= D/(CF* F *X/Q* DCF),

where,

A = the activity concentration in uCi/cc

. I .
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F = the flow rate in cfm

X/Q = the atmospheric dispersion factor in sec/m3

DCF = the air immersion TEDE dose conversion factor in rem/hr per uCi/cc

and,

CF = is a conversion factor = 1 min / 60 sec * (0.3048 M) 3 / 1 ft 3 = (1/2118.88) min-m 3/sec-ft 3.

Equation 8-3 is used to calculate the activity concentration that corresponds to the specified dose rate,

D, which is set by the EAL.

If the radiation monitor system does not output activity concentration then it can be converted by a

response factor, RF, to achieve the desired monitor response units. This typically is either a dose rate or

count rate factor. The calculation to determine the monitor response from the calculated activity

concentration is shown by the equation below:

EQUATION 8-4

EAL = A * RF,

where, RF is the response factor in units of (x) per uCi/cc; (x) is the monitor output units.

The above equations are used to calculate the EAL for each initiating condition. For initiating conditions

that are driven by ODCM the methodology prescribed by the NEI 99-01 Rev. 5 is used.

9 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

There are no acceptance criteria for this calculation. The results are used to define the technical bases

for EALs in the Emergency Plan.

10 CALCULATIONS/COMPUTATIONS

The calculations are performed in the attached spreadsheet CALC-2011-0020 REVOOO.xlsx. These are

hand calculations and can easily be examined by inspecting the formulas. The variables identified in the

methodology are identified in the heading columns. The gaseous monitor calculations can be found in

the EAL CALC - FINAL worksheet. The liquid monitor calculations can be found in EAL - LIQUID

worksheet.
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As identified in. Table 4-1 the release rate limit for the main steam relief/safety valves pathway in P-9 is

not derived from the ODCM. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate a value. For this calculation the

ODCM dose limit of 500 mrem/yr is used and the Xe-133 dose conversion factor from Design Input 4.4 is

used. The resulting R-31/R-32 monitor response is the value corresponding to the requirements of

ODCM. Since the P-9 limit on R-31/R-32 is tied to background the ODCM limit was much higher. This

value is then used to calculate the UE EAL value.

Additional calculations were performed to assess the EAL transitions. This was done because of the

potential gap that can occur with the transition from the ODCM EAL to the higher level EAL (GE, SAE or

Alert). In this calculation, this transition occurs in going from the UE to the SAE. The reason a gap can

occur is because of the underlying bases behind the dose calculation. In ODCM the setpoints are

determined for Xe-133 using Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Reference 6.16) dose conversion factors. In all

gaseous calculations the ODCM X/Q values are used thus eliminating the potential for a gap. To assess

the transition, the ALERT value is compared to the ODCM UE EAL. The ODCM UE should be less than the

Alert EAL, by the factor of 100. To compare values of the same quantity, detector calibration factors are

used to convert UE EALs from cpm to uCi/cc. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 10-1

and confirm that there is no overlap.

The results do show the differences in ODCM and the methodology used for the Alert EAL. The dose

conversiorn factor causes a difference of a factor of 471.73 to 33.5 or about 14. When accounting for

this difference the adjusted ALERT/UE ratio gets very close to about 100.

TABLE 10-1 EAL TRANSITION COMPARISON

Calibration UE EAL Overlap Check

Factor with ODCM (uCi/cc)

Release Detector (uCi/cc/cpm) UE ALERT ALERT/UE Ratio

CNMT 1 fan R-12 5.50E-08 4.08E-01 1.83E+00 4.5

CNMT 2 fan R-12 5.50E-08 2.82E-01 1.35E+00 4.8

Plant Vent R-14 S.60E-08 .3.36E-02' 2.16E-01 6.4

Air Ejector R-15 1.45E-06 9.25E-01 S.76E+O0 6.2

MS - 1 ARV R-31/R-32 n/a 1.04E+00 6.49E+00 6.2

MS - 1
Safety R-31/R-32 n/a 4.81E-01 3.00E+00 6.2

11 RESULTS

The following tables summarize the results of this calculation. Table 11-1 shows the inputs and

calculation for determining the gaseous monitor EALs for the GE. The ODCM based gaseous monitor
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EAL calculation results are shown in Table 11-2. Finally, the ODCM based liquid monitor EAL calculation

results are shown in Table 11-3.

The results shown in the above described tables are combined in Table 11-4. The General Emergency

EALs (1 rem/hr) are scaled by the appropriate factor of 10 to obtain the Site Area Emergency and Alert

EALs. The Unusual Event EALs are taken from the 2x ODCM results. All results are adjusted to be

rounded down to two significant digits.

TABLE 11-1 GASEOUS EAL CALCULATION RESULTS

D F X/Q DCF A RF EAL

I Monitor
Effluent Atmospheric TEDE Dose Calibration Factor

Dose Rate Flow Dispersion conversion Concentration
Limit Rate Factor Factor Limit Units

(rem/hr (x) per Monitor Response
Release Detector (rem/hr) (cfm) (sec/m3) per uCl/cc) (uCi/cc) Value uci/cc Limit

CNMT R-12A 1 15,300 1.60E-06 471.73 183.5 1 N/A 183.49 (uci/cc)

Plant Vent R-14A 1 77,000 2.70E-06 471.73 21.61 1 N/A 21.61 (uCi/cc)

Air Ejector R-48 1 600 1.30E-05 471.73 576 1 N/A 576 (uCi/cc)

MS - 1 ARV R-31/R-32 1 2,565 2.70E-06 471.73 648.6 7.722 (mR/hr) 5008 (mR/hr)
MS - 1
Safety R-31/R-32 1 5,550 2.70E-06 471.73 299.7 7.722 (mR/hr) 2315 (mR/hr)

MS - 1 ARV R-31/R-32 5.7078E-05 2,565 2.70E-06 33.56 5.2E-01 7.722 (mR/hr) 4.02E+00 (mR/hr)

MS- 1
Safety R-31/R-32 5.7078E-05 5,550 2.70E-06 33.56 2.4E-01 7.722 (mR/hr) 1.86E+00 (mR/hr)

TABLE 11-2 ODCM DERIVED GASEOUS EAL RESULTS

ODCM
Release Detector Limit Units x2 x200

CNMT I fan R-12 3.71E+06 (cpm) 7.42E+06 7.42E+08

CNMT 2 fan R-12 2.56E+06 (cpm) 5.12E+06 5.12E+08

Plant Vent R-14 3.00E+05 (cpm) 6.00E+05 6.OOE+07

Air Ejector R415 3.20E+05 (cpm) 6.40E+05 6.40E+07

MS - 1 ARV R-31/R-32 4.02 (mR/hr) 8.04E+00 8.04E+02

MS- 1
Safety R-31/R-32 1.86 (mR/hr) 3.71E+00 3.71E+02
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TABLE 11-3 ODCM DERIVED LIQUID EAL RESULTS

ODCM.

Release Detector Limit Units x2 x200.

Liq Radwaste R-18 1.80E+05 (cpm) 3.60E+05 3.60E+07

SFP HX A R-20A 2.04E+04 (cpm) 4.08E+04 4.08E+06

SFP HX B R-20B 2.60E+03 (cpm) 5.20E+03 5.20E+05

TB Floor Drains R-21 2.SOE+04 (cpm) 5.00E+04 5.00E+06

Hi Cond Waste R-22 4.60E+04 (cpm) 9.20E+04 9.20E+06

TABLE 11-4 EAL SUMMARY RESULTS SUMMARY TABLE

Release Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE Note

R-12 N/A N/A N/A 7.4E+6 (cpm) I fan operation

CNMT" R-12 N/A N/A N/A. 5.1E+6 (cpm) 2 fan operation

R-12A 1.8E+2 (uCi/cc) 1.8E+1 (uCi/cc) 1.8E+O (uCi/cc) N/A

R-14 N/A N/A N/A 6.OE+5 (cpm)
Plant Vent

R-14A 2.1E+1 (uCi/cc) 2.1E+O (uCi/cc) 2.1E-1 (uCi/cc) N/A

R-15 N/A N/A N/A 6.3E+5 (cpm)
Air Ejector

R-48 5.7E+2 (uCi/cc) 5.7E+1 (uCi/cc) 5.7E+O (uCi/cc) N/A

.1 ARV 5.OE+3'(mR/hr) S.OE+2 (mR/hr) "5.OE+1 (mR/hr) 8.OE+O (mR/hr)

1 Safety 2.3E+3 (mR/hr) 2.3E+2 (mR/hr) 2.3E+1 (mR/hr) 3.7E+O (mR/hr)

2 Safeties R-31/R-32 1.1E+3 (mR/hr) 1.1E+2 (mR/hr) 1.1E+1 (mR/hr) N/A

3 Safeties 7.7E+2 (mR/hr) 7.7E+1 (mR/hr) 7.7E+O (mR/hr) N/A

4 Safeties 5.7E+2 (mR/l6r) 5.JE+1 (mR/hr) 5.7E+O (mR/hr) N/A

Release Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE

Liq Radwaste R-18 N/A . .N/A N/A 3.6E+5 (cpm)

SFP HX A R-20A N/A N/A N/A 4.OE+4 (cpm)

SFP HX B R-20B N/A N/A N/A 5.2E+3 (cpm)

TB Floor Drains R-21 N/A 'N/A " N/A 5.OE÷4 (cprn)

Hi Cond Waste, R-22- N/A N/A N/A 9.2E+4 (cpm)

. . I
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12 APPENDIX: AIR IMMERSION TEDE DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR BASIS

This appendix describes the basis for the TEDE dose factors assumed in the calculation of gaseous

effluent monitor responses. Calculation DA-RP-08-064 (Reference 6.17) documents the basis for dose

conversion factors (DCFs) for use in the emergency plan. They are derived from the EPA Protective

Action Guidelines (PAGs) from EPA-400 (Reference 6.14). This is consistent with the approach in NEI 99-

03 Rev. 5 (Reference 6.2).

In order to determine a single DCF the isotopic composition of the effluent during an accident must be

utilized. In order to do this, DA-RP-08-064 assumes a generic LWR source term and common core

release fractions from the basis of the Alternative Source Term (AST). These assumptions are valid for

accidental source terms, however this appendix seeks to benchmark those assumptions for the use in

EALs. Also, this appendix investigates the nobel gas DCF for RCS source terms in the primary and

secondary side.

In order to benchmark the noble gas Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) DCF after an accident a RADTRAD

(Reference 6.15) model of CNMT leakage during a LOCA is used.. The RADTRAD model is based on the

LOCA calculations in DA-NS-2001-087 (Reference 6.13). The nuclide inventory released to the

environment is extracted over time and is converted to a release rate. The isotopic mix is used to

calculate the noble gas EDE and compare to DA-RP-080-064. The method of calculating the EDE is

shown on page 9 of DA-RP-08-064 and is simply the source-weighted average EDE of the noble gas

isotopes.

The RADTRAD model is shown in Section 12.1 below. The EDE dose conversion factors used are shown

in Table 12-2 and are the same as those used in Attachment 4 of DA-RP-08-064. The relative

composition of the noble gases derived from the RADTRAD results are shown in Table 12-1. Table 12-1

also shows the total EDE DCF. These results are plotted in Figure 12-1land confirm the reasonableness

of the DA-RP-08-064 noble gas EDE DCFs. These calculations are in the LOCA DCF Study worksheet of

the CALC-2011-0020 REV00.xlsx spreadsheet.

The DCF used in the EAL calculations is based on the t=0 value from DA-RP-08-064. This is deemed

appropriate as it conservatively represents the noble gas mix at the start of the accident. However for

other events that don't involve large core damage the noble gas EDE DCF may be different. The RCS

noble gases are evaluated to determine the impact on the DCF.
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The design basis EPU RCS primary activities are based on CN-REA-04-34 (Reference 6.4) and the

secondary steam activities are based on CN-REA-04-57 (Reference 6.5). The results of the calculation

are shown in Table 12-3. As can be seen the noble gas EDE DCF is: much lower than the t=O post-LOCA

value.

The t=O noble gas EDE DCF in EPIP-2-4 (Reference 6.12) Attachment 3 is 470 rem/hr.per uCi/cc. This is

combined with the Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) to obtain the TEDE. A noble gas to

iodine ratio of 10,000:1 is assumed for this purpose. This is the default value in the Ginna EP dose

projection methods and was challenged in NRC inspection report 50-244/89-19 dated 8/4/89. In the

report, unresolved issue 50-244/88-14-08 was resolved and it was agreed that the 10,000:1 ratio was

appropriate until the actual ratio could be determined from sample analysis. Therefore, the TEDE is

calculated as follows:

TEDE = EDE + 1E-4*CEDE = 470 rem/hr per uCi/cc + 1E-4*(1.73E4 rem/hr per uCi/cc)

= 471.73 rem/hr per uCi/cc

where, the CEDE value is taken from DA-RP-08-064.

Based on the above assessment the TEDE DCF of 471.73 rem/hr per uCi/cc is a good assumption for EAL

assessments. For assessment of events of lower consequence involving a release of noble'gases a TEDE

DCF of 42.3 rem/hr per uCi/cc is a good assumption based on RCS activity.
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TABLE 12-1 NOBLE GAS EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT AS A FUNCTION OF TIME POST-ACCIDENT

Relative Distribution of Noble Gas in CNMT Effluent Post-LOCA

Nuclide 0.0139 0.0167 0.0194 0.022 0.5083 0.87 1.8083 2 8 24 96 720

Kr-85m 4.42E-02 4.44E-02 4.45E-02 4.47E-02 5.64E-02 6.11E-02 5.80E-02 5.50E-02 4.07E-02 1.16E-02 3.29E-04 O.OOE+O0

Kr-85 1.91E-03 1.92E-03 1.92E-03 1.93E-03 2.63E-03 3.19E-03 3.57E-03 3.76E-03 4.37E-03 5.56E-03 7.71E-03 3.30E-02

Kr-87 8.44E-02 8.46E-02 8.48E-02 8.49E-02 8.93E-02 7.27E-02 4.65E-02 3.34E-02 1.06E-02 1.99E-04 O.OOE+O0 O.OOE+O0

Kr-88 1.19E-01 1.20E-01 1.20E-01 1.20E-01 1.46E-01 1.48E-01 1.28E-01 1.14E-01 6.72E-02 9.44E-03 6.OOE-05 O.OOE+O0

Xe-131m 1.82E-03 1.83E-03 1.84E-03 1.85E-03 2.51E-03 3.04E-03 3.39E-03 3.57E-03 4.12E-03 5.10E-03 6.36E-03 1.29E-02

Xe-133m 1.03E-02 1.04E-02 1.04E-02 1.05E-02 1.41E-02 1.70E-02 1.88E-02 1.96E-02 2.19E-02 2.41E-02 1.93E-02 6.09E-03

Xe-133 3.29E-01 3.31E-01 3.32E-01 3.33E-01 4.52E-01 5.48E-01 6.09E-01 6.39E-01 7.30E-01 8.74E-01 9.57E-01 9.48E-01

Xe-135m 6.25E-02 6.21E-02 6.16E-02 6.13E-02 2.61E-02 4.67E-03 5.17E-04 6.89E-05 3.29E-06 O.OOE+O0 O.OOE+O0 O.OOE+O0

Xe-135 8.34E-02 8.37E-02 8.40E-02 8.43E-02 1.10E-01 1.27E-01 1.31E-01 1.31E-01 1.21E-01 7.OOE-02 9.01E-03 1.77E-05-

Xe-138 2.63E-01 2.61E-01 2.58E-01 2.57E-01 1.01E-01 1.57E-02 1.S1E-03 1.69E-04 7.24E-06 O.OOE+00 O.O0E+O0 O.OOE+O0

EDE 424.5 423.5 422.7 421.9 345.2 279.0 230.5 205.0 132.0 45.5 26.3 . 30.1

EDE - units of rem/hr per uCi/cc
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TABLE 12-2 EPA-400 NOBLE GASE EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT FACTORS

Nuclide

Kr-85m

Kr-85

Kr-87

Kr-88

Xe-131m

Xe-133m

Xe-133

Xe-135m

Xe-135

Xe-138

EDE
(rem/hr

per uCi/cc)

93

1.3

510

1300

850

17

20

250

140

710

TABLE 12-3 NOBLE GAS EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT FACTORS FOR RCS RELEASES

RCS Activity (uCi/gm)
EDE

(rem/hr per Secondary
Nuclide uCi/cc) Primary (Steam)

Kr-85 1.3 8.21E+00 5.60E-07

Kr-85m 93 1.93E+00 6.50E-09

Kr-87 510 1.24E+00 2.20E-08

Kr-88 1300 3.60E+00 7.70E-09

Xe-131m 4.9 3.54E+00 3.20E-07

Xe-133 20 2.71E+02 1.20E-08

Xe-133m 17 3.84E+00 2.80E-08

Xe-135 140 9.49E+00 2.60E-08

Xe-138 720 6.92E-01 3.10E-08

Total 3.04E+02 1.01E-06

EDE (rem/hr per uCi/cc) 42.3 50.1
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FIGURE 12-1 NOBLE GAS EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT AS A FUNCTION OF TIME POST-LOCA
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12.1 RADTRAD LOCA CNMT MODEL INPUT FILES

contleak.psf

Radtrad 3.03 4/15/2001
Cont Leak
Nuclide Inventory File:
c:\data\shane\work\ginna\rhr flyup issue sept 2010\radtrad\ginna loca63.nif
Plant Power Level:

1.8110E+03
Compartments:

4
Compartment 1:
Sprayed

3
7.8000E+05

1
0
0
0
0

Compartment 2:
Unsprayed

3
2.2000E+05

0
0
1
0
0

Compartment 3:
Environ

2
0.0000E+00

0
0
0
0
0

Compartment 4:
Control Rm

1
3. 6210E+04

0
0
1
0
0

Pathways:
6

Pathway 1:
Sprayed to Unsprayed

1
2
2

Pathway 2:
Unsprayed to Sprayed

2
1
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2
Pathway 3:
Sprayed to Environ

1
3
4

Pathway 4:
Unsprayed to Environ

2
3
4

Pathway 5:
Environ to Control Rm

3
4
2

Pathway 6:
Control Rm to Environ

4
3
2

End of Plant Model File
Scenario Description Name:

Plant Model Filename:

Source Term:
2
1 7.8000E-01
2 2.2000E-01

c:\data\shane\work\ginna\rhr flyup issue
c:\data\shane\work\ginna\rhr flyup issue

0.00OOE+00

sept 2010\radtrad\ginna.inp
sept 2010\radtrad\loca.rft

0
9.5000E-01 4.8500E-02 1.5000E-03 1.0000E+00

Overlying Pool:

0
o.OOOE+00
0
0
0
0

Compartments:

Compartment 1:
1

1

1

o.OOOOE+00
3
o.OOOOE+00
2.2000E-02
8. 7000E-01
1
0.0000E+00
3
o.0000E+00
2.2000E-02
8.7000E-01
1
o.OOOOE+00
0
0

o.0000E+00
3.5000E+00
o.0000E+00

o.0000E+00
2. 0000E+01
0.0000E+00
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0
0
0

Compartment 2:
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1.2000E+04
3
o.0000E+00
1.3900E-02
7.2000E+02
0
0

Compartment 3:
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Compartment 4:
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

5.4000E+03
4
o.OOOOE+00
1.9400E-02
2.OOOOE+00
7.2000E+02
0
0

Pathways:
6

Pathway 1:
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
O.OOOOE+00
1.3900E-02
7.2000E+02
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.OOOOE+00
9. 5000E+01
o.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00
o.OOOOE+00
o.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00
9. 9000E+01
9. 9000E+01
o.OOOOE+00

o.OOOOE+00
4.8000E+04
4.8000E+04

o.OOOOE+00
9. 4000E+01
9. 4000E+01
o.OOOOE+00

o.OOOOE+00
o.OOOOE+00
o.OOOOE+00

o.OOOOE+00
9. 4000E+01
9. 4000E+01
o.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
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Pathway 2:
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0.0000E+00
1.3900E-02
7.2000E+02
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pathway 3:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
o.OOOOE+00
2.4000E+01
7.2000E+02

0
Pathway 4:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
o.0000E+00
2.4000E+01
7.2000E+02
0

Pathway 5:
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
o.0000E+00
1.6700E-02
2.0000E+00
7.2000E+02

o.0000E+00
4.8000E+04
0.0000E+00

o.0000E+00
9. 5000E+01
0.0000E+00

o .OOOOE+00

o . 000E+00
O .OOOOE+00

0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00

2. OOOE-01
1.O0O0E-01
o.0000E+00

2. 0000E-01
1. 0000E-01
0.0000E+00

2.2000E+03 0.0000E+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
2.5000E+02 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.OOOOE+00
2.5000E+02 0.0000E+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
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0
0
0

Pathway 6:
0
0
0
0
0
1~
4
C. CCCCE+CC
1. 6700E-02
2. CCCCE+CC
7 .2000E±02
0

2.2000E+03
2.5000E+02
2.5000E+02
0.0000E+00

o.0000E+00
C.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00

o.0000E+00
C.0000E+00
o.0000E+00
o.0000E+00

o.0000E+00
o.0000E+00
o.0000E+00
0.0000E+00

0
0-.
0
0
0

Dose Locations:
3

Location 1:
EAB

3

1
3
o.0000E+00
2.0000E+00
7.2000E+02
1
4
o.0000E+00
8.00C0E+00
2. 4000E+01
7.2000E+02
0

Location 2:
LPZ

3
1
6
o.0000E+00
2.0000E+00
8.0000E+00
2.4000E+01
9.6000E+01
7.2000E+02
1
4
o.0O00E+00
8.0O00E+00
2.4000E+01
7.2000E+02
0

Location 3:
.Control Rm

4
0

2.1700E-04
2.1700E-04
o.00O0E+00

3.4700E-04
1.8000E-04
2.3000E-04
o.ooooE+00

2.5100E-05
2.5100E-05
1.7800E-05
8.5000E-06
2.9300E-06
o.00O0E+00

3.4700E-04
1.8000E-04
2.3000E-04
C.0000E+00
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1
2
O.OOOOE+00 3.5000E-04
7.2000E+02 O.OOOOE+00
1
4
O.OOOOE+00 1.OOOOE+00
2.4000E+01 6.OOOOE-01
9.6000E+01 4.OOOOE-01
7.2000E+02 0.OOOOE+00

Effective Volume Location:
1
6
0.0000E+00 1.7700E-03
2.0000E+00 1.2500E-03
8.0000E+00 4.8000E-04
2.4000E+01 4.2400E-04
9.6000E+01 3.6600E-04
7.2000E+02 0.0000E+00

Simulation Parameters:
3
0.0000E+00 1.0000E-02
2.OOOOE+00 1.0000E-01
7.2000E+02 0.0000E+00

Output Filename:
C:\Data\Shane\Work\Ginna\2011 EAL Calc Revisions\CALC-2011-XXXX\Scoping\contleak.o0

1
1

0
0

End of Scenario File

LOCA.RFT

Release Fraction and Timing Name:LOCA RFT
Ginna, DA-NS-2001-087, R4, page 22 and RG 1.183,
Duration (h) : Design Basis Accident

0.0083
Noble Gases:

0.0
Iodine:

0.0
Cesium:

0.0
Tellurium:

0.0
Strontium:

0.0
Barium:

0.0
Ruthenium:

0.0
Cerium:

0.0
Lanthanum:

0.0

0.5000E+00

0. 5000E-01

0.5000E-01

0. 5000E-01

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0. 1300E+01

0.9500E+00

0.3500E+00

0.2500E+00

0. 5000E-01

0. 2000E-01

0.2000E-01

0.2500E-02

0.5000E-03

0.2000E-03

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

Table 4

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.0000E+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00

0.OOOOE+00
Non-RadioactiAerosols (kg):
0.0 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00

End of Release File
0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
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Ginna LOCA63.nif

Nuclide Inventory Name: Ginna LOCA
Calc DA-NS-2002-037, R.
Power Level:

1.0
Nuclides:

63
Nuclide 001:

Co-60
7

0. 1663401096E+09
0. 6000E+02
1. 980E+02

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 002:
Kr-85m

1
0. 1612800000E+05
0.8500E+02
7.51E+03

Kr-85 0.2100E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00

none
Nuclide
Kr-85

0.OOOOE+00
003:

1
0.3382974720E+09
0.8500E+02
3.23E+02

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 004:
Kr-87

1
0.4578000000E+04
0.8700E+02
1.447E+04

Rb-87 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 005:
Kr-88

1
0.1022400000E+05
0.8800E+02
2.032E+04

Rb-88 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 006:
Xe-131m

1
1.028E+06
0.1310E+03
3.087E+02

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
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Nuclide 007:
Xe-133m

1
1.89E+05
0.1330E+03
1.750E+03

Xe-133 1.0
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 008:
Xe-133

1
0.4531680000E+06
0.1330E+03
5.577E+04

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 009:
Xe-135m

1
917.4
0. 1350E+03
1.126E+04

Xe-135 0.9999E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 010:
Xe-135

1
0.3272400000E+05
0.1350E+03
1.414E+04

Cs-135 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 011:
Xe-138:

1
8.502E+2
0. 138E+03
4.754E+04

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 012:
1-131

2
0.6946560000E+06
0.1310E+03
2. 805E+04

Xe-131m 0.1100E-01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 013:
1-132

2
0.8280000000E+04
0. 1320E+03
4.147E+04

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
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Nuclide 014:
1-133

2
0.7488000000E+05
0.1330E+03
5.687E+04

Xe-133m 0.2900E-01
Xe-133 0.9700E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 015:
1-134

2
0.3156000000E+04
0. 1340E+03
6.295E+04

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 016:
1-135

2
0.2379600000E+05
0.1350E+03
5.367E+04

Xe-135m 0.1500E+00
Xe-135 0.8500E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 017:
Cs-134

3
0.6507177120E+08
0.1340E+03
6. 074E+03

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 018:
Cs-136

3
0.1131840000E+07
0.1360E+03
1. 789E+03

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 019:
Cs-137

3
0.9467280000E+09
0.1370E+03
3. 479E+03

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 020:
Rb-86

3
0.1612224000E+07
0.8600E+02
7.178E+01

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00

Page 31
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Nuclide 021:
Te-127m

4
0.9417600000E+07
0.1270E+03
3.876E+02

Te-127 0.9800E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 022:
Te-127

4
0.3366000000E+05
0.1270E+03
2.982E+03

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 023:
Te-129m

4
0.2903040000E+07
0.1290E+03
1.314E+03

Te-129 0.6500E+00
1-129 0.3500E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 024:
Te-129

4
0.4176000000E+04
0. 1290E+03
8.945E+03

1-129 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 025:
Te-131m

4
0.1080000000E+06
0.1310E+03
4.042E+03

Te-131 0.2200E+00
1-131 0.7800E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 026:
Te-132

4
0.2815200000E+06
0.1320E+03
3.987E+04

1-132 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 027:
Sb-127

4
0.3326400000E+06
0.1270E+03
3. 009E+03

Te-127m 0.1800E+00
Te-127 0.8200E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
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Nuclide 028:
Sb-129

4
0.1555200000E+05
0. 1290E+03
9.001E+03

Te-129m 0.2200E+00
Te-129 0.7700E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 029:
Sr-89

5
0.4363200000E+07
0.8900E+02
2.733E+04

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 030:
Sr-90

5
0.9189573120E+09
0.9000E+02
2.557E+03

Y-90 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 031:
Sr-91

5
0.3420000000E+05
0. 9100E+02
3.424E+04

Y-91m 0.5800E+00
Y-91 0.4200E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 032:
Sr-92

5
0.9756000000E+04
0.9200E+02
3.700E+04

Y-92 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 033:
Ba-139

6
0.4962000000E+04
0.1390E+03
5.141E+04

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 034:
Ba-140

6
0.1100736000E+07
0. 1400E+03
4. 936E+04

La-140 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
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Nuclide 035:
Ru-103

7
0.3393792000E+07
0. 1030E+03
4.257E+04

Rh-103m 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 036:
Ru-105

7
0.1598400000E+05
0. 1050E+03
2.888E+04

Rh-105 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 037:
Ru-106

7
0.3181248000E+08
0. 1060E+03
1. 441E+04

Rh-106 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 038:
Rh-105

7
0.1272960000E+06
0.1050E+03
2. 584E+04

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 039:
Mo-99

7
0.2376000000E+06
0.9900E+02
5. 340E+04

Tc-99m 0.8800E+00
Tc-99 0.1200E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 040:
Tc-99m

7
0.2167200000E+05
0.9900E+02
4. 688E+04

Tc-99 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 041:
Ce-141

8
0.2808086400E+07
0. 1410E+03
4.682E+04

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
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Nuclide 042:
Ce-143

8
0.1188000000E+06
0.1430E+03
4.357E+04

Pr-143 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 043:
Ce-144

8
0.2456352000E+08
0.1440E+03
3.567E+04

Pr-144m 0.1800E-01
Pr-144 0.9800E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 044:
Pu-238

8
0.2768863824E+10
0.2380E+03
1.231E+02

U-234 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 045:
Pu-239

8
0.7594336440E+12
0.2390E+03
1.022E+01

U-235 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 046:
Pu-240

8
0.2062920312E+12
0.2400E+03
1.541E+01

U-236 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 047:
Pu-241

8
0.4544294400E+09
0.2410E+03
3.396E+03

U-237 0.2400E-04
Am-241 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 048:
Np-239

8
0.2034720000E+06
0.2390E+03
5.798E+05

Pu-239 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
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Nuclide 049:
Y-90

9
0.2304000000E+06
0.9000E+02
2.673E+03

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 050:
Y-91

9
0.5055264000E+07
0. 9100E+02
3.523E+04
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none
none
none
Nuclide
Y-92

9

0.OOOOE+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00

051:

0.1274400000E+05
0.9200E+02
3. 716E+4

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 052:
Y-93

9
0.3636000000E+05
0.9300E+02
4. 268E+04

Zr-93 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 053:
Nb-95

9
0.3036960000E+07
0.9500E+02
4.782E+04

none
none
none
Nuclide
Zr-95

9

0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00

054:

0.5527872000E+07
0.9500E+02
4. 749E+04

Nb-95m 0.780E-02
Nb-95 0.992E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 055:
Zr-97

9
0.6084000000E+05
0.9700E+02
4.743E+04

Nb-97m 0.9470E+00
Nb-97 0.5300E-01
none 0.OOOOE+00
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Nuclide 056:
La-140

9
0.1449792000E+06
0. 1400E+03
5.113E+04

none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 057:
La-141

9
0.1414800000E+05
0. 1410E+03
4. 611E+04

Ce-141 0.1000E+01
none 0.0000E+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 058:
La-142

9
0.5550000000E+04
0. 1420E+03
4. 539E+04

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 059:
Nd-147

9
0.9486720000E+06
0.1470E+03
1.872E+04

Pm-1 4 7  0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.0000E+00
Nuclide 060:
Pr-14 3

9
0.1171584000E+07
0. 1430E+03
4. 274E+04

none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 061:
Am-241

9
0.1363919472E+II
0 ,2410E+03
4. 169E+00

Np-237 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
Nuclide 062:
Cm-242

9
0,1406592000E+08
0,2420E+03
9,663E+02

Pu-238 0.1000E+01
none 0.OOOOE+00
none 0.OOOOE+00
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Nuclide 063:
Cm-244

9
0.571508136E+9
0.2440E+03
1.137E+02

Pu-240 0.1000E+01
none 0.0OOOE+00
none 0.COO0E+00
End of Nuclear Inventory File

Ginna.inp

Dose Conversion Factors from FGRs 11 & 12
Worst Lung Clearance Class for CEDE - nuclides consistent with DA-NS-2002-037, R1 Co-
58 and 60 are omitted

9 ORGANS DEFINED IN THIS FILE:
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)

63 NUCLIDES DEFINED IN THIS FILE:
Co-60
Kr-85m
Kr-85
Kr-87
Kr-88
Xe-131m
Xe-133m
Xe-133
Xe-135m
Xe-135
Xe-138
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137 Actually Ba-137m for EDE
Rb-86
Te-127m
Te-127
Te-129m
Te-129
Te-131m
Te-132
Sb-127
Sb-129
Sr-89
Sr-90
Sr-91
Sr-92
Ba-139
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Ba-140
Ru-103
Ru-105
Ru-106
Rh-105
Mo-99
Tc-99m
Ce-141
Ce-143
Ce-144
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Np-239
Y-90
Y-91
Y-92
Y-93
Nb-95
Zr-95
Zr-97
La-140
La-141 added
La-142
Nd-147
Pr-143
Am-241
Cm-242
Cm-244

CLOUDSHINE GROUND GROUND GROUND INHALED INHALED INGESTION
SHINE 8HR SHINE 7DAY SHINE RATE ACUTE CHRONIC

Co-60
GONADS 1.230E-13 7.056E-11 1.480E-09 2.450E-15-1.000E+00 4.760E-09 3.190E-09
BREAST 1.390E-13 6.739E-11 1.413E-09 2.340E-15-1.000E+00 1.840E-08 1.100E-09
LUNGS 1.240E-13 6.537E-11 1.371E-09 2.270E-15-1.000E+00 3.450E-07 8.770E-10
RED MARR 1.230E-13 6.710E-II 1.407E-09 2.330E-15-1.OOOE+00 1.720E-08 1.320E-09
BONE SUR 1.780E-13 8.956E-11 1.879E-09 3.110E-15-1.OO0E+00 1.350E-08 9.390E-10
THYROID 1.270E-13 6.480E-11 1.359E-09 2.250E-15-1.000E+00 1.620E-08 7.880E-10
REMAINDER 1.200E-13 6.508E-11 1.365E-09 2.260E-15-1.OOOE+00 3.600E-08 4.970E-09
EFFECTIVE 1.260E-13 6.768E-11 1.419E-09 2.350E-15-1.000E+00 5.910E-08 2.770E-09
SKIN(FGR) 1.450E-13 7.948E-11 1.667E-09 2.760E-15-1.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
Kr-85m
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 7.480E-15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Kr-85
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 1.190E-16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Kr-87
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GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Kr-88
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Xe-131m
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Xe-133m
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Xe-133
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Xe-135m
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Xe-135
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
4.120E-14 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 020E-13
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3. 890E-
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 370E-
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

16 0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

15 0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.560E-15 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2. 040E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
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RED MARR

BONE SUR
THYROID

REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE

SKIN(FGR)
Xe-138

GONADS
BREAST

LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER

EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)

1-131
GONADS
BREAST

LUNGS

RED MARR

BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER

EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)

1-132

GONADS
BREAST

LUNGS
RED MARR

BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER

EFFECTIVE

SKIN(FGR)

1-133
GONADS

BREAST
LUNGS

RED MARR

BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER

EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)

1-134
GONADS
BREAST

LUNGS
RED MARR

BONE SUR
THYROID

REMAINDER

EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)

1-135

GONADS

BREAST

LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.190E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.770E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 820E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 120E-
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

13 0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0.
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.890E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.030E-10
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 580E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3. 550E-11
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.0 .0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2 .940E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 300E-13
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Cs-134
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Cs-136
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Cs-137
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN (FGR)
Rb-86
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Te-127m
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Te-127
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)

0.0 0.0
7.980E-14 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7. 570E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.060E-13 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2. 880E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4. 810E-15
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.470E-16
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2. 420E-16
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.250E-08
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 980E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8. 630E-09
0.0

0.0 0.0
3.320E-10 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.790E-09 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5. 810E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8 600E-1I
.0 .0
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Te-129m
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Te-129
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Te-131m
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Te-132
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Sb-127
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Sb-129
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Sr-89
GONADS
BREAST

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.550E-15
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.750E-15
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7. O1OE-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.030E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6. 470E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2 420E-11
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 730E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.550E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 630E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 740E-10
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3. 330E-
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

14 0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7. 140E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
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0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
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LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 7.730E-17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.120E-08 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sr-90
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 7.530E-18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.510E-07 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sr-91
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 3.450E-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.490E-10 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sr-92
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 6.790E-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.180E-10 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ba-139
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 2.170E-15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.640E-11 0.0
SKIN (FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ba-140
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 8.580E-15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.010E-09 0.0
SKINWFGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ru-103
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Ru-105
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Ru-106
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Rh-105
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Mo-99
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Tc-99m
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Ce-141
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE

0.0
0.0
2. 250E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3. 810E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3. 720E-15
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7 .280E-15
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5. 890E-15
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00.
0.0
3. 430E-15

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
00.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
2.420E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1 .230E-10
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1 .290E-07
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.580E-10
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1. 070E-09
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0.
0.0
0.0
8.800E-12
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.420E-09

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
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SKIN(FGR)
Ce-143
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Ce-144
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Pu-238
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Pu-239
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Pu-240
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Pu-241
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Np-239
GONADS

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.290E-14
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8. 530E-16
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4. 880E-18
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.240E-18
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
9.160E-10 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.010E-07 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.060E-04 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.160E-04 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.160E-04 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0- 0.0
0 0 0.0
2.230E-06 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
4.750E-18 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7 .250E-20
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 7.690E-15 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.780E-10 0.0,
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Y-90
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 1.900E-16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.280E-09 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Y-91
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 2.600E-16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.320E-08 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Y-92
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 1.300E-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.110E-10 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Y-93
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 4.800E-15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.820E-10 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Nb-95
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 3.740E-14 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 1.570E-09 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Zr-95
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 3.600E-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.390E-09 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Zr-97
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 9.020E-15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.170E-09 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
La-140
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0

EFFECTIVE 1.170E-13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.310E-09 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
La-141
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 2.390E-15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.57E-10 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
La-142
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 1.440E-13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.840E-11 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Nd-147
GONADS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 6.190E-15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.850E-09 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Pr-143
GONADS 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Am-241
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Cm-242
GONADS
BREAST
LUNGS
RED MARR
BONE SUR
THYROID
REMAINDER
EFFECTIVE
SKIN(FGR)
Cm-244

2.100E-17 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.180E-16
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5. 690E-18
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0,
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
.0. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

'0.0*
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
.0 .0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.190E-09 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.200E-04
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4. 670E-06
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.0.0

0..0
6. 700E-05
0.0

0.0
0.0
0 :0
0.0*.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0o.0
0%. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

GONADS 0.0 0.0
BREAST 0.0 0.0
LUNGS 0.0 0.0
RED MARR 0.0 0.0
BONE SUR 0.0 0.0
THYROID 0.0 0.0
REMAINDER 0.0 0.0
EFFECTIVE 4.910E-18 0.0
SKIN(FGR) 0.0 0.0
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ATTACHMENT 1, DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT (FOR INFORMATION ONLY)

Doc Type being verified: [] Design Change [ Calculation EL Specification
E] Other:

Document No.: CALC-2011-0020 Rev.: 000

Extent of Design Verification (Briefly describe):

Checked inputs, spreadsheet, and RADTRAD input and output.

Method of Design Verification:
0 Design Review El Qualification Testing

E] Alternate Calculations El Applicability of Proven Design

Results of Design Verification:

E] Fully acceptable with no issues identified
Z Fully acceptable based on the following issues identified and resolved:

No. Verifier's Comment Preparer's Response Verifier
(Indicate if not required) Concurs?

(Yes/No)
1 Table 4-1 - Plant vent flow rate is cited as This value is left unchanged. It is

77,000 cfm per EPIP-2-4. EPIP-2-4 made an assumption. The reason is
indicates plant vent flow rate of 77,844 cfm because there are several values for
normal and 71,289 cfm emergency. EPIP- the actual flow rate. DA-RP-2001-017
2-3 cites 76,000 cfm. Use of slightly higher states the design flow rate is 75,000
flow rate produces no change in EAL within cfm, however flow test acceptance y
the number of significant digits specified. criterion is greater than 80,000 cfm.
Use of the emergency flow rate results in a Apparently the EPIPs use best-
slightly less conservative (higher) EAL. estimate values. Rather than try to

use a single value from reference, the
value of 77,000 cfm is used to
encompass the variability.

2 Table 4-1 and Section 5 - Plant vent X/Q is Added Assumption 5.6.
assumed to apply to ARV and MSSVs, but y
no discussion is provided in the assumption
section.

3 Table 4-1 - Section 5.13 of EPIP-2-3 rev 18 The values used were based on the
indicates 2565 cfm (153,900 cfh) for ARV EPIP-2-3 value in cc/sec divided by
flow rate rather than 2818 cfm. Also, 5550 the conversion factor of 471.947.
cfm (333,000 cfh) flow rate per safety valve There appears to be a discrepancy in
(4 available) rather than 5615 cfm. the conversion in EPIP-2-3. Values

and calculation have been updated.
4 Table 4-1 - P-9 shows limit for R-12 with 2 The cited reference is DA-RP-98-091.

fans is 2.68E6 cpm rather than 2.56E6 cpm. The calculation is below
=500/(294*0.0000016*0
.000000055*7550000) on page 11. Y
This may be an error in P-9. Since the
calculation is the basis for the ODCM
setpoint no change is made.

5 Reference 6.1 - provide a revision number Corrected.
(9807).
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Lead Design
Verifier: J. R. MASSARI 12/19/201

Name .7 Signature Date

Engineering Manager (if required): N/A

Discipline Design Verifiers if required: N/A

Discipline Name Signature Date

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS AS REQUIRED)
Check if Design Review Checklist is attached
Check if additional sheets are used E]
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. 'ATTACHMENT 2, DESIGN VERIFICATION CHECKLIST (FOR INFORMATION ONLY)

The following questions are required to be addressed based on Constellation Nuclear Generation commitment to
ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1994 for design verification activities. This checklist is intended to assist when using the
Design Review method of design verification to ensure relevant items are addressed in the verification effort.
Each "No" answer will require correction or resolution by the originator of the document being verified prior to full
acceptance by the design verifier(s).

Doc #: CALC-2011-0020 Rev 000 Lead Design Verifier's Name: J. R. MASSARI

A ReviewCheck

1. Were the design inputs correctly selected? x

2. Are assumptions necessary to perform the design activity adequately
described and reasonable?

Where necessary, are the assumptions identified for subsequent re-
Verifications when the detailed design activities are completed?

3. Was an appropriate design method used? x

4. Were the design inputs correctly incorporated into the design? x

5. Is the design output reasonable compared to design inputs? x

6. Are the necessary design input and verification requirements for interfacing
organizations specified in the design documents or in supporting procedures x
or instructions?
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